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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the translation process of three translator students and their production
of translated non-fiction texts. The students are followed from an initial examination task over
a period of time of 5 years. The translated texts produced during this period are analysed with
selected methods of text analysis, which is compared to their source texts. The text analysis
focuses on certain grammatical features that are known to generate problems for translators
with the language pair Russian – Swedish.

The results of the analysis show that the systematic differences in the languages
involved are not as problematic as expected for the participants. Writing skills in the TL,
translation principles and initial beliefs as well as the individual’s approach concerning the
task of a translator turn out to have the most significant influences on the participants’
performance. In a complementary analysis, introspection data obtained from concurrent
verbalisations are analysed according to a model that allows indicating and classifying
marked processing in the translations. The role of contrastive language knowledge is
especially emphasised in this part of the study.

The results are put in relation to each other to obtain a picture of the individual
development of the participating translator students. The three case studies show that each
participant developed his/her competence during the time of the study. They also show that
this development stays within a conceptual frame set by the participants before they started
their training as translators.

The implications for translator training that can be drawn from this study are mainly
concerned with the importance of writing skills in the TL, contrastive language knowledge
and the importance of questioning individual beliefs and principles concerning the task of the
translator as well as approaches to translating.
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1 Introduction

The aim of this empirical study is to explore and map the translation
process of non-professional translators. The main focus of this exploration
is the development of routines, skills, and thus competence over time. The
study is further concerned with the exploration of translating processes as
they take place in a translator’s head and how these processes are reflected
as patterns in the translation products. Also, it aims at gathering
information about the translators’ individual behaviour related to
translating, as well as beliefs concerning the activity and the product of
translating. This study is a data-driven longitudinal investigation into this
process, where the collected material determined the methods and the
course the study was to take. The primary goal was to investigate how the
actual processing is carried out and how the individual’s approach changes
over time. Certain linguistic features, gaps, and other differences in the
languages involved were chosen to serve as indicators for these changes. It
was assumed that the changes would become evident in an analysis of the
produced texts as well as in the material gathered and analysed with other
methods.

Translation in general can be described as a creative problem-solving
activity. Training, experience, and the eventually emerging competence
transform a beginner-translator into an expert-translator, given that a
certain amount of time passes and that relevant translation tasks are
performed. This study is concerned with translation on the basis of material
obtained from Russian⇒Swedish translations, while also including the
dimension of Russian and Swedish as complex linguistic systems. The
relationship between the two fields, i.e. translation studies and contrastive
linguistics, consists in the fact that translation is concerned with at least
two different languages, which never completely match each other while
possessing various contrasting features. The absence of complete
correspondence as well as one-to-one mapping that characterizes the
relationship of two languages can give rise to gaps in meaning (lexicon and
semantics) and/or form (grammar and syntax). Gaps or multiple mappings
that exist between two languages will generate problematic items, units, or
features for a translator and therefore be traceable for the researcher,
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presumably and most clearly in the products but also in the process
material. Therefore it seemed necessary for this study to first examine how
the translating process is reflected in the translation products. As a
consequence a large part of the study is directed towards analysing the
produced texts and comparing them to their textual sources in order to
generate a basic material that can be related to the analysis of the
processing-related material.

The focus in the analysis of the translated texts, i.e. the product study
is on the treatment of certain grammatical and textual categories in the STs,
that are known to constitute problems because they are not comparable or
directly translatable, and their subsequent rendering in the TTs, while the
analysis of the process material concentrates more on the mapping and
description of different processes that surfaced during the processing. It
was assumed that concentrating on concrete and tangible categories will
limit the sheer amount of data to be analysed, and that the combination of
different methods would help to overcome the difficulty of comparing
different texts and text types that essentially cannot be compared in other
ways.

Problems and difficulties that occur while translating are generally
tackled with translation-specific problem-solving activities and strategies.
The nature of these problem-solving activities and strategies does change
over time and can therefore be followed in the translation products and in
the processing material, providing a picture of the translator’s individual
development process. It was assumed that it would be possible to detect
these activities and strategies through the analysis of the processing
materials as well as in the translation product because they tend to appear
as visible patterns in both. Furthermore, it was assumed that they would
materialise in the concrete actions and expressed beliefs of the
translators/participants.

The question of how translators tackle problems also concerns the
individual’s skill and competence and their development over time. These
are skills and routines either developed unconsciously, in which case they
evolve out of a given situation, or trained consciously. A longitudinal study
of translation as mental processing should therefore also consider translator
skill and competence and how these are developed. Unfortunately, the
translation process itself, cannot be observed taking place inside a human
translator’s head and brain or measured while it is taking place. It must be
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described by methods that allow the mental processes to be reflected in
another, observable form. To find these methods, the study employs
models of information processing and empirical methods that cognitive
psychology has developed. These methods for introspection, which were
originally designed for experimental research settings, and among them
especially Think-Aloud-Protocols (TAP)1 seemed the most suitable for the
study. They thus form the methodological basis for an analysis of the
concurrent verbalisations that were produced by the participants, while
working with their translation tasks.

Besides the individual translator’s abilities his/her psychological
disposition as well as the temporary state s/he is in while translating are
supposed to have an influence on translating and processing and contribute
to the development of a personal profile, describing the achieved degree of
competence in a translator. This is assumed to be visible in the produced
texts and also in the introspection. Therefore, a comparative analysis of the
products and the translators aiming at this aspect of the developmental
picture will illustrate changes in the personal traits and dispositions that are
connected to competence and skill. It is also assumed to provide a hint, as
to whether these psychological traits contribute to the development of
competence in the individual. Within the frame of this study, the
importance of emotional and affective states and dispositions and their
influence on the performance of a translator could only be touched upon
briefly, but it should be pointed out that these are important aspects that
have a specific bearing on the development of the translators’ competence.

In the following I shall briefly present the material, the methods and
the setting as well as the intentions, expectations and disappointments that
this study generated. It is of importance to mention that this is a data-driven
study that did not depend on any general hypothesis posited beforehand.
Also, the study always takes the translator and her/his reference frame as
the framework for all analysis and in addition to the initial preconditions;
but a few other assumptions concerning certain prerequisites for the
subsequent parts of the study emerged during the research process.

The bulk of the material collected for the study consists of a number
of texts translated by non-professional translators while training to become
translators and introspective material with verbalisations that was produced

                                           
1 For a background on TAP and the research in cognition see Ericsson & Simon 1993.
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by the translators while performing their translation tasks. The primary
assumption was that certain problems experienced by the translators would
show in the text material as well as in the verbalisations.

In order to make any potential development of translator competence
and skill visible, the study was designed to extend over a time frame of 5
years, which included an education process for the participants. This
predefined setting entailed a number of problems concerning the choice of
textual sources for the translations and the collection, transcription, and
evaluation of the collected introspection recordings. Furthermore, technical
failures while recording the translation sessions, difficulties with finding
interested participants and keeping them willing to cooperate in the later
stages, as well as the impossibility of repeating the translating/recording
sessions with other texts for control were circumstances which, among
other things, imposed a change of focus in the course of the study. These
problems may also illuminate why this, to the best of my knowledge, is the
first longitudinal study ever conducted in the field of research into the
translation process.

I shall now briefly present the contents of the following chapters and
describe their position in and mutual relation to the study as a whole.

In Chapter 2 the linguistic background and theoretical framework are
presented for some particular system gaps, i.e. the verbal system including
deverbal elements of the language pair Russian – Swedish. The systematic
differences that generate the gaps are described, as well as their
implications for translation. This chapter is also concerned with the aspects
of contrastive linguistics and text linguistics that are part of the theoretical
prerequisites for this study.

In Chapter 3 the theoretical background pertinent for studies on the
translation process is presented together with a description of the models of
information processing and the notions of translator competence and norm.
Initially, the chapter presents an overview of relevant research on the
translation process, i.e. research that employed the same or comparable
methods as this study and is concerned with similar questions. A special
section in the chapter discusses potential problems that can arise in
connection with the analysis of material, gathered with the specific
combination of methods used in this study.

Chapter 4 provides a description of the different methods actually
employed in the study and the setting that allowed a parallel analysis of the
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material. It also presents other circumstances decisive for the design of the
study. A second part of the chapter presents the participants and their tasks
and how these were selected.

Chapter 5 contains the product study. Here a comparative text
analysis for all source texts and their translations is conducted, taking
source text analysis as its reference frame. Furthermore, an additional
section investigates translations of the indicators for the changes in
processing over time (participles and converbs) and the analysis of any
rendering patterns arising that were traceable in the translation products.

Chapter 6 presents the analysis of the processing material, collected
with introspection and aims at clarifying the possible impact of systematic
linguistic gaps on the processing and the behaviour of the participants as
realized in the produced materials.

Chapter 7 presents findings obtained from the investigation of the
development of skill and competence over time in the three participants,
including the individual’s psychological disposition and beliefs. It is
presented in the form of a description of each individual’s personal profile,
together with an assessment of their development.

In Chapter 8, conclusions are drawn concerning the findings
obtained from the investigation and analysis of the translating processes
and the translation products. In the second part of the chapter,
consequences for teaching translation and an outlook on the possibilities
for further research are presented.
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2 Languages in contrast

2.1 Introduction to the structural peculiarities of Russian and Swedish
The two languages involved in this investigation, Swedish and Russian, are
both Indo-European languages, but they belong to different branches. The
two languages have basic grammatical categories in common, e.g. verbs,
nouns, and adjectives, and they also share basic syntactic principles, e.g.
the SVO word order. They have several aspects that are quite differently
structured; in particular, I shall concentrate on the subsystem of verbs.

Swedish is a Germanic language employing six different
morphologically marked tenses; three are past tenses (one simple and two
compound), one present and two future tenses, three modes and an
asymmetric system of both inflected and un-inflected participles. Although
there is a possibility to express aspect, namely the progressive aspect
(Platzack 1979:55)1 this feature is not grammaticalized but only lexically
manifest in the so-called hold-construction (hålla på + att/och + infinitive,
Ebert 2000:607). Aspect is thus not a morphological feature of the verbal
system as a whole. Hence, the focus in the verbal system of Swedish is on
tense.

Russian is a Slavic language with only three morphologically marked
tenses (past, present and future) but a fully developed system of two
different aspects (Forsyth 1970:6). Aspect in Russian is a morphologically
marked, obligatory category that concerns the entire verbal system.2
Russian has the same three modes as Swedish, i.e. indicative, subjunctive
and imperative, but in addition there is a symmetric system3 of inflected
participles and a category of un-inflected participles with adverbial
function, derived from verbs of both aspects. The focus within the verbal
system of Russian is on aspect and not on tense.

                                           
1 For a classification of the progressive aspect across languages, see also Bertinetto,
Ebert & de Groot 2000:520-524.
2 For a discussion of the category of aspect in Russian, see Durst-Andersen 1992: 29-
37.
3 For the distinction of the symmetric and asymmetric distribution of participles in
different languages, see Haspelmath 1994.
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The functions of the Swedish and Russian verbal categories including
deverbal forms like participles partly overlap. This does not mean that the
same formal category always has the same function or status in both
languages. As there is only one form of the past tense in Russian, all
internal temporal relations within a sentence, both in relation to the
moment of speech or to the text as a whole, are derived mainly from aspect
in combination with tense but also from the context and the con-situation.
The Russian past tense does not necessarily put constraints on the relation
to the moment of speech. Such limitations depend entirely on the aspect of
the verb and on the overall temporal context of the text. One inherent
feature of the simple past in Swedish is its temporal delimitation in relation
to the moment of speech. Any action expressed with the Swedish simple
past is definitely finished and confined to the real-time past and has no
bearing on the moment of speech (Teleman et .al. 1999: SAG 4 §4 and
§13). To express the relation of past actions relating to the moment of
speech, the compound past perfect is used. Nevertheless, Russian past tense
verb phrases are often translated into Swedish with the superficially
unmarked simple past, regardless of aspect and the temporal context of the
surrounding context. Therefore, the Russian past tense does not have a
straightforward equivalent in the Swedish simple past, because the Swedish
simple past has the above-mentioned delimitation.

Looking at the Swedish grammar of Russian that was most widely
used at the time of this study (Wikland 1974), I gained the impression that
the Russian past tense here is presented as the same formal and functional
category as the Swedish past tense.4 The differences in temporality and the
impact of aspect are not taken into account. The difference in the temporal
relations of the Swedish and the Russian past tenses also carries over to the
translation of Russian deverbal constructions into Swedish because they do
not inherently express tense; thus, they are dependent on the tense of the
finite forms of the sentence. Given that Swedish maintains strict relations

                                           
4 See Wikland 1974:109 in the introductory remarks to the chapter on verbs:
“The Russian verb possesses only three tenses (tempus); present (actual time), preterite
(past time) and future (future time). In addition, the formal inventory of the verb is
enriched by a category, which is usually called aspect (вид ”perspective”). Aspect has
two forms, the perfective (f), and the imperfective (of). It is a grammatical category like
tense, which concerns almost all verbs in Russian.” (my translation). It should be noted
that in a later Russian grammar (Fält 1994/98), these differences are mentioned. This
grammar was not available, however at the time the participants studied Russian.
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between all the tenses within the sentence, which must be observed while
translating, this difference is the underlying reason why rendering past time
actions in a Russian ST exclusively with the simple past tense tends to turn
these translations into texts that are inadequately connected and therefore
problematical to read and understand. Besides lexical and semantical
differences and differences in language use, differences in syntactical
structure and in information structuring as well as between the language
systems are known to be some of the main causes of problems encountered
while translating. In the analyses presented in chapter 5, I shall focus
especially on these systematic differences as their treatment can reveal the
level of skill and competence of a translator as well as tell something about
his/her development.

2.1.1 Implications for translating
It was mentioned above that the systematic differences between syntactical
Russian and Swedish comprise not only elements of each language. They
also concern the syntactic level and the criteria for how well formed the
sentences are. Therefore, translating from Russian into Swedish often
demands major rephrasing operations. Text organization and information
structure also play an important role in the production of texts generally,
but as the differences here between Russian and Swedish are rather small,
they do not affect the translation process to the same extent as other
systematic differences. Patterns of text organization and information
structure are also more flexible concepts for the language user, because
they belong to an area where choices are optional and not obligatory.
Therefore, their influence on the translation process is not as crucial as the
impact of a systematic lack of correspondence. Nevertheless, translators
cannot successfully impose a mental model derived from their TL, which is
presumably their L1 as well, onto the ST, written in their L2. They will
have to create individual solutions, applying their knowledge of both
mental models to produce translations that are equally reasonable from the
point of view of transferring ST meaning into a TT that must be correct in
every respect. The main reason for this complication lies in differences of
syntactical structures and concepts. In Swedish, the order of sentence
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constituents is the decisive feature of syntax.5 Sentences are formed
according to a quite rigid scheme of positions or fields originally proposed
by the Danish grammarian Paul Didrichsen.6 Due to the structural
similarity of Swedish and Danish, this scheme is also accepted by Swedish
grammars to describe Swedish syntactical patterns.7 Sentence types (main
clause vs. subordinate clause including reduced clauses, question vs.
declarative sentence) are distinguished from each other by the order of the
parts of speech that have to be present in order to constitute that particular
type of sentence. The constituents are then ordered in a system of positions
according to their mutual dependencies. A change in order can produce a
different type of sentence or even a sentence that is no longer well formed.
This scheme allows almost no exceptions or alternative solutions, and it
provides a strong conceptual frame for the user of the language in terms of
slots to fill when producing well-formed sentences. Each position or slot
has to be filled with certain defined elements according to the rules for the
kind of sentence one wishes to produce. Some positions can be left empty,
but only under specified circumstances.

Because of this given conceptual frame, the language user knows
how the different elements, i.e. noun phrase, predicate and adverbial should
be formed into a string, thus shaping the sentence. Speakers of Swedish
distinguish the different functions of formal language elements by their
position in the sentence according to these rules for syntactical order. Thus,
I assume a speaker of Swedish will have difficulty recognising the different
functions of a sentence element as being inherent properties of the formal
category and rather see them as pertaining to its specific position in the
sentence. This would imply that in the mental model used by a speaker of
Swedish to interpret any element in its context, members of a grammatical
category would carry the same formal label, regardless of function.

The fact that each sentence element maintains a certain position
according to its intended function is a concept very much opposed to the
syntactical structures of Russian. The mental model produced from a
Swedish understanding interprets functionally corresponding constructions

                                           
5 This trait contrasts highly to Russian, which is said to have a free or almost free order
of constituents.
6 His theory is presented in Elementær dansk grammatik, Didrichsen 1968.
7 Cf. Jörgensen & Svensson 1986: Nusvensk grammatik and Teleman et al. 1999: SAG.
4.
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by the syntactical position they occupy as well as by constituent order and
other principles of information structure. For the process of translating
from Russian into Swedish, one of the conclusions arising is that the
translator has to interpret the syntactical constructions in a Russian ST
based on this mental model integrating form and function.

2.2 Converbs and participles as grammatical categories
The two grammatical categories that attract attention in a contrastive view
are participles and gerunds or converbs. I decided to take a closer look at
these two specific grammatical categories within the Russian verbal system
to limit the scope of my investigation. Russian grammar labels these
categories deepričastie and pričastie. In Swedish grammars of Russian,
pričastie is called particip and deepričastie is called gerundium, rather
unfortunate terms inherited from the tradition of Latin grammar which, at
least in the case of gerundium, do not necessarily apply to the same
grammatical category as in Latin.8 The English terms traditionally used for
the Russian grammatical categories are participle and gerund or verbal
adverb (Wade 1992:361/383). I consider the Swedish terms as well as the
above-mentioned English terms a source of confusion about the properties
of these two categories in the Russian verbal system for the reader of
grammars and therefore the student of Russian. For gerund I will instead
use the term converb according to the following definition by Haspelmath:

[…] a non-finite verb form whose main function is to mark adverbial
subordination. (Haspelmath & König 1995:3)

The term itself and its scope were originally proposed and defined for
Altaic linguistics by the Russian typologists Vladimir and Igor’ Nedjalkov
(V. P. Nedjalkov & I. V. Nedjalkov 1987:75).9

In the context of investigating the translation process, this seems to
me an appropriate definition to rely on because it focuses on function.
Deciding what is to be included and what not can be difficult issues,
essentially because the definition cuts across the borders of traditional

                                           
8 Cf. Routledge Dictionary of Language and Linguistics 1996:189–190 for a definition
of the term.
9 Cf. König & van der Auwera 1990 for the history of the term.
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grammatical categories based on form. Russian pričastie can be included in
the definition of converb or not, depending on its function within the
sentence, while deepričastie is always included (Weiss 1995:243).
Converb will replace the Russian term deepričastie and the Swedish
gerundium as well as the English gerund for the indicated grammatical
category in Russian.

Converb constructions are subordinate, embedded phrases that
specify circumstances for the super-ordinate sentence. They presuppose a
complex sentence structure with both matrix clause and dependent
clause(s) present. For Russian converb constructions, the so-called same-
subject condition of reference obtains (V. P. Nedjalkov 1995:110 f), which
states that the converbal subject as a rule is co-referential with the subject
of the super-ordinate clause (König & van der Auwera 1990:339).
Therefore, it can be left implicit in many languages (Haspelmath 1995:9).
Converb constructions receive a value relative to the tense of their
superordinate finite verbs and in the context of the narration, but without
reference to the moment of speech. This is the underlying reason why
converbs can accompany and modify finite verbs in any tense possessed by
the language in question, without those different tenses changing the
specifying relation between converb and finite verb. Furthermore, this
specification is not limited to temporal circumstances but can be purely
modal or combine temporal and modal properties. Jakobson called this
relation between the tense frame of a finite verb phrase and a subordinate
construction taxis:

Taxis characterizes the narrated event in relation to another narrated event and
without reference to the speech event […] (Jakobson 1971:135)

Converbs and also participles in general represent cases of dependent taxis
(Bondarko 1991:116-119). The notion of taxis (meaning order) is
important in this context as it describes and defines the sequential relation
of verbal elements in a sentence, where some do not express an inherent
relation to the time frame established by the text other than the one that is
mediated through the other verbal elements in the same sentence.

Russian possesses a symmetrical paradigm of participles
(Haspelmath 1994:154-157), i.e. we find present active and past active as
well as present passive and past passive participles. The forms of
pričastie/participle are declinable as ordinary adjectives, i.e. they agree in
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gender, case, and number with their head. A shortened form of the past
passive participle is designated for predicative use only and combined with
an auxiliary. This form is no longer considered a participle but rather an
analytical verb form employed for the construction of passive sentences.
Unfortunately, in the university grammar of Russian (Wikland 1974),
which was most widely used at the time when the participants studied the
language, this is not clearly stated. Thus, I am convinced that the
translation students participating in this study viewed this form as
belonging to a paradigm of deverbal elements that have no inherent tense
or relation to the moment of speech and not as an analytical verb form that
also conveys tense. Swedish on the other hand has essentially only two
entirely different participles: the present participle and the past participle,
which cannot be strictly associated with active or passive properties alone.
The past participles are declinable and follow their head in attributive and
predicative positions, whereas present participles are not. Swedish
participles do not carry inherent tense properties in any of their possible
functions (Teleman et. al. 1999: SAG 2, § 4-26 and § 27-38).

For Russian pričastie and Swedish particip I will continue to use the
term participle as it serves my purpose to describe a function. Participle as
opposed to converb is defined as a deverbal category whose main function
is to specify a noun or noun phrase, and as such, it is inseparable from the
phrase itself. Thus, participles in Russian and in Swedish can have
adjectival as well as predicative properties without changing form to take
on these different properties but there is no direct relation of translatability
between the same forms in the two languages.

2.2.1 Russian converbs
Russian converbs can generally be formed from verbs of both aspects, but
not always from both aspects of an aspectual pair. All converb
constructions in Russian have one property in common: the converb
reference is bound to a logical antecedent of some sort within the matrix
clause to which the converb construction is attached, and usually the
referent is easy to recover (Yokoyama 1980:64-66). Russian even allows
for reference to antecedents outside the actual sentence, the so-called
allosentential reference (Rappaport 1984:46); for exophoric reference, i.e.
reference to definite, though unnamed participants in the narrated event and
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finally for what may be called synecdochic reference (Yokoyama 1980:9),
where the referent of the converb construction and the referent of the
matrix clause have a part-whole relationship of some kind.
The relationship of the converb to the moment of speech is mediated
through the finite verb in the matrix clause. This mutual relationship
between verb and converb can be either simultaneity with the action
expressed by the actual tense in the matrix clause or non-simultaneity
(König & van der Auwera 1990:341). In the latter case, the two options
possible are anteriority and posteriority in relation to the temporal frame
created by the matrix clause (Rappaport 1984:85).

In the Swedish grammar of Russian referred to in this chapter, the
terms presens gerundium for the form ending in -a and preteritum
gerundium for the form ending in -v/ši are used (Wikland 1974:192). The
deepričastie ending in -a is seen as the form expressing simultaneity, while
the one ending in -v/ši is seen as the form expressing non-simultaneity
(mostly anteriority) with the verbal action in the matrix clause. These forms
do not indicate tense, however, but signify differences in aspect together
with the verb stem (Bjørn 1979:167-168). Apart from a temporally
specifying function, the converb can modify the finite verb as to how the
action is performed, thus combining these two properties, i.e. the converb
can specify circumstances of when  and how  for the matrix clause
simultaneously. All these components collaborate to form an intricate set of
conditions for the specific relation between the actual converb and its
matrix clause.

Finally, there are also pragmatic factors influencing the interpretation
of converbs and participles to be considered. The idea that syntactic
subordination is iconically correlated with situational subordination is a
pragmatic notion. Thus, how the sentence is understood depends on the
world-knowledge of the language user and his/her interpretation of a given
sequence of situations and events. The interpretation is derived from the
position of elements in the sentence (constituent order), hereby employing
the principle of iconicity, implying that the events in a conversation are
mentioned in the chronological order in which they actually occurred
(König & van der Auwera 1990:342).
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2.2.2 Swedish participles
Swedish possesses a category formally corresponding to pričastie, the
participle. A formal category corresponding to deepričastie does not exist,
however. The Swedish Academy Grammar distinguishes two forms of the
participle, presensparticip and perfektparticip (Teleman et al. SAG 2
1999:581). The English terms for these two categories would be present
participle and past participle. Swedish participles are functionally a fuzzy
category, which makes it difficult to decide where they should belong, i.e.
to the category of verbal elements or to the category of qualifiers/adjectival
elements. Participles can function both as part of the predicate and as the
specifying part of the noun phrase of a sentence. Some of them, in
particular present participles, can also perform adverbial functions in
certain contexts. I shall therefore argue that according to the converb
definition introduced by Haspelmath10, Swedish present participles can be
called converbs when they perform this adverbial function. The advantage
of using the converb definition involves being able to describe the Swedish
present participle in its adverbial function as a counterpart to the Russian
converb.

Present participles can be derived from almost any Swedish verb,
both transitive and intransitive. They are formed with a specific ending (-
a/ende) which does not change according to gender or number and have an
active meaning, almost without exception (Malmgren 1984:47). In its
adverbial and adjectival functions, the present participle is directly co-
referential with the subject or the agent of the matrix clause (Jörgensen &
Svensson 1986:124-125) and cannot extend its scope to any other referent
inside or outside the sentence. The present participle always maintains a
relation of simultaneity to the finite verb of the matrix clause (Teleman et
al. SAG 2 1999:611).

The past participle does agree in gender and number with the head in
most of its functions, except when it functions as a qualifier in the verb
phrase. It can also be used to form a variant of the passive voice, the so-
called periphrastic passive, together with the auxiliary bliva ‘become’ and
vara ‘be’ (Teleman et al. SAG 2 1999:582 ff). The Swedish supinum,
although similar in form to past participles and used to form compound
past tenses (Hedlund 1992:9 + 147 f), will not be treated here. Past

                                           
10 Cf. section 2.2, p. 10.
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participles can be derived from almost all transitive verbs and are then
generally passive in nature, as well as from intransitive and telic11 verbs.
Past participles derived from transitive, telic verbs can indicate anteriority,
and past participles derived from transitive but non-telic verbs indicate
simultaneity.

Finally, past participles derived from intransitive verbs of motion
have an active meaning, while those past participles derived from
intransitive, telic verbs generally have an active meaning concurrent with
anteriority. Compare for example en nyss anländ buss ≈ ‘a recently arrived
bus’ or ‘en drunknad kvinna’ ≈ ‘a drowned woman’, where the participle
has active meaning. Furthermore, it is not possible to derive past participles
from intransitive and atelic verbs, as for example en *soven pojke ≈ ‘a slept
boy’, see Malmgren (1984:36). Past participles express either anteriority or
simultaneity depending on the aktionsart of the verb, according to
Malmgren. Thus, Swedish participles have a number of different functions
that are triggered by their position in the clause. These functions do not
necessarily imply a change in either form or meaning, but they always
entail a change in the syntactic relations for the entire sentence.

2.2.3 Translating Russian converbs and participles into Swedish
Russian and Swedish deverbal forms, i.e. participles and converbs, are
primarily elements of the written language. They occur to a lesser extent in
spoken language. However, this restriction is a stylistic and pragmatic
tendency and not a rule. Participles and converbs occur in almost every sort
of text, which makes them interesting to investigate in the context of
translation. The similarities between the languages described above do not
imply that Russian converbs or participles can as a rule be translated by
Swedish ones. It can also be assumed that conditions and constraints that
apply to the use of converb and participle constructions are more or less
perfectly learned during the process of language acquisition, so that simply
understanding the Russian constructions is probably not the problem for a
translator. Rather, the difficulty seems to lie in how to render the full
meaning of such constructions with all their implications in another
language, especially in Swedish.

                                           
11 Malmgren (1984) discussed the functions of Swedish past participles in terms of
telicity but used the term gränsrelaterad ≈ ‘related to a limit’ for telic.
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In the Wikland Swedish grammar of Russian, we also find what might be
called standard solutions for the translation of converb and participle
constructions from Russian into Swedish (cf. 187-195). Participles are
generally described as substitutions for dependent clauses in Russian and
should be translated using Swedish dependent clauses, (cf. 187-189). Short-
form passive participles are described as an alternative to their long-form
counterparts, which are used predicatively to express the passive of
perfective verbs. As such, they should be rendered by the Swedish s-
passive, or with the passive participle as a predicative including a copula.
Participles with an adjectival or nominal function should be rendered by
adjectives or nouns, consistent with their semantic context (cf. 189-190).

Converbs are described as petrified participles that are used to form
reduced clauses in the function of adverbials. The grammar advocates
rendering converb constructions by subordinate clauses of time, manner,
cause, condition, etc. that should be introduced by the appropriate Swedish
conjunctions (cf. 192-195). As an exception, it also proposes translating
them by a reduced clause where a Swedish present participle will render
the function of the converb. Negated converb constructions should,
according to the grammar, also be rendered by reduced clauses.

The standard solutions for the rendering of Russian participles and
converbs are thus based on the assumption that they can be described and
defined according to a system primarily concerned with verbal tense to the
exclusion of other inherent features as for example taxis and/or aspect of
the finite verb in the matrix clause. These solutions are generally not
inappropriate, but as the grammar does not take other relations than the
purely temporal ones between the clauses into consideration, the
suggestions in the grammar do not give adequate enough explanations to
understand the properties of Russian converb and participle constructions. I
do not consider these standard offerings from this university grammar to be
the sole solutions for the rendering of converb constructions. They can
serve to build a basic structure for the translator’s rendering of the text
fragment in question.

Given the reservations just discussed, each participle and especially
each converb construction must be dealt with individually in order not to
lose more than necessary in the translating process. In chapter 7, when
studying individual translators, we will be able to see more clearly, how
they use the standard solutions as their starting point and alter them in such
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a way that their rendering turns out to be more or less consistent with the
model governing the use of participle and converb constructions in
Russian.

2.3 Text linguistics
So far we have dealt with the theoretical background to this study on the
level of grammatical elements and on the level of syntax. Translation as an
activity and as the subject of theoretical studies is always concerned with
texts, however. Therefore, we shall have to look into what constitutes a text
and how texts are organised in general but also what differences exist
between Swedish and Russian in this respect. The following account serves
as a theoretical background in text linguistics as presented in the works of
de Beaugrande, Daneš, Firbas and Enkvist, who provided the operational
definition for the notion of text which I will make use of in the following:

A text is a meaningful sequence of symbols in a natural language.
(Enkvist 1989:370)

Thus, a text not only has to fulfil the requirement of an ordered sequence of
symbols, but the sequence itself has to be meaningful. The definition
excludes the linear repetition of symbols, words or phrases in a natural
language that do not have the network of internal relations associated with
texts. Enkvist also discussed a number of features that are inherent to texts
and constitute its textuality, hereby distinguishing a text from a non-text.
To begin with, texts are hierarchically organised, i.e. the content or
narrative of a given text is arranged in a network of relations on different
levels. At the same time, texts are always presented in a linear way, which
implies that the relevant hierarchical network organisation has to be
inferred by the recipient of the text. The recipient is at a complete loss if
the text producer does not provide appropriate cues for interpretation of the
text.

The interpretation is thus dependent on the combined efforts of
producer and recipient. This description is also valid for translation and
translators, because translations are texts in their own rights that have to be
read and understood, the difference being that translations have gone
through a process of interpretation and reformulation by a translator before
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they reach the final recipient. Also, at one stage of this translation process
the roles of the recipient and the producer of texts come together in the
person of the translator. Translators therefore have to be not only skilled
interpreters (in the general meaning of the word) of texts in a given SL but
also proficient in producing TL texts.

Texts in different languages have the basic features of textuality in
common, though these features can materialise differently according to the
demands of the languages’ systems. The most important basic features are
intentionality, informativity, acceptability, coherence and cohesion,
situationality and intertextuality.12 The notion of textuality (Neubert &
Shreve 1992:69-70) applies to translated texts as well because they are the
result of a complex problem-solving activity which comes into being
through the process of interpreting a ST and rendering it as a TT in a
different language. Textuality is thus a complex property that reflects
certain linguistic and communicative constraints in STs as well as in TTs.
The most important among these specific features for the current discussion
are the notions of textual fit, salience, interpretability and Enkvist’s notion
of connexity, which integrates text coherence and cohesion into a single
concept. The feature that seems to be most significant is that of
interpretability. This concept not only involves the importance of the
semantics and the syntax of the text but also the notion of inference, both in
a linguistic and situational context, as well as the notion of world-
knowledge, which is entirely concerned with the recipient. Enkvist claims
that text comprehension builds on the interaction between heuristic bottom-
up and top-down processes that depend on the successful interpretation of
text-integral markers in combination with inferences made by the recipient
from the text situation and from his/her world-knowledge.

In relation to this, there are two text-integral features that especially
have a bearing on the translation of texts. These are the temporal and
aspectual relations of the text that act as a text-constitutive force13 and the
information structure or functional sentence perspective (Firbas 1992:14-
16). Both features are necessary to create connexity in the text, but they
also provide the recipient with cues for inference from the situational

                                           
12 For the definition of these notions see Beaugrande & Dressler 1981.
13 In her article, Dorfmüller-Karpusa (1988) discusses these relations for Modern
Greek. They are however easily transferred to any other language with a similar
structure, concerning the use of tense and aspect.
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context and from world-knowledge. In the context of translation their
impact is quite significant because these relations and their markers have
different manifestations in different language systems. Consequently, they
not only have to be understood properly by the translator but also have to
be translated by or into their appropriate manifestations in the TL.

2.3.1 Information structure
Information structure is a textuality attribute that acts both on the level of
the sentence and in the text as a whole. The principles of this structuring
are based on the idea that one has to present information in a certain order
to provide the recipient of the text with cues for an appropriate
interpretation (Daneš 1974). The carriers of these cues are elements of
content or syntactical devices that produce reference. Usually, these two
co-operate to achieve the desired effect. The basic principles of information
structuring can be said to be universal: new information has to be based on
and related to given or old information or on what can be assumed to be the
recipient’s world-knowledge. The task of information structure within a
text is to create a network of references (lexical, syntactical, deictic, and
situational including references to world-knowledge), in order to facilitate
text comprehension for the recipient. In that sense, the basic principles for
information structuring can also be said to be the same for different
languages. Differences in the manifestations of information structuring are
caused by the impact of features of different language systems (Beaugrande
1988).

Information about the status of a given chunk of information has to
be presented differently in Swedish than in Russian, which is mainly due to
the rigid rules of positional syntax in Swedish and a poorly developed
system of intonation patterns, that otherwise would make it possible to put
specific emphasis on parts of a sentence or clause. In Russian, the
possibilities of the so-called free word order to arrange parts of speech in
the sentence or clause, and the system of intonation patterns are employed
to distinguish information structures, thus providing the necessary cues for
the text recipient. Seen from the perspective of a translator with Swedish as
his/her first language, the Russian system of information structuring is
more diverse and places more responsibility for interpretation on the
recipient. It is therefore more difficult to understand, and it can be assumed
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that the translator involuntarily will tend to resort to the better-known
patterns of the Swedish system when trying to comprehend a Russian text
in order to translate it.

2.3.2 Quasi-correctness
The notion of quasi-correctness is based on the observation that a correctly
formed text can nevertheless evoke in the recipient a distinct feeling of
being disturbed.14 In its very basic form, quasi-correctness is a trait in the
learner of a language who learned a rule and then extended it to serve in all
contexts that comply with the requirements for the rule, although other
possibilities could have been employed. Quasi-correctness can appear at all
levels of a text, but it is most obvious on the lexical level when skewed
collocations are put together, and on the syntactical level when
grammatical forms or constructions that are correct within the system are
either overused or not used at all. It is also a notion that does not conflict
with stylistic requirements that are imposed on the text.

Quasi-correctness is a phenomenon that can appear in original texts
as well as in translated texts. The reason for its appearance is interference
from another language; in the case of original texts, the text producer is
supposedly a non-native speaker, and the source of interference is his/her
L1. In the case of translated texts, the ST and the SL interfere with the
production of the TT, even though the text producer uses his/her L1. The
notion can be used to classify a type of mistake or error in translated texts
that are not obvious or overt (Vehmas-Lehto 1989:28). Quasi-correctness is
a pragmatic notion; its focus concerns language usage, and it is therefore
subject to the language user’s assessment. The idea of quasi-correctness is
a very useful notion to summarise and define features that are located on
the fringe between correct and incorrect in translated texts; it can be
applied to a whole range of phenomena that are present in this kind of text,
which we usually have difficulty describing and explaining properly. I shall
make use of the notion of quasi-correctness to describe and characterize
translated texts that are formally correct but lack in qualitative aspects,
without using the notion as an instrument of quality assessment.

                                           
14 Papp 1972 discussed this notion first in connection with the production of spoken
language in Hungarian second-language learners of Russian.
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3 Theoretical framework

Investigating the translation process and the factors that influence a
translator’s development demands methods and models that go beyond an
analysis of the products translators produce. We can access the working
process and the mental process through their reflections in introspective
verbalisations and in the traces they leave concerning text features that are
not strictly connected to the meaning of a text. This chapter presents an
overview of the research into the translation process as well as some other
theoretical concepts and considerations concerning translated texts and text
features that have an important impact on the translation process.

3.1 TAPs in studies of the translation process
The Think-Aloud Protocol (TAP) is a method of data collection from
introspection with concurrent verbalisation developed for the investigation
of cognitive processes like information processing and problem-solving. It
originated from research within cognitive and developmental psychology
(Ericsson & Simon 1993). TAP always implies introspection by the
participant, sometimes even retrospection, and concurrent verbalisation
along with the task s/he is given to perform. When applied within research
into the translation process, this task is a translation that a translator is
asked to perform under certain specified conditions.

The method was introduced into the field of Translation Studies in
the middle of the 1980s by German researchers who wanted to collect data
about the actual cognitive processing taking place while translating for
their research. The very first studies by Sandrock (1982) and Krings (1986)
already show the possibilities and the limitations of this method of
elicitation. Krings’s extensive study of the translation process of eight
advanced students of French clearly showed the advantages of using these
methods and at the same time set the standards for the design of similar
studies. This pioneering study also demonstrated the immense wealth and
richness of data that can be obtained by TAP as well as the necessity to
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choose among all the possible variables for both the design and the
analysis.

From the point of view of Translation Studies though, this study has
one major drawback: the participants were not involved in translation as a
professional or even potentially professional activity. The participants were
students of foreign languages and teachers-in-training, not professional
translators or translation students being trained for the profession. They
translated their tasks for the study in the same way as they would have
translated an ordinary assignment in a language class. In fact, the
translation brief given to them was not specified in any way other than that
they should do the translation in their usual manner. Thus, the object of
Krings’s study was translating in a pedagogical context or didactic
translation1, which is a rather different task than translation as a
professional activity. Nevertheless, the study provided a number of
research questions and categories to apply to analysis as well as results that
show a highly fruitful way to use TAP in the study of the translation
process.

Gerloff published the next study as a thesis for a PhD in education in
1988. It also concerned the field of foreign language teaching and not
translation studies. She investigated and compared the translation process
in three different groups: four college students of French, four bilingual
speakers English/French without any experience of translation, and four
professional translators, normally translating French⇒English. This study
focused on translation in one direction, i.e. from L2 (French) to L1
(English), whereas in Krings’s study, translation tasks in both directions
were presented to the participants, i.e. from their L1 (German) to L2
(French) and from L2 (French) to L1 (German). Gerloff used essentially
the same coding and classifying categories as Krings, but her design partly
allowed her to draw different conclusions, especially considering that she
involved three principally different groups of translators who could be
compared in their process. The most important result, I believe, is her
finding that more experienced translators (experience is here defined in the
context of translating being an innate ability in bilinguals), such as both the
professionals and the bilinguals in her sample, do not necessarily translate
more easily or faster than the less experienced translators, here defined as

                                           
1 Cf. Englund Dimitrova 2005.
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the foreign language students. From that particular result along with other
indicators, she concluded that experienced translators are more aware of
the complexity of any problem they encounter and also their solutions, and
in addition set higher standards for their performance than novices. This
especially applied to what they thought constituted the quality of their own
translations and their text production.

Both Krings and Gerloff associate these results with a difference in
strategy. Inexperienced translators employ more local strategies, which are
only concerned with the fragment or item they work on, and they do not
relate to the text as a whole or to their own world-knowledge. More
experienced translators, on the other hand, are assumed to use more global
strategies, i.e. strategies that relate the problem or the problem-solving
process to the text as a whole2, the overall theme of the text or the
translator’s world-knowledge. Problem-solving in these studies always
concerned an integrated approach to the processing of the translation
problems identified, where the nature of the problem was not investigated
separately (Gerloff 1988:45 ff). The two studies also shared other
important results, namely, that the participants mostly rendered small
syntactic units and that they worked their way through the task in a linear
fashion from the beginning to the end of a text they were given to translate.
These results supported the hypothesis of a linear translation mode, i.e. the
idea that translation is mostly done proceeding from item A to item B in a
text without looking forward or backward further than to the next sentence
boundary.

Lörscher (1991) also investigated the translation process in foreign
language learners with the help of TAP for his Habilitationsschrift
(postdoctoral thesis). In his study the participants were first- or second-year
students of English at the university he was working at, hence they were
not even advanced learners. The rationale for this choice of participants is
based on the assumptions made in the theories about translation
competence in bilinguals by Harris and Sherwood (1978). For the design of
his study, Lörscher also assumed that the oral translation mode would yield
richer material than written translation. He therefore instructed his
participants to translate a written text orally and recorded their (spoken)
translations including all concurrent verbalisation with a tape-recorder.
                                           
2 Cf. Chesterman 1997 and Risku 1998 that provide models for the development of
competence and expertise in translators.
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Because of this particular design, I believe that the study cannot provide
real evidence for the exploration of translation as an expert’s professional
activity. It rather serves to prove the theories presented by Harris and
Sherwood in the above-mentioned article, which hypothesised that the
ability to translate was based on an innate predisposition that is activated
and further developed by the need to translate in a certain situation.
Lörscher claims to investigate the translation process itself with his study,
even if he acknowledges that his design does not resemble a real mediating
situation, as he calls it because:

[...] it is still unknown whether translation processes in real mediating situations
are different — in detail or in principle — from translation processes in
artificial mediating situations. (Lörscher 1991:4)

Despite these discrepancies between his design and his proclaimed aim,
Lörscher developed a refined model for analysing TAP that provided a
useful tool for subsequent research.

Following these pioneers, a number of other translation researchers
have since used TAP to elicit data for their studies. These studies have
different settings and involve different categories of participants; they set
different goals regarding the kind of data required as well as the type of
analysis conducted. To start with, the researchers were mostly interested in
identifying and defining translation problems and consequently strategies
to solve those problems. They were also interested in the contrasts between
different categories of participants, e.g. professional translators and
students (both foreign language students and translator students) or even
bilinguals without formal training of any kind in language learning. The
later studies differ from the first, very general studies as the researchers
often chose to investigate more narrowly defined aspects of the translation
process. Generally, they also narrowed the definition of what constitutes
translation in order to exclude the parameter of the purely innate
predisposition in bilinguals to mediate sense so that translation is seen and
defined as a meaningful and potentially professional activity. If groups of
advanced language learners or other bilinguals were involved in a study
along with professional translators or translator students, they served as a
comparison framework, a design feature that can be seen in the studies by
Königs (1987), Kussmaul (1998) and Jonasson (1998).
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Over the years, the researchers’ interest gradually shifted to the
investigation of the translation process in professionals rather than in
language students. This was due to an increasing awareness that translation
as a part of foreign language education has different aims and a different
purpose than translation as a professional activity, although both are
founded on the same basic ability in bilinguals to transfer meaning from
one language and cultural context to another. This awareness prompted
researchers such as Tirkkonen-Condit (1989; 1991), Jääskeläinen (1989a;
1989b; 1991; 1999), and Séguinot (1989) to investigate the translation
process in professional translators in contrast to students or laymen
(Jääskeläinen and Tirkkonen-Condit) or as a case study of one professional
translator (Séguinot). All of these investigations were conducted with
concurrent verbalisation and TAP. In some cases video recordings were
made of the participants in order to capture the non-verbal behaviour that
can accompany translating. The studies also contributed to improve the
coding and classifying models that were used and thus provided future
researchers with more options for the design of their studies.

The “third” generation of researchers on the translation process
turned their interest to even more specific aspects, e.g. the semantic change
and the reading and comprehension process that is part of the translation
process in the studies by Englund Dimitrova (1993; 1996 a+b), Dancette
(1994; 1997) and Kussmaul (1996). In contrast to the earlier research, these
latter researchers were very well aware of the difference between the
categories of translators. Thus, they designed and conducted studies in
order to find a way to handle the different conditions that inevitably
followed from the utilisation of the different categories in their research.

Several of the most recent studies on the translation process
conducted using TAP as one of the main methods to elicit data, Englund
Dimitrova (2005) and Norberg (2003), are explicitly dedicated to exploring
the difference between categories of translators such as professionals,
advanced students in translator training programmes and language students
with respect to their translational behaviour. Some of them were also keen
to discover what kind of linguistic and extralinguistic factors influence the
production of “good” translations. Jensen (2000) for example investigated
the influence of stress and time constraints on translators. Jääskeläinen
(1999) looked at the influence of routine vs. non-routine tasks on the
performance of her participants in addition to investigating the differences
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between professionals and laymen. Künzli (2003) explored among other
things the impact of emotional and affective states on the performance of
professional translators and translator students. He studied and compared
the behaviour of 10 professional translators and 10 translator students in a
unique study that also compared translation in two different language pairs
(French⇒German and French⇒Swedish).

A new methodological question was brought up by researchers in
Denmark (Lykke Jakobsen in Hansen 1999), who proposed including
methods of logging the writing process during translation to enhance and
corroborate the findings that are made in TAP. Their results point towards
a possible design where different analysing methods are combined in order
to elicit and evaluate data that can tell us more about the complex
structures that govern the translation process. The combination of two or
more methods has been termed triangulation3; the concept was borrowed
from research in sociology and psychology where it was defined as the
comparison of at least two views of the same thing(s) – events, behaviour,
actions, etc. (Coolican 1994:390). This combination of two or more
methods is also used in the extensive study on explicitation and expertise in
translation conducted by Englund Dimitrova (2005).

3.2 Models of information processing
The description of the grammatical properties involved in Russian and
Swedish together with pragmatic features can give us an understanding of
what translators have to do to adjust their renderings of the TT in the TL.

The purpose of this investigation, however, is to map the process of
how this is done, and to accomplish that, we have to rely on and use models
and theories from cognitive psychology. In particular, we need to
understand the processes of attending to and storing information in the
human brain and the strategies used to gain access to the stored information
while performing such a complex task as translating. As we shall see later

                                           
3 Triangulation can be defined as “Borrowed from surveying, and used in evaluative
research, this means comparing two different views of the same thing; interview with
observational data, open with closed questions, or one researcher’s analysis with
another’s.” cf. Coolican 1994:388.
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in chapter 6, these models also play an important role for the method used
in this investigation.4

According to theories and models within cognitive psychology,
which are based on experimental research (Ericsson & Simon 1993:11 ff.),
the human brain has two main information-storing facilities: the long-term
memory (LTM) and the short-term memory (STM). These two facilities
differ in capacity and in access time. The STM handles the immediate
perception and storing of information, but its capacity and storage time
(duration of storing) is limited. Generally, it is assumed that this part of the
memory can store and thus make immediately accessible for processing a
small number of familiar patterns, approximately seven items/chunks at the
same time. New patterns are also accepted by the STM and then transferred
to the LTM or discarded if they are not deemed to be useful. It is not
completely clear from the literature, however, how item/chunk should be
defined here. There seems to be a general understanding that the notion
item should represent a limited piece of information but no outright
definition. The LTM on the other hand has an enormous capacity for
permanent storage, but it is not as easily accessible as the STM.
Information input will first be heeded by the STM and when its capacity
and storage time is exhausted, the information is transferred to the LTM.

A certain loss both prior and during this transfer is assumed, but it
does not seem to be a substantial loss. In order to access information stored
in the LTM, the information must be retrieved and brought back to the
STM. The information, stored in the LTM is thus not directly accessible,
whereas the information stored in the STM is. The STM is sometimes also
called working memory (WM), a term that indicates that the difference
between this part of the brain’s memory function and the LTM is not just a
matter of storage time but also a difference in structure of the memory
function. The function that is attributed to the STM or WM thus defines it
as the primary site of the procedural memory, while the LTM functions as
the vessel for the declarative memory. For the study of the translation
process, it is important to consider the function and capacity of the
procedural memory because translation as an activity relies as much on
procedural knowledge as on declarative knowledge.

                                           
4 Cf. Ericsson & Simon 1993, who refer to the work of Simon, Shiffrin & Schneider
and Schank & Abelson as their theoretical basis. I base my summary on their account.
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TAPs are a method to elicit data empirically, which reflect the mental
processes that are going on in the STM/WM. In order to obtain the data, a
participant or the subject in an experiment, involving TAP is given a task
that demands the activity of the STM, for example solving mathematical
calculations or jigsaw puzzles at the same time as they are instructed and
encouraged to continually verbalise.

The information-processing model has two major consequences for
TAP studies. Firstly, the information accessible for concurrent
verbalisation is either recently heeded by the STM or retrieved from the
LTM by processes of recognition, association, and inference. Secondly, it
is assumed that repetitive processes, repeated not only once but many
times, become automated and stored as such in the LTM. The output of
these processes then gets executed without a need for interpretation; they
leave no traces in the STM and are thus not accessible for concurrent
verbalisation unless the procedural knowledge is strongly involved. This
co-operation of the STM/WM and the LTM forms the platform for all
routine behaviour in translation. Hence, it should also form the basis of all
successful translation processes, and because these memory functions can
be trained, the training can be extended to translating behaviour and thus be
used in the formal training of translators.

The verbalisations are strictly non-limited, i.e. the participants are
instructed to say aloud what comes into their minds without any
restrictions. They are also instructed to avoid making analytic comments
about their tasks in the verbalisations. The resulting protocols contain the
reflected products of the information handling processes that take place
while solving problems and can thus give us a picture of what is going on
in a translator’s brain when translating is defined as a problem-solving
activity concerning information processing.

3.3 Translator competence
A professional translator is somebody who has developed a particular
ability, defined as the transfer of meaning from one language/culture to
another one, into a certain degree of expertise. Translating itself is defined
as the activity that makes the transfer possible, and the result of this activity
is a translation. Expertise is defined as the ability in an individual to access
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and realise accumulated knowledge (in a certain domain) faster and more
effectively than a non-expert (Ericsson & Simon 1993:xliii-xlv)5. From the
above it follows that it must be possible to obtain expertise as a translator
by translating, thus acquiring routine by producing translations. Thus, even
a professional translator is supposedly in a continuous state where a person
is in the process of becoming an expert, which is the same as to say that
s/he is not a competent translator yet. But the question remains of what
defines competence and/or expertise in a translator, and also in what way
s/he will differ from a novice or “apprentice translator” or translator
student. One easy answer would be that competence above all consists of
proficiency in the language pair involved; however, that is not enough, as
we already have seen. A competent bilingual does not necessarily make a
competent translator; there are other skills and abilities involved.6

Risku discussed the cognitive and communicative conditions and
concepts that compose and define competence and expertise in translators
(Risku 1998:79 ff). According to her, translator competence and therefore
also expertise exceeds the mere language and transferring skills, that are
normally used to define the status of an expert translator, as communication
skills, and especially skills in intercultural communication have to be taken
into account as important contributions. Also, knowledge about the
procedures involved in translation as an activity, strategic skills in dealing
with the specific brief attached to every translation, as well as the ability to
deal adequately with the task are involved. This implies that competence
also includes knowing one’s limitations regarding both the actual subject of
a translation and the specific procedures involved. A competent translator
would thus know and demonstrate his/her ability to comprehend and render
a certain text as well as successfully manage to meet all the requirements
attached to the task in terms of cultural differences and their implications
and the demands that the commissioner of the translation presented to the
translator. All these abilities and skills can be taught as well as trained and
developed by formal and by informal training. In a general sense, these
concepts and conditions apply both to translation as a professional activity
and to translation in a pedagogical context or didactic translation.

                                           
5 Cf. for example Shanteau 1988.
6 Cf. Gerloff 1988, Krings 1986, and Lörscher 1991.
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Translation itself is generally seen as a strategic activity that involves
problem-solving. Solving a problem in turn involves creative thinking7 and
the ability to combine different sources of knowledge that contribute to the
solution. It also involves processing of the information gained with the help
of any necessary comparing and evaluation strategies (Krings 1986:414).
Problem-solving on an advanced level differs from dealing with
difficulties, which involves mainly mechanical restructuring of items or
units on different levels. For example, reorganising a complex sentence in
order to clarify internal dependencies is considered a difficulty rather than
a problem. It demands strategic behaviour from the translator but his/her
creative thinking is not involved in the processing or at least in no decisive
way. These two profoundly different principles in the approach to
translating are part of the distinction that arises when discussing the
development of translator competence. Here in this context, they are seen
as the starting point and the end point in a continuum that provides the
framework for expertise in translation. The important question then will be
how does one develop into or train to become a competent translator.

Chesterman (1997:147 ff) offers the picture of a development ladder
in 5 stages from novice to expert, based on a model presented by Dreyfus
and Dreyfus (1986). Each stage is defined by certain concepts. The concept
of recognition and the application of rules that are relevant to the task
define the first stage. These are abilities and skills that are concerned with
the surface or appearance of a translation task. Consequently, the actual
translation behaviour of a novice tends to go no further than the surface
problems of the task, as for example ST comprehension on a purely lexical
level, and the reproduction of syntactical structures occurring in the ST
item by item. The general approach of a non-competent translator to
translating is atomistic and local and does not take the text as a whole
entity into consideration. World-knowledge or situational context is
scarcely brought in to aid the translation process, and dealing with
problems remains superficial.

The next two stages are intermediary ones in which the translator
gradually increases the amount of reflection and situational context that
s/he considers to be necessary for the task to be accomplished successfully.
According to Chesterman, another skill that develops throughout these

                                           
7 Cf. Kussmaul 1998.
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stages is the ability to make decisions about priorities and the procedure
that is involved in doing so. At stage three, the actual problem-solving is
involved as opposed to dealing with the mere difficulties of the first and
second stages, and the translator is now said to be competent. The two
remaining stages are defined by a growing level of creativity in the actual
handling of the translation, which at the same time means abandoning the
strictly rule-based approach that was practised in the first three stages. The
main approach though is still an analytical one in the proficiency stage (4),
but that will be superseded by an intuitive approach in the last stage,
expertise (5). By intuition I mean the ability of the translator to rely on
his/her integrated and partly automated skills and knowledge, which do not
need to be scrutinised or questioned. Here we have arrived at what can be
called translators’ routine behaviour. This is not to say that all expert
translators do their work as a routine. It is rather an expression of the fact
that expert translators can rely on their acquired routine to solve the routine
parts of the task and thus free capacity and creativity to deal with the non-
routine part in a constructive way. The result is a combination of all the
abilities an expert has in order to achieve the best possible outcome for the
translation task at hand.

Chesterman’s and also Risku’s models served as guidelines for my
attempt to establish a relationship between the products, the processing,
and the development of the participants. I decided to use them because they
gave a useful account of the concepts of competence and expertise that are
central to the description of a translator’s work and professional
development. I found it difficult however, if not to say impossible, to use
these descriptions for an evaluation of the quality of both products and
translators without relating different products or different translators to
each other. Thus, I would agree with Chesterman where he assigns certain
traits in the behaviour of a translator to a certain stage in his/her
development. Also Risku’s extensive descriptions of all the necessary
components that make up the competence of a translator I could agree with,
because they provide a referential frame for my search. They do not
however, provide tools for the quality assessment of single products or the
assessment of the quality state of a single translator/participant.
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3.4 Norms and purpose
The explicit and/or implicit norms and conventions for translation that exist
in a community held together by a shared language and culture also play an
important role in the assessment of a translator’s work. The notion of
competence as discussed above also includes the translator’s appropriate
decisions regarding the aim of his/her translation and the degree of its
adjustment to the target language and culture. The norms that govern
translation in general are the norms of the TL literary culture or more
specifically of the literary systems that exist in the TL society. They appear
to be basically the same for original texts and translated texts but a specific
norm for what is considered to be a translation within a given system also
exists. Knowing and adhering to these norms in general form part of the
competence of a translator, but as they are considered to be an inherent part
of the skill in one’s own L1, translators and probably even more
inexperienced translators such as the participants in this study have
difficulties identifying or describing them. Nevertheless, the participants
instinctively translate according to these norms and in some cases even
show attitudes concerning their own way of translating, which reveal that
they are aware of them without being able to make systematic and
conscious use of these norms for their work.

Toury (1995:53-69) used the terms adequate8 or adequacy and
acceptable or acceptability to describe the two basically different
approaches a translator could manifest in his/her TT. The term adequate
stands for a general approach maintained by the translator that will
eventually take the reader/receiver of a TT nearer to the ST and the SL,
hereby including the preservation of text type and function. An acceptable
text on the other hand manifests the opposite. Here the TT is adjusted to the
norms and conventions of the TL and thus brought towards the
reader/receiver. These terms are not to be understood as mutually exclusive
notions, however. They form two ends of a scale or continuum where the
translator is free to place himself in general and also his/her translation.
These notions do not necessarily imply a qualitative judgement, but they
imply that the translator has to make a choice between two basic
approaches when translating. The notions of adequacy and acceptability
presuppose equivalence of the ST and the TT on the level of text and define

                                           
8 Cf. Even-Zohar 1975:43, where the term adequacy was proposed originally.
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their positions in a context of other texts within the literary systems of the
ST culture and the TT culture, respectively.

Texts also serve a purpose and sometimes even multiple purposes.
According to Reiss and Vermeer (1984:95-105), who based their theory on
Bühler’s ideas of language functions (Bühler 1934/1965), every translated
text has a communicative function, which in turn depends on its specific
purpose. The function of a text differs with respect to text type and
intended receiver of the text. The task of the translator therefore is more
than just correctly rendering the ST and producing a TT that is valid in
abstract linguistic terms. Primarily, the TT should fill the same or at least a
similar function to the one the ST was intended to have. If the function of
the TT is altered, this should be done intentionally, for example because the
specifications that come with the attached brief demand such a change.
Thus the text will always fulfil its own function with respect to the
intended readership. The intended receiver of the TT can differ from that of
the ST, because the brief should also specify the target group for which the
text is translated.

It is part of a translator’s competence to recognise these differences
and adjust his/her text so that it matches both the brief and the intention
manifest in the ST. This adjustment is guided by the translator’s
(sometimes internalised) knowledge of the norms and conventions that
exist for different text types and communicative functions in his/her target
language and culture. Yet, these norms and conventions are not codified in
a one-to-one pattern but subject to the translators’ individual decisions. A
translator can thus choose to have a general approach to his/her work that
will always produce TTs that are closer to one or the other end of this
continuum no matter what the text sort or function of her/his actual text.
The ability to make all these decisions and considerations is part of the
competence description of a translator and contributes to the creative
quality of his/her work.
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3.5 Introspection, verbalisations and texts
To conduct an analysis of the concurrent verbalisations as they materialize
in TAP and the parallel logging files generated by the computer software
used for producing the texts (ScriptLog)9, we need an operational indicator
model to sort the observations into appropriate categories. TAPs are
defined as the recordings of concurrent verbalisations, which are produced
by the participants at the same time as they work with the translation tasks
and they cover the whole process from getting acquainted with the task to
the final revisions. The translations are (with one exception) produced in
the ScriptLog word-processing software, which generates the text files
analysed in the text analysis and the logging files analysed parallel to the
TAP. These two types of raw data obtained are analysed, and the findings
should ideally support each other.

We shall also need to make decisions about such concepts as
problem and strategy. These two notions have customarily served as the
core concepts for the analysis of TAP because researchers observed and
categorised disturbances in the smooth translation process and tried to
identify strategies for solving the problems arising. Therefore, much of the
earlier work on the translation process depended on these notions as the
basic operational concepts to work with. There are, however, problems
with the definition of these two notions when applied to the analysis of
translation processes. The results of some of the studies, especially the
works of Krings10 and Jääskeläinen11, show that it is in fact rather difficult
to determine exactly which operational criteria and which categories,
(including the notions of problem and strategy) should be used as a
framework for the analysis of TAP.

Krings used problem as a point of departure for his analysis and
defined it in terms of items or units that received more attention during the
translation process than other items or units (Krings 1986:116). This
definition is based on his assumption that the main reason for more focused
processing activity involves problems the translator encounters because of
lack of language proficiency or lack of transferring skills. This attempt to
delimit the working units seems to me to result ultimately in a circular

                                           
9 ScriptLog is a key-stroke logging software, developed for the purpose of documenting
the writing process. See also section 4.3 p. 44.
10 Was in den Köpfen von Übersetzern vorgeht, Krings 1986
11 Tapping the process, Jääskeläinen 1999
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definition, because the notions of problem and processing activity are in
fact defining each other. According to Krings, an item or unit that is
perceived as a problem by the translator evokes greater and more focused
activity, which he in turn sees both as an indicator for the problem and as
the definition of the notion of problem. Also, Krings’s basic assumption
that high processing activity always equals a kind of problem-solving
activity that originates from lack of knowledge or skill seems to me to be
too limited; this is an observation, which I share with Jääskeläinen who
provided evidence for this being too simple an explanation in her thesis
from 1999. Later research has also shown that high processing activity can
have a number of causes which do not pertain to lack of skill or
proficiency. Gerloff (1988) and even Krings himself (1988) but also
Jääskeläinen found that especially for professional or semi-professional
translators (translator students), this simple equation is not necessarily true
(Jääskeläinen 1999:165). The data they were examining showed that high
processing activity in these categories of translators could also indicate a
deeper and more time-consuming analysis of the text they had to translate.
As Gerloff’s study shows, we can find indications that high processing
activity is also a feature of both successful processing and high proficiency
and competence.

Tirkkonen-Condit (1987) found evidence, that professional
translators and translator students are more sensitive to potential difficulties
while translating, which can result in a higher general processing activity
compared with the general activity of language students. Moreover, the
competence or developing competence of professionals and semi-
professionals apparently makes them aware of difficulties beyond the
superficial levels of lexical understanding and decoding the syntactic
structure of the text, which are often the main concerns of language
students. Therefore, according to Jääskeläinen (1990), professional
translators and translator students can be expected to exhibit a greater
general amount of processing activity that is not necessarily due to what,
for example Krings (1986), would call problems. However, if the basic
analysing unit is assumed to be a problem, and problem is defined as a
result of lack of proficiency and/or skill, and if this concept is applied to
the category of language students, as for example in Krings’s (1986)
investigation, high processing activity is indeed an indicator of problems.
The notion of problem, which at first sight seemed to be suitable as an
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operational category, turned out to be both difficult to define and too rigid
to apply to the processes taking place in this study, and I therefore decided
to search for a different operational concept for the analysis of TAPs and
ScriptLog.

Avoiding the notion of problem as the basic analytical category is
also a means to escape from the complication that is bound to arise when
applying the notion to automated processes, which take place without the
involvement of the STM/WM. A problem per definitionem cannot be
processed automatically. A problem is either processed with the help of the
STM/WM, or the necessary processing takes place by retrieving items or
chunks from the LTM by means of the STM/WM. Automated processes do
not generate this visible form of processing activity. Furthermore,
automated processes are often assumed to be indicators of the increasing
routine of a translator. There is not enough convincing evidence that
increasing routine always equals a high level of automated processes,
however. The relation between routine and growing competence and the
amount of automated processing is a more complex one, depending among
other things on the specialisation of both text and translator or writer
(Sternberg 1984:173 ff).

A similar complication is connected to the notion of communication
strategy as it is presented within research into Second Language
Acquisition (SLA), by for example, Faerch & Kasper:

[…] potentially conscious plan for solving what to an individual presents itself
as a problem in reaching a particular communicative goal. (Faerch & Kasper
1984: 47)

This notion of strategy is often referred to in translation studies and serves
as part of the theoretical background for much of the research into the
translation process. However, it seems to me that this notion is too strictly
defined and not suitable to use although translation in principle is an act of
communication. Chesterman’s definition on the other hand, which was
developed for translation studies (Chesterman 1997:57), seems too general
in this specific context. I therefore decided to avoid the term strategy other
than in a very general meaning.

There are several reasons for my decision to abandon these two
notions as operational categories for this study. Firstly, I did not intend to
investigate language students’ proficiency as for example Krings did, but
translator students developing competence in translation. Secondly, the
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notion of problem, while always being a trigger for processing in
translation, does not always give a hint of the kind of process that is taking
place to solve it. I decided to look for a different operational concept for
the analysis of both TAP and ScriptLog, which provide part of the basic
data for this study, and settled finally for the concepts of attention unit
(Jääskeläinen 1999:161) and marked/unmarked processing (Jääskeläinen
1999:162). These concepts basically define the character of all cognitive
processes. Neither attention unit nor marked processing necessarily refers
to problems arising from lack of skill or competence, but simply refer to
units or processes that receive more attention in the translation process
regardless of the cause. Jääskeläinen, who first used these two terms in the
context of research in the translation process, borrowed the concept of
attention unit from cognitive psychology with reference to the following
statement by Ericsson and Simon concerning cognitive processes in
general:

The notion of attention unit seemed relatively well-suited for the study of
translation processes, because Ericsson and Simon (1987:32) define a cognitive
process as a sequence of information in attention. (Jääskeläinen 1991:161)12

The difficulty with this concept, as Jääskeläinen already noticed in her
thesis, are the clear boundaries that the term unit implies (Jääskeläinen
1999:162). When analysing the TAP, attention units are not that easy to
define or even to identify, because the boundaries of the processes revealed
through the TAP are rather vague. Despite this difficulty and keeping
Jääskeläinen’s conclusions in mind, I shall use her terms of attention unit
and marked/unmarked processing (Jääskeläinen 1999:162) and also borrow
her indicator set-up (Jääskeläinen 1999:166) as the operational concept
under which the TAP and the ScriptLog protocols are to be analysed (cf.
section 6.1).

The other difficult part in Jääskeläinen’s concept is the indirect
identification criterion for marked processing. By opposing marked and
unmarked processing and defining them exclusively in relation to each
other, her model does not cover instances that are neither marked nor
unmarked processes by definition. Jääskeläinen based her model on
Krings’s model of problem identification (Krings 1986:121), with the one
                                           
12 The article by Ericsson and Simon referred to in this quote is found in: Introspection
in Second Language Research 1987, Faerch & Kasper (eds), Clevedon
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fundamental modification that her indicators are no longer related to the
notion of problem but to the concept of marked processing. Nevertheless,
some of Jääskeläinen’s indicators are based on the notion of problem, albeit
not in the same sense as Krings used the term. Jääskeläinen’s use of the
concept of problem is based on the verbalisations in her TAPs as opposed
to the a priori defined term that Krings used. Still, I believe that the use of
the concept of problem is one of the factors contributing to a slightly
confused relation in her model between the indicators and the item being
examined, which in turn makes it difficult to decide if any one indicator
applies to a certain item or not. Jääskeläinen’s definition of marked
processing:

Unmarked processing refers to those parts of the process where a subject is
reading the ST aloud or producing a fluent translation (or direct translation,
Dechert 1987:102) of ST passages. Marked processing, in turn, refers to those
instances in the translation process in which the translator’s unmarked
processing is interrupted by shifting the focus of attention onto particular task-
relevant aspects. In short, marked processing refers to the instances, which, in a
sense, block the smooth, unmarked flow of the process. Marked processing is
identified on the basis of specific operational criteria […] (Jääskeläinen
1999:162)

The specific criteria mentioned in the above quotation concern the set of
indicators, which Jääskeläinen divided into two groups, a primary and a set
of secondary indicators (1999:166). In her model, marked processing is
identified on the basis of primary or strong indicators alone. Secondary or
weak indicators are assumed to indicate shifts in the participants’ attention
that are related to different functions in different individuals, i.e. they are
considered to be too idiosyncratic to serve as general indicators for marked
processing (Jääskeläinen 1999:166). The indicators are correlated to a
separate classification model, which makes it possible to link indicators to
an activity in the translation process. These activities pertain to ST
analysis, TT production, and translation principles or to unidentified
activities (Jääskeläinen 1999:177). This two-part model is very well suited
to serve as an operational framework for the analysis of those TAPs and the
ScriptLog, which constitute the bulk of my collected data (cf. chapters 5
and 6).

For my study, I modified Jääskeläinen’s above model to allow for
the fact that all the participants wrote their translations in all phases on a
computer, whereas Jääskeläinen’s participants wrote with a pen on a piece
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of paper. Using a computer and word processing software does have an
influence on the writing and revising process (Waes 1991:315-321) and
probably also on the manner in which the participants render their texts.
Exactly how the use of word processors influences the writing process and
as a consequence also the translation process is outside the scope of this
study, but it would provide the interested researcher with a promising area
to investigate.

For a second framework of classifications suitable to apply to the
materials, I borrowed Jääskeläinen’s terms pre-writing phase, writing
phase and post-writing phase, defined according to Krings’s criteria for
Vorlauf, Hauptlauf and Nachlauf (Jääskeläinen 1999:116), for the different
consecutive stages in the translation process as presented in the TAP and in
the ScriptLog logging files produced by each individual. These labels
reflect the conditions under which the participants were working. Pre-
writing phase is defined by the reading of the ST and the research activity
that is performed, even if that includes writing more or less complete
renderings of isolated parts of the text on the computer or on pieces of
paper. Writing phase is defined by the production of a complete text in the
TL where complete is defined in the translator’s estimation. Post-writing
phase finally is defined by all the revising and changing activity that occurs
after the writing phase even if it includes changing substantial parts of the
text. All phases can have sub-phases, but they do not have clear
boundaries. I used the participants’ explicit utterances to determine the
boundaries between phases (in the example below it marked the end of the
writing phase):

TAP 940302
E sådär nu har jag gått genom texten now then I got through the text
B hur skulle du göra om jag inte hade varit

här
how would you go on if I wouldn’t be
here

E då hade jag börjat om från början igen I would start all over again from the
beginning

B ja yes
E och gått igenom dom saker som jag / and would go again through all the

things that I /
E = Ellinor
B = Birgitta Englund Dimitrova
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If the participants do not give such clues in the TAP, the ScriptLog
protocols, which are visibly divided into different stages, were used to
determine the end or the beginning of a new phase. Each saved session in
the ScriptLog constitutes an instance of a new stage, because in each
session a new log file is generated on the basis of the produced text,
although only the text changes and commands are recorded in the new file.

Jääskeläinen’s model ties in very well with the models of
development of competence and expertise suggested by Risku and
Chesterman. They will therefore form the platform for my investigation of
the developmental process the participants in this study went through,
together with the analysis of their actual translation products.
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4 Methods and materials

Due to the nature of the material collected for this study, two different
kinds of analysis had to be used, one to examine the source and the product
of the translation activity, the other to shed light on the process. The ST
and the TT were examined with methods proposed in a handbook for
Swedish text analysis (Hellspong & Ledin 1997). As this framework was
developed for the analysis of original texts written in Swedish (Hellspong
& Ledin 1997:49 ff), only those parts that could be applied to texts in
another language and at the same time allowed a contrastive review of the
ST and TT were employed. The TAP and the logging files obtained from
the ScriptLog were analysed within a framework for identifying and
classifying the actions of the translation process (Jääskeläinen 1999:165 ff
+ 177), which makes it possible to describe the mental processes assumed
to take place while translating. The means of data collection and analysis
were chosen to obtain a holistic description of the developmental process
that is occurring when an individual becomes a more or less competent
translator. They were also combined because they thus provide an
opportunity to supply complementary findings, thus supporting the results
from different points of view.1

One additional source, the interviews that accompanied all the
recording sessions are not analysed further but included as a source of
supporting information for the participants’ portraits.2

Given that this is a longitudinal data-driven study, these combined
methods can shed light on different aspects of the translation process and
the development of competence in translators. Each of them in isolation
can give us valuable insights into the working process. By piecing the
findings together, we obtain a more complete picture of the development of
these processes in general and of the development of the individual
translator. The analysis of the produced texts was preceded by analysis of
the TAP and ScriptLog logging files that provided information on the
working process as a mental and physical process. The text analysis will

                                           
1 Cf. note 3, section 3.1.
2 See chapter 7.
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show the status of the translation products and the change that occurred
with regard to the quality of the translated product. The analysis of the
participants’ TAP and ScriptLog protocols demonstrates how the
translation process unfolds in an individual and how the translator changes
this process, consciously or unconsciously, over time.

There is one drawback in this study that is faced by almost all
researchers of the translation process. The number of participants is too
small to allow for generalisations above the level of the individual. Thus,
the final description or profile can only show the development of an
individual translator within the frames of his/her initial conditions and final
goals. However, even if the results of this study are only valid on an
individual level, we will still be able to draw more generalised conclusions
about the importance of certain aspects in the working process for teaching
translation.

4.1 Methods for text analysis
Text analysis is a collection of methods to penetrate and describe the
fixated products of writing or translation processes. The methods are aimed
at different levels of the text, but the general purpose is to investigate the
temporal, logical, and thematic structures that are established within a text.
This concerns both sentence-internal structures as, for example, co-
ordination and the distribution of topic and comment (also called theme-
rheme) and the text-internal structuring as well as the contextual relations,
i.e. text/world relation. Comparative text analysis, i.e. one comparing the
ST with its translated TT regarding the transfer of these logical and
thematic connections, can provide important information about how well
formed the rendering is and its quality.

The methods I chose for this study are mainly based on a framework
for the analysis of non-fictional texts, which was in many ways influenced
by the theories of linguists like Halliday, Enkvist, and van Dijk3. I used
those parts of the original model that fit both Swedish and Russian because
a large part of the parameters and analysing methods rely on syntactical
and grammatical features that are relevant for Swedish but not for Russian
(Hellspong & Ledin 1997:30-112). Hellspong & Ledin assume a notion of
                                           
3 Cf. Hellspong & Ledin 1997.
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text comprising a discourse theme, which is carried through the text by
means of identical or partial repetition, association relations, and
abstraction. In addition, organisation of the text is also considered to play
an important role in defining its well-formedness as well as being one of
the main features pertinent for analysis.

The text-binding categories that can be analysed according to the
framework include cohesive devices such as anaphoric reference and
pronominalization, i.e. the overt elements creating consistency in a text,
and phrase-connecting and sentence-connecting elements on the formal
level, together with information about the number of words and the
placement of sentence boundaries. They function on different levels of the
text. Cohesion and its importance for the well-formedness of a text is
evident in the rendering of the information structure features, i.e. the topic-
comment (theme-rheme) distribution in a text.

Another important aspect to cater for in the analysis is the connection
between time and the categories of tense, aspect and thus also taxis in the
two languages and how this aspect is expressed in the text and influences
its coherence.4 By coherence I mean the underlying or covert properties of
a text, such as the existence of reference and connection through content
across boundaries that supply the textual structure. These features are then
analysed in order to understand the structure of the text. Furthermore,
grammatical and lexical shifts between the ST and the TT can be
examined. By grammatical and lexical shift I mean the replacement of a
certain grammatical category in the ST with a different category in the TT;
in the case of a lexical shift, a term in the ST is replaced with a divergent
one in the TT. These two shifts can coincide when, for example, a single
word term is replaced with an explication that takes the form of a phrase.
These shifts occur especially when translating grammatical elements and
constructions that have no direct counterpart in the TL.

Additionally, the quantitative analysis of different word classes in a
Russian ST and its renderings in the Swedish TTs will be used to show the
influence of SL and ST on the translation process.5 The rendering of
grammatical categories and constructions that are common in the SL

                                           
4 Cf. section 2:1 for a discussion of the systematic differences concerning tense and
aspect in Russian and Swedish.
5 The influence of the SL on translated texts is demonstrated, for example, in the
evaluation of Russian/Swedish translated parallel corpora in Zorikhina Nilsson 2003.
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Russian but exceptional in the TL Swedish will expose these conditions
and constraints based on the systematic differences of the two languages.

As a whole, the text analysis is aimed at providing a picture of the
text structure of the ST, which can be compared to the structure of the TT.
All the texts in this study were analysed according to the described model.
There is furthermore the analysis of TAP and ScriptLog logging files that
were available for all texts with the exception of the Entrance test, for
which neither TAP nor ScriptLog logging files were available. Thus, for
the Entrance test only the text analysis was conducted. It can be assumed
that this analysis will provide a point of reference for analysing the
development of the translation skills and the actual process of the three
participants, despite the lack of other data.

4.2 Introspection as a method of data collection
The brain of a translator doing his/her work has been compared to a black
box (Krings 1988), meaning a mental space we do not have access to with
empirical methods of observation. We know that almost every important
mental process that is assumed to lead to a good quality translation and is
indeed involved in all translating, is hidden from direct observation and
cannot be discovered or measured as it takes place. We can, however,
describe these processes with the help of theories as well as models and
methods mainly developed by cognitive psychology (Ericsson & Simon
1993:xii ff). From the point of view of cognitive psychology, the transfer of
texts from one language and culture to another is a task that involves the
gathering, processing and storing of information. It also involves advanced
problem-solving demanding a high degree of creativity and flexibility and
the ability to make decisions on the basis of an evaluation of all the facts
present in a given situation, and that can be quite a multitude. All these
abilities are linked to the presence or the development of strategies to
achieve a certain goal, i.e. the successful rendering of texts or parts of texts.
A method that has been successfully employed to gather material in order
to give a picture of the mental processes taking place while translating is
introspection and TAP.6 Generally speaking, TAPs are recordings of the
concurrent verbalisations of an individual performing a given task. Any
                                           
6 Cf. Krings 1986 and Lörscher 1991.
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setting for such a recording session is always determined by the given task,
i.e. as soon as the participant has received his/her task the recording will
start and it will only be stopped when the participant declares that s/he has
solved the task. The resulting protocols are transcribed and later coded
according to categories that can be established beforehand and sometimes
evolve during the coding process (Ericsson & Simon 1993:263 ff). Then
they are analysed with respect to questions proposed beforehand or ones
arising in the course of the analysis.7 Most of the already existing studies
are designed as qualitative investigations, in which both coding categories
and research questions are created throughout. This method of eliciting
data generates a huge amount of raw material. Therefore, I shall have to
choose carefully which aspects of the process to examine and put
limitations and constraints on the variables involved in the evaluation and
analysis of the TAPs in this study.

4.3 Keystroke-logging of the writing process
The computer software ScriptLog generated one of the sources of raw data
for the investigation (TAP being the other one). This software was
originally developed and made available by Lars Strömqvist at the
Department of Linguistics, University of Göteborg, for studies of the
writing process (Strömqvist 1996). The software works like any
straightforward word-processing software comparable to Microsoft Word
2, with basic layout possibilities for the writer/participant. For the
researcher though, it is a source of temporal and physical information about
the writing or translation process itself. The software documents all real-
time movements on the keyboard, making them accessible for analysis.
From the primary file registered by the software, a text file that shows the
wording of a translation can be generated. And from the same source file,
the software can further generate a logging file that exhibits the wording
with all the moves the writer makes on the keyboard, including measured
pauses inserted into the text, using symbols for the different keyboard
commands. If during the writing process the user engages the backspace
key to delete and then replaces something or if s/he moves the mouse and
thus the cursor or jumps between lines and/or columns, i.e. is moving
                                           
7 Cf. Englund Dimitrova 2005, Jonasson 1998, Gerloff 1988.
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around in the text with the arrow or other command keys, the software
makes an entry into the logging file8.

It is possible to replay the writing process on the computer monitor
in a manner similar to that with a sound recorder. The text files generated
also serve as manuscripts for the text analysis, and the logging files with
pauses can be utilized as a complement to the TAP analysis. ScriptLog is in
many respects similar to the TransLog DOS-based software9 but has
several advantages as well as shortcomings in this context as it was
developed for monolingual writing. Firstly, the software was designed for a
Macintosh OS environment, which means it is theoretically accessible
directly from other applications, for example Word. Secondly, it gives all
pauses in numbers and assigns specific symbols to several keyboard
commands. Thus, the researcher can read directly from the logged text file
on screen and gather information about the length of pauses and the kind of
action that occurred during the writing process. The method has some
shortcomings as a complementary method to TAP, however. The two
methods, when used to corroborate findings for triangulation, have to have
a common time frame applied to them by a third party, because there is no
clock function built into the software. Each ScriptLog file is a completed
unit, which implies that in all text revision, the already existing text is not
incorporated into the revision, and only new keyboard activities are logged.
The log file of a text revision therefore contains no complete text but
mainly the symbols for keyboard operations. These two drawbacks make
any comparative analysis of ScriptLog and TAP for translation tasks rather
problematic.

The two functions of the ScriptLog software, the overt word-
processing function and the underlying logging, are completely separate so
that the participant in a study is not disturbed or influenced by the logging
functions of the programme. The logging files can be made visible by the
researcher only after the original writing or rendering process is finished.
Similar to the TAP, ScriptLog protocols can provide a rich material for the
analysis of mental processes as they materialise in writing. As the
ScriptLog files contain information about real-time duration and the

                                           
8 Cf. appendix pp. 37-45 for examples of ScriptLog protocols.
9 TransLog was developed by Lykke Jakobsen and Schou. Cf. the Translog
documentation in Probing the process in translation: Methods and results. Appendix.
ed. G. Hansen, 1999.
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distribution of writing time and pause time in absolute numbers, this
information can also be compared to the TAP if a common time frame for
the two is established. Furthermore, the logging files can be analysed to
establish individual writing or production patterns for each individual.

The ratio of writing time and pause time in the logging files
pertaining to different individuals is supposed to reflect the comprehension
and production processes during translation. The different files generated
by ScriptLog can tell the story of how the writing process is unfolding and
they can also report on what amount of real time is involved in terms of
effort spent processing and in terms of the distribution between pause time
and writing time. ScriptLog logging files, however, cannot give any
evidence about the quality of the mental processes taking place. These
collected data then eventually contribute to the description of the supposed
automatisation or routinisation in the translation process with reference to
the individuals.10

4.4 Portraits of the participants
The participants in my longitudinal study were three students, one woman,
and two men, attending a specialised course in translation
(Russian⇔Swedish), jointly given by the Institute for Interpretation and
Translation Studies and the Department of Slavic Languages at Stockholm
University. At the start of the study, the students were between the ages of
20 and 30. They were all granted anonymity for their participation in the
study and received thus the code names Ellinor, Fredrik, and Lennart.

For the sake of a cross-sectional study11, 7 students out of the course
group of 16 originally volunteered to participate. All of them contributed to
the data collection with some material, both translations and TAPs. I then
selected the three final participants from this group of 7. Material produced
by the other four students was not included in this study. The reason for
exclusion for three of them was that they were not native speakers of
Swedish, a factor, which would have increased the number of variables in
the study. The fourth student, although a native speaker of Swedish, was

                                           
10 Cf. chapter 6 for results of a ScriptLog analysis.
11 In a cross-sectional study, as opposed to a logitudinal one, results and/or processes
obtained at one certain point in time only are analysed. Cf. Englund Dimitrova 2005.
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excluded because he refused to participate in any further task with
concurrent verbalisation after the first session. An evaluation of the
material this participant had produced also showed that too little TAP
material was valid for analysis. All participants were paid a small
remuneration each time they contributed to the data collection and thus to
this study.

All three participants are native speakers of Swedish (Swedish L1),
and all three had studied Russian at different universities in Sweden before
applying for this special course. The formal application requirement for the
course was 2 years of studies in Russian. In this respect, all participants can
be said to be equal. None of them had spent more than 6 months in Russia
and only one used Russian as an active language in daily life when the
study started. These conditions changed towards the end of the data
collection (1998) as a second participant by then also used Russian on an
everyday basis. The selection of participants for the investigation can best
be called a convenience sample as the participants were selected according
to the “I take what I can get” principle. This selection principle is of course
not really satisfactory for a longitudinal study, but considering the small
number of suitable participants (a total of 16 students in the training course,
half of them with Swedish L1, and that being the first course ever given in
Russian-Swedish translation), the sample is justified. However, the size of
the sample does not allow for any statistical generalisations. For this reason
I shall present the findings in case studies for each of the participating
students individually.

In the study, the three participants were followed from the Entrance
test while still in the process of applying for the course in 1993 and then
during the two years of the course (1995). The last meeting and recording
session took place three years after the course was finished (1998). Each
time, the three participants received a translation task to perform, and in
three of the four times the rendering was done with the help of the
ScriptLog software and concurrent TAP recordings. On these three
occasions, interviews were conducted to obtain some background
information that could be used to reflect or corroborate certain findings in
the TAP or the ScriptLog protocols.
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4.5 Translation tasks
All of the four translation tasks given were translations from Russian into
Swedish, i.e. from the participants’ L2⇒L1. The text sample for the study
was limited to non-literary texts. These texts were examples of different
text types with quite diverse text functions12. Also, three of the four texts
had a simulated translation brief attached. This was done to define the
translation tasks as different from translating in a pedagogical context and
to create a setting for the participant that resembled professional
conditions. The material from the participants’ Entrance test was included
despite the fact that it was not possible to obtain any TAPs during the
examination. I decided that it was important to document and analyse the
baseline level of knowledge of Russian and of basic translating ability.
Some of the later tasks were used by the teachers in the translator-training
course to evaluate the students’ progress. This probably influenced the
results of the present study because it put the strain of a double purpose for
the task on the participants. The translation tasks were performed
individually, either in the researcher’s office or in the participants’ home.
No limits were put on the amount of time each participant had to perform
the task to his/her own satisfaction, nor was there a limit to the number or
kind of dictionaries and/or other translation aids.

The first translation task with concurrent verbalisation was preceded
by a warming-up task in order to acquaint the participants with the nature
of the task and the technicalities involved. All the subsequent sessions
started with a warming-up talk with questions and answers concerning the
task at hand that included the researcher. All participants were encouraged
to proceed with the task in the way they felt most comfortable and keep the
concurrent verbalisations going without any reflections about “why do I do
what I do?”. Of the four tasks including the Entrance test, two STs were the
same for all three participants (texts 1 and 4), whereas text number 2 was
different for each participant. Text number 3 was the same for two of the
participants but different for the third participant. The translations of the
three later tasks 2, 3, and 4 were written with the ScriptLog software on a
computer whereas the task 1 text was written by hand13. Each recording of
the verbalisations, accompanying a translation task and resulting in a TAP
protocol therefore has a parallel ScriptLog protocol where the writing
                                           
12 Cf. Reiss (1977) in Chesterman 1989 for definitions of text functions.
13 For a description of this particular translation, see section 5.2.1.
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process is documented. The ScriptLog logging files are not systematically
analysed in this study, however, they serve only as an additional source of
information to support the findings in the TAPs.

4.5.1 First task
Part of the procedure to gain access to the translator-training course was an
entrance test, which tested the future students’ potential to translate from
Russian to Swedish. The formal requirement for application to the
translator-training course was a minimum of 2 years (80 p or 100 ETCS) of
university studies in Russian or a verifiable equivalent thereof. This
requirement was set to guarantee a common basic level of knowledge. It
also implies that the students had been exposed to the grammars and
textbooks referred to in this study. It further indicated that they would have
some experience of didactic translation because this is a well-known and
used tool in teaching foreign languages.

The text for the entrance test did not have a professional translation
brief attached to it. Instead, the examining conditions under which the task
was performed and the fact that the translation task was constructed for the
purpose of assessing the applicants’ proficiency served as the brief. The
entrance test took place in May 1993, about three months before the
translator-training course started in late August 1993. There was a time
limit of 4 hours for the whole test, consisting of three separate parts, but
within this time span, the applicants could use as much time as they wanted
for each part of the test. The entrance test resulted in hand-written texts as
no computers could be used during the examination. The ST used for the
translation task from Russian to Swedish was a fragment of a longer article
from a Russian literary journal published during 1992 or early 1993.14 This
text had been adapted to serve as an entrance test, and parts of it had been
cut out or changed15. For the test the students were allowed to use their
own dictionaries and the ones that were available in the classroom but no
other source of information. Unfortunately, I do not have any verified
information about the dictionaries that were actually available, but it can be
assumed that mainly standard bi- and monolingual dictionaries as for

                                           
14 Unfortunately, I have not been able to establish the exact source or author of this text.
15 Personal communication from the supervisor of the course, Kerstin Olofsson, who
was also responsible for choosing all the texts that were used in the entrance test.
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example the monolingual Ožegov Russian dictionary and Davidson’s
bilingual Russian/Swedish dictionary were actually used. This translation
task, i.e. the ST and the participants’ three TTs of the Entrance test, is the
starting point for my investigation.

4.5.2 Second task
For the second task, three different texts were given to the participants.
Furthermore, the three texts had little in common as far as text types are
concerned. They were assigned to the participants as homework by the
teachers of the translator-training course and were not specially selected for
this study. Hence, the translation brief was a double one. On the one hand,
the text was a likely professional task (translating a co-operation agreement
or business contract and school or university certificates is very common in
the daily work of translators). On the other hand, it was an exercise to be
returned to the teachers of the translator-training course, where the
intention was ultimately to assess the students’ progress based on the
translation product. The first translation sessions with TAP and ScriptLog
were conducted in February and March 1994, at the beginning of the
second term of the course.

The texts, which the participants Fredrik and Lennart translated,
belonged to rather standardised text types (school certificate and legal
contract). They required both terminological knowledge as well as
knowledge of the formal design of texts of this text type, whereas the text
which Ellinor received was an article from the Russian popular magazine
“Sputnik”, published in 1992, that required some knowledge of medical
and psychiatric terminology and of Russian style levels as it is a
journalistic text. The fact, that the participants received different texts was
not planned by the researchers conducting the initial stages of this study,
but merely an accident. A decision was taken not to overwork the
participants, as that could eventually make them prone to stop participating,
which overruled the considerations of design and numbers of variables to
take into account.

All three translations were done with the ScriptLog software and
with concurrent verbalisations, resulting in TAPs. An interview was
conducted with each of the participants after the first version of each
translation had been analysed with methods of traditional text analysis to
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elucidate some of the reasons behind the decisions made during the
translation process. Unfortunately, a second version, i.e. a revision of the
first translation, whether this was a draft or a completed translation with
concurrent verbalisation was never done by the participants, mainly
because the researcher did not want to burden the students too much and
thereby risk loosing their co-operation. They produced a final version
without concurrent TAP as part of the assignments within the translation
programme, however.

4.5.3 Third task
The third text was the same for two of the participants but different for the
third participant. Fredrik and Ellinor received a text taken from a Soviet art
book about the Ukrainian poet and painter Taras Ševčenko, the actual text
being a short account of the artist’s life. This text is a rather typical product
of the Soviet Russian language and, as far as I can judge, a summary of a
text originally written in Ukrainian. The translation brief given to the
participants was to translate the text as part of an information leaflet about
the artist for an exhibition of his art in a Swedish museum. Lennart
received a form for a Letter of Attorney to translate. It is a sort of text that
is rather hard to approach because it includes a fair number of juridical
terms and phrases. Furthermore, it is hard to place in a category of text
types because of its contradictory traits of narration and listing, existing
side by side in the text. Also, the text has a function to fulfil besides being a
legally valid document. It provides the holder with instructions on how to
behave under specified circumstances and could therefore be called a
performative text in analogy to performative speech acts.

Birgitta Englund Dimitrova specifically chose the Ševčenko text for
her study on expertise and explicitation in translation (2005), but Lennart’s
text was simply a homework assignment that he had to do for the
translator-training course. Nevertheless, all three participants executed their
tasks under the same conditions as for task 2. Again, the differences in the
choice of texts were not intended nor planned by the initial researchers but
represented a compromise that was deemed necessary so as to keep the
students participating in study. At this stage of the study each participant
was interviewed after finishing his/her task. The interview was conducted
after the translations had been analysed by the researcher for any sort of
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shift, both lexical and syntactical, between ST and TT. The interviews
aimed at elucidating the reasons for those shifts, for both the participant
and the researcher, and also at obtaining from the participants their
translation principles or guidelines. The second session with TAP was
conducted in October and November 1994, which was well into the third
term of the course. In other words, there was a time span of about 9-10
months between these two translation sessions (task 2 and 3), which the
students spent studying translation both practically and theoretically.16

4.5.4 Fourth task
For the final translation task that took place in the summer of 1998, i.e.
more than three years after the participants had finished the course in June
1995, I chose the editor’s preface from a novel by the Soviet writer Vasilij
Grossman that had recently (1990) been published in Tallinn/Estonia and
presented it to all three participants. The novel itself was written in the
early 1960s but never published during the author’s lifetime (1905-1964).
The translation brief was to translate the preface for the cover text of the
Swedish edition of the book, which was to be published in the near future.
The brief did not include any pedagogical implications, as I did not intend
to assess the participants in any way on the basis of their renderings of this
text. I also assumed they were professional translators by now and made
that clear to them in my instructions. Prior to the actual translation and
recording sessions, I conducted a short interview with each participant. I
wanted to find out what kind of work they were doing at present, i.e. if they
were actually working as translators or not, and if so, how great the impact
of the course had been on their work.17

Again, all three participants wrote their translations with the
ScriptLog software and with concurrent verbalisations that resulted in
TAPs. I provided dictionaries and other aids including my own knowledge
on demand, i.e. in situations where the participants called for experts of
some sort, I played the role of the expert. I also asked them to bring
whatever dictionary or encyclopaedia they generally found useful.
                                           
16 I would like to thank Birgitta Englund Dimitrova and Ewa Turczynska-Foks, who
collected and prepared the data from these two translating sessions, for their generosity
in sharing the material with me.
17 These interviews support the description of the participants’ developing profiles
given in chapter 7.
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However, the participants did not know beforehand what kind of text they
would be translating. Each participant then completed this task in two
sessions, and exactly as in the other tasks they spent as much time as they
found necessary for every stage of the translation task.

The interviews conducted by Englund Dimitrova and myself in
connection with the three later tasks thus served different purposes.
Interviews in connection with translation tasks 2 and 3, which were
conducted after the first session for each task, were aimed at corroborating
findings in the TAPs and ScriptLog. The interviews conducted before the
first session of translation task 4 aimed at establishing background
knowledge on the development of each of the three participants after
finishing the translator-training course three years earlier. Therefore, I will
not include the interviews as a specific category of analysis in this study.
Material from the interviews is used, however, to supply additional
information and to corroborate findings within the framework of both the
text analyses and the analyses of TAP and ScriptLog, especially in chapter
7 where the individual translator profiles are described and their
development is discussed.
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5 Analyzing the source and the target texts

This chapter concerns the empirical investigation of the translation process
and the possible changes within these processes over time for each of the
three individual participants, as visible in the products. To begin with, a
comparative text analysis of the ST and TT serves to shed light on the state
of the actual product of each translation task. The analysis of the entrance
test will establish the baseline for each participant. It is important to point
out that the comparative analysis of text organisation, information structure
and the analysis of converbs and participles were necessary to establish a
framework that made it possible to compare the different texts and compare
them between participants. I will not, however, conduct any kind of error
analysis, and I do not intend to comment on the quality of the TTs as such.
The analysis of the texts simply indicates whether the produced TTs relate
to their STs in a more adequate or acceptable way, understood as terms
according to Toury1.

5.1 Why comparative text analysis?
The most prominent traits of a text, as opposed to single sentences or
collections of them, are its organisational structure and coherence (cf.
section 2.3.1), which in turn are also supposed to reflect some of the mental
processes that take place when composing the text. In fact, the quality of a
written text depends to a large extent on its textual coherence (Enkvist
1985). Analysing these particular traits allows us to compare the texts on a
structural level, which is as important for the comprehension of a particular
text as the level of content. The text analysis is not only used to shed light
on the textual structure of the product of writing processes but can also
contribute to reveal some of the cognitive processes going on. In this
context it has to be pointed out that all ST analyses are performed bearing
in mind the perspective of a translator who is a L2 speaker of Russian, i.e.
in terms of a comparison with his/her L1 Swedish.

                                           
1 Cf. p. 32, section 3.4.
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The aim of conducting this analysis is to clarify the connection between ST
and the (different) TTs as well as to highlight the variations between the
TTs produced by different translators from the same ST. As the TTs were
produced over a period of several years, I expected differences in the way
texts are rendered to be evident. There are in total seven STs and twelve
TTs to analyse. The analyses are presented here in the same chronological
order in which the TTs were produced. In addition, I specifically examined
the translation of participles and converbs for all texts, which will be
covered in 5.4. I assumed that the rendering of these elements would cause
particular difficulties that should leave clearly visible traces in the TTs
because the two languages involved differ considerably in how these
elements are distributed and used.

The text analysis focussed on three different areas of text
organisation properties2: coherence marking and the dynamics of the
information structure within both STs and TTs; the overt cohesive
properties of sentences, which are expressed by means of different
connective devices and their rendering; the time/tense relations expressed
in the STs and their renderings in the TTs. The patterns of rendering the
time/tense relations serve as indicators for both ST comprehension and
successful TT production. The results of the text analysis are discussed in
section 5.5 and contrasted to the analysis of the TAPs and ScriptLog files
in chapter 6, leading to the creation of individual profiles for each
participant in chapter 7, showing his/her development and growing
competence over time.3

In addition to these qualitative analysing methods, a quantitative
analysis was conducted which involved counting the number of different
items in both STs and TTs (section 5.3). Comparing the number of
instances and the percentage of these items between STs and TTs and also
between different TTs reveals tendencies in the make-up of texts that apply
systematically in the two languages. Russian is often perceived by both
non-native speakers/learners and translators as a language that has a strong
tendency towards the use of nominal expressions, at least in certain stylistic
varieties, whereas Swedish is said to prefer verbal expression to nominal.
Looking at the rate of nominal versus verbal expressions in the TTs of each
participant over time can give us an idea of whether the participants model
                                           
2 For the theoretical framework, cf. section 2.4.
3 Cf. section 3.3 for the notion of translator competence and its theoretical background.
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their translation products on the text structures of the ST or not, and if this
approach changes over time. The quantitative analysis of the texts can give
us a rough guide to the prevailing tendencies and/or translation principles
influencing the participants. The analysis will tell us whether the
participants’ translations tended towards a more SL-oriented rendering or a
rendering conforming more to TL norms.

5.2 Text coherence and information structuring in the STs and TTs
The sample of seven STs in this study comprises texts with very different
text types. They range from informative narrative ones like the Sputnik and
Ševčenko texts to the highly formalised Certificate texts, which hardly
show any narrative thread at all. Whether a text has a narrative thread or
not influences the patterns of coherence and information structuring, which
in turn are important for the general make-up and the quality of the
translation. Textual coherence in general is achieved by similar means in
all languages, for example pronominalizations, anaphoric and deictic
pronouns, and should in its manifestation not differ in any decisive way
between Swedish and Russian, but there are usage restrictions for certain
constructions in Swedish that do not apply in Russian. Patterns of text
organization in general can include the introduction of a text theme, i.e.
what the text is about. This theme returns throughout the whole text either
by means of identical repetition or by association relations and
pronominalizations. This feature is not restricted to narrative texts; it is also
realised in more formalised texts but with a different patterning. If there is
a text theme at all, it will be repeated in the entire text by identity or
variance relations. This applies to both the STs and TTs and in general to
texts in Russian and Swedish. However, the information structuring of
different text types takes different forms.

Narrative texts as well as texts like the Contract and the Entrance
texts, which are more formalised although they contain a narrative thread,
overtly display markers of information structuring such as the network
pattern of topic-comment progression and their indicators. Formalised texts
such as the Certificate texts and the Letter of Attorney, on the other hand,
do not necessarily display this network of text structuring and context
relations. Here, the information is presented like beads on a string, where
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all items are presented in a linear fashion one after the other. Indicators
other than lexical markers for intratextual relations are rare, and the topic-
comment progression, if there is any at all, is more repetitive than in
narrative texts, i.e. there is little variation in the patterning.

Another important means of achieving textual coherence, besides the
lexical variation of the text theme and the coherence relations that are
inherent in the use of pronominalizations and deictic elements, involves the
time/tense/aspect relations in a text and how they are depicted. The
realisation of the relationship between chronological time and the
categories of tense and aspect also varies considerably between text types.
In narrative texts, these relations are clearly marked, usually because the
sequence of actions and their relation to real-time and/or moment of speech
is an essential part of the nature of a narrative text. Unfortunately, this does
not mean that they are easy to detect or understand.

Also, the tools to present the sequence of actions are different in the
two languages involved; the verbal system of Russian focuses on aspect,
while the verbal system of Swedish is tense oriented.4 This implies that the
two languages focus in different ways on the roles of the producer and the
receiver of a text. Russian is a language where the understanding of the
temporal relations in a text is a reflection of a given copy of reality that is
present for receiver and producer alike, i.e. on outer reference (cf. Durst-
Andersen 1992:104-105). Swedish, on the other hand, is a language in
which the interpretation of grammatical categories like tense and aspect
and their consecutive links to chronological time depends on the inner
reference of the receiver. This reflects a major difference in the mental
approach towards a text, which in turn will influence the comprehension of
texts in the two languages and therefore also the translation.

The general difference between the representatives of different text
types lies in the relation to real-time conditions. The more formalised texts
in the sample are to a lesser extent oriented towards chronological
time/moment of speech and the sequence of verbal actions than the
narrative texts. That would suggest in particular that the more formalised
STs in the sample remain within a particular merge of tense and aspect,
which is neutral with respect to chronological time and/or moment of
speech. The narrative texts on the other hand depict the circumstances of

                                           
4 Cf. section 2.1.
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chronological time by changing both tense and aspect according to the
temporal demands of the story they tell. This peculiarity in the organization
of the STs influences comprehension and subsequently translation.

5.2.1 Entrance test
Source text

The ST for the Russian⇒Swedish translation task of the entrance test was a
short text taken from a Russian literary journal. The text had been adapted
for the purpose of an examination task, some of the sentences were
abridged, and one sentence was probably cut out. The analysis of the ST
reveals among other things that this tampering damaged the logical order
and the information structuring of the text, thus rendering the text was
more difficult. The most prominent features of this ST are its nominal
constructions and the presence of qualifier phrases and reduced clauses
with genitive and instrumental constructions. Furthermore, there is a
tendency in the text to open sentences with extensive left-branching
constructions preceding the main clause, as for example in the second
sentence of the text:

Example 5:1
2. ìÍ‡¯ÂÌÌ˚Â Î‡ÛÂ‡ÚÒÍËÏË ÁÌ‡˜Í‡ÏË Ë ÏÂ‰‡ÎflÏË,
ÓÚÎË˜ËflÏË Ë ÔÂÏËflÏË,  ÏÌÓ„ËÂ ÔÓËÁ‚Â‰ÂÌËfl Ó·Ì‡ÛÊËÎË
ÒÂ„Ó‰Ìfl Ò‚ÓÈ ÔÓ‰ÎËÌÌ˚È Í‡ÎËÍÓ‚ыÈ ÓÒÚ.
(lit. Decorated laureate.instr.pl sign.instr.pl and medal.instr. pl,
order.instr.pl and prize.instr.pl, many.pl. works unveiled today their
true dwarfish height.)5

The discourse theme of the narration in this text is ÎËÚÂ‡ÚÛ‡ ‘literature’,
an element that is also the main lexical coherence indicator. Along with the
linear mode of progression, the text shows topic repetition, as for example
in sentences ST 6 to 7, by way of a pronominalization of ‚ÓÁÓÊ‰ÂÌËÂ
‘rebirth’ by the pronoun ÓÌÓ ‘it’. There are few overt cohesive devices
crossing sentence borders in the text, which otherwise mostly relies on the
forces of pronominalization for information structuring. Nevertheless, we
                                           
5 All translations of examples are word for word translations with grammatical
explanations added where I found it necessary in order to explain the problem the
example illustrates. The complete STs and TTs are found in the appendix. All
numbering of sentences in the examples given in this and other chapters follows the
numbers in each text as they appear in the appendix.
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find a general anaphoric pronoun ˝ÚÓ ‘this/that’ as subject in ST sentence 8
referring to the content in ST sentence 7.

As already noticed, the coherence of the text is damaged by the
adaptation for examination purposes. The disturbance is mainly due to a
break in the topic progression between ST sentence 5 and 6. Also, the
phrase ‚ÓÁÓÊ‰ÂÌËÂ ˝ÚÓ ‘rebirth that’ in sentence 6 is used to refer to and
summarise the narrative in the preceding paragraph. Simultaneously, this
same phrase being part of the nominal phrase in ST sentence 6 constitutes
the topic of this sentence. Thus, ST sentence 6 is linked through an
abstraction to the preceding text, relying on the reader’s world-knowledge
to make the relevant connection. This link serves as an indicator for the
break in coherence. The break itself, however, is probably due to the fact
that parts of the text are missing.

Due to the damage done to the text structure, the mutual relation of
tense and aspect and their significance for the different levels of narrated
time in the ST is disturbed. In ST sentence 6 the temporal reference is
aimed at the past: ·˚ÎÓ ÔÓ‰‰ÂÊ‡ÌÓ ‘was supported’, expressed by past
tense/perfective aspect. Yet the actual event this action is referring to, and
which is introduced already in ST sentence 4, is referred to there in the
present tense/imperfective aspect: Ô˚Ú‡˛ÚÒfl Á‡ÔÓÎÌËÚ¸ ‘try to fill’. These
two indicators contradict each other, giving confusing signals to the reader
and consequently to the translator.

In the first paragraph (ST sentences 1-3) past time verbal actions are
expressed by past tense/perfective aspect verbs. They all depict actions that
have happened from the point of view of the reader, i.e. they are actions
with a particular temporal and resultative limit. The fact that the scope of
the verbal action in ST sentence 2 is limited by an adverb, which states a
point in time in the immediate present: Ó·Ì‡ÛÊËÎË ÒÂ„Ó‰Ìfl ‘unveiled
today’ affirms as well that the action is resultative. In the second paragraph
(ST sentences 4 and 5) verbal action is expressed with both past tense and
present tense, but only together with the imperfective aspect. In the third
paragraph, however, which on a level of content and by anaphoric
reference through ‚ÓÁÓÊ‰ÂÌËÂ ˝ÚÓ ‘rebirth that’ refers to paragraph 1, the
events are depicted by past tense verbs and with perfective aspect, the only
exception being that of ST sentence 8, which has a direct reference to the
moment of speech.
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The significance of temporal relations for the coherence of a text not only
applies across sentence borders but also sentence internally. For example,
the converb ÓÚ‰‡‚ ≈ ‘after/because giving back’ in ST sentence 9 poses a
problem for comprehension and rendering because it bears the double
meaning of reflecting a causal/concessive relation and the
chronological/temporal link to the verbal action of the matrix clause. Any
rendering, regardless of the context has to choose to express only one of
these two connective relations, because there is no means or manner in
Swedish to express them simultaneously. The choice in Swedish then
depends on the temporal and semantic context and also on the translator’s
world-knowledge. Converbs relate first of all to their matrix clause because
they depend on the main verb in that clause to receive a time frame, but
they also relate to the preceding context, thus contributing to the temporal
coherence of the text.

The converb ÓÚ‰‡‚ in ST sentence 9 indicates anteriority of the
action referred to in relation to the main verb in the matrix clause.6 It is
also used to determine the succession of actions, which makes it a possible
indicator for temporal coherence, thus relating to the preceding text. The
underlying subject of the converb is not clearly identifiable from the
preceding context; the semantics of the verb отдать ‘to give back’ imply an
acting subject, hence we expect from the use of ÓÚ‰‡‚, that an explicit or
implicit anaphoric referent should have been mentioned before. Instead, the
converb has a cataphoric function, and the reader has to infer the point in
time the converb is referring to in order to understand both the temporal
link and the modifying relation that is implied by the converb.

Example 5:2
9. éÚ‰‡‚ ·ÓÎ¸¯ÓÂ ÍÓÎË˜ÂÒÚ‚Ó ÔÂ˜‡ÚÌÓÈ ÔÎÓ˘‡‰Ë ÔÛ·ÎËÍ‡ˆËflÏ,
ÊÛÌ‡Î˚→7 ÔÓÚÂÒÌËÎË ÒÓ Ò‚ÓËı ÒÚ‡ÌËˆ ‡‚ÚÓo‚ - Ì‡¯Ëı
ÒÓ‚ÂÏÂÌÌËÍÓ‚, ˜ÚÓ ÔË‚˚ÍÎË ‚‡Î¸flÊÌÓ, ·ÂÁ ıÎÓÔÓÚ, ÔÓ-хозяйский
‡ÒÔÓÎ‡„‡Ú¸Òfl Ú‡Ï.
(lit. After /(because)-giving-back amount printing.gen space.gen
publication.dat.pl, journal.pl […] pushed from their.gen page.gen.pl
author.ack.pl – our-gen.pl contemporary.gen.pl, that used-to elegant,
without worry.gen.pl, like-domestic spread.refl there.)

                                           
6 Cf. section 2.21.
7 This arrow, indicating that an unknown number of words were cut from the original
ST appeared in the text copy the students received as ST for the entrance examination.
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Target texts: Entrance test
As we start examining the three translations of the ST for task 1 in detail,
let us bear in mind that they were all produced for examination purposes.
The participants expected them to be assessed according to pedagogical
principles rather than standards of professional translation. Also, the
participants knew that the main objective for their translations was to show
the assessing teacher that their knowledge of Russian was good enough on
all levels to qualify for the translator-training course. All three TTs reveal
the participants’ ambition to prove in terms of ST comprehension that they
could live up to these expectations. We should also consider that the ST
was originally an article for a literary journal probably intended for native
speakers interested in the development of Russian literature after
Perestroika, thus assuming cultural knowledge, which the participants did
not necessarily possess.

Ellinor’s translation of the Entrance test follows the ST very closely
on almost all levels. Her general approach to the translation task is to
produce a rendering faithful to the source, which is mainly visible in the
way the TT is modelled on the ST in its structural make-up, which fits well
with the description of adequacy (Toury 1995:58 ff). Her translation has
the same number of sentences as the ST, and the sentence boundaries are
set in the same places as in the ST. Sentences as a whole are structured so
that they almost copy the structure of the ST sentences, yet without
breaking the rules of Swedish syntax. Many of the grammatical
constructions of the TT imitate the constructions of the Russian ST;
genitive and instrumental constructions, for example, are translated by
Swedish genitive constructions or by passive constructions with agent8,
regardless of the restrictions of usage for such constructions in Swedish.
The tendency to place reduced clauses and serial attributive phrases in
sentence initial left-branching constructions in Russian is copied in
Ellinor’s Swedish translation. We find an example for this tendency in
Ellinor’s TT sentence 10 where the so-called fundament of the main clause,
i.e. the position in a complex sentence structure that precedes the predicate
in the positional scheme according to the rules of Swedish syntax, is filled
with a long and heavy left-branching clause, including two genitive
constructions with the preposition av ‘of’, marked in bold italics:

                                           
8Cf. appendix p. 3-6.
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Example 5:3
TT
10. Publicerandet av för den breda publiken okända texter av
författare som Bulgakov och Platonov visar dessutom den verkliga
nivån på en rad verk som “bosatt sig” i tidskrifterna på 70-talet och i
början av 80-talet.
(lit. Publishing-the of for the broad public-the unknown.pl text.pl by
writer.pl like Bulgakov or Platonov shows furthermore the real level of a
row of work.pl that “settled-refl” in journal-the.pl in 70-ty-the and in
beginning-the of 80-ty-the.)

ST
10. ÑÂÈÒÚ‚ËÚÂÎ¸ÌÓ, ÔÛ·ÎËÍ‡ˆËË ÌÂ ËÁ‚ÂÒÚÌ˚ı ¯ËÓÍÓÏÛ
˜ËÚ‡ÚÂÎ˛ ÛÍÓÔËÒÂÈ Ú‡ÍËı ÔÓÁ‡ËÍÓ‚, Í‡Í ÅÛÎ„‡ÍÓ‚ ËÎË
èÎ‡ÚÓÌÓ‚, Ó·Ì‡Ê‡˛Ú, ÍÓÏÂ ‚ÒÂ„Ó, ËÒÚËÌÌ˚È ÛÓ‚ÂÌ¸ ˆÂÎÓ„Ó fl‰‡
ÔÓËÁ‚Â‰ÂÌËÈ, ”Á‡ÒÂÎË‚¯Ëı” ÊÛÌ‡Î˚ ‚ 70-Â - Ì‡˜‡ÎÂ 80-ı „Ó‰Ó‚.
(lit. Really, publishing.pl of not known broad.dat. reader.dat
manuscript.pl. such.gen.pl writer.gen.pl, as Bulgakov or Platonov,
reveal.3.pl, besides everthing (else) real level whole.gen row.gen
work.gen.pl, “settling” journal.gen.pl in 70-ty.loc.pl. and beginning 80-
ty.gen.pl.)

Ellinor’s TT shows a strong tendency towards quasi-correctness9, not only
on the level of syntax but also in the choice of words from the lexicon. Her
renderings are closely modelled on the ST, and she often chooses the most
literal equivalent to a lexical ST item (e.g. nivå ‘level’ for ÛÓ‚ÂÌ¸).
Furthermore, she often opts for the stylistically most formal variety that can
be found in the dictionary. In the example below showing the first ST and
TT sentence, everything except the expression Ì‡ÌÂÒÎÓ Û˘Â· ‘brought
damage’ is translated word for word.

Example 5:4
ST
1.íÓÊÂÒÚ‚Ó ”Á‡ÔÂÚËÚÂÎ¸ÌÓÈ” Ë‰ÂÓÎÓ„ËË ÍÓÌˆ‡ 60-ı
Ì‡˜‡Î‡ 80-ı „Ó‰Ó‚ Ì‡ÌÂÒÎÓ ÒÂ¸ÂÁÌ˚È Û˘Â· ‡Á‚ËÚË˛
ÎËÚÂ‡ÚÛ˚.
(lit. Triumph forbidding.gen ideology.gen end.gen 60-ty.gen.pl
beginning.gen 80-ty.gen.pl brought serious damage development.dat
literature.gen.)

                                           
9 For the notion of quasi-correctness and its definition, cf. Papp 1972,Vehmas-Lehto
1988 as well as section 2.3.2.
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TT
1. Den prohibitiva ideologins glansperiod från slutet av 60-talet och
fram till början av 80-talet skadade allvarligt litteraturens utveckling.
(lit. The forbidding ideology.gen triumph-period from end-the of 60-
ty-the to beginning-the of 80-ty-the damaged seriously literature.gen.-
the development.)

The changes in constituent order in the example are due to explicit
demands of the rules of Swedish syntax. The transposition of a verb + noun
phrase to a purely verbal expression (Ì‡ÌÂÒÎÓ Û˘Â· ‘brought damage‘ to
skadade ‘damaged’) is due to the Swedish tendency to prefer verbal
expressions to nominal expressions or phrases (Lyngfelt 2002:9).10

Although Ellinor conforms in her rendering to explicit and implicit rules
governing Swedish language use, she translates the Russian textual and
coherence features into a Swedish form, resulting in a grammatically and
even syntactically correct Swedish TT, which nevertheless leaves the
reader with a vague impression of discord that is one of the indicators of
quasi-correctness.

Textual coherence in Ellinor’s TT is created first of all by lexical
reference to the text theme, which is introduced as a comment in sentence
1. The pattern of thematic progression in the TT is similar to the structural
pattern of the ST, but the TT shows fewer overt cohesive devices like
anaphoric pronouns that refer over sentence boundaries or point to more
remote antecedents in the text. Without being deficient or incorrect, the TT
is highly influenced by the ST at the level of coherence patterns and
information structuring.

Temporal coherence in the TT is mostly achieved by following the
rules for tense order in Swedish sentences. Past events are depicted by the
preterite, which is the tense form that is used in Swedish to indicate that an
action has happened in the past without touching on the present (TT
sentences 1 and 5) from the point of view of the speaker (Teleman et al:
SAG 4, §13). Those events which are taking place at the moment of speech
and those which simultaneously relate to past-time events are depicted by
the present tense and perfect, respectively (TT sentences 2, 3 and 4).
Perfect is the tense used in Swedish to connect an action that has taken
place in the past to the moment of speech/present time. In paragraph 2 (TT
sentences 6 and 7) the utilization and ordering of tenses leave the reader

                                           
10 Cf. Teleman et al. SAG 1, especially p. 20 ff.
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uncertain as to when the action of TT sentences 6 and 7 took place in real-
time. This uncertainty holds for the entire paragraph because TT sentences
8 and 9 are related to TT sentences 6 and 7 by way of the succession of
tenses. Ellinor’s translations of the tense relations prevalent in the ST show
a pattern similar to her translations of syntactical constructions. The
solutions are all correct by the rules and standards of Swedish grammar,
but they are modelled on the patterns of the ST.11

Fredrik basically approached this text in a similar way to Ellinor, but
he increased even more the number of words in his TT compared with the
ST. Fredrik made the necessary allowances for the demands of the Swedish
language system and for conventions concerning style. He also offered
alternative TT versions in some places, which are not as TL oriented as his
first choice. They reflect the structure and lexicon of the ST more closely
than his first choice renderings. These alterations contribute to the increase
in the number of words in his TT. Textual coherence patterns in Fredrik’s
TT reveal a modelling on the pattern of the ST and show similarities with
the patterns in Ellinor’s TT.

One important means of creating coherence over greater textual
distances than from one sentence to an adjacent sentence in Swedish are
definite and indefinite forms of nouns. Likewise, definite forms of nouns
serve as indicators for the context-derived text theme and thus as coherence
markers in the text. In other words, they are valuable devices for creating
textual coherences. Fredrik makes generally good use of this systematic
possibility but the method sometimes betrays him. In TT sentence 4 for
example, he uses the definite form of the subject (tidskrifterna ‘journal-
the.pl’) for his rendering. In the preceding sentences though, no explicitly
stated referent for this definite form can be found. Therefore, the reader’s
interpretation of what the noun is supposed to relate to has to rely on
world-knowledge by way of association and abstraction from the joined
content of those preceding sentences. Although I do not claim that definite
forms in Swedish always have to point to an explicit single referent in the
text, the absence of such a referent weakens the textual coherence. Fredrik
is, on the other hand, not the only one to use the definite form of this
particular noun in the context. In fact, all three participants did the same
thing, although in slightly different settings. I assume that the reason for

                                           
11 The entire TT is found in the appendix, p. 4.
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this common trait is that they all perceived the meaning of the Russian
noun Ê ÛÌ ‡ Î ˚  ‘journal.pl‘ as carrying a general meaning that
encompasses all the possible journals existing at that time, which is a good
enough reason to use the definite form of the noun in a Swedish text.

Fredrik’s  use of definite pronouns that do not refer to clear
antecedents is sometimes confusing, as for example in TT sentence 6 where
the demonstrative pronoun denna ‘this’ does not point to a concrete textual
element but summarises the contents of the whole preceding paragraph 2.
Even if his rendering of the ST item results in a correct meaning, the use of
a demonstrative pronoun in this context appears out of place, because a
Swedish demonstrative pronoun is a deictic device that should refer to a
concrete textual element (Teleman et al. SAG 2 1999:238-239). Yet, the
antecedent in this case is an implicit abstraction of the content of TT
sentences 1-4. The combination of such a strong cohesive device and an
inferred entity disturbs the perception of coherence. Again, Fredrik is not
the only one to render it in this manner, the same rendering also appears in
Ellinor’s TT.

Example 5:5
ST
6. ÉÓfl˜Ó ‚ÓÒÔËÌflÚÓÂ ˜ËÚ‡ÚÂÎflÏË, ‚ÓÁÓÊ‰ÂÌËÂ ˝ÚÓ ·˚ÎÓ
ÔÓ‰‰ÂÊ‡ÌÓ ÓÚÌ˛‰¸ ÌÂ ‚ÒÂÏË ÎËÚÂ‡ÚÓ‡ÏË.
(lit. Warmly received reader.dat.pl, rebirth that was supported at-all not
all.instr.pl writer.instr.pl.)

TT (Fredrik)
6. Denna pånyttfödelse, som läsarna så varmt välkomnar, har fått stöd av
långifrån alla författare.
(lit. This rebirth, that reader-the.pl very warmly welcome, has gotten
support of far-from all writer.pl.)

The underlying reason for Fredrik’s choice of a demonstrative pronoun is
probably the difference in marking definiteness in Russian and Swedish.
The Russian pronoun ˝ÚÓ ≈ ‘that’ is used here as a marker of definiteness12,
presumably because of a lack of insight into the subtleties of the SL when it
comes to marking definiteness, Fredrik, however, interpreted the pronoun
as a demonstrative and rendered it accordingly.

On the level of the lexicon, Fredrik looked for the most literal
equivalent he could find, and when he had dismissed that possibility as not
                                           
12 Cf. Nesset 1999 on the realisation of definiteness in Russian.
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feasible, he gave the literal translation anyhow and put it in brackets. My
interpretation of this behaviour is that Fredrik first of all translated the text
in accordance with his ambition to prove standards of Russian
comprehension, while the need to produce a legible Swedish text came
second on his list of priorities. Fredrik’s attempt to translate the time-bound
events is generally modelled on the structures of the ST but according to
the rules for tense order in Swedish. He also used specific Swedish
discourse markers to connect different levels of the temporal plane as for
example in TT sentences 2 and 4, where he inserted the temporal adverb nu
‘now’ to clarify the exact point of time the event referred to is supposed to
take place. Fredrik aimed to produce an acceptable Swedish text but got
distracted by his need to prove in the translation that he has a good
comprehension of the SL and ST. On the other hand, his TT has few traces
of quasi-correctness, and he did not show an outspoken ambition to be
faithful to the ST, which in itself is an indicator for the acceptability of his
text.

The third participant, Lennart, started his translation of the Entrance
test in a similar fashion. As in the texts of Ellinor and Fredrik, his main
instrument of coherence is found on the level of content. The repetition of
lexical items, by identity or association relations, is primarily used to create
coherence. Lennart’s renderings of the syntactical structures are initially
modelled on the structures of the ST, as for example in sentence 1 where he
repeated the Russian left-branching attributive construction in a Swedish
disguise, a solution that he shared with the two other participants:

Example 5:6
ST
1. íÓÊÂÒÚ‚Ó ”Á‡ÔÂÚËÚÂÎ¸ÌÓÈ” Ë‰ÂÓÎÓ„ËË ÍÓÌˆ‡ 60-ı
Ì‡˜‡Î‡ 80-ı „Ó‰Ó‚ Ì‡ÌÂÒÎÓ ÒÂ¸ÂÁÌ˚È Û˘Â· ‡Á‚ËÚË˛
ÎËÚÂ‡ÚÛ˚.
(lit. Triumph forbidden.gen ideology.gen end.gen 60-ty.gen.pl
beginning.gen 80-ty.gen.pl brought.3sing.neutr serious damage
development.dat literature.gen.)

TT
1. Förbudsideologins triumf från slutet av 60-talet till början av
80-talet ledde till stor skada för skönlitteraturens utveckling.
(lit. Prohibition-the ideology.gen triumph from end-the of 60-ty-the to
beginning-the of 80-ty-the resulted in big damage to literature-the.gen
development)
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But Lennart soon abandoned this approach. Already in the third TT
sentence he used a syntactical construction with double subjects, which in
Swedish is regularly used to emphasise the acting subject of a sentence.
With this Swedish construction he rendered a Russian sentence with a
fronted part of speech, which is a syntactical pattern that has a similar
emphasising function as the double subject construction. Yet, the emerging
result does not seem to be an agreeable solution for the sentence in
question, because the main emphasis will settle on the fronted double
subject and leave the object without stress. In the Russian sentence the
fronted object is emphasised and stressed due to its position. The subject in
this ST sentence bears additional stress due to its function as comment,
while in the Swedish sentence produced by Lennart, only the grammatical
subject, which functions as comment, is emphasised and stressed. The
distribution of topic and comment in the Russian sentence and the stress
that follows with this distribution remain a marked construction that has no
possible counterpart in Swedish. Emphasised and stressed elements are
marked in bold:

Example 5:7
ST
3. ÉÓÎÓÒ Ó·ÂÎ‡ Ì‡ÒÚÓfl˘‡fl ÎËÚÂ‡ÚÛ‡.
(lit. Voice.acc/obj found true literature.nom/subj.)

TT
3. Det är den äkta litteraturen som funnit sin röst.
(lit. It/formal.subj was real literature-the/real.subj that found its
voice/obj.)

The other two participants correctly rendered the content of this sentence
but failed to reproduce the communicative function of this particular
Russian sentence construction. Lennart successfully used temporal
discourse markers as cohesive devices, for example nu  ‘now’ in TT
sentence 9 and då ‘then’ in TT sentence 2 to place events properly on the
intended time plane. I interpret these features as indicators of the fact that
Lennart was more successful in freeing himself from some of the
coherence-creating patterns he found in the ST than either Fredrik or
Ellinor. The information structure of Lennart’s TT is still similar to the
structuring in the ST. But Lennart successfully exploits some of the distinct
means of Swedish to achieve coherence, especially definiteness and
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definite articles. He also makes use of the possibility to transpose Russian
attributive constructions into relative clauses, as for example in sentence 4 :

Example 5:8
ST
4. èÓ ÒÓÁ‚ÂÁ‰Ë˛ ‚ÓÁ‚‡˘ÂÌÌ˚ı ËÏÂÌ, Ì‡Á‚‡ÌËflÏ ÔÓËÁ‚Â‰ÂÌËÈ
‚Ë‰ÌÓ, Í‡Í ÊÛÌ‡Î˚ „ÂÓË˜ÂÒÍË Ô˚Ú‡˛ÚÒfl Á‡ÔÓÎÌËÚ¸ ·Â¯¸,
ÔÓ·ËÚÛ˛ ‰ÂÒflÚËÎÂÚflÏË .
 (lit. On constellation.dat returning.gen.pl name.gen.pl, title.dat.pl
work.gen.pl (is) seen, how journal.pl heroic.adv try.3.pl to fill hole,
cut.part.perf.pass.short decade.instr.pl.)

TT
4. Av de återkomna namnen och titlarna att döma är det uppenbart att
tidskrifterna söker fylla den bräsch, som slagits upp under decennier.
(lit. From the.pl returning name-the.pl and title-the.pl to judge is it
obvious that  journal-the.pl seek fill hole-the, that been cut by decade.pl)

These solutions are not unique for Lennart, though. In fact, all three
participants produced similar renderings with the free definite article,
which is probably due to the fact that Swedish in the case of a restricted
relative clause like the present demands a construction with the free
definite article in the preceding main clause. The traits described above
make Lennart’s text appear closer to the norms for textual structure and
coherence in the TL, which would also mark his TT as an attempt to
produce an acceptable TT.

On the level of the lexicon, however, he sticks to first meanings, that
is, to the first equivalent that one comes across in the dictionary for a
particular word or phrase, which in some cases results in faulty renderings.
For example, in TT sentence 10 he rendered ÛÍÓÔËÒ¸ ‘manuscript’ with
handskrift ‘manuscript’, which is correct on first view; a second glance
though shows that the Swedish word only refers to hand-written
manuscripts from older times. In TT sentence 9 his interpretation of
ÔÂ˜‡ÚÌ‡fl ÔÎÓ˘‡‰¸ ‘printing space’, as papper ‘paper’ is a complete
lexical misunderstanding of the phrase. Lennart is nevertheless not alone in
misunderstanding this phrase. Both Ellinor and Fredrik failed to understand
the lexical content of this sentence, but the mistake becomes most obvious
in Lennart’s rendering. His TT gives an insufficient impression more
because of his mistakes on the semantic level than on the level of
coherence.
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5.2.2 Sputnik
Source text

The Sputnik text is an abridged version of an article from the Russian
journal Sputnik, published in 1992. The article is concerned with the
subject of therapy and especially art therapy for the mentally ill and its
history in the Soviet Union. It is a journalistic text with a well-developed
narrative thread. The text has a number of rather prominent features such as
rhetorical questions and the repetitive use of forms of address. In order to
serve the purpose of a translation task, the text was cut to about two-thirds
of its original length but was not otherwise tampered with. It is still the
largest text included in the sample of translation tasks.

The text starts with a headline that gives a hint of the subject and an
introduction and provides a presentation of the author. The bulk of the text
to be translated is divided into 6 paragraphs of different lengths that are
each dominated by a certain aspect of the subject. The headline, the
introduction of the subject, and the presentation of the author consist of one
sentence each. All three are connected to the rest of the text by their shared
content but not by any syntactic connectors or other means of cohesion.
The coherence features of each paragraph are mostly situated at the lexical
level and the level of content. The time/tense relations in each paragraph
reflect the different time planes on which the actions are taking place and
their connection to the time of speech. The paragraphs seem to be
functionally independent, however. Indicators for temporal coherence and
cohesive elements that connect the narrative across paragraph boundaries
are scarce. The actions that are described in the first paragraph, which is an
introduction to the subject and a description of its current status, are
presented in the present tense/imperfective aspect, as long as the scope of
the action is general or valid in the present. That temporal garb is changed
to the past tense/perfective aspect when describing actions that were
concluded in the past. Paragraphs 2 to 6 show similar patterns of
interrelated time and tense/aspect, including the participles that occur in
these paragraphs, which indicates that the coherence indicators for narrated
time and time of action in the whole text are clearly recognisable for a
reader.

The text contains 14 participles, which tie in rather well with the
time/tense relations of their sentences. The participles of the first paragraph
(ST sentences 3-9) are all present active participles found in one non-finite
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clause (ST sentence 8), which specifies the topic of the main clause it
depends on. Paragraphs 2, 4, 5 and 6 contain mostly predicative participles
to express the passive.  In paragraph 3, we find two more active participles
and one passive participle used in a reduced clause.

The fact, that the first paragraph contains few coherence marking
devices, which cross sentence borders together with the use of additive as
well as adversative connectors in the opening of a sentence and the
recurrence of the discourse theme generates a text with repetitive traits. The
following paragraphs show some differences compared to the first
paragraph; paragraph 2, for example, shows three so-called introductory
sentences with no explicit topic progression pattern. Paragraphs 3 and 4 are
structured much the same as paragraph 1 but contain a few more
coherence-marking elements. Paragraphs 5 and 6 contain rhetorical
statements and questions associated by topic progression with a constant
theme as well as a more extensive use of additive and adversative sentence
openings than the other paragraphs. Paragraph 7 finally contains only one
sentence, which is a kind of concluding statement. But as this last ST
sentence actually points forward to the rest of the article, which was not
included in the translation task, the coherence relations to the rest of the
preceding text are weak. The captions to the illustrations, included in the
text (paragraph 8 in the appendix), are set apart from the remaining text and
not bound into any text organisation pattern.

All coherence marking in the text seems to follow a certain pattern
which serves to ensure that the narrative thread, which is already given by
the headline Болезнь… Талант ‘Illness … Talent’, is never really lost
although the writer technically deviates quite a few times from the subject.
The coherence of the text is mainly maintained by lexical means, at least
across paragraph boundaries. Within a paragraph other means of creating
coherence are in effect (for example anaphoric and deictic pronouns).

 Target text Sputnik (Ellinor)
Ellinor translated the Sputnik text as her second task in the course of the
study, although it originally emerged as an assignment within the
translator-training course. The version that will be analysed here is her final
version, a version that was not accompanied by concurrent verbalisation.
Hence there is no TAP or ScriptLog file available to which to relate this
second version of the translation. I decided to analyse the final version and
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not the first version that has a concurrent TAP and ScriptLog file, because
it represents a final product in the eye of the translator, exactly like all the
other texts that are analysed in this section, making it more comparable to
them.

Ellinor’s translation is segmented into 6 paragraphs plus a headline
including two additional sentences that serve as an introduction of the main
theme of the article and as a presentation of the author, a segmentation that
strongly reflects the ST. The main subject of the article is split into two text
themes throughout the TT, starting from the headline and its two satellites.
The prevailing pattern of topic progression in the first 4 paragraphs is
mainly characterised by the constancy of the theme. Paragraph 5 shows the
use of cohesive devices, as for example, the sentence-initial additive
connector och ‘and’. The connectors that serve in the ST as rhetorical
signals and/or cohesive devices are transposed to the TT. The internal
construction of single sentences is modelled on the ST, implying that for
example left-branching sentence-initial adverbial constructions are used to
a greater degree than I would estimate is the norm in comparable Swedish
texts. These constructions are not grammatically incorrect but are perceived
as stylistically inelegant. The very first sentence of the translation can serve
as a good example for this trait:

Example 5:9
ST
1. ÇÔÂ‚˚Â ‚ Ì‡¯ÂÈ ÒÚ‡ÌÂ ‚ÌËÏ‡ÌËÂ ÔË‚ÎÂ˜ÂÌÓ Í ÚÓÈ
ÒÙÂÂ, ˜ÚÓ ·˚Î‡ ÔÂ‰ÏÂÚÓÏ ÛÁÍÓ„Ó ÍÛ„‡ ÒÔÂˆË‡ÎËÒÚÓ‚-ÏÂ‰ËÍÓ‚, -
Í Ú‚Ó˜ÂÒÚ‚Û Ô‡ˆËÂÌÚÓ‚ ÔÒËıË‡ÚË˜ÂÒÍËı ÍÎËÌËÍ.
(lit. For first.pl in our.loc country.loc attention turned to that.dat area.dat,
that was object.instr narrow.gen circle.gen specialist.gen.pl —
doctor.gen.pl,— to creation.dat patient.gen.pl mental.gen.pl
hospital.gen.pl.)

TT
1. För första gången i vårt land har uppmärksamheten riktats mot ett
område som förut en snäv krets av specialistläkare ägnat sig åt, nämligen
den konst som görs av patienter på psykiatriska kliniker.
(lit. For first time-the in our land has attention pointed.pass to an area that
earlier a narrow circle of specialist-doctor.pl devoted + refl.pronoun to,
namely art-the that make.passive by patient.pl in mental.pl hospital.pl.)

A similar observation can be made for repetitive possessive constructions,
either with genitive markers or prepositional constructions, which are
normally not permitted in Swedish. Although in principle grammatically
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correct, forming a chain of these constructions makes the TT appear quasi-
correct. The entire TT tends to a verbal mode of expression, which is
almost to be expected since there is a tendency in Swedish to prefer verbal
constructions and especially verbal phrases instead of verbal nouns. The
rendering could therefore be said to have a verbalising approach. Because
of this trait, which is more in line with TL conventions than the rest of the
text, the TT still appears to be a Swedish text instead of an insufficient
translation. Several of the verbal expressions in the TT are in the passive
voice, however, a stylistic trait, which creates a distance between what is
told and the person telling it (Teleman et al. SAG 4, §11-13, p. 378 ff).
Although the TT does not share this trait with the ST, this use of passive
constructions contributes to the impression that the TT is modelled on the
ST in its structural patterning, because the Swedish passive constructions
appear to be structured in a similar way to the Russian sentences as we can
see in example 5:9 above.

If time/tense/aspect relations are obscured, the reader may wonder
what events have already taken place, are taking place now or should take
place in a near future and in which order they should be arranged. Ellinor
copies the pattern of tense used in the ST but does not always take into
account the influence of aspect in the SL on the time/tense relations or the
requirements for the tense order in the TL when producing the TT. The use
of tense in the sentence considered in isolation is usually correct in her
translation but does not extend to the paragraph or the text as a whole.
Thus, the sentences within a paragraph either seem to be placed on
different and disconnected time planes, or they imply faulty relations to the
moment of speech, especially in paragraph 1, where the verbal actions take
place in different real-time frames that somehow are related by the
discourse theme. The use of the time adverbial phrase redan på tjugotalet
‘already in the twenties’ in TT sentence 11 demands the use of the
preterite, which denotes a different connection to the moment of speech
than the perfect used in the preceding TT sentence 10 (ST sentences in
italics are given for comparison):

Example 5:10
10. Vid de ledande europeiska psykiatriska klinikerna har man öppnat
konstnärsateljéer, och senare också gallerier. (perfect, i.e. tied to the
present tense used earlier in the paragraph)
(lit. At the leading european.pl psychiatric.pl clinic-the.pl. has one opened
artist-studio.pl, and later also gallery.pl.)
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(10. èË ‚Â‰Û˘Ëı Â‚ÓÔÂÈÒÍËı ÍÎËÌËÍ‡ı ÓÚÍ˚ÎËÒ¸
ıÛ‰ÓÊÂÒÚ‚ÂÌÌ˚Â Ï‡ÒÚÂÒÍËÂ, ‡ ÔÓÚÓÏ Ë „‡ÎÂÂË.)
Verb in past tense/perfective aspect

11. Redan på tjugotalet kom det ut solida monografier (även av ryska
författare) över mentalpatienters konst. (preterite, action accomplished in
the past time)
(lit. Already in twenty-the.pl came form.subject solid.pl monography (also
by Russian.pl writer.pl about mental-patient.gen.pl art.)

(11. ìÊÂ ‚ ‰‚‡‰ˆ‡Ú˚Â „Ó‰˚ ‚˚¯ÎË ÒÓÎË‰Ì˚Â
ÏÓÌÓ„‡ÙËË (‚ ÚÓÏ ˜ËÒÎÂ Ë ÛÒÒÍËı ‡‚ÚÓÓ‚),
ÔÓÒ‚fl˘ÂÌÌ˚Â Ú‚Ó˜ÂÒÚ‚Û ‰Û¯Â‚ÌÓ·ÓÎ¸Ì˚ı.)
Verb in past tense/perfective aspect

12. I England, Frankrike och Tyskland har man skapat särskilda muséer
som nu är kända över hela världen. (perfect, perfect participle +
auxuiliary present as predicative)
(lit. In England, France and Germany has one created special museum.pl
which now are known over whole world-the)

(12. Ç ÄÌ„ÎËË, î‡ÌˆËË, ÉÂÏ‡ÌËË ÒÓÁ‰‡Ì˚ специальные
ÏÛÁÂË, ÍÓÚÓ˚Â ÔÓÎ¸ÁÛ˛ÚÒfl ÒÂÈ˜‡Ò ‚ÒÂÏËÌÓÈ
ËÁ‚ÂÒÚÌÓÒÚ¸˛.)
Verbs in present tense/imperfective aspect

Finally, the choices within the lexicon of the TL are made in such a way as
to be satisfactory translations while complying with the SL and culture.
Obviously, Ellinor strove to make her text as comprehensible as possible
on the lexical level for a Swedish reader, but she also tried to keep it as
close to the ST as possible. See in comparison ST sentence 39 / TT
sentence 40:

Example 5:11
ST
39. çÂ Á‡ıÓÚÂÎË ÔËÒÎÛ¯‡Ú¸Òfl Í ‡ÁÛÏÌ˚Ï ÒÎÓ‚‡Ï Ó‰ÂÒÒÍÓ„Ó ‚‡˜‡
Ö‚„ÂÌËfl òÂ‚‡ÎÂ‚‡: ÌÂ ‡‰ÛÈÚÂÒ¸, ËÒıÓ‰ËÚÂ ÔÂÊ‰Â ‚ÒÂ„Ó ËÁ ÚÓ„Ó,
˜ÚÓ ÔÓÎÂÁÌÓ ·ÓÎ¸ÌÓÏÛ, ÌÂ закрепляйте  Â„Ó Ô‡ÚÓÎÓ„Ë˜ÂÒÍËı
˜ÂÚ.
(lit. Not wanted.3.pl to-listen to wise.dat.pl word.dat.pl odessa.adj.gen
doctor.gen Evgenij.gen Shevaljov.gen not rejoice.pl.imperative,
accept.pl.imperative first all.gen from that.gen, that useful sick.dat, not
strengthen.pl.imperative his pathological.gen.pl trait.gen.pl.)

TT
40. De ville inte lyssna till Odessaläkaren Jevgenij Sjevaljovs kloka ord:
gläd er inte, utgå i första hand ifrån vad som är bra för den sjuke,
förstärk inte hans patologiska drag.
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(lit. They wanted not listen.inf to Odessa-doctor-the Jevgenij
Shevaljov.gen wise.pl word.pl, rejoice.imperative you.2.pl not,
accept.imperative in first hand from what which is good-adv. for the sick,
strengthen.imperative not his pathological.pl trait.pl.)

The parts marked in bold in both texts are items that were rendered in the
TT with their lexical and formal equivalents. In the translation the verbs
were kept in the imperative mood, which while being grammatically
correct is not appropriate and usually not used in Swedish in this context.
This is a general feature that characterised Ellinor’s entire TT, and it is in
fact typical for her way of translating. The reason for this approach is
probably that her objective while translating is formed by the principle of
fidelity to the ST.

She expressed in one of the TAP verbalisations13 included in this
study that one of the most important translation principles for her is to stay
as close as possible to the ST in her rendering. Ellinor can be said to be
striving for an adequate translation.

5.2.3 Contract
Source text

The Contract text is a collaboration agreement between Stockholm
University and the State University of St. Petersburg and as such a
stylistically formalised text. The text contains a narrative and a part that
lists a number of items. The narrative part of the text is characterised by
topic progression with a constant theme and by the presence of anaphoric
pronouns that function as cohesive devices and coherence markers. The
tense/aspect relations within the Contract text do not play an important role
for the comprehension of the different time planes on which the action is
located. This implies that the coherence force of time/aspect relations in
this text is weak compared with a fully narrative text. There is simply no
discernable net of time relations, wrought by tense and aspect throughout
the text, and therefore these relations do not function as coherence markers.
Consider, for example, the second paragraph of the ST where most of the
information in the narrative part of the text is presented:

                                           
13 Cf. TAP 941110, p. 173 chapter 7:1.
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Example 5:12
2.ëÚÓÓÌ˚ ‰Ó„Ó‚ÓËÎËÒ¸, ˜ÚÓ ‚ ÔÂËÓ‰ Ò 15.04.94 ÔÓ 01.05.94
àÌÒÚËÚÛÚ Ì‡Ô‡‚ËÚ, ‡ ñÂÌÚ ÔËÏÂÚ „ÛÔÔÛ ÒÚÛ‰ÂÌÚÓ‚ Ó·˘ËÏ
ÍÓÎË˜ÂÒÚ‚ÓÏ ‰Ó 30 ˜ÂÎ. ‰Îfl Ó·Û˜ÂÌËfl ÔÓ ÒÓ„Î‡ÒÓ‚‡ÌÌÓÈ ÔÓ„‡ÏÏÂ.
(lit. Side.pl agreed.pl.refl, that in period from 15.04.94 to 01.05.94
Institute will-send.fut, and Center will-receive.fut group.acc
student.gen.pl general.instr amount.instr up to 30 person for
instruction.gen on agreed.part.dat programme.dat.)

3. ëÚÓËÏÓÒÚ¸ Ó·Û˜ÂÌËfl ÛÒÚ‡Ì‡‚ÎË‚‡ÂÚÒfl ‚ ‡ÁÏÂÂ 200 aÏ.
‰ÓÎÎ‡Ó‚ Á‡ ‰‚Â ÌÂ‰ÂÎË Ó·Û˜ÂÌËfl Á‡ Í‡Ê‰Ó„Ó ÒÚÛ‰ÂÌÚ‡ ‚ÍÎ˛˜‡fl
‡ÒıÓ‰˚ Ì‡ ÔÓÊË‚‡ÌËÂ ‚ ÒÚÛ‰ÂÌ˜ÂÒÍÓÏ Ó·˘ÂÊËÚËË Ë ‚ÒÚÂ˜Û Ë
ÔÓ‚Ó‰˚.
(lit. Cost instruction-gen establish.3.sing.refl for size-loc 200 US-
dollar.gen.pl for two week.gen instruction.gen for each.gen including
expense.pl for living.acc in student.loc.adj dormitory.loc and meeting.acc
and escort.acc.pl.)

4. á‡˜ËÒÎÂÌËÂ ÒÚÛ‰ÂÌÚÓ‚ ·Û‰ÂÚ ÔÓËÁ‚Ó‰ËÚ¸Òfl ÔÓÒÎÂ
ÔÂ‰ÒÚ‡‚ÎÂÌËfl àÌÒÚËÚÛÚÓÏ ‡ÌÍÂÚ Û˜‡ÒÚÌËÍÓ‚ ÔÓ„‡ÏÏ˚ ÌÂ ÏÂÌÂÂ,
˜ÂÏ Á‡ 3 ÏÂÒflˆ‡ ‰Ó ÔËÂÏ‡.
(lit. Registration student.gen.pl will.3.sing.fut carry-out.3.sing.refl after
presentation-gen Institute.dat list.acc participant.gen.pl programme.gen no
less, than 3 month.gen before reception.gen.)

The actions within every isolated sentence are related to each other so that
the past and future tense locate the past and future events on the
appropriate time plane within the sentence. But tense/time relations do not
establish links between the sentences of the paragraph. The above three
sentences are ordered by the semantics involved rather than by their
succession in real-time since the events have to take place in a certain order
to become true, all of which has to be inferred from world-knowledge. The
last part of the text, a curriculum draft for the university studies of
exchange students, does not show any prominent features of either
information structuring or tense/aspect relations. The two verbs appearing
in this part of the text are in present tense/imperfective aspect with very
general semantics. They leave little room for interpretation when rendering
them into Swedish. The three participles in this ST are part of standing
phrases in the SL. Although the participles are not yet grammaticalized and
still maintain their verbal function, their contribution to coherence marking
is negligible.
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Target text Contract (Fredrik)
This TT, which Fredrik produced for his second translation task, is a
formalised text that relies on standing formulations for the text type in
Swedish. He employed the standard means of coherence marking that
Russian and Swedish have in common. But the link between TT sentences
3 and 4 has to be inferred from world-knowledge by association, as the
constancy is not made explicit. In a later part of the text, though, Fredrik
made obvious use of the possibility that morphological markers of
definiteness provide for coherence marking in Swedish. See for example
TT sentence 3, where the definiteness marking refers to referents
introduced in the first two sentences (parterna ‘part.pl-the‘):

Example 5:13
3. Parterna har kommit överens om att Institutionen under perioden
15. 4 - 94 —1. 5 - 94 får sända en grupp på upp till 30 personer för studier
enligt överenskommet program till Centret, som i sin tur förbinder sig att
ta emot dessa.
(lit. Side-the.pl have agreed upon that Institution-the during period-the
15. 04. 94 – 01. 05. 94 may send a group of at most 30 person.pl for
study.pl according to agreed.part programme to Centre-the, which in its
turn undertake.refl to receive those.)

4. Kostnaden för varje enskild student har fastställts till 200 US$ för två
veckors studier inklusive uppehälle i studenthem samt uppsamling vid
ankomsten.
(lit. Cost-the for every single student has establish.pass. to 200 US$ for
two week.gen.pl study.pl including living in student-home and collection
upon arrival.)

The choice of tense (present) reflects the temporal status of this text type.
Fredrik also inserted the Swedish discourse markers bägge ‘both’, här
‘here’, and härmed ‘hereby’ in TT sentence 2. Besides belonging to the
stock expressions used in this kind of text in Swedish, they also contribute
to increase the coherence and thus the acceptability of the text:

Example 5:14
1. De bägge parterna, Centret för internationellt utbyte vid Sankt
Petersburgs statliga universitet, i fortsättningen här benämnt Centret, och
Institutet för slaviska och baltiska språk vid Stockholms universitet, i
fortsättningen här benämnt Institutionen, ingår härmed samarbetsavtal
om studerandeutbildning på Sankt Petersburgs statliga universitets
filologiska fakultet läsåret 1993/94.
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(lit. The two party.pl, Centre-the for international exchange at St.
Petersburg.gen state.adj university, in following-the here called Centre-
the, and Institute-the for slavic.pl and baltic.pl language.pl at
Stockholm.gen university, in following-the here called Department-the,
arrive with-this at co-operation-agreement about student-education at
St.Petersburg.gen state.adj university.gen philological faculty academic-
year-the 1993/94.)

Some of the extensive genitive constructions in the ST are transferred
without adjusting them to TL patterning, making the TT tighter in its
information structure than I estimate a corresponding Swedish text would
be. This is illustrated by the last clause from the above example (5:14),
where a Russian genitive construction has been transferred almost literally
into a Swedish adverbial clause (both indicated in bold), even integrating
the temporal determiner (in bold italics) that was not part of the Russian
clause:

[…] что в течение 1993/94 уч. г, они будут сотрудничать в области
обучения студентов на филологическом факултете Санкт-
Петербургского университета.
(lit. […] that under 1993/94 academic year, they will cooperate in field of
educating student.pl at philological.loc. faculty.loc St.Petersburg.gen
university.gen.)

[…] ingår härmed samarbetsavtal om studerandeutbildning på Sankt
Petersburgs statliga universitets filologiska fakultet läsåret 1993/94.
(lit. […] arrive with-this at co-operation-agreement about student-
education at St.Petersburg.gen state.adj university.gen philological
faculty academic-year-the 1993/94.)

The time/tense level in the TT is sustained by means of Swedish tense
order, which also contributes to the overall coherence of the text. Here a
transparent relationship of time to tense and aspect in the ST facilitated an
appropriate and satisfactory rendering of these relations in the translation.

On the level of the lexicon, the TT remains on neutral grounds in
terms of closeness to the ST/SL or the TL. Neither the choice of words nor
the phrasing can be said to be close to the ST, nor are they close to the
norms that apply to corresponding TL texts. It follows that the TT neither
resembles Russian texts nor excessively matches TL norms for this text
type. The TT does not contain features on any level that could be termed
quasi-correct, and it appears to be an agreeable TL text apart from some
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lexical misunderstandings. In terms of adequateness and acceptability, it is
more acceptable than adequate.

5.2.4 School certificate and University certificate
Source text

The School certificate, being basically a list of the marks (in wording) for a
number of different school subjects, is an extremely formalised text. The
certificate contains only three full sentences; the first sentence introduces
the holder of the certificate by name, followed by a list of marks. The
second sentence contains blank spaces to be filled in appropriately with the
name and the profession the holder was trained in, and the last sentence
presents a final judgement about the overall performance of the certificate
holder. At the end of the document, a series of signatures and a list of the
titles of the signers are found. Certificates in general are texts that could be
called performative in the sense of speech act theory14, because they state
or even grant certain truths about a person mentioned in the text. These
texts therefore always evoke a predefined semantic frame that is supported
by the formal organisation of the text. Certificates are simultaneously easy
and difficult to translate. They are easy because they always follow a given
structural pattern so that the translator knows what to expect and how to
translate them. They are difficult because of cultural implications and
restrictions for the production of the TT and the implicit world-knowledge
of the SL culture from which the translator has to infer. These conditions
hold for all sorts of certificates and probably also between all language
pairs with the probable exception of so-called parallel texts, i.e. texts that
are written simultaneously and for the same purpose in two languages that
are used in a country. Certificates have similar structures in different
languages and can often be translated by using an existing template.

The School certificate that was used in this study has the character of
a list, and thus there is little need for marking coherence other than by
means of recurring lexical items and through the semantic frame evoked by
the text theme. There is one exception though: the anaphoric discourse
marker кроме того ≈ ‘in addition to’ links the second full sentence to the
list of marks. This discourse marker functions as a cohesive connector.
Other than that, there are only the time/tense relations within the full
                                           
14 Cf. Austin 1962.
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sentences that function as coherence-creating elements. Three finite verb
forms are found in ST sentence 1 and in ST sentence 21, all in the past
tense/perfective aspect. They all depict a state in the past when the holder
earned his certificate and are thus coherent with the time this document was
issued and with its the semantic frame. The participles that occur in the text
are part of standard phrases that are typically used in all formalised texts,
and they do not disturb the function of the tense/aspect relations in general.

The University certificate is also a very formalised text but not in
quite the same way as the School certificate with its list of marks. It is a
short text, with a letterhead, a masthead added to the letterhead, three
concluding phrases besides the paragraph containing the actual text, and
the signature, including the titles of the signer. There are neither narrative
features in the text nor any specific syntactical coherence markers that
could be further analysed. Coherence is accomplished by lexical means
only and by the knowledge frame provided by the text theme, i.e. the
certificate itself. The one full sentence opening the certificate is not in any
way connected to the concluding statements of the final phrases. The
collaboration of time-tense-aspect does not influence coherence in this text,
simply because there is only one inflected verb form (past
tense/imperfective aspect reflexive) which states an action in the past time.
The participles in the text are parts of standardised or even formalised
expressions that are significant for the text type.

Being heavily formalised, these two texts also exhibit a structure,
which is quite different from the structure of narrative texts. Thus, the
participles and their position in the sentence in both Certificate texts pose
comprehension problems which are not primarily connected to the
tense/aspect relations or the literal content but to the frame of knowledge
evoked by the ST.

Target text: Two Certificate Texts (Lennart)
Lennart chose to model his TT very closely on the ST when he translated
the two Certificate texts. In fact, the Certificate TTs resemble their STs in
style, structure, and lexicon so much that they could be called literal
translations. This approach is justified because of the text type they belong
to, and also because of the function certificates have in general, regardless
of the language(s) involved. In the present case some prominent structural
and syntactical differences between the ST and the TT are visible. Lennart
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split the first sentence of the School certificate into three separate sentences
with the effect that the structural coherence relations are made visible:

Example 5:15
ST
1.ç‡ÒÚÓfl˘ËÈ ‡ÚÚÂÒÚ‡Ú ‚˚‰‡Ì: à‚‡ÌÓ‚Û à‚‡ÌÛ à‚‡ÌÓ‚Ë˜Û,
Ó‰Ë‚¯ÂÏÛÒfl ‚ „. åÓÒÍ‚Â 1 flÌ‚‡fl 1945 года ‚ ÚÓÏ, ˜ÚÓ ÓÌ ‚ 1963
„Ó‰Û ÓÍÓÌ˜ËÎ ÔÓÎÌ˚È ÍÛÒ ‚Â˜ÂÌÂÈ ÒÏÂÌÌÓÈ Ó·˘ÂÓ·‡ÁÓ‚‡ÚÂÎ¸ÌÓÈ
¯ÍÓÎ˚ N˚ 25 ãÂÌËÌ„‡‰ÒÍÓ„Ó -Ì‡ „. åÓÒÍ‚˚ Ë Ó·Ì‡ÛÊËÎ ÔË
ÓÚÎË˜ÌÓÏ ÔÓ‚Â‰ÂÌËË ÒÎÂ‰Û˛˘ËÂ ÁÌ‡ÌËfl:
(lit. Present certificate issued.part: Ivanov.dat. Ivan-dat. Ivanovich.dat.
born.dat.refl. in city.loc. Moscow.loc. 1 January.gen. 1945 year.gen. in
that.loc, that he in 1963.dat. year.dat finished complete.acc. course.acc.
evening.adj.gen. shift.adj.gen. general-educational.gen school.gen N˚ 25
Leningrad.adj.gen. area.gen. city.gen Moscow.gen and showed under
excellent.loc. behaviour.loc. following.acc.pl. knowledge.acc.pl.)

TT
1. Föreliggande betyg är utfärdat för Ivan Inanovitj Ivanov,
född den 1 januari 1945 i Moskva.
(lit. Present certificate is issued to Ivan Ivanovich Ivanov,
born the 1 january 1945 in Moscow.)

2. Han har 1963 avslutat fullständig kurs på den allmänna
blandade aftonskolan Nr. 25 i Leningradräjongen i Moskva.
(lit. He has 1963 finished complete course in the general mixed evening-
school-the Nr. 25 in Leningrad-area-the in Moscow.)

3. Han har med gott uppförande uppvisat kunskaper i följande ämnen:
(lit. He has with good behaviour shown knowledge.pl in following
subjects:)

In this TT fragment Lennart switches from a resultative present tense
construction in TT sentence 1 to the compound perfect in the following two
sentences, which is in line with the requirements of Swedish tense order.
He thus created a link of temporal connection between the sentences. The
School Certificate TT shows a topic progression pattern that does not
resemble the ST, which is partly due to the fact that Lennart split the first
ST sentence into three. On the lexical level, the Swedish text reflects the
Russian lexicon strongly, mostly because of the necessity to depict facts of
a different cultural reality.

The University certificate in his translation is just transposed unit by
unit into Swedish, more or less with the correct transliteration of place
names and personal names. In the rendering of the one and only sentence of
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the University certificate though, he put in a sentence initial adverbial
härmed ‘hereby’ that serves more than one purpose. This initial adverbial is
considered to be a standard phrase in Swedish original texts of this kind. It
allows him to dissolve the opening predicative construction of the ST
sentence into a passive construction in the TT, which serves as a signal for
the text type and as a discourse marker.

Example 5:16
ST
24. Ñ‡Ì‡ ÚÓ‚. à‚‡ÌÓ‚Û à‚‡ÌÛ à‚‡ÌÓ‚Ë˜Û ‚ ÚÓÏ, ˜ÚÓ ÓÌ
‰ÂÈÒÚ‚ËÚÂÎ¸ÌÓ Ó·Û˜‡ÎÒfl Ì‡ ‰ÌÂ‚ÌÓÏ ÓÚ‰ÂÎÂÌËË ÔÂÂ‚Ó‰˜ÂÒÍÓ„Ó
Ù‡ÍÛÎ¸ÚÂÚ‡ åÓÒÍÓ‚ÒÍÓ„Ó „ÓÒÛ‰‡ÒÚ‚ÂÌÌÓ„Ó
ÔÂ‰‡„Ó„Ë˜ÂÒÍÓ„Ó ËÌÒÚËÚÛÚ‡ ËÌÓÒÚ‡ÌÌ˚ı flÁ˚ÍÓ‚ ËÏÂÌË
åÓËÒ‡ íÓÂÁ‡ Ò ÒÂÌÚfl·fl 1963 „Ó‰‡ ÔÓ Ï‡Ú 1969 „Ó‰‡.
(lit. Given comrade.dat Ivanov.dat Ivan.dat Ivanovich.dat in that.loc that
he really studied.refl at day.adj.loc department.loc translator. adj.gen
faculty.gen Moscow.gen state.adj.gen pedagogic.gen institute.gen
foreign.gen.pl. language.gen.pl name.gen Maurice.gen Thorez.gen
from September.gen 1963.gen year.gen through March.acc 1969.gen
year.gen)

TT
26. Härmed intygas att kamrat Ivan Ivanovitj Ivanov från September
1963 till mars 1969 dagtid genomgått utbildning på
översättarfakulteten vid Moskvas statliga pedagogiska institut,
uppkallat efter Maurice Thorez.
(lit. Hereby certifies.pass that comrade Ivan Ivanovich Ivanov from
September 1963 through March 1969 went-through.perf education at
translator-faculty-the at Moscow.gen state.adj-the pedagogical-the
institute, named after Maurice Thorez.)

Lennart restructured the entire sentence in order to make it fit into the
syntactical patterning that is required by the TL. In the course of
restructuring, he even omitted part of the Russian serial genitive
construction because he could not fit it into a reasonable Swedish sentence.
These operations transformed the TT into an acceptable text despite the
fact that it is in some formal and lexical aspects closely modelled on the
ST. Again the necessity to transpose facts of a different culture governed
his choice of words and phrasing. That influence is not as clearly
reproduced in the TT of the School certificate as it is in the TT of the
University certificate.
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5.2.5 Ševčenko
Source text

The Ševčenko text is a description of the life and work of the Ukrainian
19th-century poet and painter Taras Ševčenko. The text was published 1984
as part of the preface to an art book about Ševčenko in Kyïv/Ukraine. The
book contains mainly texts in Ukrainian, but the preface appears in
different languages, among them Russian. This Vita is a narrative text
divided into 6 paragraphs with the initial theme of the text being Taras
Grigorjevič Ševčenko. After the introduction of the text theme, every
following sentence in the entire text includes a direct or indirect reference
to the person of Taras Ševčenko as part of its topic. The comments of all
sentences then refer to activities or actions that concerned Taras Ševčenko
during his lifetime. Most anaphoric pronouns in the text are means to
maintain the topic progression from sentence to sentence. The linking of
the sentences is linear and does not branch out or follow circular
movements. The succession of the described actions in the text is supported
by its temporal properties. Further characteristics of the text are its heavy
adverbial constructions that often open individual sentences and the almost
complete absence of such cohesive devices as, for example, additive or
adversative connectors crossing sentence borders.

The temporal plane is characterised by a straight linking of real-time
and tense. Actions concluded in the past are depicted by past tense, and
actions that have bearing on the present are depicted by the present tense.
Within the time frame of the past, verbal actions can carry the perfective or
imperfective aspect, while the present tense, which is aligned to the
moment of speech, always connects with the imperfective aspect. There are
exceptions to this linking of time and tense in sentences 16, 17 and 30,
where terminated past-time actions are depicted in the historical present
tense/imperfective aspect. ST sentence 16 opens a new paragraph with the
converb ‚ÓÁ‚‡ÚË‚¯ËÒ¸ ≈ ‘having come back’, relating the clause to the
matrix verb in the historical present tense/imperfective aspect ‡·ÓÚ‡ÂÚ
‘works’. The course of events and the localisation on a time plane for ST
sentences 16 and 17 have to be inferred from world-knowledge and cannot
be derived from the previous description in preceding paragraphs, because
of its temporal localisation in the formal present time. Also, the third
sentence of the paragraph in question, ST sentence 18, adds to this
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difficulty because the temporal relations between the sentence and the
preceding ST sentence 17 allow different interpretations.

Example 5:17
17. çÓ ˜ÂÂÁ ‰‚‡ „Ó‰‡ Â„Ó ‡ÂÒÚÓ‚˚‚‡˛Ú Á‡ Û˜‡ÒÚËÂ ‚ Ú‡ÈÌÓÈ
ÔÓÎËÚË˜ÂÒÍÓÈ Ó„‡ÌËÁ‡ˆËË - äËËÎÎÓ-åÂÙÓ‰ËÂ‚ÒÍÓÏ Ó·˘ÂÒÚ‚Â.
(lit. But after two years he.acc arrest.3.pl for participation.acc in secret.gen
political.gen organisation-gen – Kyrillo-Methodian.adj.loc society.loc.)

18. Ç ÛÍË ÔÓÎËˆËË ÔÓÔ‡ÎË ÒÓ˜ËÌÂÌËfl ÔÓ˝Ú‡, ‚ ÍÓÚÓ˚ı ÓÒÚÓ
Ó·ÎË˜‡ÎÒfl ‡ÌÚËÌ‡Ó‰Ì˚È „ÓÒÛ‰‡ÒÚ‚ÂÌÌ˚È ÒÚÓÈ êÓÒÒËÈÒÍÓÈ
ËÏÔÂËË.
(lit. In hands police.gen fell.pl work.acc.pl poet.gen, in which.gen.pl
sharply reveiled.3.sing.refl anti-people.adj.acc state.adj.acc
construction.acc Russian.gen empire.gen.)

The unmarked interpretation based on the principle of iconicity would be
that the action in ST sentence 18 in real-time follows after the action in ST
sentence 17. But the semantic link between these two sentences does not
necessarily support this interpretation. As the tense/aspect relation between
the sentences is not clear either (ST sentence 17 is in the
present/imperfective aspect and ST sentence 18 is in the past
tense/perfective aspect), the temporal order of the actions can have two
interpretations. This also affects the further semantic and temporal link to
ST sentence 19. Two of the converbs (in ST sentences 11 and 20) appear in
clauses, which indicate simultaneity with their matrix clause, while the
converbs of ST sentences 10 and 16 indicate anteriority of the action in
relation to the action of the main clause. As all the converbs depend on the
temporal frame provided by the inflected verbs of their clauses (dependent
taxis), they fit by definition into the coherence pattern that is established by
the verbs of the main clause.

Target text Ševčenko (Ellinor and Fredrik)
The ST about the life and work of Taras Ševčenko is the second text in the
study that was translated with concurrent verbalisation and using the
ScriptLog software. Englund Dimitrova originally chose this text for her
study of the translation process that concentrates on expertise and
explicitation (Englund Dimitrova 2005). The fact that the text was
specifically chosen for research purposes also implies that rendering the ST
was not only a homework assignment in the translator-training course. It
was presented as a translation task that should be performed under
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simulated professional conditions. Thus, the products were to be evaluated
by professional standards and not only by pedagogical standards.

Ellinor’s rendering showed that she aimed at a kind of translation
modelled as closely on the ST as possible. The TT is segmented into the
same six paragraphs as the ST but with 31 sentences instead of 30. A closer
look shows that she divided ST 11 into two TT sentences, thus dissolving a
long and complicated Russian sentence structure with a converb in an
initial position in the dependent clause into two Swedish main clauses.
Ellinor kept the presentation of the discourse theme and the topic-comment
patterning of the ST almost intact in her rendering, only making allowances
for the demands of the Swedish language system. By emulating prominent
features of the ST as, for example, left-branching adverbial constructions,
by using genitive constructions in the TT in places where such
constructions are found in the ST, and by replacing instrumental
constructions with passive constructions, she creates a TT that reflects the
ST in more than one way. The emerging correspondent constructions are
not always compatible with the standards and norms of good written
Swedish, although they are generally not considered ungrammatical in
Swedish.

The prevailing mode of topic progression in the TT is similar to that
of the ST. All sentences of the entire text include a direct reference to the
theme presented in sentence 1. This reference occurs as topic through the
entire text except for the initial sentence where the text theme has to be
presented as comment. The main mode of topic progression is that of
progression with a constant theme Daneš (1974:118). There are one or two
exceptions as, for example, in TT sentences 23-25 (topic in bold, comment
in bold italics, 24 contains an emphasized element, 25 + 26 are passive
constructions):

Example 5:18
23. Sjevtjenko blev fri 1857.
(lit. Shevchenko became free 1857.)

24. Framåtsträvande människor i Ryssland och Ukraina hade lagt sig ut
för honom.
(lit. Progressive people in Russian and Ukraine had interceded.refl for
him)
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25. De sista åren av hans liv utmärktes av stora framgångar inom poesi,
målning och grafik.
(lit. The final.pl years-the.pl of his life distinguished.refl of great.pl
progress.pl within poetry, painting and engraving.)

26. Särskilt stora och allmänt erkända blev de framsteg han gjorde
när det gällde gravyr.
(lit. Especially great.pl and generally recognized.pl became the
progress.pl he made when it came to engraving.)

The most prominent coherence feature of the TT is the use of lexical
repetitions and pronominalizations. The fact that every sentence contains a
reference to the theme (Taras Ševčenko) results in a net of lexical and
structural coherence relations. Other types of additional coherence markers
or cohesive devices are not easy to recognise, but in the text fragment
below, Ellinor inserted anaphoric pronouns and rendered the place adverb
literally with här ‘here‘ to function as coherence markers across sentence
borders (TT sentence 8 refers to TT sentence 7 and TT sentence 9 refers to
TT sentence 8). For coherence marking, she followed the ST so that both
markers and positions for markers and antecedents in general are identical.
The coherence markers in the example below are in bold and the
antecedents in bold italics.

Example 5:19
7. Ett stort hinder för att hans talanger skulle kunna utvecklas fullt ut
utgjorde det faktum att han som livegen helt och hållet var utlämnad åt
godsägaren Engelgardts nycker.
(lit. A big obstacle for that his talent.pl should be develop.pass fully out
constituted the fact that he as serf wholly and fully was exposed to lord-
the Engelgardt.gen whim.pl.)

8. En av dessa nycker ledde av en tillfällighet till något bra för
Sjevtjenkos del, då Engelgardt vintern 1831 tog med sig honom till
huvudstaden som "kazatjok" (ung betjänt i kosackkostym).
(lit. One of these.dem.pronoun whim.pl lead.pret of a coincidence to
something good for Shevchenko.gen part, when Engelgardt winter-the
1831 took with himself him to capital-the as “kazachok” (young servant
in Cossack-dress).)

9. Här mötte den unge Taras landsmannen och konstnären Ivan Sosjenko,
som snart lät honom träffa inflytelserika och demokratiskt sinnade ryska
kulturpersonligheter.
(lit. Here met the young Taras countryman-the and artist-the Ivan
Soshenko, who soon made him meet influential.pl. and democratic minded
russian.pl culture-personality.pl.)
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10. Dessa såg Sjevtjenkos sällsynta begåvning för litterärt och konstnärligt
skapande, och friköpte honom från livegenskapen 1838.
(lit. These saw Shevchenko.gen rare talent for literary and artistical
creating, and free-bought him from serfdom 1838.)

The time/tense relations of the TT also reflect the ST to a high degree.
Ellinor kept to the same pattern of tense order as in the ST, allowing only
for the demands of the TL, which sanctions a limited combination and
order of tense. The TT rendering of the sequence of actions in sentences
18-19 is based on the iconicity principle and indicates that the action in TT
sentence 18 took place before the action in TT sentence 19. The ST though
gives the impression of a different succession of actions in the two
correspondent ST sentences 17 and 18 that is expressed by present
tense/imperfective aspect in the first sentence and past tense/perfective
aspect in the following sentence. The quote below shows the relevant
elements marked in bold:

Example 5:20
ST
17. çÓ ˜ÂÂÁ ‰‚‡ „Ó‰‡ Â„Ó ‡ÂÒÚÓ‚˚‚‡˛Ú Á‡ Û˜‡ÒÚËÂ ‚ Ú‡ÈÌÓÈ
ÔÓÎËÚË˜ÂÒÍÓÈ Ó„‡ÌËÁ‡ˆËË - äËËÎÎÓ-åÂÙÓ‰ËÂ‚ÒÍÓÏ Ó·˘ÂÒÚ‚Â.
(lit. But after two years he.acc arrest.3.pl/imperf for participation.acc in
secret.loc political.loc organisation.loc – Kyrillo-Methodian.loc
society.loc.)

TT
18. Men två år senare arresterades han för att ha deltagit i en hemlig
politisk organisation - Kyrillos och Methodiossällskapet.
(lit. But two years later arrested.pass he for to have participated in a
secret political organisation – Kyrillos and Methodios-society-the.)

ST
18. Ç ÛÍË ÔÓÎËˆËË ÔÓÔ‡ÎË ÒÓ˜ËÌÂÌËfl ÔÓ˝Ú‡, ‚ ÍÓÚÓ˚ı ÓÒÚÓ
Ó·ÎË˜‡ÎÒfl ‡ÌÚËÌ‡Ó‰Ì˚È „ÓÒÛ‰‡ÒÚ‚ÂÌÌ˚È ÒÚÓÈ êÓÒÒËÈÒÍÓÈ
ËÏÔÂËË.
(lit. In hand.acc police.gen fell.pl./perf work.acc.pl poet.gen, in
which.gen.pl sharply reveiled.3.sing.refl anti-people.adj.acc state.adj.acc
construction.acc Russian.gen empire.gen.)

TT
19. Polisen fick tag i verk där poeten i skarpa ord avslöjade det ryska
imperiets folkfientliga statliga uppbyggnad.
(lit. Police-the got/pret hold of work where poet-the in sharp word.pl.
revealed the Russian empire.the.gen people-hostile state.adj construction.)
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Finally, on the level of the lexicon, Ellinor adheres to choices that resemble
the pompous style and the rhetoric found in texts of the Soviet era, as can
be seen above in example 5:20, TT sentence 19. The ST is rendered in such
a manner that this style is preserved in Swedish. As a whole, this text can
safely be labelled as an attempt to produce a faithful translation of the ST,
which tends to be more adequate than acceptable in terms of the choice of
general approach towards translation.

In his translation of the same ST, Fredrik managed to produce a
Swedish text that keeps a larger distance from the ST than Ellinor’s TT
does. His text is far more compliant with the general norms of Swedish
style without denying its source. This is mainly a result of Fredrik
consciously dissolving complex Russian structures and adjusting them to
Swedish usage. Still, he does not change the basic narrative structure of the
text. The TT displays the same discourse theme and the same pattern of
topic progression as the ST. The TT is segmented into 5 paragraphs with 30
sentences, which implies that the sentence borders follow the pattern in the
ST. A closer look at the TT shows that Fredrik in fact divided ST sentences
6 and 8 into two TT sentences each and fused ST sentences 22/23 and
29/30 into one TT sentence each. The number of sentences thus stayed the
same, but the sentence borders were moved by this operation. Fredrik also
made good use of cohesive devices to bind his text together. He utilized
these devices both within sentences and over sentence borders. TT sentence
23 has an anaphoric discourse marker, the demonstrative där ‘there’, that
points to TT sentence 21, bypassing TT sentence 22, which in turn is
connected to TT sentence 21 by a semantic abstraction (TT sentence 21
döms ‘judges’ to TT sentence 22 domen ‘judgment-the’), thus making the
link explicit. Ellinor used the same device in her rendering of the Ševčenko
text. I assume that this strategy to create links through an abstraction from a
given lexical elements is a basic cohesive pattern. The device for the
concrete reference link is marked in bold while the indicator for the
abstract link is marked in bold italics.

Example 5:21
21. Sjevtjenko döms till långtidsförvisning som menig soldat i Orenburgs
armékår.
(lit. Shevchenko sentence.pass to longterm-exile as private soldier in
Orenburg.gen. army corps.)
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22. När tsaren undertecknar domen gör han också ett tillägg om
att den förvisade poeten och konstnären ska hållas under
strängaste uppsikt och inte tillåtas vare sig skriva eller måla.
(lit. When czar-the signs judgement-the makes he also an
addition about that the exiled poet-the and artist-the shall
hold.pass under most-rigid supervision and not allow.pass (to)
write or paint.)

23. Där på plats får han dock hjälp av liberala krafter, så att han
undersinae tio förvisningsån på den kasachska stäppen ändå får möjlighet
att ägna sig åt skapande verksamhet, även om det inte kan ske helt
öppet.15
(lit. There in place gets he nevertheless help from liberal.pl power.pl, so
that he during his ten exile-year.pl on the kazach.adj steppe-the anyhow
gets opportunity to dedicate + refl.particle to creative work, although if
this can not happen totally open.)

In the fusion of ST sentences 22 and 23 into TT 24, Fredrik adds the
temporal conjunction efter ‘after’ as a coherence marker to connect the two
into a main clause/subordinate clause construction. He achieves a clearer
causal link in his text, and he also clarifies how the sequence of actions of
the main clause and the subordinate clause is to be interpreted on the time
plane. This could be classified as an explicitation16, because the ST does
not explicitly tell which action came first. The ST reader has to rely on
world-knowledge rather than on the structural information to decide which
comes first.

Example 5:22
24. Sjevtjenko friges år 1857 efter att radikala kretsar i Ryssland och
Ukraina verkat för hans sak.
(lit. Shevchenko liberate.pass. year 1857 after that radical circles in
Russia and Ukraine (auxiliary omitted) worked.part for his case.)

The connection between tense and time of the event in the TT is structured
so as to facilitate a fluent reading of the text, but without changing the
picture that the string of events maintains compared to the ST. Concerning
this aspect, Fredrik thus formed his TT more according to TL norms, and
therefore it also became more acceptable (Example 5:22). In addition, he
                                           
15 The Swedish spelling errors in this quote are found in the original TT, cf. appendix
pp. 25-26.
16 Explicitation is an operation appearing in translated texts that makes a fact explicit
which is implicit in the ST. The term was introduced by Vinay & Darbelnet 1958.
Cf. also Englund Dimitrova 2005.
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made some interesting changes regarding the use and meaning of tense in
the TT as he decided to use the so-called historic present from TT sentence
15 on for the rest of his TT, which did have an impact on the internal
temporal relations in this part of the TT. The ST does employ the historic
present tense but in different sentences than the one corresponding to TT
sentence 15 and by no means throughout a whole paragraph. Fredrik and
Ellinor’s interpretation of the succession of events is based on the iconicity
principle, which implies that the action of TT sentence 19 took place before
the action of TT sentence 20.

Example 5:23 (Fredrik)
19. Men efter två år blir han arresterad för att ha varit medlem av en
underjordisk politisk organisation, Kyrillos-Methodios-sällskapet.
(lit. But after two year.pl gets he arrested.pres for that have been member
of a underground political organisation, Kyrillos-Methodios-society-the.)

20. Poem, där Sjevtjenko på ett träffsäkert vis skildrar ryska imperiets
terror mot folket, faller i polisens händer.
(lit. Poem.pl, where Shevchenko in an accurate manner depicts Russian
empire-the.gen terror against people-the, fall.pres in police-the.gen.
hand.pl.)

Regarding his choice of lexicon, we can see that Fredrik consciously tried
to reduce the influence of pompous Soviet rhetoric from the ST on his TT.
In the concurrent TAP he states as a comment to the processing of the
second sentence in the Ševčenko text:

Example 5:24
TAP 941111
[…] izvetjnoe stremlenie trudovogo naroda Ukrainy / det där får vi skippa
om det bara ska till en svensk utställning i dag / så finns det ingen mening
å ha med der här med arbetande folket / låter bara löjligt / (bläddrar) //
eftersom / ja det / och det gör det ju eftersom / det inte fnns nån / ehm /
eftersom det inte ska vara någon / ehm / någon stilistisk studie av
sovjetspråket / så tycker jag att man / ehm / utan att blinka / ehm / kan ta
bort alla de här typiska / ehm / sovjetepiteten / när de dyker upp i texter /
([…] izvechnoe stremlenie trudovogo naroda Ukrainy / we can just skip
that if the text is only for a swedish exibition today / there is no meaning
in translating this working people / sounds ridicoulus / (leafing) // because
/ yeah it / and it will be because / there is no / ehm / because it is not
supposed to be a / ehm / stilistic study of soviet language /therefore I think
that you / ehm / without hesitation / can omit all these typical /ehm / soviet
words / when they appear in the texts /)
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He does in fact succeed in producing a TT that reads almost as any normal
informative TL text, except for its theme. I assume this is the result of a
conscious strategy because Fredrik also declared in the TAP that he always
aims to produce a stylistically good Swedish text, which causes him to use
discourse marker and Swedish filler words in his translations. According to
his concurrent TAP, this applies especially to the rendering of the
Ševčenko text. Fredrik’s translation of the Ševčenko text tends towards the
acceptable end of the adequate/acceptable continuum described by Toury.

5.2.6 Letter of Attorney
Source text

The Letter of Attorney is a document or rather a ready-made form for a
legal document to be filled in by the person who issues the Power of
Attorney. It is a complicated text, written in the bureaucratic style used for
Russian official documents. Due to its content and specific style, it is
difficult to decide what text type it should belong to. It is not a narrative
text, although it has narrative features, and it is not purely a list, although it
clearly contains an enumeration of items. The syntactical pattern of the text
is characterized by a string of dependent clauses, which follow onto one
main clause, in which all the presuppositions and conditions for the
following verbal actions are stated. Each of these actions is expressed by a
reduced clause where what has to be considered the main verb is non-finite.
Sentence 1 is not a clause at all, i.e. it contains no verb, but simply states
the date and place where and when this Letter of Attorney is issued.
Sentence 2 is a main clause that has one dependent non-finite clause
(sentence 3) directly attached. Sentences 4 through 9 all relate as dependent
non-finite clauses to the main clause of sentence 2. The dependent non-
finite clauses can in turn have embedded clauses, sometimes without a verb
at all but containing a verbal noun instead that conveys the action.

Example 5:25
2. ü, ÌËÊÂÔÓ‰ÔËÒ‡‚ш(ËÈ/‡fl)...........................................
ÔÓÊË‚‡˛˘ ..................……………………………………….
Ì‡ÒÚÓfl˘ÂÈ ‰Ó‚ÂÂÌÌÓÒÚ¸˛ ÛÔÓÎÌÓÏ‡˜Ë‚‡˛ „. ................
ÔÓÊË‚‡˛˘ .....................................................…
(lit. I, below-undersigned………………………………………….
living……………………………………………………………….
present.instr. power-of-attorney.instr. authorize.1.sing citizen.acc
living…………………………………………………………………)
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3. ÛÔ‡‚ÎflÚ¸  Ë ‡ÒÔÓflÊ‡Ú¸Òfl ‚ÒÂÏ ÏÓËÏ ËÏÛ˘ÂÒÚ‚ÓÏ, ‚ ˜ÂÏ
·˚ ÓÌÓ ÌË Á‡ÍÎ˛˜‡ÎÓÒ¸ Ë „‰Â ·˚ ÌË Ì‡ıÓ‰ËÎÓÒ¸, ‚ ÒÓÓÚ‚ÂÚÒÚ‚ËË
Ò ˝ÚËÏ Á‡ÍÎ˛˜‡Ú¸  ‚ÒÂ ‡ÁÂ¯ÂÌÌ˚Â Á‡ÍÓÌÓÏ Ò‰ÂÎÍË, ‚ ˜‡ÒÚÌÓÒÚË:
(lit. tend.inf and dispose.inf all.loc. my.loc fortune.loc, in what-loc
modal-particle-subjunctive it consisted.refl and where modal-particle-
subjunctive existed.refl, in agreement.loc with this.instr conclude.inf
all.pl allowed.part.pl law.loc contract.acc.pl, in detail.acc.)

ST sentences 10, 11, and 12 differ somehow from the above-described
textual pattern. ST sentence 10 is a dependent clause similar to and on the
same level as the rest of the preceding dependent clauses, but it also
contains an embedded clause with a finite verb form. ST sentences 11 and
12 are syntactical constructions with predicative participles in the
analytical passive including finite verb forms, and they are independent
main clauses. The participles that occur in the text serve to keep the text as
condensed and tight as possible. These participles do not have an influence
on the temporal plane where the finite constructions operate (dependent
taxis). The finite verbs which appear in the ST, with the exception of the
predicative passive constructions, are all kept on the present
tense/imperfect aspect level. Thus, the text does not show any kind of
complicated relation on a temporal plane between the dependent clauses
themselves or from the dependent clauses to the main clause on which they
all are dependent. All sentences contain statements with a general formal
meaning, which implies that their tense/aspect relations as such would not
pose comprehension problems. Even the converb construction, which is
dependent on the matrix clauses to receive place and meaning in the
temporal context of the text, is not difficult to fit in and thus to render
appropriately.

The text has a general theme or subject, which could be said to be
‰Ó‚ÂÂÌÌÓÒÚ¸ ‘Power of Attorney’, including all possible implications. But
there are scarcely any signs of topic progression, and there is no overt
coherence marking or any cohesive devices that cross sentence borders.
Except for the fact that there are eight dependent clauses attached to one
main clause by means of clauses with the main verb in the non-finite form,
the coherence marking is achieved almost exclusively by means of the
lexicon. The additional fact that some of these dependent clauses also
contain embedded clauses with non-finite verb forms or verbal nouns
makes the coherence relations within the ST even more difficult to detect
from the perspective of a non-native translator.
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There is only one anaphoric pronoun in the whole text, which functions as
a cohesive device within the first dependent clause Ò ˝ÚËÏ ≈ ‘with that-
instr.’ (ST sentence 3), referring to the whole matrix clause in the sentence.
The information structuring of the text relies above all on a pattern of
matrix clause - dependent clauses with non-finite subordination. There are
hardly any traces of an information-structuring network throughout the
text. The lexicon of this ST is the main contributor to creating coherence
but also the main source of comprehension problems, and consequently
production problems.

Target text Letter of Attorney (Lennart)
To begin with, it should be mentioned that Lennart did not complete the
translation of the Letter of Attorney. He gave up when confronted with all
of the lexical difficulties the ST contains and left a fair amount of text not
rendered as well as full of question marks. There are also a couple of gaps
to be found in the TT, which do not really have an explanation other than
Lennart’s comprehension and production problems while translating. One
reason for all his problems can be said to be the extreme structure of this
ST, another the specialised lexicon used. Nevertheless, he did produce a TT
that can be analysed as a text, but not all aspects of the text analysis as it
was conducted for other TTs could be done.

Lennart more or less copied the textual structure of the ST, which is
fully feasible for the sake of Swedish usage. Thus, apart from the headline,
his TT contains an initial incomplete clause, followed by one main clause
with seven dependent, non-finite clauses, one sketchy and unfinished
subordinate clause (sentence 10), which corresponds to the last dependent
clause in the ST, and two main clauses concluding the text. The theme of
the TT is fullmakt ‘power/letter of attorney’, which is maintained
throughout the text mainly by means of lexical coherence and by way of
association and abstraction. All the dependent clauses relate directly to this
one theme, which appears first in the main clause of the second sentence.

Example 5:26
2. Jag, undertecknad  … boende…ger härmed medborgare…
boende…fullmakt:
(lit. I, under-signed…living…give hereby citizen…living… power of
attorney:)
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This sentence then functions as the topic, while all the following dependent
clauses together make up an enormous comment. In some cases a
dependent clause contains embedded clauses, and in one case two ST
dependent clauses are co-ordinated in the TT and thus explicitated by the
additive conjunction och ‘and’. Verbs that mark the connection to the
matrix clause and the additive connector are marked in bold in the
example:

Example 5:27
3. …att förfoga över all min egendom, oavsett dess innehåll eller plats,
helhet och i överensstämmelse med detta ingå alla typer av avtal som
lagen tillåter däribland…
(lit. …to dispose.inf. over all my property, irrespective its content or
place, totality and in agreement with this conclude.inf all typ.pl of
contract.pl which law-the allows among-other...)

The time/tense relations express a chaining of the events depicted in
relation to the course of events in the first main clause. However, the
succession of actions between the non-finite clauses is not ordered in
sequence except for the relation between dependent clause and embedded
clause or phrase. The whole TT is written in the present tense, which in
some places even carries future meaning, and the succession of actions
mostly has to be clarified by inferring from world-knowledge. The use of
the present tense in this kind of text could be called non-actual, because
from the speaker’s point of view there is no past or future time to relate to.
The time limits have to be stated explicitly in the text by defining the
period of time for which the document is valid. Lennart’s choice of lexicon
is satisfactory for the purpose of translating a specialised text into Swedish,
like this form for a Power of Attorney. However, he has difficulties with
terminology and the appropriate phrasing, which results in mistakes and
omissions. This TT can be said to be neither acceptable nor adequate
because the rendering is too incomplete to be assessed in those terms.

5.2.7 Grossman
Source text

The chronologically last ST that is explored in the study is the preface to a
novel by the Soviet writer Vasilij Grossman (Жизнь и Судьба 1990,
Tallinn). The text deals mainly with the fate of the writer and what
happened to his manuscript when he first attempted to publish the novel in
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the Soviet Union in the early 1960s. The preface is part of a much later
edition that was released in Russian during the Soviet Union perestroika
years, and it served as a means of explaining for the readership why this
novel was published 30 years after it had been written. The ST is
segmented into seven paragraphs with few sentences each. The most
prominent textual features of the ST are constructions with fronted
syntactical elements. The fronting of syntactical or information structure
elements usually indicates emphasis of some kind (Kovtunova 1974). If
this specific operation is used as frequently as in the Grossman text, it has a
disrupting effect on the text structure since the connection between
paragraphs that is normally determined by topic progression, is hereby
loosened. The example shows a long fronted element (marked in bold),
which explains the syntactical subject все ‘everything’ in the sentence.

Example 5:28
3. ÄÂÒÚ ÛÍÓÔËÒË ÔÓ ‰ÓÌÓÒÛ ÒÓ·‡Ú¸Â‚ ÔÓ ÔÂÛ, ËÁ˙flÚËÂ
ÍÓÔËÈ, ˜ÂÌÓ‚ËÍÓ‚, Á‡ÔËÒÂÈ,  ‰‡ÊÂ ÍÓÔËÍË Ë ÎÂÌÚ
ÔË¯Û˘Ëı Ï‡¯ËÌÓÍ Û Ï‡¯ËÌËÒÚÓÍ - ‚ÒÂ ·˚ÎÓ Ò‰ÂÎ‡ÌÓ ‰Îfl
ÚÓ„Ó, ˜ÚÓ·˚ ”ÜËÁÌ¸ Ë ÒÛ‰¸·‡”- ÊË‚‡fl Ô‡‚‰‡ Ì‡¯ÂÈ ÊËÁÌË,
‚ÓÒÒÓÁ‰‡ÌÌ‡fl Ú‡Î‡ÌÚÓÏ Ç‡Ò. ÉÓÒÒÏ‡Ì‡, - ÔÓÒÚÓ ÌÂ ÒÛ˘ÂÒÚ‚Ó‚‡Î‡.
(lit. Seizure manuscript.gen because denunciation.dat. brother.gen.pl
of quill.dat, removal copy draft.gen.pl, note.gen.pl, moreover carbon-
paper.pl and ribbon.pl writing.gen.pl machine.gen.pl at
writer.gen.pl.fem – everything was done for that.gen, that + modal-
particle “Life and fate”– life.adj truth our.gen.pl life.gen, created.part.fem
talent.loc Vasilij-gen Grosman.gen – simply not existed.fem.subjunctive.)

Each paragraph thus stands almost by itself in terms of its structure. On the
other hand, the text as a whole is dominated by two parallel themes. One
theme is represented by references to the writer Vasilij Grossman and the
other to his novel ÜËÁÌ¸ Ë Судьба ‘Life and Fate’. The reference links
created by the topic progression in the text appear to be loose because of
the structural peculiarities, and with two exceptions they do not cross
paragraph limits. These two exceptions occur in ST sentences 12 and 14,
where the anaphoric pronoun этих ‘those’ (12) and the anaphoric pronoun
phrase ‚ Ò‚flÁË Ò ˝ÚËÏ ≈ ‘in connection with this/that’ (14) point to
referents outside the sentence in question, thus instead referring to an entire
paragraph. The referent of ST sentence 12 is the totality of all names
mentioned, i.e. an abstraction of the preceding paragraph, whereas the
referent of ST sentence 14 is a conclusion that has to be inferred from the
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preceding paragraph. The text is furthermore characterised by its many
inserted phrases and clauses, which are displayed in brackets, surrounded
by hyphens, or given in the form of appositions. For the reader they have
an interrupting and damaging effect on the textual and informational
structuring because they are just loosely tied in with the rest of the text.

Where the interrelations of time, tense and aspect are concerned, the
connection between the past tense/perfective aspect verbs and past events
that are described by them is very transparent. Only a few actions or
activities that take place in the past are depicted by the imperfective aspect
and for obvious reasons, as they refer to lasting events or actions stretched
out in time without delimitation. The few verbs that appear in the present
tense all appear in special settings. The extensive use of participles is
another significant trait of this ST (participles and verb in bold):

Example 5:29
8. ÉÓÚÓ‚Ë‚¯ËÏ ˝ÚÓ ËÁ‰‡ÌËÂ Ö. ÖÚÍËÌ‰Û Ë ë. å‡ÍË¯Û
ÔË¯ÎÓÒ¸ ÌÂÏ‡ÎÓ ÔÓÚÛ‰ËÚ¸Òfl, Ú‡Í Í‡Í Ò‰ÂÎ‡ÌÌ˚Â
ÌÂÔÓÙÂÒÒËÓÌ‡Î¸Ì˚Â ÍÓÔËË ÓÍ‡Á‡ÎËÒ¸ Í‡ÈÌÂ ÌÂÒÓ‚Â¯ÂÌÌ˚.
(lit. Preparing.part.dat.pl this edition E. Etkind.dat and S. Markish.dat
forced.refl not-little endavour.refl.inf, because produced.part.pl non-
professional.pl copy.pl showed.refl.pl utterly unfinished)

Most of the participles in this text are either used in reduced relative
clauses where they substitute for finite verbs or serve as predicatives,
which already imply a placement in a certain time frame. The participles
and also the one converb that occurs rely on their matrix clause for
placement in time, which means that they tie in with the time/tense/aspect
level of the matrix clause and thus can be located on a time plane through
them.

The lexicon of the ST is strictly speaking not specialised or difficult
to comprehend. But the text presupposes specific world-knowledge and
knowledge of terminology, circumstances that contribute to the
comprehension difficulties connected with this ST.

Target texts Grossman
The three translations of this ST were produced under the simulated
conditions of a professional assignment. I had, however, chosen this text
exclusively for the sake of my study, which can have affected the
performance of the translators. Both circumstances were of course known
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to the participants. I assume from the result of the translation and from the
verbalisations in the TAP that the double function, i.e. the professional
assignment and the fact that the participants and their performance were
part of my study, created a split attitude towards the task during the actual
translating sessions, resulting in a lower level of attention and carefulness
in the individual participant when rendering the ST.

Ellinor translated the ST in two sessions, producing a preliminary
version and a revised version, both with concurrent verbalisation and
ScriptLog protocols. It is the final version that is analysed here. Ellinor’s
TT is segmented into nine paragraphs with 17 sentences in total, not
including headline and signature at the beginning and the end of the text,
respectively. The disposition of her TT is closely modelled on the ST, the
sole difference being that her text comprises one additional paragraph. The
discourse theme of the text, i.e. the writer and his novel, is already
introduced in the headline and appears as the comment of TT sentence 1.
The theme given in the headline runs throughout the whole TT, carried
along by topic progression with a constant theme. In fact, the topic of each
sentence is directly derived from the headline so that the syntactical and
informational links between sentences and paragraphs appear weaker than
between sentences and the headline. Therefore, almost every paragraph
seems to be independent of the preceding one; they are only connected to
each other by the abstraction of the theme.

Sentence structuring and textual links are predominantly modelled
on the ST. Nevertheless, the TT does not read like a copy version of the
ST, which is due to the fact that Ellinor skilfully employed the various
possibilities of Swedish syntax and sentence structuring. But the
information structuring of the text is greatly dependent on the constancy of
the theme in the topic progression and its connection to the discourse
theme. The anaphoric pronouns that Ellinor utilized to create a structural
network usually point to an antecedent in the same sentence; however, two
of them refer to a preceding sentence, and one pronoun is even employed
as a cataphoric pointer (TT sentence 15 pointing to TT sentence 16).

Example 5:30 also contains a lexical explicitation, here marked in
italics (Andrej Sacharov och hans fru Jelena Bonner ≈ А. Д. Сахаров и Е.
Г. Боннер). Referents are marked in bold, cataphoric pronoun in bold
italics, while the ST is given for comparison:
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Example 5:30
15. I samband med detta måste vi också med tacksamhet nämna dem som
(inte heller utan risk) bidrog till att romanen publicerades.
(lit. In connection with this must we also with gratitude mention those
who (not either without risk) contributed to that novel-the published.pass.)

14. В связи с этим надо с благодарностьию назвать и
имена тех, кто способствовал (и тоже с немалым
риском для себя) опубликованию романа.
(lit. In connection with this.instr nessecary with
thankfullness.instr name the name.pl those.gen.pl, who
facilitated (and also with not-little.adj.instr danger.instr for
itself) publishing novel.gen.)

16. Det var först och främst återigen Semjon Lipkin, författaren
Vladimir Vojnovitj, akademiledamoten Andrej Sacharov och hans fru
Jelena Bonner.
(lit .That was first and foremost again Semjon Lipkin, Vladimir
Vojnovich, academy-member Andrej Sakharov and his wife Jelena
Bonner.)

15. Это, прежде всего, снова Семён Липкин, писатель
Владимир Войнович, академик А. Д. Сахаров,
Е. Г. Боннер.
(lit. That, before anything.gen., anew Semjon Lipkin, writer
Vladimir Vojnovich, scientist A. D. Saкharov, E. G. Bonner.)

In Ellinor’s TT, each paragraph embodies its own time, and within the
frame of the paragraph, the time/tense relations and the sequence of actions
are clearly represented by the appropriate order of tenses in Swedish. On
the textual level though, i.e. above the level of the paragraph, the time/tense
relations do not serve to connect the sequence of narrated events. This has
to be clarified by world-knowledge. On the level of the lexicon, Ellinor’s
choice of words and phrasing is oriented towards the TL, which is also
exemplified by 5:29. The desire to keep the content and wording of ST
sentences with their complex structures within the boundaries of one TT
sentence and without losing anything also results in a linear sentence-by-
sentence rendering.

Ellinor, who declared in one of the TAP sessions that her explicit
translation principle is to stay close to the ST on all levels, rendered this
text according to this principle. The choice of words and the phrasing are
on a comparable style level as those of the ST. But her principle of keeping
close to and even modelling the TT in certain respects directly on the ST
did not affect the TT to the extent that it appears to be an imitation of its
ST. The conclusion of all of the above is that the TT cannot be said to be
either adequate or acceptable. It strikes a balance between these two
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conditions or states, mostly because the text on the syntactical level tends
towards adequateness, whereas on the lexical level it is more acceptable,
because Ellinor used everyday words and phrases in her rendering:

Example 5:31
14. Alla namn kommer vi kanske tyvärr aldrig att få reda på, men vi kan i
alla fall inte låta bli att nämna författarens änka, Olga Guber, och hans vän
Jekaterina Zabolotskaja.
(lit. All name.pl do vi maybe unfortunately never (to) find out, but we can
anyway not forget to mention author-the.gen widow, Olga Guber, and his
friend Jekaterina Zabolotskaja.)

Fredrik also translated the Grossman ST in two sessions. He produced
several versions in the course of these two sessions, each time revising and
improving the previous one. The analysis presented here concerns the final
version. Fredrik segmented his translation in a similar way as Ellinor, i.e.
he divided the TT into 8 paragraphs with 19 sentences and a closing
signature but no headline. This also suggests that he followed the ST when
setting the sentence borders in his TT. A closer look reveals, however, that
Fredrik moved sentence borders by splitting long ST sentences, especially
in the second paragraph, in order to achieve a less complex structure of
both the sentences and the paragraph involved. He also changed the order
in which sentences appear in the paragraphs and joined ST sentences to
produce a TT, which is more acceptable in terms of conventional TL text
organization.

The text theme in Fredrik’s TT is presented as part of the comment
of the first sentence. He continuously changed the mode of topic
progression in this text, which influenced the dynamics of the information
structure within the text more than anything else. The discourse theme is
conveyed by means of identity and association relations rather than by
pronominalizations, thus making the internal text relations more
transparent. The identity and association relations (for the novel = a and for
the author = b) are marked in bold in the example below:

Example 5:32
13. När det gäller denna utgåva (a) fick vårt förlag den preliminära
versionen av F. B. Guber, son till Grossmans nyligen avlidna änka,
Olga Michailovna Guber (b).
(lit. When it comes to this edition (a) got our printing-house the
preliminary version-the from F. B. Guber, son of Grossman.gen. recently
deceased widow, Olga Mikhailovna Guber (b).)
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14. Manuskriptet (a) hade förvarats hos Grossmans gamle vän
Vjatjeslav Ivanovitj Loboda (b) och Guber fick det från dennes änka,
Vera Ivanovna Loboda (b).
(lit. Manuscript-the (a) had kept.pass by Grossman.gen old friend
Vjacheslav Ivanovich Loboda (b) and Guber got it from his widow,
Vera Ivanovna Loboda (b).)

15. Den slutgiltiga versionen (a) nådde oss via den kände poeten och
översättaren Semjon Lipkin, nära vän till Grossman (b).
(lit. The final version-the (a) reached us via the well-known poet-the and
translator-the Semjon Lipkin, close friend to Grossman (b).)

Another feature that makes the text more accessible is the fact that Fredrik
aimed at bringing his text closer to the TL reader rather than preserving the
structure of the ST. This desire is above all visible in the fact that his TT
contains many more words (484) than both the ST (388) and the two
translations of Ellinor (420) and Lennart (432). Fredrik added a couple of
discourse markers and what he calls “small words”, i.e. Swedish filler
words to facilitate comprehension for the intended reader.17 Each single
paragraph, however, appears to be an entity by itself because there is
almost no linear connection visible between the paragraphs. The cohesive
force of the temporal elements is limited to operating within the frame of
the paragraph, and Fredrik follows the demands of Swedish tense order
within this unit. But the time/tense relations in his entire TT always reflect
the time of the action, so that these relations also serve to clarify the
succession of actions. This reflection of the real-time in the time/tense
relations is an important trait in the TT that contributes to the impression of
an accessible and TL-oriented Swedish text. Regarding the lexicon, Fredrik
chose a neutral style of written Swedish with some traces of both the
vernacular and official rhetoric style as for example in paragraph 2,
sentences 5 and 6 (indicators in bold):

Example 5:33
5. Kopior av manuskriptet, utkast och anteckningar konfiskerades.
(lit. Copy.pl of manuscript-the, draft.pl and note.pl. seized.pass.)

6. Folk som skrivit av manuskriptet på maskin fick t.o.m. se sina
karbonpapper och färgband beslagtagna.
(lit. Folks, who copied from manuscript-the on typewriter got even to see
their carbon-paper.pl and colour-ribbon.pl confiscated.)

                                           
17 Fredrik declared in the TAP to the recording session 12-08-98 that his aim was to
produce an informative text in a style, easily accessible for Swedish readers.
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Probably due to his awareness of differences in cultural knowledge
between the ST reader and the TT reader, he inserted explicitations. In the
very first sentence he added the qualifier ryska ‘Russian’, because the ST
sentence expected the reader to know facts that the TT reader would not
necessarily know in his estimation.

Example 5:34
1. Dagens ryska läsare vet redan en hel del om Vasilij Grossman och det
tragiska öde som hans roman Liv och öde gick till mötes.
(lit. Today.gen Russian reader.pl know already a great deal about Vasilij
Grossman and the tragic fate that his novel Life and Fate went to meet.)

In structuring the text, in the use of specific textual links and his choice of
lexicon, Fredrik tries to make the rendering of his text acceptable for the
TT reader.

The third participant, Lennart, also translated the Grossman text in
two sessions, producing a preliminary version in the first session and a
revised version in the second, which is analysed here. Lennart’s translation
in its final version is quite far removed from the model presented by the
ST. He increased the number of sentences (20 TT sentences as opposed to
17 ST sentences) and the number of words (432 TT words as opposed to
388 ST words). This also implies that his segmentation differs from the
segmentation in the ST considerably. He split long complicated ST
sentences and joined shorter ones where he found it appropriate. Lennart
also changed the sentence internal structure from, for example,
predominantly left-branching constructions in the ST to straight main
clauses with only one element preceding the finite verb in the TT. He
divided ST sentence 3 with its complicated syntactical structure into three
syntactically independent sentences (cf. also Fredrik’s rendering of this
sentence (appendix p. 33, 4-7). The numbers behind ST sentence fragments
in the example below (and in the English translation) refer to the TT
sentences into which they are rendered:

Example 5:35
ST
3. ÄÂÒÚ ÛÍÓÔËÒË ÔÓ ‰ÓÌÓÒÛ ÒÓ·‡Ú¸Â‚ ÔÓ ÔÂÛ (= 4),
ËÁ˙flÚËÂ ÍÓÔËÈ, ˜ÂÌÓ‚ËÍÓ‚, Á‡ÔËÒÂÈ, ‰‡ÊÂ ÍÓÔËÍË Ë ÎÂÌÚ ÔË¯Û˘Ëı
Ï‡¯ËÌÓÍ Û Ï‡¯ËÌËÒÚÓÍ (= 5) -
‚ÒÂ ·˚ÎÓ Ò‰ÂÎ‡ÌÓ ‰Îfl ÚÓ„Ó, ˜ÚÓ·˚ ”ÜËÁÌ¸ Ë ÒÛ‰¸·‡” - ÊË‚‡fl Ô‡‚‰‡
Ì‡¯ÂÈ ÊËÁÌË, ‚ÓÒÒÓÁ‰‡ÌÌ‡fl Ú‡Î‡ÌÚÓÏ Ç‡Ò. ÉÓÒÒÏ‡Ì‡, - ÔÓÒÚÓ ÌÂ
ÒÛ˘ÂÒÚ‚Ó‚‡Î‡. (= 6)
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(lit. Seizure manuscript.gen. because denunciation.dat. brother.gen.pl. of
quill.dat. (= 4),
removal copy draft.gen.pl, note.gen.pl, moreover carbon-paper.pl and
ribbon.pl writing.gen.pl machine.gen.pl at writer.gen.pl.fem (= 5) – all
was done for that.gen, that + modal-particle “Life and fate” – life.adj truth
our.gen.pl life.gen, created.part.fem talent.loc Vasilij.gen Grosman.gen –
simply not existed.fem (= 6).)

TT
4. Manuskriptet blev konfiskerat på kollegornas angivelse.
(lit. Manuscript-the was seized on collegue.gen.pl denuncition)

5. Man beslagtog kopior, korrektur, anteckningar och till och med
maskinskriverskornas karbonpapper och färgband.
(lit. One confiscated copy.pl, draft, note.pl and even machine-writer-
the.gen.pl.fem carbon-paper and colour-ribbon.)

6. Ja, allt gjordes för att stoppa "Liv och öde", ett sanningsenligt
vittnesmål om vårt liv.
(lit.Yes, all did.pass for to stop “Life and Fate”, a truthful testimony about
our life.)

Lennart employed various dissolving and rephrasing strategies within TL
norms to make his text more accessible for the reader. As a result, his text
differs to a considerable extent from the ST and from the other two TTs.
This difference implies that he used coherence marking and cohesive
devices other than on the lexical level to a greater extent than Ellinor and
Fredrik.

Lennart also used additive and adversative connectors to link
sentences within the individual paragraph, as well as anaphoric pointers
and discourse markers to bind the text together further. These cohesive
elements are sometimes used even in places where they are not entirely
necessary according to TL rules but appropriate from the point of view of
TT norms. The cohesive devices in example 5:35 are indicated in bold:

Example 5:36
16. Men vi bör inte heller glömma alla de för oss ännu okända personer
som genom att sätta mycket på spel räddade denna stora roman åt
eftervärlden, människor, vars namn vi nog dessvärre aldrig till fullo
kommer att kunna identifiera.
(lit. But we should not either forget all those for us still unknown
person.pl., which through to set much in play saved this great novel to
posterity, people.pl, whose name.pl we probably unfortunately never in
full will to be-able to identify.)
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17. Och åter igen kan man inte förbigå författarens änka Olga Guber och
vännen Jekaterina Zabolotskaja.
(lit. And again can one not pass writer-the.gen widow Olga Guber and
friend-the Jekaterina Zabolotskaja.)

Identity relations create reference to the textual and theme association
relations. Pronominalizations do occur as well but are rare in comparison to
straight identity relations. The main topic progression mode is topic with a
constant theme, with only a few exceptions. Lennart also employed
fronting of parts of the comment as, for example, in TT sentences 8 and 18.
Fronting of syntactical elements like objects or predicatives that are topic
in the information structure is a relatively rare phenomenon in Swedish
(Teleman et al. SAG 4 1999 §2). It always implies stress on the element
that is fronted, as in the example below where there is also inversion within
the topic in TT sentences 8 and 18:

Example 5:37
8. Glada kan vi också vara över att Grossman hade sådana vänner, som
han kände förtroende för även under sådana omänskliga livsbetingelser då
“vänner och vänskap offras i namn av högre intressen”.
(lit. Happy can we also be over that Grossman had such friends, which he
know trust for even under such non.human life-circumstance.pl when
“friend.pl and friendship sacrifice.pass in name of higher interest.pl”)

18. I tacksamhetsskuld står vi också till dem som (med stor personlig
risk) befrämjade romanens publicerande; Semjon Lipkin, författaren
Vladimir Vojnovitj och akademiledamöterna Andrej Sacharov och Jelena
Bonner.
(lit. In gratitude-debt stand we also to those who (with great personal
risk) promoted novel-the.gen publishing; Semjon Lipkin, writer-the
Vladimir Vojnovich and academy-member-the.pl. Andrej Sakharov and
Jelena Bonner.)

On the time/tense level, Lennart managed to render the verbal actions and
their succession within the real-time frame that is communicated by the
text. A reader can rely on these time/tense structures to figure out how the
course of events is developing and does not need to infer too much from
world-knowledge to be able to follow the course of events. He also inserts
temporal adverbs as in the example below (marked in bold) to clarify time
relations that are obscure.
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Example 5:38
7. Vi kan idag känna oss tacksamma för att två handskrifter av romanen
(ett korrektur och ett slutkorrektur) har sparats åt eftervärlden, men kanske
ännu mer åt författerens framsynthet, viljestyrka och osedvanliga mod.
(lit. We can today feel + refl pronoun thankful.pl. for that two
manuscript.pl of the novel-the (one draft and one final version) have
saved.pass to posterity-the, but maybe even more for author-the.gen
foresightedness, will-power and exceptional courage.)

Finally, Lennart’s choice of lexicon moves the TT closer to the customary
style of non-fiction in Swedish. Nevertheless, his TT is not a uniform or
even integrated text stylistically, although he definitely strove to create a
text that could pass as an acceptable Swedish text and still serve its purpose
to inform about the fate of a Soviet novel and its author.

5.3 Quality vs. Quantity
The part of the text analysis that gives us a picture of the why and how
changes are achieved in the translations compared to their STs can be
supplemented by the quantitative analysis of different grammatical form
elements that appear in the texts. When counting the number of words in
STs and TTs in general and the numbers of words in different word-
classes, we will find always a difference in the count. A quantitative
analysis tells us first of all something about the systematic similarities and
differences between the two languages involved.20 In the case of translation
from Russian into Swedish a tendency to increase the number of words by
at most 20% in the TT has been noted when researching translated parallel
corpora (Zorikhina 2003:159). Furthermore this analysis can also tell us
something about how the participants have exploited these linguistic facts
to create their texts and about their preferences in general. In those cases
where the ST was the same for all three participants, the analysis can also
tell something about the individual’s approach to a certain translation task.
In the tables below, the numbers for the sentence category are given
separately for the full sentences of the text body and the headlines. The
noun category includes nouns proper, verbal nouns, and names of places;
both conjugated and infinitive forms are counted as verbs, while participles
and also converbs for the STs are counted separately. Adverbial and
                                           
20 Cf. Norberg 2003:167 ff for the language pair German and Swedish.
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adjectival qualifiers are not included because they do not contribute
essentially to clarifying the picture of the use of nominal versus verbal
expressions that is our indicator to determine whether we can talk about
adequate or acceptable translations.

The use of prepositions and conjunctions in Russian and Swedish,
respectively, is closely tied into the systematic difference of the two
languages, and for this reason the category is included in the analysis.
Conjunctions and prepositions are binding elements that link together
syntactic units in a manner specific for each language. Based on these
systematic differences we would expect a Swedish text to contain more
prepositions, because these elements are obligatory to clarify dependencies
in a sentence, whereas Russian prepositions are directly bound to an
oblique case so that their scope in the sentence is more limited.
Conjunctions operate in a similar way in the two languages; in Swedish
they are necessary elements for connecting and defining clauses, whereas
Russian conjunctions can be used to connect clauses without always being
obligatory to clarify syntactical dependencies. Thus, any difference in the
number of conjunctions and prepositions in the STs and the TTs does not
explain differences in the use of nominal versus verbal style, but rather
differences in systematic language use.

Although the number of participles is included in the tables, and for
the Russian texts the number of converbs, I will not consider these two
categories in detail here. A quantitative comparison between the STs and
the TTs with respect to these two categories is not possible, as they do not
have the same status or use in the two languages. They will instead be
analysed in terms of their transfer from SL to TL.
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Table 5.121 The STs in quantitative terms

ST sentences
+
headlines

words nouns verbs prepositions/
conjunctions

participles converbs

Text 1
Entrance
test

10 + 1 145
(100%)

53
(37%)

13
(9%)

18
(12,5%)

7
(5%)

1
(<1%)

Text 2
Sputnik

45 + 1 569
(100%)

153
(27%)

62
(11%)

86
(15%)

14
(3%)

0
(0%)

Text 2
Contract

7 + 10 278
(100%)

119
(43%)

13
(5%)

47
(17%)

3
(1%)

0
(0%)

Text 2
Certificate

27 + 7 261
(100%)

85
(33%)

4
(1.5%)

36
(14%)

7
(3%)

0
(0%)

Text 3
Ševčenko

30 +1 449
(100%)

153
(34%)

38
(8.5%)

69
(15.5%)

15
(3.5%)

4
(1%)

Text 3
Letter of
Attorney

12 +1 212
(100%)

79
(37%)

21
(10%)

41
(19.5%)

7
(3.5%)

2
(1%)

Text 4
Grossman

17 +2 388
(100%)

107
(27.5%)

23
(6 %)

63
(16%)

14
(4%)

1
(<1%)

The above table shows that the number of nouns in all the STs greatly
exceeds the number of verbs in the texts. Even if we add participles and
converbs to the verbal expressions, the total quantity of these elements is
much less than the number of nouns. The picture for each single text
obviously varies according to its type, so that such texts as the second
ST/Contract text and the second ST/Certificate text have an extremely low
share of verbs, which is probably connected to the fact that these are highly
formalised texts. Two prominent traits of formal style in Russian are the
high number of nominalizations and the absence of finite verb forms. On
the other hand, a narrative text like the fourth ST/Grossman text also has
lower shares of nouns and verbs compared with the other STs, a fact that
cannot be explained with regard to text type only. Here the personal style
of the writer probably affected the picture.

                                           
21 To calculate the increase and /or decrease in all examples the following formula was
used: [(ss – tt)/tt] x 100 = % increase/decrease, where tt = number of words in the TT
and ss = number of words in the ST. The total amount of words in the texs always
equals 100%, so that the percentage of nouns, verbs etc. relates to this total in a given
text. I owe all my knowledge about statistical calculation to the professional assistance
of Ann Lorentz Baarman and Ulf Baarman.
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However, the fourth ST/Grossman text also has the second highest number
of participles, which in a way compensates for the small number of verbs,
although participles do not fully match the function that finite verbs forms
in narrative texts usually have. The localization of the text on a time-plane
and the relation to the moment of speech is weaker with participles than
with finite verbs forms. The share of prepositions and conjunctions in all
the STs differs by 7 units between the texts with the highest (third
ST/Letter of Attorney, 19.5%) and the lowest (first/ST Entrance test,
12.5%) percentage, which is a small difference. Arranging all the texts in
the ST sample from the most formal to the least formal one, these two
together with the second ST/Certificate text can be classified as most
formal, whereas the second ST/Sputnik and the fourth ST/Grossman should
be placed on the opposite end of the range. The first ST/Entrance test and
the third ST/Ševčenko text can be placed in-between the two extremes but
closer to the non-formalised end of the range.

Table 5.2 Entrance test: TTs in quantitative terms

TT 1
Entrance
test

sentences
+
headlines
ST 10 + 1

words
ST 145
(100%)

nouns
ST 53
(37%)

verbs
ST 13
(9%)

prepositions
conjunctions
ST 18
(12.5%)

participles
ST 7
(5%)

Ellinor 10 +1 179
(100%)

53 (30%) 25 (14%) 39 (22%) 4 (2.5%)

Fredrik 10 + 2 208
(100%)

58 (28%) 29 (14%) 39(19%) 1 (<1%)

Lennart 10 +1 191
(100%)

55 (29%) 25 (13%) 42 (22%) 3 (1.5%)

The three translations of the first ST/Entrance test look very much alike
considering the number of elements in different categories. To begin with,
all three TTs are longer, i.e. they contain more words than the ST. But there
is a considerable difference concerning this trait between the participants.
Ellinor’s TT contains 23.5% more words than the ST, Fredrik’s TT 43.5%
more words and Lennart’s 32%. The share of nouns and verbs as
percentage of the total number of words in all the TTs of the Entrance test
is almost the same in all three participants’ texts. Compared with the ST
there are generally more verbs and fewer nouns in the TTs than in the ST,
which implies that the distribution of these two categories in the TTs is
quite different from the ST. The share of prepositions and conjunctions as a
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percentage is higher in all three TTs than in the ST, which in turn reflects
the demands of the Swedish language system, to which the participants had
to conform. Prepositions and also conjunctions have to be inserted in order
to make the Swedish syntax work properly even in positions where the
comparable ST does not need them. A circumstance that does not show in
the tables is the fact that Swedish has to set out morphological markers for
definiteness (articles) that have no counterpart in Russian, thus also
increasing the total number of words. Other than that the separate definite
and indefinite articles have no influence on the percentage count in the TT
tables.

Finally, the number and share in percentage of participles are lower
than in the ST in all three translations. In the case of Ellinor and Lennart
the demands of the Swedish language system bring about the increase in
the number of words as well as the difference in the distribution of nouns
and verbs, and most of the shifts, i.e. shifts involving either change of word
class, change of perspective (active to passive voice) or tense. In the case
of Fredrik the increase is not only due to the demands of the Swedish
language system but also to his personal writing style. The existing visible
difference between the participants reflects in my opinion more the
individual preferences of the translators than any systematic difference
between ST and TTs or between SL and TL.

Table 5.3 Task 2: TTs in quantitative terms

TT 2 sentences +
headlines

words nouns verbs prepositions
conjunctions

participles

Ellinor
Sputnik

47 +1
ST 45 +1

736
(100%)
ST 569
(100%)

158
(21.5%)
ST 153
(27%)

121
(16.5%)
ST 62
(11%)

151
(20.5%)
ST 86
(15%)

10
(1.5%)
ST 15
(3%)

Fredrik
Contract

9 + 6
ST 7 + 10

255
(100%)
ST 278
(100%)

98
(38.5%)
ST 119
(43%)

18
(7%)
ST 13
(5%)

40
(16%)
ST 47
(17%)

3
(1%)
ST 3
(1%)

Lennart
Certificate

28 +11
ST 27 + 7

243
(100%)
ST 261
(100%)

82
(34%)
ST 85
(33%)

11
(4.5%)
ST 4
(1.5%)

19
(8%)
ST 36
(14%)

6
(2.5%)
ST 7
(3%)
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Table 5.3 shows a slightly different picture than table 5.2. First of all, we
have to take into account that the second texts comprised a different ST for
each of the three participants, and therefore the TTs cannot be easily
compared. The Contract text and the Certificate text are formal or even
legal documents, whereas the Sputnik text is taken from a Russian monthly
journal; they are thus aimed at completely different audiences and have
different purposes. If we look at the number of words for each of the
second TTs compared with its respective ST, the picture varies with respect
to that in the first TTs. Two of the second TTs, Fredrik’s Contract text and
Lennart’s two Certificate texts are shorter than their respective ST;
regarding the number of words, the Contract TT has decreased by 9% and
the Certificate TT by 7%.

I assume that this is due to the fact that these TTs in Swedish belong
to the same kind of formalised text type that even here employs
standardised phrases. This text type is further characterised by the omission
of auxiliaries and the use of reduced clauses, which has a general
shortening effect on the text. It can be safely assumed that the two
participants knew what characterises the text type in Swedish and then
acted upon that knowledge. The distribution of verbs and nouns in these
two TTs is similar to the distribution in their respective STs, i.e. the
number of nouns greatly exceeds the number of verbs. They thus show a
trend contrary to the general tendency assumed to prevail in Swedish texts
(Hellspong & Ledin 1997:196 ff)22. Even the number of prepositions and
conjunctions in these TTs is on a level similar to that in their STs. I assume
that these findings can be attributed to the influence of a structural
similarity in this text type for both languages and not to the ST alone or the
individual strategies of the participant.

Ellinor’s second TT/Sputnik shows a completely different picture.
Here the same tendency as in all the first TTs is visible, i.e. a considerable
increase in the total number of words. The number of words in her TT
increases by 29.5% over the number of words in the ST. In this text, as
opposed to the other two TTs of the second task, the distribution of nouns
and verbs is approximately on the same level as the distribution of the same
categories in the TTs of the first task. The difference in the number of
nouns compared with the number of verbs is much smaller than in the TTs

                                           
22 Cf. Källgren 1979.
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of the second task produced by Fredrik and Lennart. Even the number of
prepositions and conjunctions (20.5%) in Ellinor’s second TT is more in
line with that in the TTs of the first task. I assume that the reason for this
again pertains to the particular text type. The Sputnik text, being a narrative
text, simply allows the translator to be more flexible.

Table 5.4 Task 3: TTs in quantitative terms

TT 3 sentences
+
headlines

words nouns verbs prepositions
conjunctions

participles

Ellinor
Ševčenko

31
ST 30 + 1

543
(100%)
ST 449 (100%)

136
(25%)
ST 153
(34%)

68
(12.5%)
ST 38
(8.5%)

109
(20%)
ST 69
(15.5%)

14
(2.5%)
ST 15
(3.5%)

Fredrik
Ševčenko

30
ST 30 +1

552
(100%)
ST 449 (100%)

144
(26%)
ST 153
(34%)

69
(12.5%)
ST 38
(8.5%)

98
(18%)
ST 69
(15.5%)

12
(2%)
ST 15
(3.5%)

Lennart
Letter of
Attorney

6 +1
ST 12 + 1

218
(100%)
ST 212
(100%)

84
(38.5%)
ST 79
(37%)

25
(11.5%)
ST 21
(10%)

47
(21.5%)
ST 63
(16%)

6
(3%)
ST 7
(3.5%)

For the third task the participants had two different STs to translate. Ellinor
and Fredrik translated the Ševčenko text, which can be characterised as a
narrative text providing information about the life and work of a Ukrainian
poet and painter, intended to accompany an exhibition of his work.
Lennart, on the other hand, translated a legal document, labelled Letter of
Attorney, which is a highly formalised text with all the prominent features
of Russian bureaucratic/official style. The influence the text type has on the
translation products shows clearly also in the third TTs. The number of
words in both Ellinor’s and Fredrik’s TTs increased by 21% and 23%
respectively compared with the ST. However, the number of words in
Lennart’s TT only increased by 3% compared with his ST. This can in part
be attributed to the fact that Lennart’s TT was not a completed rendering of
the ST. Nevertheless, the difference in increase in this TT compared with
the Ševčenko TTs is still more in line with that of the highly formalised
second TTs, which showed a decrease in the number of words compared
with their STs. Considering the distribution of nouns and verbs relative to
the total of words in the STs and TTs, we find the difference between these
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two categories levelled out in the TTs of the Ševčenko text compared with
its ST, whereas the TT of the Letter of Attorney has approximately the
same distribution of nouns and verbs as its ST. The two TTs of the
Ševčenko text are similar with respect to the distribution of all the elements
counted, even if there is a slight difference in the number of participles.

The Ševčenko TTs show a similar pattern of distribution as the other
TTs characterised as narrative texts. I assume that the text type influences
this pattern of distribution to a high degree, an assumption which is
supported by the findings in the formalised texts that show more or less the
opposite pattern. One possible conclusion is that the text type is of more
importance for the pattern that emerges in the TT than other conditions if
the particular text type in the SL and TL is structured along the same lines.

Table 5.5 Task 4: TTs in quantitative terms

TT 4
Grossman

sentences
+
headlines
ST 17 + 2

words
ST 388
(100%)

nouns
ST 107
(27.5%)

verbs
ST 23
(6%)

prepositions
conjunctions
ST 63 (16%)

participles
ST 14 (4%)

Ellinor 17 + 2 441
(100%)

104
(23.5%)

56
(13%)

71
(16%)

6
(1.5%)

Fredrik 18 +1 484
(100%)

112
(23%)

63
(13%)

75
(15.5%)

5
(1%)

Lennart 20 452
(100%)

116
(25.5%)

55
(12%)

88
(19.5%)

5
(1%)

The fourth and last ST the participants translated for this investigation was
the same for everyone — a narrative text intended as the preface for a
Soviet novel to be published for the first time in Swedish. Considering the
number of words when comparing ST and TTs, we can see a recurring
pattern. All three participants produced TTs longer than the ST. Ellinor’s
TT is 13.5% longer than the ST, Fredrik’s 25% longer and Lennart’s
16.5% longer. Also, the distribution of nouns and verbs in the TTs and
compared with the ST shows about the same pattern as in the other
narrative texts in our study: the percentage of nouns decreases and the
percentage of verbs increases compared with the ST. Moreover, the
distribution of nouns and verbs is almost the same in all three TTs. Finally,
the number of prepositions and conjunctions in these TTs is about the same
as in the ST (16 %), but if we look at the other narrative texts, we will find
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that they all have about the same number of these elements, regardless of
language, with a minor difference between STs and TTs only.

5.4 Participles and converbs and their translation
A contrastive investigation of the system gaps influencing
translation between Russian and Swedish

In this section I shall present a formal analysis of the renderings of all
participles and converbs appearing in the different STs the three
participants translated. With the results in the tables below I intend to show
that the participants actually changed their approach to translating Russian
participles and converbs into Swedish during the course of these five years
covered by the study. The tables give an account of the participants’
solutions without assessing them as correct or incorrect. All references to
sentence numbers, both for the ST and the TT, are to the texts in the
appendix. They are given here to facilitate the reader’s orientation
regarding the relation between ST and TT.

Russian participles and converbs and Swedish participles do not
embrace an inherent temporal frame, they receive their place and meaning
in narrated time by relating to the time that is specified by tense and in
Russian also by aspect in connection with tense. Rendering these “time-
less” verbal expressions with finite verbs or verb phrases can cause shifts
or dislocations in the order of events in the text. As the systematic array of
participles and converbs in Russian and Swedish is not synonymous and
because the function of participles in the two languages has different
extensions, translating these two elements can generate considerable
trouble. To render Russian converbs and participles accurately in function
and meaning in Swedish is considered to be a problem for all sorts of
translators and in all text types.

Participles that can be found as entries (lemma) for grammaticalized
forms in the Russian monolingual dictionaries I used for references23 were
excluded. A chunk of TT is defined to be the translation of a specific
participle or converb in the ST if the minimal semantic content of the
correspondent converb or participle is rendered by this chunk. If the

                                           
23 If the form was entered as grammaticalized in Slovar’ russkogo jazyka and/or BTS, it
was not included except for a few exceptions, which are specially marked in the tables.
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participle or converb is rendered by a whole phrase or a clause, then all the
relevant constituents of this phrase or clause are given in the table. Both the
ST participles and converbs and their translations are given in the tables
with form and function, and also the syntactic construction they appear in if
this is necessary for the clarification of the differences. Words in square
brackets in the translation do not contribute to the semantic content but
were inserted by the participants for reasons of word order or style in
Swedish. A number of Russian participles appear in the STs as negated
forms, i.e. with the negative prefix не–. They are treated here as an
extension of the non-negated basic form. In general, negated forms of
adjectives or participles are not found as entries in dictionaries unless these
forms are already grammaticalized.

The short form passive participles are usually counted as verb forms
because they are used as predicatives only. I chose to include them into my
analysis because they appear in the grammar as part of the participle
paradigm.

Table 5.6 Entrance test: converbs and participles

ST Entrance test TT Ellinor TT Fredrik TT Lennart
украшенные
sentence 2
perfective passive
long
qualifier
reduced clause

prydda
sentence 2
past participle
predicative
reduced clause

som belönades
sentence 2
preterite
passive
relative clause

som […] dekorerades
sentence 2
preterite
passive
relative clause

‚ÓÁ‚‡˘ÂÌÌ˚ı
sentence 4
perfective,
passive long
qualifier

återfunna
sentence 4
past participle
qualifier

som […] dykt upp på
nytt
sentence 4
perfect
relative clause

återkomna
sentence 4
past participle
qualifier

пробитую
sentence 4
perfective passive
long
reduced clause

som skapats
sentence 4
perfect
passive
relative clause

som […] brutit upp
sentence 4
perfect
relative clause

som slagits upp
sentence 4
perfect
passive
relative clause

‚ÓÒÔËÌflÚÓÂ
sentence 6
perfective passive
long
reduced clause

själv om […] togs
emot
sentence 6
preterite passive
concessive
subordinate clause

som […] välkomnar
sentence 6
present
relative clause

som […] tagit emot
sentence 6
perfect
relative clause
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ST Entrance test TT Ellinor TT Fredrik TT Lennart
·˚ÎÓ ÔÓ‰‰ÂÊ‡ÌÓ
sentence 6
perfective passive
past predicative
main clause

stöddes
sentence 6
preterite
passive
main clause

har fått stöd
sentence 6
noun phrase
perfect
main clause

stöds
sentence 6
present
passive
main clause

завуалированное
sentence 7
perfective passive
long
qualifier

dolt
sentence 7
past participle
qualifier

 förtäckt
sentence 7
past participle
qualifier

beslöjat
sentence 7
past participle
qualifier

отдав
sentence 9
converb perfective
reduced clause

eftersom […] har
tilldelat
sentence 9
perfect
causal subordinate
clause

när […] ägnat
sentence 9
perfect
temporal
subordinate clause

efter att ha lämnat
sentence 9
perfect
temporal non-finite
clause

заселивших
sentence 10
past active perfective
reduced clause

som bosatt sig
sentence 10
perfect
relative clause

som befolkade
sentence 10
preterite
relative clause

som ockuperade
sentence 10
preterite
relative clause

Table 5.6 shows the rendering of participles and converbs from the first
task (First ST + TT Entrance test) for all three participants. It presents some
clear examples for what I have chosen to call standard solutions for the
translation of Russian participles and converbs24. Most of the participles
and the one converb were rendered either by Swedish past participles
functioning as adjectival qualifiers or by subordinate relative clauses.
Exceptions to these two main solutions are found though, for example, the
rendering of the perfective passive long form participle ‚ÓÒÔËÌflÚÓÂ
‘received’ with a concessive subordinate clause as it is presented by
Ellinor. The participle возвращенных ‘returned.gen.pl’, which functions as
a qualifier in the ST construction is rendered by Fredrik with a relative
clause including a finite active verb, thus expanding the single qualifier
participle to a whole active clause. This is a more advanced approach to
render participles functioning as adjectival qualifier than the solution with a
passive construction otherwise proposed.

The rendering by all three participants of the short-form participle
·˚ÎÓ ÔÓ‰‰ÂÊ‡ÌÓ ‘was supported’ strictly speaking does not comply
with the concept of standard solutions either, even if Russian predicatives

                                           
24 Cf. p. 15, section 2.2.3.
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are usually rendered in Swedish by finite verb forms. Each participant
chose a different tense for the rendering of this instance, which tied in with
the time frame for the rest of the text. In two of the three translations, the
predicative participle in the ST is rendered by a passive verb in the matrix
clause and in the third (Fredrik) the passive construction of the ST is
rephrased with an active verbal construction and a nominal complement in
the TT. This solution for the predicative could be called a development of
the standard solutions that are recommended in the Swedish grammar of
Russian (Wikland 1974:187 ff) the participants were accustomed to.

The converb ÓÚ‰‡‚ ≈ ‘after/because giving back’ is rendered by all
participants with a subordinate clause, either temporal or causal, which
reflects the semantic ambiguity of the ST converb construction.
Nevertheless, the rendering of a converb construction with a subordinate
clause, regardless of the specific kind of subordinate clause, is a standard
solution according to the textbook. All presented solutions, the standard
and the non-standard varieties, function properly in their contexts.
However, some of the solutions in this first TT are integrated into
syntactical patterns that are grammatically correct in the TL but resemble
the underlying ST patterns so much that they appear quasi-correct. This
applies for example to Ellinor’s rendering of the participle ÛÍ‡¯ÂÌÌ˚Â
‘decorated’ with a reduced clause that functions as an attributive
determiner to the subject of the main clause. The fact that she changed the
order of the parts of speech in her TT compared with the ST for reasons
stipulated by rules of Swedish syntax does not change this impression.

Example 5:39
ST
2. ìÍ‡¯ÂÌÌ˚Â Î‡ÛÂ‡ÚÒÍËÏË ÁÌ‡˜Í‡ÏË Ë ÏÂ‰‡ÎflÏË, ÓÚÎË˜ËflÏË Ë
ÔÂÏËflÏË, ÏÌÓ„ËÂ ÔÓËÁ‚Â‰ÂÌËfl Ó·Ì‡ÛÊËÎË ÒÂ„Ó‰Ìfl Ò‚ÓÈ
ÔÓ‰ÎËÌÌ˚È Í‡ÎËÍÓ‚˚È ÓÒÚ.
(lit. Decorated.pl laureate.instr.pl sign.instr.pl and medal.instr.pl,
mark-of-distinction.instr.pl and prize.instr.pl, many.pl work.pl showed.pl
today their true dwarfish height.)

TT
2. Många verk, prydda med hederspris och medaljer, utmärkelser och
premier har nu visat sin sanna obetydlighet.
(lit. Many work.pl, decorated with honour-prize.pl and medal.pl,
distinction.pl and reward.pl, have now shown their true insignificance.)
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All participles in the ST, whether they function as qualifiers or as
substitutes for finite verbs in matrix clauses or predicatives, and also the
converb are translated by fully functional syntactical constructions in the
TTs. As expected, most solutions are modelled on the textbook
suggestions, but some interesting development from these solutions is
already visible in this first task.

Table 5.7 Sputnik text: converbs and participles

ST Sputnik TT Ellinor
ÔË‚ÎÂ˜ÂÌÓ
sentence 1/headline
perfective passive predicative

har riktats
sentence 1/headline
perfect passive main clause

Â‡„ËÛ˛˘ËÈ
sentence 8/paragraph 1
present active participle
qualifier reduced clause

som […] reagerar
sentence 8/ paragraph 1
present active verb
relative clause

(ÌÂ) ÏÂÌfl˛˘ËÈ
sentence 8/ paragraph 1
present active participle
reduced clause

som […] i samma ställning
sentence 8/paragraph 1
noun phrase
relative clause

ÓÚ‚Â˜‡˛˘ËÈ
sentence 8/paragraph 1
present active
reduced clause

som […] svarar
sentence 8/paragraph 1
present active verb
relative clause

ÔÓÒ‚fl˘ÂÌÌ˚Â25
sentence 11/ paragraph 2
perfective passive long
reduced clause

över
sentence 11/paragraph 1
preposition
omission / transposition

ÒÓÁ‰‡Ì˚
sentence 12/paragraph 2
perfective passive present predicative

har (man) skapat
sentence 12/paragraph 1
perfect main clause

·˚ÎË ÔÓÍ‡Á‡Ì˚
sentence 13/paragraph 3
perfective passive past
predicative

visades
sentence 13/paragraph 2
preterite passive
main clause

Ó„‡ÌËÁÓ‚‡ÌÌÓÈ
sentence 13/paragraph 3
perfective passive long
reduced clause

som ordnades
sentence 13/paragraph 2
preterite passive
relative clause

ÌÂÁ‡ÏÂ˜ÂÌÌÓÈ
sentence 15/paragraph 3
perfective passive long predicative

obemärkt
sentence 15/paragraph 2
adverbial modifier

                                           
25 The participle ÔÓÒ‚fl˘ÂÌÌ˚Â ‘dedicated.pl’ is found in the reference dictionaries
(BTS). I decided to include it because it generated interesting renderings.
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ST Sputnik TT Ellinor
Á‡·ÓÎÂ‚¯Â„Ó
sentence 18/paragraph 3
past active perfective
reduced clause

blev sjuk
sentence 19/paragraph 2
preterite
subject predicative main clause

ÔÓÎÂÊ‡‚¯Â„Ó
sentence 18/paragraph 3
past active perfective
reduced clause

låg
sentence 19/paragraph 2
preterite
main clause

·˚ÎË Á‡·ËÚ˚
sentence 20/paragraph 4
perfective passive
past
predicative

var fulla
sentence 21/paragraph 3
preterite
subject predicative

ÓÒÌÓ‚‡ÌÌÛ˛
sentence 38/paragraph 6
perfective passive long
reduced clause

som grundade sig
sentence 37/paragraph 5
preterite reflexive
relative clause

Ó·˙Â‰ËÌË‚¯ËÂÒfl
sentence 45/paragraph 7
past active perfective + reflexive
reduced clause

har gått samman
sentence 47/paragraph 6
perfect + particle
main clause

Ellinor expands her repertoire of solutions considerably when rendering the
second ST, which shows a greater variation of participles than the ST of the
first task. Her renderings include a number of solutions with nouns or noun
phrases, including qualifiers, as well as solutions with finite verbal
constructions, which substitute for the participle constructions of the ST.
One specific solution appears more often than all the others, which are
unique solutions: the rendering of a participle with a passive or periphrastic
passive construction. In Swedish, the passive voice changes the fixed order
of the parts of speech (Teleman et al. SAG 4 1999:378 ff), which thus
entails a specific patterning in the sentence. The use of passive
constructions also indicates a more formal level of style in the TL. These
renderings with passive constructions are a development from the standard
textbook solutions of the first task text. Ellinor most likely took into
account that the appropriate phrasing in TL texts often includes
constructions with the passive voice and then acted on that knowledge
while translating.
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Table 5.8 Contract text: participles

ST Contract TT Fredrik
ËÏÂÌÛÂÏÓ„Ó  (2 instances)
sentence 1
imperfective passive
reduced clause

benämnt (2 instances)
sentence 2
past participle
reduced clause

ÒÓ„Î‡ÒÓ‚‡ÌÌÓÈ
sentence 2
perfective passive long
qualifier

överenskommet
sentence 3
past participle
qualifier

The Contract text, which was the second ST task that Fredrik translated,
contains only three participles. These three are best characterised as
petrified expressions that have equally petrified correspondent renderings
in the TT. They are the conventional choices for this kind of text in both SL
and TL, so it is not surprising that he relies on well-known solutions for
these expressions that are available and appropriate here. In this case the
text type more or less dictates the choice and so to speak prevents a
creative development away from the established standard.

Table 5.9 Certificate texts: participles

ST Certificates TT Lennart
‚˚‰‡Ì
sentence 1
perfective passive present predicative

utfärdat
sentence 1
past participle predicative
introductory main clause

Ó‰Ë‚¯ÂÏÛÒfl
sentence 1
past active reflexive
reduced clause

född
sentence 1
past participle predicative
reduced clause

Ì‡„‡Ê‰ÂÌ
sentence 22
perfective passive present predicative
main clause

tilldelas
sentence 24
present passive
main clause

‚˚‰‡Ì
sentence 23
perfective passive present predicative

utfärdat
sentence 25
past participle predicative

‰‡Ì‡
sentence 24 +27
perfective passive present predicative
main clause

intygas sentence 26
överlämnas sentence 27
present passive
main clause
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The Certificate texts contain six participles that belong to the same
category of petrified expressions as the participles in the Contract text, at
least in Russian texts of this type. It is also significant for the text type that
five of the six are predicative short-form participles. The remaining
grammaticalized present active participle (следующие ≈ following.pl) is
not included in the table above because it is found in the reference
dictionaries. It is also part of a standing or even petrified expression in
Russian. If we were to transpose this participle into a finite verb, the
meaning of the whole clause would change. However, in this case not all
the participles in the ST have correspondent syntactical and semantically
appropriate renderings in the TL. Lennart therefore could not rely solely on
established solutions, and he expanded his repertoire beyond the standard
phrasing by using finite passive constructions when translating the
Certificate texts. His Swedish solutions fit well into the TT because he
chose verb forms and syntactical constructions that are compatible with the
text type conventions for all kinds of certificates in the TL.

Table 5.10 Ševčenko text: converbs and participles

ST Ševčenko TT Ellinor TT Fredrik
ËÒÔÓÎÌÂÌÌÛ˛
(драматизма  жизнь)
sentence 3
perfective passive qualifier

blev fyllt av
sentence 3
perephrastic passive
predicative

levde ett dramatiskt liv
sentence 3
verb phrase
main clause

‚ÓÁ‡ÒÚ‡˛˘ËÈ
sentence 5
present active, qualifier

växande
sentence 5
present participle, qualifier

växande
sentence 5
present participle, qualifier

Ì‡ÒÚÓÂÌÌ˚ÏË26
sentence 9
perfective passive long
qualifier

sinnade
sentence 9
adjectival phrase
qualifier

[…] demokratiska rörelsen
sentence 11
replaced with noun phrase

Û‚Ë‰Â‚
sentence 10
converb perfective
anteriority

såg
sentence 10
preterite
main clause

upptäckte
sentence 12
preterite
main clause

ÔÓfl‚Ë‚
sentence 11
converb perfective
simultaneity

visade
sentence 12
preterite
main clause

visade
sentence 13
preterite
main clause

                                           
26 The participle Ì‡ÒÚÓÂÌÌ˚È ’inclined’ is found in the reference dictionaries (BTS).
I decided to include it because it generated interesting renderings.
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ST Ševčenko TT Ellinor TT Fredrik
ÔÓ‰Ìfl‚¯ËÈ
sentence 13
past active perfective
reduced clause

som lyfte
sentence 14
relative clause
preterite

kommer att lyfta
sentence 15
relative clause
future

‚ÓÁ‚‡ÚË‚¯ËÒ¸
sentence 16
converb
perfective reflexive
anteriority

efter […], återvände
sentence 17
preterite
subordinate temporal clause
preceding the main clause
anteriority

när […] återvänder
sentence 18
temporal clause
present (historic)

ÛÚ‚ÂÊ‰‡fl
sentence 20
converb imperfective
simultaneity

bekräftade
sentence 21
preterite
main clause

undertecknar
sentence 22
temporal clause
present

Ì‡ÒÚÓÂÌÌÓÈ
sentence 21
perfective passive long
qualifier

………………………….
sentence 22
omission

……………………….
sentence 23
omission

·˚Î ÓÒ‚Ó·ÓÊ‰ÂÌ
sentence 22
perfective passive past
predicative

blev fri
sentence 23
preterite
subject predicative

friges
sentence 24
present passive verb

ÓÚÏÂ˜ÂÌ˚
sentence 24
perfective passive present
predicative

utmärktes
sentence 25
preterite passive verb
main clause

kännetecknas
sentence 25
present passive verb
main clause

ÔÓ‰Ó‚‡ÌÌÓÂ
sentence 27
perfective passive present
long
reduced clause

hade undergrävts
sentence 28
pluperfect passive verb
main clause

som […] brutits ned
sentence 28
perfect passive verb
relative clause

·˚Î ÔÓ„Â·ÂÌ
sentence 29
perfective passive past
predicative

blev begraven
sentence 30
perephrastic passive
predicative

jordning sker
sentence 30
noun phrase, present
main clause

ÔÂÂ‚ÂÁÂÌ
sentence 30
perfective passive present
predicative

fördes
sentence 31
preterite passive verb
main clause

förflyttas
sentence 30
present passive verb
main clause

Á‡ıÓÓÌÂÌ
sentence 30
perfective passive present
predicative

begravdes
sentence 31
preterite passive verb
main clause

begravs
sentence 30
present passive verb
main clause
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The Ševčenko text was the third translation task for Fredrik and Ellinor,
who both had shown clearly different styles already in the first task. These
differences are evident in the table depicting their renderings of the
participles and converbs of the Ševčenko text. Ellinor models her
translations closely on the ST, which is in accordance with her declared
translation principles, whereas Fredrik  did more rephrasing and
transposing of problematic constructions. Nevertheless, both participants
expanded their repertoire of solutions for problematic participle
constructions considerably compared with the first task. The repertoire for
dissolving problematic participle and converb constructions includes
nominal constructions and omissions as well as adjectival phrases and
finite verb constructions, besides the standard solutions with relative
subordinate clauses and renderings with correspondent participle
constructions. Except for a change in tense, Fredrik used the passive
constructions that are considered to be standard solutions for three of the
predicative participles. He also fuses the two ST sentences (ST 29 and 30)
into one TT sentence. Because of his distinct style, he is more prone to use
unexpected translations, using archaic or highly literal expressions, as for
example in the last sentence of the TT. Here he constructed what seems to
be a lexical mismatch (sv. jordning ‘earthing’, which is an electrical term,
has nothing to do with ru. ÔÓ„Â·ÂÌ ·˚Î ‘buried was’):

Example 5:39
ST
29. èÓ„Â·ÂÌ ·˚Î ÒÌ‡˜‡Î‡ Ì‡ ëÏÓÎÂÌÒÍÓÏ ÍÎ‡‰·Ë˘Â ‚
èÂÚÂ·Û„Â.
(lit. Buried was in beginning at Smolensk.adj.loc cemetery.loc in
St.Petersburg.loc.)

30. èÓ Â„Ó Á‡‚Â˘‡ÌË˛, Ô‡ı ‚ÂÒÌÓÈ ÚÓ„Ó ÊÂ „Ó‰‡ ÔÂÂ‚ÂÁÂÌ Ì‡
ìÍ‡ËÌÛ Ë Á‡ıÓÓÌÂÌ Ì‡ ‚˚ÒÓÍÓÏ ·ÂÂ„Û ÑÌÂÔ‡ ‚ „ÓÓ‰Â ä‡ÌÂ‚Â,
ÌÂÔÓ‰‡ÎÂÍÛ ÓÚ ÚÂı ÏÂÒÚ, „‰Â ÓÌ Ó‰ËÎÒfl Ë ‚˚ÓÒ.
 (lit. Due (to) his will, remains.sing spring.instr this.gen very-
modal.particle year.gen moved to Ukraina.acc and buried on high.loc
bank.loc Dnjepr.gen in city.loc Kaneva.loc, not-far from those
place.gen.pl, where he born.pret.refl and grew-up.)

TT
30. Jordningen sker först på Smolenskkyrkogården i Petersburg, men i
enlighet med hans testamentes vilja förflyttas stoftet samma vår till
Ukraina och han begravs i staden Kaneva vid floden Dnjeprs höga kust,
inte långt från den trakt där han föddes och växte upp.
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(lit. Earthing takes-places first on Smolensk-cemetery in St.Petersburg,
but in accordance with his will.gen. wish move.pass remains.gen.sing
same spring to Ukraine and he bury.pass in city-the Kaneva at river-the
Dnjepr.gen high bank, not far from the neighbourhood where he
born.pret.pass and grew up.)

Ellinor used passive constructions that make the TT appear close to the ST
for her translation. This use of the Swedish passive is most clearly visible
in her translation of the three predicative participles, which occur in the last
two sentences of the ST, given in example 40 below. Here we find a
variation of the standard solution for these participles that models the TT
faithfully on the ST and assigns a similar level of style to the TT as found
in the ST.

Example 5:40
30. Han blev först begraven på Smolenskkyrkogården i St. Petersburg.
(lit. He was first buried on Smolensk-cemetery-the in St. Petersburg.

31. I enlighet med hans testamente fördes hans stoft på våren samma år
till Ukraina, och begravdes vid Dnjeprs höga stränder i staden Kanev, inte
långt från den plats där han var född och uppvuxen.
(lit. In accordance with his will moved.pass his remains.sing in spring-the
same year to Ukraine, and buried.pass on Dnjepr.gen. high.pl. banks.pl in
city-the Kaneva, not far from the place where he was born and
growing.part-up.)

Apart from the opposing translation principles governing Ellinor’s and
Fredrik’s translation strategies, the difference between their individual
solutions is mainly due to the fact, that Fredrik decided to use the historic
present at a certain point in the course of his translation and to stick to it to
the end of the text. Ellinor, on the other hand, maintained the time and
tense changes found in the ST in her translation.

The text also contains four converbs that are treated by these two
participants in a similar manner to the participles. Three of the converb
constructions are simply turned into finite verbal expressions that do not
relate to the verbal action in the matrix clause. In fact, both participants
shift the subordinate clauses of the ST into main clauses in the TT in all
three instances. The fourth converb, уÚ‚ÂÊ‰‡fl ≈ ‘confirming’ in ST
sentence 20, is treated differently by the two translators. Ellinor splits the
converb construction and divides the syntactic content between a main
clause and a temporal subordinate clause. This is definitely a development
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of a standard solution, whereas Fredrik stays within the frame of the
standard solutions by dissolving the converb construction into a temporal
subordinate clause.

Table 5.11 Letter of Attorney: converbs and participles

ST Letter of Attorney TT Lennart
ÔÓÊË‚‡˛ш(ËÈ/‡fl) (two instances)
sentence 2
present active
reduced clause

boende (two instances)
sentence 2
present participle
predicative

‡ÁÂ¯ÂÌÌ˚Â
sentence 3
perfective passive long
reduced clause

som lagen tillåter
sentence 3
present
relative clause

ÓÔÂ‰ÂÎflfl
sentence 4
converb imperfective
simultaneity

varvid […] fastställer
sentence 4
present
clause of manner

Á‡ÍÎ˛˜ÂÌÌ˚м
sentence 5
perfective passive long
qualifier

ingångna
sentence 5
past participle
qualifier

ÔË˜ËÚ‡˛˘ÂÂÒfl
sentence 7
present active reflexive
qualifier

tillgodoräknad
sentence 7
past participle
qualifier

ÔÂ‰ÓÒÚ‡‚ÎÂÌ˚
sentence 10
perfective passive predicative
relative clause

som tilldelas
sentence 10
present passive verb
relative clause

(ÏÓ„ÛÚ быть) ÔÂÂ‰‡Ì˚
sentence 11
perfective passive
predicative

(kan-mod.) överlämnas
sentence 11
present passive verb
main clause

‚˚‰‡Ì‡
sentence 12
perfective passive present
predicative

lämnas
sentence 12
present passive verb
main clause

Lennart’s third task, the Letter of Attorney, contains one converb and seven
participles. One of the participles (ÔÓÊË‚‡˛шËÈ/‡fl = boende ‘living’)
occurs in two instances in similar syntactical positions and with the same
meaning in both the ST and the TT. Except for the rendering of a converb
by a subordinate clause of manner, this text does not show any further
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expansion in the repertoire of rendering participles and converbs compared
to the first and second task (Entrance test and the Certificate texts). But
considering the complicated legal text at hand, the choice of this particular
kind of subordinate clause over the more standard variety in order to
dissolve a converb construction can be considered a development away
from the standard solutions. As for the participles, the three short-form
perfective participles are rendered by finite passive constructions, whereas
the other participles are rendered by dissolving them into standard
solutions, albeit different ones for the different participles. Presumably, this
text offered such a high degree of complexity and so many difficulties on
all levels that Lennart had to direct his processing capacity onto other
aspects than inventing new solutions for rendering participles. It is also
entirely possible that the text type restricted the choice of solutions since
formal texts apparently tend to trigger conservative solutions for translation
problems.

Table 5.12 Grossman text: converbs and participles

ST Grossman TT Ellinor TT Fredrik TT Lennart
стоившего
sentence 1
past active imperfective
reduced clause

kostade
sentence 2
preterite
main clause

kostade
sentence 2
preterite
main clause

kostade
sentence 2
preterite
main clause

·˚ÎÓ Ò‰ÂÎ‡ÌÓ
sentence 3
perfective passive
past predicative

gjordes
sentence 4
preterite passive
main clause

gjordes
sentence 7
preterite passive
main clause

gjordes
sentence 6
preterite passive
main clause

‚ÓÒÒÓÁ‰‡ÌÌ‡fl
sentence 3
perfective passive long
qualifier

skapad
sentence 4
perfect participle
reduced clause

………………..
sentence 7
omission

……………………
sentence 6
omission

(Ï˚) Ó·flÁ‡Ì˚27
sentence 4
perfective passive
present
predicative

har [… ] vi att tacka
för
sentence 5
verb phrase
present + infinite
main clause

har [… ] vi att tacka
för
sentence 8
verb phrase
present + infinite
main clause

(vi) kan känna oss
tacksamma
sentence 7
verbal phrase
present predicative
main clause

                                           
27 The participle Ó·flÁ‡Ì˚ ‘obliged to.pl’is found in the reference dictionaries. It is
included here because it generated interesting renderings.
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ST Grossman TT Ellinor TT Fredrik TT Lennart
·˚Î‡ ÓÔÛ·ÎËÍÓ‚‡Ì‡
sentence 7
perfective passive
past
predicative

publicerades
sentence 8
preterite
passive verb
main clause

trycktes
sentence 11
preterite
passive verb
main clause

kunde komma ut
sentence 11
modal aux. +
infinitive
subordinate clause

„ÓÚÓ‚Ë‚¯ËÏ
sentence 8
past active imperfective
reduced clause

som förberedde
sentence 9
preterite
relative clause

…………………
sentence 12
omission

som förberedde
sentence 12
preterite
relative clause

сделанные
sentence 8
present passive
perfective long
qualifier

gjorda
sentence 9
perfect participle
qualifier

utförda
sentence 12
perfect participle
qualifier

utförda
sentence 12
perfect participle
qualifier

ı‡ÌË‚¯ËÈÒfl
sentence 9
past active perfective
reflexive
reduced clause

som hade funnits
sentence 10
pluperfect
deponens (passive)
relative clause

hade förvarats
sentence 14
pluperfect
passive
main clause

som förvarades
sentence 13
preterite
passive
relative clause

скончавшейся
sentence 9
past active perfective
reflexive qualifier

---------------------
sentence 10
omission

avlidna
sentence 13
perfect participle
qualifier

avlidna
sentence 13
perfect participle
qualifier

·˚Î‡ ÔÂÂ‰‡Ì‡
sentence 10
perfective passive
past predicative

hade fått
sentence 11
pluperfect
main clause

fick
sentence 14
preterite
main clause

inlämnades
sentence 14
preterite passive
main clause

ËÒÍÛfl
sentence 12
converb imperfective
reduced clause
simultaneity

trots stora risker
sentence 13
concessive clause
noun phrase,
simultaneity

som tog stora risker
sentence 16
preterite
noun phrase
relative clause

genom att sätta
mycket på spel
sentence 16
infinite verb + noun
reduced clause
simultaneity

открывшего
sentence 16
past active
perfective
reduced clause

som öppnade
sentence 17
preterite
relative clause

som banade väg
sentence 20
preterite
relative clause

som banade vägen
sentence 19
preterite
relative clause

Â¯Ë‚¯ËÈÒfl
sentence 17
past active
perfective reflexive
reduced clause

som […] beslöt
sentence 18
preterite
relative clause

som […] vågade
sentence 19
preterite
relative clause

som […] att
besluta sig
sentence 20
inf. + refl. pronoun
relative clause
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The three translations of the Grossman text show a great variety of
solutions for the participle and converb problems encountered in the ST.
All three participants had by now expanded their repertoire of solutions.
Especially interesting is the development of the subordinate relative clause
solution into different varieties of dependent clauses like reduced clauses or
clauses with different complements, which are not required by the
semantics of the main verb. A good example for this is Lennart’s rendering
of the predicative participle Ó·flÁ‡Ì˚ ≈ ‘owing’ in ST sentence 4 (TT 7)
and the converb ËÒÍÛfl≈ ‘risking’ in ST sentence 12 (TT 16).

Example 5:41
7. Vi kan idag känna oss tacksamma för att två handskrifter av romanen
(ett korrektur och ett slutkorrektur) har sparats åt eftervärlden, men kanske
ännu mer åt författarens framsynthet, viljestyrka och osedvanliga mod.
(lit. We can today feel + refl. pronoun thankful.pl for that two
manuscript.pl. of novel-the (a draft and a final-version) have saved.pass
for posterity, but maybe even more for author.gen foresight, will-power
and unusual courage.)

16. Men vi bör inte heller glömma alla de för oss ännu okända personer
som genom att sätta mycket på spel räddade denna stora roman åt
eftervärlden, människor, vars namn vi nog dessvärre aldrig till fullo
kommer att kunna identifiera.
(lit. But we should not either forget all the.pl for us still unknown
person.pl who through to place much in play saved this great novel for
posterity, people.pl, whose.gen. name.pl we unfortunately never to entirety
come to be-able identify.)

Fredrik and Ellinor dissolved the predicative participle of ST sentence 4
into a split verbal phrase, which is a development from a standard solution.
In all three translations there are few pure standard solutions with relative
subordinate clauses or participles to be found. The translations of the past
active participles in ST sentence 8 „ÓÚÓ‚Ë‚¯ËÏ ≈ ‘preparing’ and ST
sentence 16 ÓÚÍ˚‚¯Â„Ó ≈ ‘opening’, which were both dissolved into
subordinate relative clauses with finite verbs, and the translation of the ST
sentence 9 participle cÍÓÌ˜‡‚¯ÂÈÒfl ‘deceased’ with the TL counterpart
past participle avlidna ‘deceased’ in the same syntactic position as
qualifiers are exceptions to this tendency. Another interesting circumstance
is the fact that these three translations of the Grossman text contain the
highest number of omissions, i.e. instances where the participle (or
converb) was not translated at all. Of the total of twelve participles and one
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converb in the ST, three are left out in the translations. One of these is left
out by two of the three participants, the other two by one participant each.
Ellinor and Lennart make one omission each; Ellinor the participle
ÒÍÓÌ˜‡‚¯ÂÈÒfl ‘deceased’ in ST sentence 9 and Lennart the participle
‚ÓÒÒÓÁ‰‡ÌÌ‡fl ‘created’ in ST sentence 3, the same as Fredrik, who in
addition to that did not render the participle „ÓÚÓ‚Ë‚¯ËÏ ≈ ‘preparing’ in
ST sentence 8. It seems that all these participles are omitted because they
either possess a redundant semantic meaning or occupied a position in a
complex syntactical construction in the ST that did not fit into a matching
TT construction without violating Swedish syntax rules and
recommendations. A further hypothesis that can be postulated from the
above table is that the participants at this stage considered the semantics of
the participles and converbs as more important than the formal aspect and
rendered them accordingly.

5.5 Summary and discussion
The comparative analysis of STs and TTs shows that each individual
participant in the study had an individual approach to translating and also
towards dealing with the difficulties they encountered. This individual
approach prevailed throughout the length of the entire study and governed
the way participants worked, despite a difference in texts, text types, and
purposes for both STs and TTs. The features of the individual styles were
already visible in the very first translation task; the Entrance test. That is a
rather amazing implication considering the fact that none of the participants
had previously done any translation work other than as exercises during
their university years while learning a foreign language. This does not
mean that the participants did not advance in their translation skills, but
they all developed within a framework that was already set by the time of
the first task. What they developed was the ability to make decisions in
order to solve the problematic parts of the tasks at hand. The level of
difficulty or problem in the STs is hard to compare because of the different
text types in this study. Nevertheless, that level undoubtedly influenced the
outcome of the products of each individual as did the actual content and the
degree of acquaintance with both subject and text type of the STs.
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All three participants had their own individual style that influenced the
coping strategies used, but they also had some important traits in common
that showed in their TTs, especially when comparing them over time.
Strategies to achieve textual coherence in general moved from SL-oriented
to TL-oriented for all three participants. In Toury’s terms, they all
developed a more acceptable translation modus. This is not the same as to
say that the translations gradually became better; quality of translation is
not directly connected to a more acceptable translation modus. The quality
of a translation is dependent on the translator’s approach in relation to the
translation’s purpose and the needs of the intended recipient. This is a
result that converges with the findings in Jonasson (1998), who found that
her translators could be separated from each other according to their
approach to their understanding of the ST and their approach in terms of
adequacy/acceptability to the production of the TT.

I did not intend to measure the quality of the translations as an
abstract value with this study. My intention was to show what changes and
development occur and map the underlying dynamics that promote them in
each individual. Looking at the changes in more detail, I found that both
the way in which the different modes of thematic progression were used in
the TTs and the utilisation of coherence features other than lexical markers
shifted to a TL-oriented use of the means and indicators that are generally
available in the TL, as visible for example in the rendering of the Ševčenko
text (cf. sections 5.2. 5, pp. 83-91 and 5.4, pp. 121-123). Still, where
textual coherence as a whole is concerned, each participant kept roughly to
her/his initial approach towards translation, their individual concept of
what faithful and correct rendering implies for translation as an activity.
This ability did not develop further, presumably because the participants
did not continue to work with translation after finishing the translator
training and thus did not strengthen their skills.

Within the area of temporal coherence, however, development is not
so clearly evident. There are three reasons for this as far as I understand:
firstly a “gut” reaction to translate a category with its formal equivalent,
based on the knowledge and use of the L1 verbal system of the Swedish
translator; secondly, ignorance of the systematic differences between the
Russian and Swedish verbal systems; and thirdly, a linear translation mode,
i.e. translating sentence by sentence, treating each one as a confined unit
without relating it to the text as a whole or even to the situational context
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and/or the temporal context within the text. A possible interpretation of this
deviation, which I strongly believe in, is that the differences of the two
verbal systems involved and their impact on translation were still too
obscure and complex for the participants to grasp. This is not simply a
comprehension problem and/or a production problem but a transfer
problem that originates in a systematic difference or gap between the two
languages involved. The conclusion I draw from these observations and
findings is that systematic differences between languages and the presence
or absence of suitable knowledge and skills to handle these differences
have an rather high impact on the performance of the individual translator.
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6 Verbalisations, TAP and ScriptLog

This chapter focuses on the exploration of the translation processes and the
possible changes within these processes over a period of time for each of
the three individual participants as made evident through TAP and
ScriptLog.1 The TAPs were analysed in relation to the chronologically
parallel ScriptLog files to find out whether the verbalisations have any
parallel in the actual production process of the TT. The analysis initially
does not provide any clues about the nature or quality of any of the
translation processes. In this context, the quality of the process refers to
exactly what kind of items or units are processed and how they are
processed. Instead, the focus is on the translation process as such.
Jääskeläinen’s indicator and classification models2 are used to describe the
processes reflected in the verbalisations, thus making them accessible for
analysis. My version of the model differs slightly from the original, which
is explained in the first section of this chapter.

TAP and ScriptLog logging files reflect the increasing routine of the
participants, meaning that they can show if and how the individual’s
competence as a translator is developing. Introspection and verbalising
one’s thoughts while performing a task like translating provides access to a
verbal representation of the outcome of mental processes that take place
during the translation activity but not to the process as such. They remain
in the “Black Box” of the translator (Krings 1988).

The keystroke logging software ScriptLog is a tool for recording the
physical writing process in real time. The text files, which in this study also
served as the manuscript for the text analysis and the logging files that can
be generated from these recordings offer access to a description of how
each individual performed the task of writing his/her translation (cf. section
3.5.).3 ScriptLog logging files make the pattern of keyboard movements
visible, and if these are integrated into the same time frame as the TAP,

                                           
1 Cf. sections 3.2, 4.2, and 4.3.
2 Jääskeläinen 1999: Tapping the process.
3 For a similar approach to the investigation of the translation process see the articles by
Lykke Jakobsen (pp. 9-20) and Hansen (pp. 43-68) in: Probing the process in
translation. Methods and results. G. Hansen (ed.) 1999.
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they yield a rich material to complete the picture of the mental processes
taking place. Together, these data sources form the basis for mapping the
translation process as it takes place in an individual.

From the findings gained by the text analysis questions emerged in
connection with the analysis of TAP and ScriptLog, for example if the
participants change what they verbalise about in the TAPs and what is the
nature of these verbalisations. Do the assumed changes involve quantitative
shifts concerning the number of verbalisations regarding lexical and
syntactical comprehension of the ST, i.e. does this kind of verbalisations
dominate the earlier recordings, and is there a decrease in later ones? Do
the verbalisations also involve qualitative shifts; for example verbalisations
about adaptations or changes concerning the text organization that are
made for the sake of the intended readership of the TT? And finally, do the
kind of verbalisations change qualitatively over time, from being primarily
verbalisations concerning the lexical and syntactical comprehension of the
ST towards an increase in verbalisations concerning nuances in the stylistic
dimension of the TT?

All analysis will concern the processing taking place during the
individuals’ translation activities and the findings are then compared to the
results of the text analysis. The analysis of the TAPs and their parallel
ScriptLog files served as part of the comparison of the participants to
establish their individual profiles and examine their individual development
as translators. Protocols like TAP and the logging files generated by
ScriptLog reflect and mirror the actions and the mental processing of the
participants. The participants in this study were not influenced by specific
questions directed towards their working process when the recordings took
place, therefore we cannot explicitly expect that they will provide us with
verbalisations or actions converging with the findings in the text analysis.

6.1 Modifying the model
The need to modify the classification framework, which was developed by
Jääskeläinen on the basis of Krings’s model (1986:121) to analyse the
TAPs produced, was primarily due to differences in the participants’
writing process, caused by the use of computer and keystroke logging
software. Indicators and classifications in Jääskeläinen’s model referring
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directly or indirectly to the use of pen and paper simply became irrelevant.
Some of her other indicators had to be defined more narrowly, because the
writing process as such is much more meticulously recorded by the
ScriptLog files, as far as the chronological order of the changes is
concerned than was possible when relying on hand-written manuscripts
with all their additions and deletions.

I added the indicator associative reasoning to Jääskeläinen’s list,
because it seemed essential to include those kinds of verbalisations about
processes into the framework that do not directly relate to activities
concerning the ST, the TT or the use of reference material as all the other
indicators and classification categories. I assume that associative reasoning
is responsible for a large amount of successful problem-solving concerning
both comprehension of the ST and producing the TT. This type of
cognitive process regularly starts with one item or unit, which can be
related to the activities concerning the ST, TT or reference material. This
item or unit then receives more attention than the surrounding units, thus
causing a halt in the smooth flow of translating. The following
verbalisations will have the character of an associative chain starting with
the initiating unit, which will finally result in verbalising a decision or
decision criteria with or without the help of reference material.

The indicators of the modified model are exactly as in Jääskeläinen’s
model (Jääskeläinen 1999:166) identified and defined by coding clues, that
is through certain cue words or phrases and key actions. The cue words
contain a description of or verbally point to a specific activity the
participant is performing. For example, verbalisations with expressions of
decision, negative or positive, are taken as a clue for the indicator decision
making/defining decision criteria, and it is assumed that such a process is
taking place when the verbalisation occurs.

Following Jääskeläinen, I make a distinction between a number of
primary and secondary indicators, which I assume contribute to different
parts of the overall picture that should be obtained. The listing of primary
indicators, which is given below, provides a tool to make available
evidence of an actual action that is directly related to the production of a
translation. They create the basis for the analysis. The secondary indicators
(cf. p. 135) can complete this picture, mainly by lending support to the
description of the individual profiles of the participant, thus contributing
supplementary information.
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Primary indicators
• Participant’s explicit or implicit problem identification
• Verbalising a decision or decision criteria
• Producing competing tentative translation variants in the

TAP
• Using reference material
• Leaving gaps or alternative variants in the translation during

the writing and post-writing phases in the ScriptLog
• Evaluation of produced translation (language and content)
• Evaluation of the source text (language and content)
• Changes in the translation manuscript
• Associative reasoning

Some but not all of the above indicators can be associated with cue words
or phrases that directly identify the processing going on. Others are
associated with a certain kind of action that is reflected in the logging file.
TAP cue words for the subject’s explicit or implicit problem identification
are for example problem, don’t know, can’t do. Cue words for verbalising a
decision or decision criteria are expressions like I’ll write (xx), I (don’t)
take, I’ll try (xx) or I’ll leave it. The cues for producing competing
translation variants rely on the fact that two or more different possibilities
for one unit demanding attention are mentioned explicitly in the
verbalisations. The cue for using reference material is the explicit
mentioning of a piece of reference material and the active use of reference
material, as far as it is documented in the TAP, including questions directed
to experts. The cues for evaluation of the ST or the TT produced are found
in the positive or negative utterances in the verbalisations that refer to the
ST unit or the produced translation unit in question. Verbalisations
originating in the explicit mentioning of ST items, which are thus
highlighted in the discussion of a particular TT unit in the course of
translating, are regarded as cues for evaluation indicators. In addition, all
these kind of verbalisations can serve as the starting point for indicating
decision or decision criteria. Changes or gaps in the translation manuscript
can be detected in the corresponding ScriptLog file.

The cues in the TAP relating to indicators found in the parallel
ScriptLog file are verbalisations that speak of omitting or deliberate
changes by the translator. The following example is from the beginning of
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Lennart’s revision of the Grossman text The symbol @ indicates deleting
with the backspace key one or more keyboard moves and /or written signs,
which is followed by the immediate replacement of these move(s) or signs,
the numbers indicate pauses in seconds and the pointed brackets >< enclose
a keyboard operation without interruption (task 4, writing phase):

Example 6:1 Lennart
ScriptLog logging file version 2 Grossman
Den som idag läser<3.1>V<2.8>asilij Grossmans<2.4>roman
<1.5>”liv@l@L<3.4>iv och öder@”<11.6>känner<3.9>också
num<3.2><12.0>@har numer<2.7>tillgång till<1.9><8.0>dess
tragiska<4.9>@sorgliga öde<1.1>.<1.1>@historia.
(Those who today read<3.1>V<2.8>asilij Grossmans<2.4>novel<1.5>
”liv@l@L<3.4>iv och öder@”<11.6>feel<3.9>also
nowa<3.2><12.0>@have nowaday<2.7>access to<1.9><8.0>its
tragical<4.9>@sorrowful fate<1.1>.<1.1>@history.)

TAP 980528
jaa man kan skriva om väldigt mycket här / den nutida läsaren har nu
ehh / skriva om (ohörbart) som i dom / (skriver) Grossmans / (skriver) /
det ser vad de (ohörbart svenska) // det tragiska ödet som (ohörbart
svenska) / (ohörbart svenska) med dem till / (skriver) tragisk tragiskt
sorgliga det öde till historia nej // det viktiga är nog att få fram tanken
här att man idag vet mer om de åren ehh
(yeah you can really change a lot here / the contemporary reader has
now eeh / rewrite (inaudible) like in they / (writes) Grossmans / (writes) /
it looks what they (inaudible swedish) // the tragical fate that (inaudible
swedish) / (inaudible swedish) with them to / (writes) tragical tragically
sorrowful the fate to history no // the important thing is here to bring
out the thought that you today know a lot more about these years ehh)

Finally, the indicator for associative reasoning is marked by cues that cover
verbalisations which cannot be associated with one of the other indicators,
because the verbalisations are not relevant to activities concerning ST or
TT processing or the use of reference material. Thus, they will fall into the
category of unspecified activities. Above all, this particular indicator has a
specific attribute in the chain of associative verbalisations triggered by an
initial verbalisation that by itself pertains to a different indicator.4

Verbalisations that concern phenomena outside the ongoing
translation process (like for example “a nice cup of coffee” or “the light
switch is outside the bathroom”) and all utterances which could be termed

                                           
4 Examples of associative verbalisations cf. p. 146, 6:11 and p. 149, 6:13.
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small talk were ignored. This kind of verbalisation could in fact be taken as
indicators of the influence of the emotional or affective states of the
participants on the translation process, but these variables lie outside the
scope of my investigation.5

Like Jääskeläinen (1999:166), I considered the secondary indicators
in the model to be signs of a change in the focus of attention. The
secondary indicators signal that something is stopping the flow of
processing without giving a clear hint as to what is causing the halt. They
are most of all features of the individuals’ idiosyncratic behaviour and
therefore not valid to single-handedly signify marked processing6. But they
can be helpful in establishing an individual profile, which offers a picture
of the development of skills and competence in the participants (see
chapter 7). The following account covers Jääskeläinen’s list of secondary
indicators, which I used to identify and isolate the different verbal and
nonverbal utterances in the TAP as belonging to the category of secondary
indicators.

Secondary indicators
• Repetition of ST or TT items
• Glottal stops (self-editing marker; see Levinson 1985)
• Unfilled pauses (longer than 3 sec)7

• Paralingual indicators (laughs, sighs, grunts etc.)
• Underlinings and notations in the ST

To find out what can be illustrated with the analysis of a certain secondary
indicator I looked at the pause time (unfilled pauses) and writing time as
recorded in the ScriptLog logging files for all tasks with concurrent
verbalisations. The table below shows that the participants generally spent
more than three-quarters of their time sitting inactive at the computer, as
far as writing is concerned. Pause time was presumably spent thinking,
verbalising, and checking reference material. The result shows that two

                                           
5 Cf. the studies of Laukkanen 1996 and Tirkkonen-Condit & Laukkanen 1996. See also
Norberg 2003, which is partly concerned with the impact of the emotional and affective
state of the translator on the ongoing working process.
6 Cf. section 3.5 for the definition of marked and unmarked processing.
7 Following Jääskeläinen (1999:168), who refers to Krings (1986:137), I did not include
unfilled pauses shorter than 3 sec, assuming that such short pauses could not serve as
indicators. Pauses longer than 3 seconds are marked with double slashes (//).
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participants had decreased their inactive time compared with the first task
whereas one participant showed an increase.

Table 6.1

ScriptLog pauses with pause time longer than 1 sec, final versions
Total pause time8

Ellinor Fredrik Lennart
Task 2 85% 89.4% 86.1%
Task 3 878% 81% 90.1%
Task 4 89% 75.1% 78.9%

I decided to refrain from a systematic analysis of the secondary indicators
in the TAP and use them instead as a means to obtain a picture of the
participants’ emotional and affective state. They are helpful to exemplify
the individual traits that each of the participants revealed, while working
with the translation task.

Jääskeläinen’s model further includes a set of categories to identify
the verbalisations singled out by the indicators and thus to classify them
according to the kind of activity concerned (1999:177). I adopted the model
as a basic concept without modifying because it turned out to be relevant
for the categorisation of the processing in this study too. These categories
do not establish a distinction between problems of meaning and form, thus
any identification of a problematic unit as belonging to a category can
concern lexical as well as syntactical aspects or a combination of the two.

Categories
• Translation principles
• Source text (ST) processing

• Linguistic analysis
• Text comprehension

• Target text (TT) production
• Drafting
• Refining

• Unspecified

                                           
8 The numbers given in the table are not fully comparable because for technical reasons
they do not always include all phases of the process.
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In trying to classify the produced and coded verbalisations, I shall follow
Jääskeläinen (1999:178 ff) and the definitions for the classification that
were developed within her original model. This classification covers only
instances of marked processing; unmarked processing is excluded by
definition. I employed these classifications to label the examples for
verbalisations given in section 6.1.1 below.

All instances identified in the verbalisations are classified as either
belonging to the activity of ST processing, TT production or translation
principles. The category of Translation principles includes procedural
comments, statements indicating global translation strategies or the lack
thereof. To the category of ST processing belong all verbalisations which
reflect the translator’s understanding of the ST, either on the level of
content or as analysis of unknown linguistic forms. TT production is also
divided in two subcategories: drafting, which refers to verbalisations
indicating that the participant is occupied with a TT production on the most
basic level, and refining, where the focus of attention is less on transfer
problems than on TL and on revising the TT draft. If any one instance does
not pertain to any one of these three, it belongs to a category of unspecified
instances. ST processing and TT production can be divided further into
subcategories concerning either form or content and the drafting or revising
of the produced text, respectively.

All of the categories are supposed to apply in all phases of the
translation process, but they can of course be distributed differently in the
different phases of the process. Although I followed the categories and
classifications of Jääskeläinen’s model in my analysis, I chose to change
the way of applying them to my data. Thus, the categories of the
classification model are used to divide the translation process into segments
where the translators are occupied with different types of processing. When
the relevant categories of this part of the analysis are related to the
categories of the set of indicators, we shall obtain a picture of the
translation process of an individual that allows us to examine the
development of comprehension and analysis of the ST as well as the
production of the TT over time.
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6.2 The three phases of the translation process
The individual translation process is assumed to comprise three phases that
each are dominated by specific activities9. Moving from phase to phase, a
development from simple to more complex problem-solving activities is
assumed to take place. Activities are not exclusive to one phase, they can
be repeated in all three phases, but that will involve a deeper processing.
Thus, a monitoring and editing process takes place that shapes the final
product.

The pre-writing phase is mainly characterised by activities like
reading the ST (sometimes aloud), making notes on comprehension
problems, and producing tentative translation variants. During this phase a
large number of verbalisations concern translation principles. During the
writing phase a complete rendering of the ST is produced. Most of the
research in reference materials is also conducted during this phase.
Verbalisations in this phase mainly concern problem identification and
decision-making. The post-writing phase is characterised by revising
activities. These include checking the produced text for faulty or incoherent
solutions and filling gaps as well as searching in reference materials.
During this last phase all kinds of verbalisation can occur.

All three participants worked through their translating tasks in
several phases, namely pre-writing, writing and post-writing phases,
sometimes with several sub-phases each, i.e. they performed all the phases
I expected to be visible in the process. Although all three participants
produced a complete, written translation of the ST during the writing
phase, the actual structure of this phase offered a picture that differed from
individual to individual. For one participant the main objective was to
produce a text during this phase that covered everything in the ST,
regardless of any kind of correctness, a so-called raw translation. A second
participant included a certain amount of revising already in the writing
phase, and the third participant did almost all of the revising work within
the writing phase. This picture also differed according to the different texts
and text types.

Generally speaking, a comparison between the three participants
showed that a long and complicated text always remained more unfinished
or even incomplete at the end of the writing phase than a short one. The

                                           
9 Cf. section 3.5, p 38.
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pre-writing and post-writing phases differed considerably between
participants, between sessions and therefore also between texts. On some
occasions, these two phases were not fully documented due to technical
failures, with the result that it was not possible to obtain a complete
comparison on equal grounds of all the pre-writing phases and all the post-
writing phases. I shall therefore concentrate on the analysis of the writing
phases for all three participants while giving an account of the other two
phases.

The pre-writing phase
The pre-writing phase for all three participants and for all texts typically
started with reading the ST, aloud or silently, and taking notes concurrently
on ST items that in the translators’ estimation would need special attention
in the translating process. The pre-writing phase contained mainly
verbalisations that fall into the class of translation principles, expressed as
decisions or decision criteria, as can be seen in the following example from
the initial phase of Fredrik’s TAP to his second task (Contract).10

Indicators are marked in bold in all the following examples, bold italics
mark reading aloud from the ST or TT, which is considered to be unmarked
processing, single slashes indicate pauses shorter than 3 sec, double slashes
indicated pauses longer than 3 sec:

Example 6:2 Fredrik
Warm-up TAP 940216
translation principles
hhmm ja då nu den normala strategin som jag tror att jag fuskar det är
ehh nuförtiden så tar jag texten och översätter den väldigt rakt alltså
gör en grovöversättning […] och sen så efter det så stuvar jag om det
och gör ehh gör korrekt svensson så korrekt som möjlig svenska av
det hela och försöker bygga ihop då / texten göra den sammanhängande
helt enkelt […] ehh men sen brukar jag dessutom ha ett tredje ehh
stadium om jag hinner att att / titta på det igen efter nån dag med friska
ögon så att säga

                                           
10 The first task for all three participants was the Entrance test. This translation was not
performed with concurrent verbalisation or key-stroke logging. The analysis of TAP
and ScriptLog data therefore begins with the second task.
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(hhmm yes now the normal strategy which I think I’m dabbling with is
ehh nowadays I’ll take the text and translate it very straight a rough
translation so to speak […]11 and then after that I rearrange things and
make a correct Swedish as correct as possible Swedish of the whole
thing and try to build together / the text make it as coherent as possible
really […] ehh but later I usually have a third ehh stage if I have the
time to / look at it again after a day or so with fresh eyes)

In the above example Fredrik verbalises about his personal approach to
translation tasks in general. He confirms that dividing the translation
process into three processing stages is a valid segmentation for theoretical
reasons and tells us why he would process his task according to this
segmentation. Fredrik thus clearly expresses some of the translation
principles guiding his work, which will later enable us to monitor if he did
act on these pronounced principles while doing the actual work. The TAPs
of the pre-writing phase for all three participants often contained reflections
concerning general principles that the participant adopted for his/her
translation work. The following reflection by Fredrik in the TAP to the pre-
writing phase of his third text (Ševčenko) reveals not only his intention but
also the means of how to achieve his goal to make the TT more acceptable
for Swedish readers. His main concern is to take his text to the reader as
opposed to producing an adequate translation where the opposite process
would take place:

Example 6:3 Fredrik
Warm-up TAP 941111
translation principles
jag är ganska förtjust / tror jag / i att använda // svenska / småord / för
att få texten svenskare / det är / det är nåt / jag ty- / jag tycker den ska
/det ska låta fullt / fullständigt naturligt på svenska / ehm / jag vet inte /
jag kanske ligger närmare den / dynamiska skolan
(I am rather fond of / I think / to use // swedish / small words / to make
the text more swedish / it is / it is something / I wa- / I want it to sound
completely / completely natural in swedish / ehm / I don’t know / maybe
I‘m closer to the / dynamic school12)

                                           
11 All translations of verbalisations are my own. The English versions are meant to
reflect the sense of the Swedish and/or Russian source. They are not necessarily
grammatically and stylistically correct.
12 Fredrik is referring to a specific approach in translation theory developed by Eugene
Nida in his book Toward a Science of Translating: With Special Reference to Principles
and Procedures Involved in Bible Translation 1964.
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The pre-writing phase is usually not documented by ScriptLog protocols,
because the participants at this stage did not engage in an actual writing
process. Often though, they made notes on the paper of the ST. These notes
are in turn commented on in the TAP as in the example below from
Lennart’s TAP to the fourth text (Grossman), which shows indicators for
decision criteria and problem identification:

Example 6:4 Lennart
TAP 980513
ST processing / text comprehension
ok jag börjar med att jag läser igenom hela texten från början och sen
söker jag efter det jag inte förstår // jag gör understrykningar här // vi
har ett ord dilogia / som jag inte har en aning om vad det betyder /
aha / det är ett ord som antagligen inte finns på svenska trilogi finns
det men inte dilogi känner jag faktiskt inte till
(ok I’ll start reading through the whole text from the beginning and then
I’ll search for the things I don’t understand // I’ll underline some things
here // we have a word dilogia / which I don’t understand at all / aha /
apparently this is a word which does not exist in Swedish trilogi exists
but no dilogi I really do not know that)

On Lennart’s copy of the ST, the particular item дилогия ‘*dilogy’, which
he read aloud in the above quote, was underlined, but no hints as to how he
solved his production problem are found here. Instead, a later part of his
TAP offered the cues and indicators for decision criteria and the use of
reference materials for how he intended to solve the lexical problem in his
draft. As can be expected, he used reference material, namely a
monolingual dictionary:

Example 6:5 Lennart
TAP 980513
ST processing / text comprehension
nu är jag nyfiken så nu tittar jag i Svenska Akademins Ordlista/ om det
finns ett sådant ord / och det verkar det inte finnas
(now I am curious so I’ll have a look in Svenska Akademins Ordlista13/
if there is a word like that / but it doesn’t seem to be the case)

Fredrik supplied a more elaborate example for approaching the pre-writing
phase. He started on his third text (Ševčenko) by reading the ST aloud, at
the same time making notes on possible difficulties and also making notes

                                           
13 Svenska Akademiens Ordlista is a normative Swedish monolingual dictionary.
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on tentative translation variants of words or phrases on the copy of the ST
or a separate piece of paper. By doing so, his pre-writing phase already
contained a good deal of actual translating, which he then used as a point of
departure during his writing phase.

Another specific feature of Fredrik’s pre-writing phase was the fact
that whenever he thought he would need certain reference materials such as
a general or specialised dictionary, or when he considered consulting an
expert, he made a note in the corresponding place on the copy of the ST.
His verbalising in the pre-writing phase was to a certain extent concerned
with those single words or phrases, which he perceived as difficult or
problematic. These verbalisations contain cue words indicating ST
evaluation and comprehension on the lexical level and are seldom
concerned with units on a higher level than words. Nevertheless, the TAP
of this phase also contains reflections on norms for text types in Swedish
and translation principles with cues for problem identification that can
influence the rendering on word level and text level.

The example below from the third task (Ševčenko) also shows that
Fredrik was concerned with other aspects and effects of his work, in
particular the reception and the potential reader of his TT. At this stage, his
processing of perceived problems was concerned with very basic levels like
lexical understanding and rendering of terms, which nevertheless triggered
associations leading to more complex processing. The verbalisations
concern a Russian administrative term:

Example 6:6 Fredrik
TAP 941111
TT production / drafting
oblast’ / ja fasen ska man översätta det (ohörbart) / ehm / (suckar) / en
direkt transfer kan man inte göra att / man går / att man skriver oblast / det
/ det / det vore ju idiotiskt i det här fallet / samtidigt fanns det / det / det
finns den aspekten på det / den folkbildande / aspekten
(oblast’ / yeah hell are you supposed to translate it (inaudible) / ehm /
(sighs) you can’t do a direct transfer / you go / to write oblast / it / it / in
this case it would be stupid / at the same time there was / there / there is
that aspect too / the educational / aspect)

The third participant, Ellinor, also had a habit of underlining perceived
potential difficulties or problematic items and units while reading the entire
ST aloud during her pre-writing phase. Her verbalisations during the pre-
writing phase were concerned with ST comprehension and correctness in
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her future rendering. She even declared in the TAP to the second task
(Sputnik) exactly what she would underline and for what reasons
(translation principle and ST processing):

Example 6:7 Ellinor
TAP 940302
translation principles
mmh ja jag tar en penna och stryker under dom orden som jag
(skrammel) / tycker (ohörbart) / inte / inte förstår
(mmh yeah I’ll take a pen and underline those words which I (sounds)
/ think (inaudible) don’t / don’t understand)

ST processing / linguistic analysis
och så stryker jag under ministerstvo zdravorach- zdravoochranenija
för att det är alltid svårt med dom där genitivkonstruktionerna
(and I’ll underline ministerstvo zdravorakh- zdravookhranenija
because these genitive constructions always are difficult)

Ellinor verbalised about decision-making in the pre-writing phase, although
on a more lexical level. These decisions were probably preliminary and
were going to be altered in the writing phase, but we can find indicators
like the following for this kind of processing in her TAP from the second
task (Sputnik text), which must be counted as cues for marked processing:

Example 6:8 Ellinor
TAP 940302
TT productions / drafting (captions)
maslenitsa vet jag inte vad det ska översättas / det får heta maslenitsa på
svenska också
(maslenica I don’t know how to translate that / I make it maslenica in
swedish as well)

The above example and also the following contain an additional
complication for the translator. They are not part of the running ST but
isolated captions for the pictures that are included in the text. The example
from Ellinor’s TAP from her second task (Sputnik) below shows that
during the pre-writing phase more than superficial comprehension
problems can be tackled and therefore potentially solved. The
verbalisations show that already during this preparation phase, solutions for
more complex difficulties can be arrived at, as for example this Russian
play on words:
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Example 6:9 Ellinor
TAP 940302
TT production / drafting (captions)
ordlek krokokot kanske jag kan hitta på nåt med / en blandning mellan
krokodil och katt / en krokokatt kanske
(wordplay krokokot maybe I can invent something for with / a mixture
between crocodile and cat / a crococat maybe)

As mentioned before, most verbalisations the participants made during the
pre-writing phase concern translation principles or ST processing with
indicators and cues expressing explicit or implicit problem identification
and decision criteria.

A most interesting observation, which concerns all pre-writing phase
TAP, was that especially the utterances containing indicators for translation
principles were followed by verbalisations that describe procedures for an
approach typical for each individual participant. It can be assumed that
each individual already in the earliest stage of the study, i.e. at the time of
the Entrance test, had formed his/her own concept of what translation is
about. This description then served as a basis for each one of them to form
an individual approach to the translation tasks, which was modified and
improved during the study but never completely deserted. Thus, Lennart
was mostly concerned with lexical comprehension during the pre-writing
phase, i.e. he rarely reflected on SL or TL style norms or acceptable
Swedish above the level of the word.

Fredrik, on the other hand, pondered on general principles to
produce an acceptable Swedish text in addition to the ST processing at the
level of lexical comprehension. The example below is from the TAP to his
third task (Ševčenko) with indicators and cues for ST processing on an
advanced level that lead him to make decisions that influence the rendering
of a specific feature, which later on would determine the general temporal
structure in a large part of his TT. As a consequence of his analysis and the
further processing, Fredrik employed the historical present tense in the
entire final part of his Ševčenko TT (see appendix p. 25).
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Example 6:10 Fredrik
TAP 941111
TT production / drafting
vozvrativsjis’ 1845 // hm / han återvände till Ukraina (ohörbart) / här / här
// he / här byter man plötsligt ää / tempus / eehm / mhm / / jag prövar
nog att hålla att ha / att ha / att följa ryska i det här fallet / även i
översättningen / så ser jag hur det / verkar efteråt / om det verkar /
naturligt // jag menar att det finns ju ett / ett slags (ohörbart) ää /
(skrattar) / biografipresens i svenskan
(vozvrativshis’ 1845 // hm / he returned to Ukraine (inaudible) / here / here
// he / here it suddenly changes ee / tense / eehm / mhm // I probably
try to keep to have / to have / to follow russian in this case / also in the
translation / I will see how it / works later / if it seems / natural // I
mean there is something like a / a kind of (inaudible) ee / (laughs ) /
biographical present tense in swedish

Ellinor revealed in the TAP from her pre-writing phase of the second task
(Sputnik) that her main concern was to be as accurate and correct as
possible in relation to her ST. Her verbalisations on translation principles
and on decision or decision criteria show that she aimed at producing
faithful renderings. To ensure that her rendering would be as exact as
possible without violating the rules of Swedish, she reflected and checked
on items and structures that she in fact already knew – just to be completely
sure. That also meant that she had many verbalisations concerning the use
of reference material with indicators and cues for TT production in her
TAPs (cf. example 6:15, p. 150 and TAP 941101, p. 177).

The writing-phase
The writing phase is the most extensive phase in the translation process.
This is almost equally true for all three participants and all of the texts
involved. Only Fredrik had a longer post-writing phase when working with
the Ševčenko text than his writing phase for this text. The writing phase is
also the one part of the process that is completely documented in the TAPs
and ScriptLog files. The boundaries of the writing phase in each text are
defined by the translators’ decision to start and end the writing of a
complete rendering of the ST. Generally speaking, this phase is
characterised by verbalisations that indicate marked processing with cues
for problem identification, decision-making and evaluation, mostly related
to ST processing but also to TT production. All three participants make
verbalisations indicating this kind of processing. Lennart demonstrated in
addition reflections on translation principles in the writing phase TAP of
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his second task — the Certificate texts. His verbalisations concerning the
first sentence in the School certificate ST express translation principles (a)
including evaluation of an already produced translation (b). Because of the
associative reasoning that also is taking place the utterance as a whole will
fall in the category of unspecified activities:

Example 6:11 Lennart
TAP 940225
unspecified
mmhh det är en lång mening som jag vill dela upp (a) - på ryska står det
nastojasjtjij attestat vydan och så står det en massa data för honom och så
står det v tom tjto on och det skulle jag gärna vilja dela upp / i och med
att jag redan använt prepositionen för redan så vill jag inte / för det att
han har / v tom tjto on / jag har redan använt den prepositionen tidigare
och därför vill jag göra om (b) det men då blir det lite fult här
(mmhh this is a long sentence which I want to split up (a) - in russian it
says nastojashchij attestat vydan and then it says a lot of facts about him
and then it says v tom chto on and that I really want to split into /
because I already used the preposition för [for] therefore I don’t want
/ because he has / v tom chto on / I have already used this preposition
earlier and because of that I want to rephrase (b) this but then it gets
a little ugly here)

One interesting feature observed in the analysis of the writing phases is the
fact that chunks of marked processing and hence indicators of marked
processing interact with each other and even depend on each other. These
chunks must be analysed as integrated units because an interpretation that
is based on each chunk alone will not explain the ongoing process.
Furthermore, the analysis of integrated instances of marked processing can
trigger different interpretations depending on where in the verbalised
utterance we put the cut-off point for each chunk. These are observations
that are valid for all verbalisations, and they demonstrate two difficulties in
applying the marked processing model to analyse TAP.

Firstly, as Jääskeläinen noticed (1999:162), the border between
marked and unmarked processing is fuzzy, which makes it unfeasible to
establish a clearly defined model valid for all kinds of TAP in all studies
and for all researchers, because the exact boundary between marked and
unmarked processing will in every single case be subject to an individual
judgment by the researcher undertaking the investigation. This also entails
that the decision of the individual researcher as to where s/he should put
the line between marked and unmarked processing will affect the
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classification of the verbalisation in terms of the indicator model. This in
turn means that it is likely for two different researchers to make two
different, but equally valid interpretations of one chunk of verbalisation
and thus reach diverging results. With the example below from the TAP to
Fredrik’s second task (Contract), I want to show how the interaction
between chunks can work and also how two possible interpretations can
surface.

Example 6:12 Fredrik
TAP 940216
TT production / drafting
ehh dogovorilis’ kan man inte köra / utan har undertecknat ett avtal nej
det har dom inte för att det här är själva avtalet / har kommit överens
om låter kanske lite för vardagligt / då tar jag fram / Norstedts Ord för
Ord synonymordlista / tittar på avtal
(ehh dogovorilis’ you can’t have that / but signed a contract no they
haven’t done that yet because this is the actual contract / have agreed
maybe sounds a little too commonplace / let’s look at Norstedt’s Ord för
Ord thesaurus / look up contract)

My initial interpretation was that the first part of the verbalisation indicates
marked processing with problem identification related to TT drafting, the
cue for the indicator being the phrase:

kan man inte köra
(you can’t have that)

This indicator for decision-making refers to the trigger word for a whole
sequence, i.e. договорились ≈ ‘they have agreed’, included in 6:12 above.
Strictly speaking, this initial verbalisation does not qualify as an indicator
for marked processing according to Jääskeläinen’s definition (1999:162)
because Fredrik most likely read aloud from the ST. Reading aloud from a
ST is considered to be unmarked processing. But the reference in the
following verbalisation, indicating evaluation of the ST, is precisely to that
trigger word so that the entire utterance, including the read-aloud trigger
word in this sequence, becomes an instance of marked processing.

After an initial identification of the problem, Fredrik continued his
verbalisations by producing a translation variant for договорились ≈ ‘they
have agreed’; the variant being har undertecknat ett avtal ‘have signed a
contract‘, which he then immediately rejected, the cue for evaluating (and
rejecting) the translation variant being (evaluation marked in bold):
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utan har undertecknat ett avtal nej det har dom inte för att det här är
själva avtalet
(but signed a contract no they haven’t done that yet because this is the
actual contract)

This negative evaluation concerned a segment of the TT that Fredrik had
produced and indirectly verbalised about by reading aloud the trigger word
and subsequently translating it into Swedish. The next part of the utterance
with a new translation variant and an indicator for evaluating the variant
then refers back to the same initial trigger for this whole chunk of marked
processing:

har kommit överens om låter kanske lite för vardagligt
(have agreed maybe sounds a little too commonplace)

The final indicator in the above quote refers to the use of reference material
and sums up Fredrik’s efforts to solve his problem. The last verbalisation
and the indicator are related to the category of TT refining:

då tar jag fram / Norstedts Ord för Ord synonymordlista / tittar på
avtal
(I’ll take a look at Norstedt’s Ord för Ord thesaurus / look up contract)

A verbalisation with an indicator for evaluation related to the category of
TT drafting then follows this unit:

frågan om man överhuvudtaget ska ha med den i en översättning till
svenska
(the question is if one should adopt this for a translation into swedish at
all)

The above verbalisations finally trigger the solution with a cue for a
decision:

man man kan sluta ett samarbetsavtal
(you you can agree upon an agreement contract)

The entire verbalisation in example 6:13 below, including the reference to
the original unit that received increased attention, shows three different
processes concerning ST comprehension and TT production as well as
comments on translation principles. But, because of the associative
reasoning that is taking place, it will fall in the category of unspecified
activities:
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Example 6:13 Fredrik
TAP 940216
unspecified
oblast’ det är en sån där / ganska krånglig / och för att inte säga
förbannat flummig term att översätta det tar / man gärna till i ryskan
alldeles för ofta / frågan är om man om man överhuvudtaget ska ha
med den i översättningen till svenska / oni budut sotrudnitjat’ v oblasti
obutjenija // (ohörbar viskning) på utbildnings- nu har man i och för sig /
man man kan sluta ett samarbetsavtal inom utbildningsområdet
(oblast’ that is sort of a / rather tricky / and so to speak damned fuzzy
term to translate they love / to use this kind in Russian all to often / the
question is if one should translate that at all into swedish / oni budut
sotrudnichat’ v oblasti obuchenija // ( inaudible whispering) in - education
you have anyway now / you you can agree upon an agreement contract
within the area of education)

In the TAP of the writing phase, especially but not exclusively in the later
tasks, we find a number of indicators for the rather extensive use of
reference material which are related to ST processing and at the same time
also to TT production, as in the example above. The analysis demonstrates
that the processing of attention units is an interrelated procedure, and that
problematic items are not dealt with in isolation one by one.14 Marked
processing shows all kinds of indicators in a verbalisation, and these
indicators can easily trigger each other into a chain of associations that
finally solves the problematic unit. In addition, these associations do not
have to be linear as the above example shows. The interrelation of the
different steps in a problem-solving process is also visible in the following
verbalisation from the same TAP.

Example 6:14 Fredrik
TAP 940216
ST processing / text comprehension
oblast’ det är en sån där / ganska krånglig / och för att inte säga
förbannat flummig term
(oblast’ that is sort of a / rather tricky / and so to speak damned fuzzy
term)

When examining the TAP of the writing phase and the corresponding
ScriptLog files, we find that indicators for such marked processing as for
example explicit decisions are accompanied by concurrent writing actions
documented by ScriptLog. That implies that any processing concerning the

                                           
14 For an alternative interpretation of these verbalisations, cf. p. 158 f.
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item or unit attended to would result in a temporary problem-solving
action. The processing itself should then show as a visible change in the
ScriptLog logging file (see example 6:1, p. 134).

The examples below are from Ellinor’s second task (Sputnik) with
the TAP concurrent in real-time to the ScriptLog file. Verbalisation starts
with identifying the perceived problem (a), in this case a TT production
problem while drafting. A second chunk shows indicators (b) for the use of
reference material that lead to a verbalisation (c) about decision-making.
The marked processing and the writing take place within the same time
frame, presumably because we tend to think faster than we read and write.
The ScriptLog logging file finally shows that the result (c) of the
processing is the decision to use center and not centrum, which is the
variant that emerged from the search as the choice that is given first
priority by the dictionary consulted. The brackets and the exclamation
mark in the ScriptLog text file are part of Ellinor’s writing or rather her
notes in the text file. She put them into the text to indicate that she
eventually would have to fill the gap with a valid translation variant, for
example while refining. Her verbalisations that refer to the process leading
up to the decision, that is later visible in the ScriptLog file, are marked in
bold, as is the actual item in the ScriptLog file:

Example 6:15 Ellinor
TAP 940302
using reference material + TT production / drafting
så undrar jag om jag ska ta / center eller centrum (a)/ eller vilken
(ohörbart) eller vilket som låter bäst / […] / jag slår upp det i svensk
ordbok (b) / (bläddrar) / ha det står centrum som första / ja det står
centrum (b) jag visste att det står där / centret står det att man kan säga
(b) / […] rehabiliteringscenter då skriver jag vetenskapligt center (c)
(and I wonder whether I should take / center or centrum (a)/ or what
sounds (inaudible) best […] / I’ll look it up in the dictionary (b)/
(leafing) / ha they put centrum in the first place / yeah it says centrum (b)
I knew it would say that / the centrum it even says you can use (b)/
rehabilitation center so I’ll write scientific center (c))

The above TAP verbalisations correspond to the ScriptLog excerpts below.
The symbols used in the ScriptLog coding are given on page 134, example
6:1. In addition, the symbol cr here stands for carriage return, i.e. use of the
enter key:
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Example 6:16 Ellinor
ScriptLog parallel text file
Vladimir --Vorobjov, (!), ----(Sovjetunionens vetenskapliga center (c) för
psykisk hälsa-------)
(Vladimir --Vorobjov, (!), ----(Sovjet-Union-the.gen scientific-the center
(c) for psychic health------)

ScriptLog parallel logging file
<14.4>Vladimir<4.4>--v<1.4><1.5>@Voro<1.0>b<19.7>jov<2.6>
<4.8>(<4.0>!)<1.1><1.6>@, <25.5>----<2.8>(<1.2><37.0>
Sovjetunionens<3.5>vetenskapliga cent<1.4>rum<61.7>@er
<2.0>för<4.7>psykis<1.0>k hälsa<<3.2><12.5>---<3.5>---
<2.0>)<1.2><cr>
(<14.4>Vladimir<4.4>--v<1.4><1.5>@Voro<1.0>b<19.7>jov<2.6>
<4.8>(<4.0>!<1.1><1.6>@,<25.5>---<2.8> (<1.2><37.0>the Soviet
union’s<3.5>scientific cent<1.4>rum<61.7>@er (center)
<2.0>for<4.7>menta<1.0>l health<<3.2><12.5>---<3.5>---
<<2.0>)<1.2<>cr>)

The following ScriptLog logging file excerpt from Ellinor’s second task
(Sputnik text) contains a long period of inactivity that is verbalised upon on
in the concurrent TAP. The ScriptLog logging file shows a 54.4 sec pause
where no keystrokes occur just before the written brackets, which indicate
the blank spot in the produced text. The pause and the written brackets are
marked in bold.

Example 6:17 Ellinor
ScriptLog logging file
F<1.3>ör första gången<1.4>i vårt land<14.4>har uppmärl<4.3>
@samhetn@en riktats på<15.0> <3.9>en sg<1.3>@fär som<1.4>har
varit<54.4>(<1.0>)<4.9>för en snäv krets av<46.0> () <9.7>,
<1.3>nämligen<52.8>den konst som görs av<1.0>patie <1.9>nter på
<1.4>psykiatriska kliniker<1.0>.
(F<1.3>or first-the time-the<1.4>in our country<14.4>has attend<4.3>
@tin@ion been-directed towards<15.0> <3.9>an ar<1.3> @rea that
<1.4>has been<54.4>(<1.0>) <4.9>for a narrow circle of <46.0>()<9.7>,
<1.3>namely<52.8>the art that is done by<1.0> patie<1.9>nts in<1.4>
psychiatric.pl clinic.pl.<10>)

This interval is spent checking a dictionary (using reference material)
indicated by the note (leafing) in the TAP. This activity is needed to solve
the unit предмет ‘object’, which Ellinor perceived as problematic in the
context. The ScriptLog logging file for this part of the TT production
specifies the unit left out as indicated by round brackets. Ellinor put the
brackets in the TT as a note for herself that she would have to come back to
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this particular place in a later phase of her production process. In the
concurrent TAP below her verbalisations have indicators for problem
identification (a) and decision criteria (b) that are concerned with the
problematic unit she left out in the ScriptLog.

Example 6:18 Ellinor
TAP 940302
TT production / drafting
byla vet jag inte om jag ska ha varit eller var / har varit är nog bättre /
(skriver) / mmh predmet och med det här sammanhanget (a)/ ska slå
upp det och se (skrattar) om det har nån extra / om man kan få nån idé om
nån extrabetydelse / (bläddrar) / jag tycker inget av dem är så jättebra  här
men / jag skriver / en parentes så länge så att jag vet att det är ett ord
som jag inte riktigt / best- har bestämt mig för (b) / om jag ska sätta det
(byla I don’t know if I should take has or has been / has been is probably
better / (writes) / mmh predmet and in this connection (a) / will look it
up and see (laughs) if it has some special / if you can get an idea for a
special meaning / (leafing) / I don’t particulary like any of them but / I’ll
put down / brackets for the time being so that I’ll know that there is a
word I didn’t really / dec-haven’t decided (b) / if I will use it)

Gaps or changes in the manuscript are not always reflected or verbalised
upon in the TAP but can be uncovered by contrasting the parallel TAP with
the text file and the logging file of the ScriptLog protocol. So the
comparison of the TAP with the parallel ScriptLog file can provide an
explanation for long intervals of writing inactivity and can point out what
kind of item caused this break in the smooth flow of translating
documented on the ScriptLog but not immediately visible in the TAP.
Thus, we can follow and analyse the translation process on two levels that
complement each other, and the how and why of the individual reasoning
behind the translation can be uncovered. The writing phase for all the
participants, especially from the two last tasks, is characterised by
connected verbalisations, which contain indicators evaluating either the ST
or the produced translation followed by indicators for decision-making.
These verbalisations give evidence that a development towards a deeper
text processing is taking place.

Ellinor’s processing at this stage in the development process took
place in a more connected manner where one action, most often a decision,
is triggered by an evaluation of a chunk of the ST. In the example below,
she verbalises in her TAP to the third task (Ševčenko) about decision
criteria based on the evaluation of a grammatical feature (tense) of the ST
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for her TT drafting of sentence 17. Observing the sudden change of tense,
she decided to stay with her first choice and not follow the change of the
ST in her TT. She did not, however, verbalise a motivation for her
decision. But, if we go back to the text analysis of this particular Ševčenko
text fragment, we find an instance of historical present tense in Russian
together with the fact that the succession of actions is unclear for the
reader, because of the chosen combination of tense and aspect in the ST.15

Presumably, Ellinor based her decision to choose the past tense for her TT
upon an intuitive awareness of the problem:

Example 6:19 Ellinor
TAP 941101
ST processing / linguistic analysis
det går plötsligt över till presens här / arestovyvajut za utjastie v tainoj
polititjeskoj organizatsij / kirillo-mefodievskom obtjestve / ja / hmm / men
jag bryr mig inte om att skriva i presens / jag skriver i dåtid / men efter
två år eller två år senare // men två år senare skriver jag
(this suddenly changes to present tense here / arestovyvajut za uchastie
v tainoj politicheskoj organizacij / kirillo-mefodievskom obchestve / I /
hmm / but I don’t care about writing in the present tense / I’ll write in the
past tense / but after two years or two years later // but two years later I
write)

Associative chains of marked processing do not only occur on the rather
vague basis of intuitive problem identification. They can also contain
reflections on the potential effects of one choice or the other on the TT
reader. The following example is from the writing phase of Fredrik’s last
task (Grossman). He started his verbalisations with an evaluation of the ST
(a), continued with problem identification (b) and a final proposal to solve
the problem (c):

Example 6:20 Fredrik
TAP 980812
associative reasoning
ja att jag kom att tänka på detta det var att jag nu när jag tog mig en paus
tänka på problematiken med / ordet masjinistka / alltså hur ska man
förklara (a) eehh systemet med att någon / när någon skriver av för vidare
manuskriptet på detta vis / jag insåg sen att det kan jag helt enkelt inte
förklara med ett ord (b) så det måste ta lite omvägar kring (c)

                                           
15 Cf. section 5.2.5, p. 82 f.
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(well I came to think about that this is when I had a break now I thought
about the problematic / word mashinistka / well how one could explain
(a) eehh the system that somebody / when somebody copies distributes a
manuscript this way / I realised that I really can’t explain that in one
word (b) so it has to go around here a little bit (c))

In the following verbalisations Fredrik reflected about decision criteria that
are essential for solving the TT production problem in his draft. Again,
these decision criteria involved reflections about the world outside the text,
the reception by the potential reader and the brief he had received for this
particular task. Hence, his verbalisations took into account a number of
considerations outside the text that influenced the steps in the course of this
complex decision-making process (cues in bold):

Example 6:21 Fredrik
TAP 980812
translation principles
dessutom med tanke på det mål som jag har fått presenterat för mig
vad texten ska användas till eehh / så ger den mig också som jag ser det
ganska rejält stora friheter / […] man kan säga att att man skall / göra
en rejäl omarbetning och så vidare men i själva verket så är det
ganska svårt att fjärma sig så mycket från eehh källtexten som
faktiskt skulle behövas som i det här fallet
(besides thinking about the brief that has been presented to me as to
what this text is aimed for eehh / it leaves me at least as I see it rather
ample room / […] you can say that you want to do a thorough editing
and so on but it is in fact very difficult to deviate from a source text to
the extent it would be necessary as for example in this case)

In the TAPs from the last task, I also found a number of verbalisations
indicating associative reasoning. The associative chain often has to do with
items that relate to world-knowledge or specific cultural knowledge related
to the SL that is taken for granted in the ST. Thus, the translator has to
draw on his/her world-knowledge or cultural knowledge in order to figure
out how to tackle the problematic item in the translation. This very often
results in chained associative verbalisations while processing.

The following example is from Fredrik’s TAP to the fourth task
(Grossman); the trigger indicator is for problem identification (a), related to
ST processing (text comprehension). The next relevant verbalisation
already points towards associations concerning his knowledge of printing
and editing procedures in a certain period of time (b). This association is
drawing on world-knowledge and on knowledge about a specific culture, to
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which no other explicit references were given in the ST. Fredrik’s problem
was that he did not know or understand the mechanics and logistics of the
underground publishing possibilities in the early 1960s in the Soviet Union,
which made it very difficult for him to render part of his ST. The relevant
verbalisations are marked in bold:

Example 6:22 Fredrik
TAP 980812
ST processing / text comprehension
(suckar) ja det är fan inte lätt (a) / eh / vi kommer in / plötsligt i hela
det här systemet med  ehmm / jag har till och med glömt bort vad det
heter / tiden är så otrolig fjärran plötsligt ehh / mellan manuskript
som går runt folk som skriver ut (b) va fan hur ska man
((sighs) yeah this is bloody not easy (a) / eh / we get in / suddenly into
this whole system with ehmm / I’ve even forgotten the name for it / the
time is so incredibly far away suddenly ehh / amid manuscripts that
are passed on people that print (b) how the hell can you)

The category of verbalisations that trigger associative reasoning can relate
to the class of translation principles or link problem identification to
decision-making indicators. All the verbalisations that fall into the category
of associative reasoning seem to indicate a processing that is focused on ST
and SL comprehension on a deeper level than superficial lexical or
syntactical understanding. I assume that processing on this level is a signal
that the translator has left the novice stage behind, and I take an increase in
these types of verbalisations as a sign of a more profound processing in
general and thus of improving competence in the participants.

The post-writing phase
The post-writing phase is defined as the part of the translation process
where all the changes, revising and editing activities take place that are not
executed during the writing phase. The use of a computer facilitates all
sorts of changing and revising processes during the pre-writing and the
writing phase. Nevertheless, all participants add a post-writing phase
during which they at least read through the translation they have produced
so far. The participants all regarded the revising of their texts as an
essential part of the translation task. Their activities during the post-writing
phase differed considerably, however.

Lennart and Fredrik did much of the refining and adjusting work
during the post-writing phase, whereas Ellinor mainly filled in all the
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lexical gaps that she had left during the writing phase. The participants’
individual approach towards this final phase in the translation process then
influenced the verbalisation categories occurring and their relations to
translation activities during the post-writing phase.

The TAPs of the post-writing phases for Fredrik and Lennart are
mostly characterised by evaluating the translation produced and producing
competing translation variants but also by decision-making indicators. The
verbalisations in this phase concerned items left out previously or
problematic units that had to be solved with the help of reference material
that was not available at the time when the writing phase took place, as for
example in Ellinor’s case. They relate to a very high degree to the category
of TT production/refining and to a lesser degree to the category of
translation principles.

Verbalisations from Ellinor’s post-writing phase of her third task
(Ševčenko) serve as a good example here. She spent the first run of the
post-writing phase evaluating her entire TT in a linear fashion, especially
the underlined words and phrases in the ST and the items left out in her
printout from the writing phase. The verbalisation of indicators was mostly
related to TT refining and to translation principles.

In the example below, words in bold italics are items she had marked
as problematic during the pre-writing and the writing phases, and the
chunks marked in bold only indicate verbalisations related to those items
specifying problem identification.

Example 6:23 Ellinor
TAP 941101
TT production / refining
Kaneva / hm / jo / ja men det är mest / geografiska grejor alltså och sen
nå- ett par / eller fem sex stycken olika ss- / ord som jag inte har bestämt
mig helt enkelt
(Kaneva / hmm / yeah / yes but it’s mostly / geographical stuff you know
and so- a couple / or / five six different ss- / words where I haven’t made
up my mind simply)

In the second run of her post-writing phase that took place two days after
the first, the verbalisations are concerned with the earlier evaluated chunks
of the TT. Ellinor used the time between the first and the second run to
check on all the remaining units or items she had marked and underlined in
the first run of the post-writing phase. The second run of the post-writing
phase was then spent incorporating the knowledge from the searches in
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reference material. The results are mainly evident in the verbalisations
about decision-making processes based on evaluating the produced TT.
The example from Ellinor’s third task confirms the picture of chained,
interrelated, and sometimes circular processing of the translation tasks. The
example below from the second run of the post-writing phase with
verbalisations and indicators for decision-making (b), which concern the
problematic item (a) that is mentioned in the first part of the TAP
fragments provides further evidence for this observation:

Example 6:24 Ellinor
TAP 941103
TT production / refining
sen var det Konstakademin (a) / det bestämde jag mig för / det har jag
kvar därför att det hittade jag i / det talas om Konstakademin i en / i
en bok / i en sådan hand- / resehandbok / så då skriver jag det (b)
(then there was Academy of the Arts (a) / I decided on that / I’ll keep it
that way because I found that in / they talk about the Academy of
Arts in a / it says so in a guide- / travel guide / so I’ll write it down (b))

The verbalisations in the post-writing phase of the last task (for all
participants) are extensively concerned with critical self-evaluation, mostly
expressed by indicators for the use of reference material, related to TT
refining and evaluating. I believe that the participants in this last part of the
study had become aware that it was necessary to focus on text
comprehension beyond the superficial level of understanding the ST. They
understood that they had to link ST comprehension to activities that would
eventually improve the TT in their own estimation.

In the example below from Ellinor’s fourth task (Grossman), the
verbalisations are concerned with a syntactical unit that she perceived as
problematic and subsequently with changing it into a lexical expression
more suitable for Swedish. Indicators are for TT evaluation (a) and
decision-making (b). The result is a rephrasing on a syntactical level:

Example 6:25 Ellinor
TAP 980528
TT production / refining
naprjazjenije sil kan vara ansträngande / otroliga / skapande ömhet /
kanske bara / enorma kanske är bättre / otroliga låter lite konstig (a)
(skriver) […] andligt och moraliskt men tvortjeskich // jag tror jag
vänder på de båda (b)
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(naprjazhenije sil could be exhausting / incredible / creative tenderness /
maybe just / enormous is maybe better / incredible sounds funny (a)
(writes) […] spiritually and morally but tvorcheskih // I think I’ll change
those two around (b))

This processing pattern is characteristic for Ellinor, but it can also be found
in Lennart’s TAP documenting his verbalisation of the same instance.
Lennart, though, is less explicit in his reasoning compared with Ellinor,
who in the TAP of the second task already pronounced an ambition to stay
close to the ST in her rendering. The example below is from Lennart’s TAP
where he is verbalising about exactly the same fragment of the ST as
Ellinor in the above example. His verbalisations also concern TT
evaluation (a) and decision criteria (b).

Example 6:26 Lennart
TAP 980528
TT production / refining
vad är moralisk ansträngning moraliska krafter / […] stora mödor det
låter konstnärligt kanske man kan säga (a) / jag skiter i moraliska /
och andliga krafter (b) (skriver)
(what is moral exertion moral strength / […] great efforts that sounds
artistic maybe you could say that (a) / I just forget about moral and
spiritual strength (b) (writes))

Both Ellinor and Lennart perceive the phrase напряжение творческих,
духовных и нравственных сил = ‘[the] exertion of creative, spiritual and
moral strength’ as problematic but reach very different decisions as to how
to translate it.

Jääskeläinen mentioned the fuzzy quality inherent in the notion of
attention unit as a problem in her study (Jääskeläinen 1999:162). This
unfortunately weakens the validity of the analysis, besides making it more
complicated. The fuzzy limits between different kinds of verbalisations can
result in alternative interpretations that are dependent on the individual
researcher in combination with text type and even language pair
peculiarities, although the linear ordering of the chain of indicators is quite
obvious. The question of whether it is possible to avoid this weakness and
construct a model which remains neutral in relation to those aspects cannot
be answered conclusively within the scope of this study. I believe,
however, that a model which is not subject to interpretation, is almost
impossible to construct, because all the categories and definitions that can
serve as a template for the analysis must be built on interpretations of the
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meaning, semantic and cognitive, of the verbalisations. The second
question that arises in this context, i.e. if any alternative interpretation of
the first indicator in a chain would result in different interpretations of the
following indicators or even their relation to different classification
categories, I shall try to answer in the section below. My estimation of the
usefulness of the model for analysing the translation process is that it is a
flexible tool that can be manipulated, which does not automatically
diminish its usefulness. It means, however, that each researcher using the
model will have to define his/her frames of reference for the model and see
to it that the definitions are compatible with the ones used in other studies.

Let us look at the previously raised question about attention units
being vague and fuzzy and therefore difficult to discriminate. The decision
of where to put the boundaries for each unit that carries an indicator is also
subject to individual interpretation. This inexactness makes the secondary
decision where the verbalisation of one indicator ends and where the next
starts dependent on the researcher’s individual interpretation. Ultimately, it
will introduce a weakness in the entire theoretical frame for TAP analysis
that will need some further exploratory research. In order to demonstrate
the consequences of this ambiguity, I shall now present one possible
alternative interpretation of the writing phase TAP from Fredrik’s second
task (Contract) analysed previously16. The TAP quotation below is
separated into smaller units to display the hidden options:

Example 6:27 Fredrik
TAP 940216
TT production / drafting
dogovorilis’ kan man inte köra / utan har undertecknat ett avtal nej det har
dom inte för att det här är själva avtalet / har kommit överens om låter
kanske lite för vardagligt / då tar jag fram / Norstedts Ord för Ord
synonymordlista / tittar på avtal
(dogovorilis’ you can’t have that / but signed a contract no they haven’t
done that yet because this is the contract / have agreed maybe sounds a
little too commonplace / let’s look at Norstedt’s Ord för Ord thesaurus /
look up contract)

Starting again with the trigger word договорились ≈ ‘they have agreed’
together with the following verbalisation:

kan man inte köra
(you can’t have that)

                                           
16 See example 6:12 and p. 147 f. with the initial interpretation.
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I shall in this alternative analysis interpret the entire verbalisation as
carrying an indicator (договорились) for ST evaluation and classify it as
ST processing / text comprehension, which is supposed to count as marked
processing. This interpretation is opposed to the initial classification as
reading-aloud from the ST, which is defined as unmarked processing and
entails a chain of changes in the interpretation of the entire verbalisation.
This indicator triggers the rest of the verbalisation:

utan har undertecknat ett avtal nej det har dom inte för att det här är
själva avtalet / har kommit överens om låter kanske lite för vardagligt
(but signed a contract no they haven’t done that yet because this is the
actual contract / have agreed maybe sounds a little too commonplace)

The entire TAP quote above can then be interpreted as verbalizing tentative
translation variants belonging to the category of TT production / drafting
(in bold), because they present valid translation variants that are
subsequently evaluated (in bold italics) in terms of their fit within the
context of the TT.

Finally, the verbalisation concerning the use of reference material
with the indicator being the mentioning of the reference material in
question, i.e. the Swedish thesaurus can be interpreted as belonging to the
category of TT production/refining because the activity this verbalisation
refers to is a prerequisite for refining the TT:

då tar jag fram / Norstedts Ord för Ord synonymordlista / tittar på
avtal /
(let’s look at / Norstedt’s Ord för Ord thesaurus / look up contract /)

A verbalisation with an indicator for evaluation related to the category of
TT drafting follows this unit:

frågan om man överhuvudtaget ska ha med den i en översättning till
svenska
(the question is if one should adopt this for a translation into swedish at
all)

The above verbalisation then finally triggers the solution with a cue for a
decision-making:

man man kan sluta ett samarbetsavtal
(you you can agree upon an agreement contract)

An alternative interpretation that does not consider договорились as part of
the verbalisation as well as indicating marked processing could probably
result in ignoring the whole sequence that follows because the verbalisation
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does not have a point of reference. The point I want to stress here is that
alternative and exclusive interpretations are possible and within the frame
of the model. They do not necessarily have to contradict each other but can
represent a different view of the processes taking place. The examples
presented here demonstrate that the indicator model and the classification
system which Jääskeläinen developed are subject to the interpretation of
the researcher working with it. The model is a functional basic tool that has
to be realized and, if necessary expanded, within the context of the actual
study. It is not possible, however, to apply the model under all conditions
while deciding beforehand on cues for indicating and classifying that are
valid under all conditions. These tools have to be developed and related to
the actual material along the way.

6. 3 Verbalisations about participles and converbs
In chapter 2 participles and converbs were described and characterised in
their theoretical linguistic context and depicted in chapter 5 as items that
have a potential for being problematic for translation from Russian into
Swedish. The underlying reasons for this phenomenon can be found in the
differences between the two languages on the system level (see chapter 2)
but also in a difference in function in the two languages. In this study
participles and converbs are assumed to be a source for marked processing
and therefore a trigger for verbalisations. Given this condition, it would be
natural to expect the participants to verbalise about participles and
converbs and their difficulties in rendering them. Verbalisations by any of
the three participants about participles or converbs as such are sparse,
although the relevant items and cues are mentioned in connection with
other units perceived as problematic. In the example below, Fredrik
mentioned the converb возвратившись ≈ ‘when returning’, but his
verbalisation concerned an entirely different phenomenon – the change of
tense from preterite to present tense in the relevant ST sentence. The
converb as a dependent element (taxis) in this tense construction does not
receive the specific attention I would expect from an item that can trigger
marked processing.
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Example 6: 28 Fredrik
TAP 941111
ST processing / linguistic analysis
vozvrativsjis’ 1845 // hm / han återvände till Ukraina (ohörbart) / här / här
// he / här byter man plötsligt ää / tempus / [//] jag prövar nog att hålla att
ha / att ha / att följa ryska i det här fallet / även i översättningen / så ser jag
hur det / verkar efteråt / om det verkar / naturligt // jag menar att det finns
ju ett / ett slags (ohörbart) ää / (skrattar) / biografipresens i svenskan
(vozvrativshis’ 1845 // hm / he returned to Ukraine (inaudible) / here / here
// he / here they suddenly change ee / tense / [//] I probably try to keep to
have / to have / to follow russian in this case / also in the translation / I
will see how it / works later / if it seems / natural // I mean there is
something like a / a kind of (inaudible) ee / (laughs ) / biographical present
tense in swedish)

The example below, however, shows that Fredrik did recognise the
grammatical form of another converb (увидев ≈ ‘having seen’), which he
labelled with the Swedish term preteritum gerundium. Although he did not
verbalise about the converb being a problem, we can conclude from his
verbalisation that a transforming process took place in order to arrive at the
translation variant he then used.

Example 6:29 Fredrik
TAP 941111
ST processing / linguistic analysis
uvidev/ preteritum / gerundium / det är/ det är / spelar ingen roll vad /
(ohörbart) / i stället / de såg (skriver) / då de / då de / såg
(uvidev / past /gerund / that is / that is / doesn’t make a difference what /
(inaudible) / instead / they saw (writes) / when they / when they /saw)

Participles but not converbs belong to the grammatical stock of both
languages without habitually being transferable in a translation context.
They can appear as pure comprehension problems and as production
problems, without necessarily presenting transfer problems. A Russian
participle can be translated in many different ways into Swedish,
depending on syntactic function and the semantics of the verb involved.
Thus, the assumption that participles in a Russian ST always result in
marked processing (indicating ST processing) resulting in a TL form of the
same kind is erroneous as there is no one-to-one relation between
participles and their use in the two languages.

On the other hand, in the translation process the use of TL participles
can behave as a trigger for marked processing. In the post-writing phase to
his third task text, Fredrik discovered a participle as a potential source of
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problems and verbalised about it. What triggered his verbalisation are
restrictions in Swedish language use concerning participles. There is no
participle in the ST that could possibly be the source for his choice, and the
verbalisation is not concerned with the ST at all. Hence, he is verbalising
about a pure production problem in the TAP from his final stage of revising
the TT.

Example 6:30 Fredrik
TAP 941125
TT production / refining
idag tillhörande / för en gångs skull så vågar jag alltså använda ett / ää
particip/ preteritum passiv/ jag är väldigt rädd för det annars / det blir
många relativsatser istället/ idag tillhörande distriktet Tjerkassk
(today belonging/ for once I dare to use a / ee participle/ past passive/ I
am pretty a afraid of that otherwise/ instead I get a lot of relative clauses /
today belonging to the district of Cherkassk)

ST
6. Сын крепостного крестьянина из села Моринцы (ныне Черкасская
область), Шевченко с детства увлекался рисованием и сочинением
стихов.
(lit. Son serf.gen from village.gen Morintsy (today Cherkasskaja oblast’)
Shevchenko from childhood.gen attracted.pass drawing.instr and
making.instr poem.gen.pl.)

TT Fredrik
6. Sjevtjenkos far var livegen bonde i byn Morintsy (idag tillhörande
distriktet Tjerkassk).
(lit. 6. Shevchenko.gen father was serf in village-the Morintsy [today
belonging.part.pres district-the Cherkassk].)
7. Redan i barndomen var Sjevtjenko road av att rita och skriva dikter.
(lit. 7. Already in childhood-the was Shevchenko amused by to draw and
to write poem.pl.)

Lennart verbalised about ST participles in a similar way to Fredrik while
considering the converb возвратившись ≈ ‘when/after coming back’ in the
TAP example above. He mentioned the relevant item in a longer
verbalisation that is concerned with a different problem, in his case a
translation principle. The participle is incorporated into his reflections and
into a decision about how to deal with the larger problem, which is part of
his second task (Certificate texts). But there is no indication that he also
perceived the predicative participle выдан ≈ ‘issued’ as a problematic item.
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Example 6:31 Lennart
TAP 940225
TT production / drafting
mmhh det är en lång mening som jag vill dela upp på ryska står det
nastojasjtjij attestat vydan och så står det en massa data för honom
(mmhh this is a long sentence which I want to split up in russian it says
nastojashchij attestat vydan and then it says a lot of facts about him)

The problematic unit here is the syntactical construction in Russian and not
the participle alone. In his translation Lennart chose to render it by a
Swedish analytic passive construction, which has the same function. As a
result of this processing, the TT is divided in three separate sentences and
the short form participle rendered by a predicative passive participle (a):

Example 6:32 Lennart
TT production / refining
Föreliggande betyg är utfärdat (a) för Ivan Ivanovitj Ivanov, född den 1
januari 1945 i Moskva.
(Present certificate is issued (a) for Ivan Ivanovich Ivanov, born the 1
january 1945 in Moscow.)

2. Han har 1963 avslutat fullständig kurs på den allmänna blandade
aftonskolan Nr. 25 i Leningradräjongen i Moskva.
(He has 1963 finished complete course on the general mixed evening-
school Nr. 25 in Leningraddistrict-the in Moscow.)

3. Han har med gott uppförande uppvisat kunskaper i följande ämnen:
(He has with good behaviour shown knowledge in following subject-
the.pl:)

Ellinor also reflected in the pre-writing phase of her second task (Sputnik)
on a problematic unit containing a participle that interrupted the smooth
flow of rendering. The short-form predicative participle созданы ≈
‘created.pl.’ triggered the halt and the verbalisation, but it was apparently
not the form Ellinor perceived as a problem. Instead, it was the transfer of
the semantic content of the construction and how to find the appropriate
Swedish counterparts that appear as the difficulties.

Example 6:33 Ellinor
TAP 940302
TT production / drafting
sozdany har man skapat museer säjer man så nej har man/ vad gör man
med museer man man / grundar kanske
(sozdany have you created museums do you say so no have you / what
do you do with museums you you / found maybe)
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In the TAP of her fourth task (Grossman), Ellinor verbalised being
triggered by a long-form participle derived from the same verbal root as the
short-form participle in the above example. The long-form participle
воссозданная ≈ ‘created.fem.’ in the ST is used in a passive phrase with
the agent given in the instrumental case: воссозданная талантом = ‘created
by talent’. Constructions of this kind are frequent in Russian texts of all
sorts, which implies that it cannot be a comprehension problem for Ellinor.
They do not have a direct counterpart in Swedish but can be rendered by a
standard solution, turning the participle into a relative clause. As expected,
Ellinor’s verbalisation was concerned with TT production, the participle
itself is read aloud and served only as the trigger.

Example 6:34 Ellinor
TAP 980516
TT production / drafting
vossozdannaja talantom / Vasilija Grossmana / (skriver) som / skapats /
det låter så klumpigt men jag får se / genom Vasilij Grossmans talang
(vossozdannaja talantom / Vasilija Grossmana / (writes) which / was-
created.pass / that sounds so awkward but I will see / through Vasilij
Grossmans talent)

When translating participles and converbs, the participants do not separate
problems, which pertain to grammatical form from the semantics of an item
in its context or from pondering possible translation variants. Furthermore,
in this context items or units are not dealt with in isolation but always in
connection with the immediate situational and linguistic context or, if
necessary, by relying on world-knowledge. Form, content, and context in a
broad meaning thus come together to determine the approach and form the
basis for the appropriate rendering.

What are the reasons behind this development? Could it possibly be
the automatisation of certain processes, which would support the claim that
a smoother flow in the translation process is a sign of a more developed
routine and therefore for more competence in a translator? Or do emotive
factors like the presence or absence of a feeling of self-assurance while
dealing with a translation task influence the results? The results allowed no
conclusions to be drawn, but they leave an interesting question to
investigate within the field of the translator competence and its
development.
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There are two reasons for this difficulty to draw further conclusions: the
first is that each participant’s individual style was maintained throughout
the study, which makes it difficult to compare them, and the second reason
is the diversity of texts they had to translate. The first reason can hardly be
eliminated, but for another study of this type it would be necessary to select
a more homogenous sample of STs or at least to see to it that the text for
every session is the same for all participants.

6.4 Discussion
The examples and the analysis above are given to shed light on some of the
more typical and clear processes taking place, which can be described and
analysed within the frame of the model that Jääskeläinen (1999) proposed.
From this analysis we can draw conclusions as to what kind of processes
are perceived by the translators and consequently verbalised about. By
comparing these over time, we can also see changes in the approach of the
participants that in turn can be related to their advancing routine.

All three participants entered their process of becoming translators
with fixed beliefs and/or a set knowledge of what they would have to do in
order to produce a satisfactory translation. They had thus already formed an
opinion about what quality in translation meant for each of them. This view
is primarily expressed in the verbalisations on translation principles,
involving statements about how to tackle the content in a certain ST and
how to approach the procedure of translating the STs presented to them.
These beliefs and therefore also the expressed translation principles differ
not only from participant to participant but also for different kinds of text,
i.e. they are directed at the purpose of the text. The principles did not
change in a substantial way over time, i.e. what a participant did present as
a firm belief in the beginning of the study did still remain valid in the end.
As the principles and fundamental beliefs varied considerably between
participants, making a comparison between them was difficult, which in the
end left me without indications about how to draw more general
conclusions in this respect. These specific differences between participants
shall serve as the basis for an investigation of the individual translators, and
I will return to their exact statements and verbalisations when describing
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their profiles in chapter 7. This result is also consistent with other studies17

which emphasize that the approach to the working and problem-solving
processes connected to translation is highly individualized.

There are some general observations concerning the nature of the
TAP. Judging from the text analysis, I expected to find a considerable
quantity of verbalisations referring to participles and converbs as well as to
the difficulties handling the differences in the verbal systems of the two
languages when looking at the findings from the process analysis. But these
kinds of utterances occurred on far fewer occasions than verbalisations
about lexical and terminological problems. Thus, the findings in the
analysis of TAP did not follow the same lines as the text analysis, because
the participants simply did not verbalise about the same difficulties. TAP
reflects the conscious mental processing of information, which the person
doing the processing perceives as problematic. It would seem that the
participants in this study did not consider participles, converbs, or the
differences in the verbal systems in general as problematic to the same
extent as I expected from the text analysis. Thus, the problems I identified
with the text analysis were not always perceived as problems by the
participants when compared with the findings in the TAP.

The different phases of the translation process, i.e. pre-writing,
writing, and post-writing phases, served as part of the reference frame for
the verbalisations. Due to the inconsistency of the collected TAP material
(in addition to the non-existing TAP for task 118, part of the recordings
were destroyed due to technical failures and therefore not fully analysable),
any evaluation or analysis of the correlation between a certain phase and
types of verbalisations was not possible. For the same reason, it was also
not possible to compare all phases with respect to the kind of
verbalisations. From the point of a longitudinal study, the analysis of a part
of the collected TAP in the manner of a cross-sectional study did not seem
meaningful. Therefore, I refrained from a comparative analysis of the
different types of verbalisations and their occurrence in the different
phases. Expressed in terms of the TAP analysis, indicators for problem
identification that are related to the category of ST processing, independent
of whether they concern text comprehension or linguistic analysis, can start
chained activity. This chain, which despite the label is not necessarily a
                                           
17 See for example Jääskeläinen 1999, Norberg 2003, and Englund Dimitrova 2005.
18 Cf. note 10, p. 139.
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linear process, can have a temporary focus in tentative translation variants
that are accomplished after processing and verbalising decision criteria, all
of which in turn are actions related to TT production/drafting. Thus, the
processing taking place while the translators do their work can best be
depicted as a spiral, where the problem-solving activities trigger each other,
starting with ST processing and ending with refining the TT produced. This
intermediary result subsequently becomes the starting point for a new spiral
of processing. The use of reference material by the participants, and the
gaps that are left temporarily in the TT produced also trigger further
processing activities for ST processing and for TT production. The
translating process examined here therefore expands in more than one
dimension. The idea of translation being a linear mental process that can be
described and analysed as steps in clearly defined problem-solving
activities which follow upon each other like beads on a string seems to be
an insufficient description of the actual process. This finding does not deny
the fact that all processing is sentence-based and therefore appears to be
linear, a finding which is supported by earlier cross-sectional studies,19

where it was shown to be true in particular for non-professional translators
or students.

Although the ScriptLog20 logging files were analysed within the
same reference frame as the parallel TAP, I obtained few significant
findings from this analysis, which is partly due to the absence of a common
time frame for ScriptLog and TAP. It was not possible to systematically
determine which TAP segments were exactly parallel to which segments in
the ScriptLog. Another circumstance that made it difficult to compare
segments of TAP and ScriptLog and uncover overlapping patterns is the
fact that a logging file generated in one session but based on a text and
therefore a text file the writer already had worked with in a previous
session with ScriptLog does not include or make the older text visible.
Only the changes made in the new session together with a large number of
command symbols that show the pattern of the physical movements appear
in the new text file. This file displays the movements the writer made on
the keyboard without giving enough information about what has been
moved or changed in the text.
                                           
19 Krings 1986 and Jonasson 1998.
20 Examples of ScriptLog logging files can be found in the appendix. Due to space
restrictions only the files of TT 4 Grossman for all participants could be included.
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The parallel analysis of TAP and ScriptLog showed that in the kind of
processing that takes place while handling such a complex problem-solving
activity as translating, the bits and pieces of the problem, i.e. the items or
units attended to, are not dealt with in isolation. Every problematic unit or
item is treated under different aspects. These aspects then interrelate and
form the basis for a temporary or even a final result. The decision of
whether the solution is final or not lies entirely in the hands of the
translator. This is also indirectly confirmed by the fact that the analysis of
the ScriptLog logging files indicates that the amount of pause time
implying physical inactivity in front of the computer is much larger than
productive writing time. In other words, the participants spent presumably
more time processing than actively producing a text, which is a result that
corresponds to findings in some of the cross-sectional studies.21

The analysis of the TAP and the ScriptLog logging files displayed a
change in the features and manner of processing over time. The success of
this circular processing, where all units are attended to within activity
chains triggered by associative subsequent actions following from the
successful solution of one unit or item, is basically not dependent on an
advanced routine or proficiency as a translator. What changes with time is
the nature of the processing, partly because of the more advanced routine
the participants gained. As the participants became more competent, they
also included more and more relevant features into their considerations
when processing. Initially, the inexperienced participant/translator was
more occupied with superficial problems like lexical understanding, plain
syntactic analysis on the sentence level, and the rendering of intact TT
sentences without omissions or gaps due to lack of knowledge. At the end
point of the study, these types of problem-solving processes still occurred
but to a much lesser extent, and the analysis of the verbalisations shows a
change in character over time towards a more comprehensive approach to
the unit or item attended to. The participants thus became increasingly
concerned about in-depth textual and linguistic analysis and comprehension
of the ST. They also verbalised increasingly about the production of a TT
as a complete text, including restructuring and rephrasing and the
adjustment of the produced text to TL demands as well as the potential
impact on the intended reader that their choices might have. These are all

                                           
21 Cf. Jääskeläinen 1999 and Englund Dimitrova 2005.
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features which are considered to be characteristics of a competent and
proficient translator, according to theories presented among others by
Chesterman22.

The participants’ general approach to the working process as such
did not change considerately over time. They all worked in a more or less
linear manner from sentence to sentence in the first as well as in the last
task. But the attitude regarding the treatment of difficulties or problems that
occur during the process gradually changed from a local to a more global
approach. The participants also kept to the operating procedure of pre-
writing, writing, and post-writing phases for all the tasks. However, the
exact nature of the working process performed in each of these phases was
the result of individual choice. The significance of this will become clear
when we bear in mind that one participant integrated almost all of his
revising into the writing phase, whereas another left it entirely to the post-
writing phase. This also depended on the text type of the ST and the
intended purpose of the TT. Concerning the general approach towards
managing the procedures that characterize the translating process, each
participant went through an individual development process, during which
s/he became more professional in the sense discussed by for example
Risku23. However, these individual differences are not differences in kind
but in degree. I will return to them in the individual profiles in chapter 7.

Verbalisations concerning the use of reference material in general
contribute more to the individual profiles of the participants than they tell
about general changes in processing due to more experience and growing
proficiency. All the participants used reference material to a large extent in
all the translation tasks that were performed with concurrent verbalisations,
and they also verbalised extensively concerning the use of reference
material. There was no noticeable increase or decrease over time. Each
participant had his/her own pattern of using reference materials, which was
not altered considerably during the study.

One aspect of the translation process is only mentioned and not
further evaluated or related to findings in this or previous cross-sectional
studies. The participants responded differently to the situation in which
they had to produce those translations that included the recordings of their
verbalisations and the use of unfamiliar computer software. Their
                                           
22 Cf. Chesterman 1997 and the five stages of expertise referred to in section 3.3.
23 Cf. Risku 1998.
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behaviour in this particular setting mirrored personal circumstances and
inclinations, which became most conspicuous in the amount of
verbalisations produced. Fredrik produced about 12 hours of concurrent
verbalisations for all of his three tasks whereas Lennart only produced 8
hours and Ellinor about 10 hours of recordings. In the first place, this
quantitative difference does not tell anything of the quality of the
verbalisations, but it tells us something about the ease or difficulty each
participant had working with their tasks and coping with the setting in
which they had to work. Still, this difference consequently influenced my
choice of examples discussed in this chapter, which is the reason why there
are many more examples from Fredrik’s and Ellinor’s TAP than from
Lennart’s.

In addition to the mapping of the translation process in a small
number of individuals, I identified certain features that are common traits
in their development, which can be used in transforming translator training
in the future. The strategies commonly used by the participants for
translating participle and converb constructions are determined by the fact
that the two grammatical categories represent a systematic difference and,
in the case of participles, also partially similarities in the two languages.
Here, we can detect a change in the verbalisations through the first to the
last TT for all three participants. All participants started by using the
standard solutions they presumably had learned while studying Russian.
Next, the participants began to expand and diversify their repertoire of
possible solutions. The expansion is mainly confined to developing the
standard solutions, but in the verbalisations to the third task we find
instances of innovative problem-solving concerning participles and
converbs.24 This tendency does not continue into the fourth task. Here time
and the impact of the fact that none of the participants was active as a
translator at the time of the fourth task played a decisive role. I assume that
the participants did not develop towards greater proficiency and
competence because they did not continue to work with translation after
finishing the training course and therefore stopped gaining routine. This
shows that translator skills and consequently competence as a translator

                                           
24 Cf. example 6:10, p. 145, and 6:11, p. 146 where Fredrik and Lennart render a
converb and a participle, respectively, according to translation principles that entail
rephrasing and restructuring of the TT.
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have to be maintained and developed by working with translation as
suggested by Shreve (1997:125).
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7 Translators’ profiles

In the preceding chapters of this study, I presented different types of
analysis of the translation products and the processes of three translator
students and their results. In doing so, I intended to track the participants’
individual development as translators as a chronological process starting
with the Entrance test to the translator-training course in Russian in May
1993 up to a point in time during the summer of 1998 three years after this
course was formally finished, i.e. over a period of five years. The aim was
to map the process of their developing translator skills, competence, and
routine and, if possible, to discover which factors can influence their
performance. The resulting mappings and the profiles of the three
individuals are presented in this chapter.

I shall present a picture of the individual development of the
translators’ competence, i.e. a chronological, descriptive profile for each
participant that will take as its starting point the conditions and
circumstances that characterised them individually when they began their
training as translators. The frame of reference includes their initially
expressed beliefs about translation and about the kind of approach a
translator should take towards his/her task are verbalised in the TAP. The
focus here lies on the changes that occurred or possibly could occur during
this process of acquiring translator skills and competence. The participants’
profiles are based on the findings in the comparative text analysis of all the
TTs that each individual produced and the concurrent TAP/ScriptLog
analysis of the three later tasks in the study.

7.1 Ellinor
Ellinor defined her personal standards for translation already in the first
task, i.e. the Entrance test. She obviously did not do that in the form of an
overt declaration verbalised in a TAP, because there was no recording of
concurrent verbalisations during this task. Nevertheless, the translation that
Ellinor produced shows signs that indicate what standards she used as her
reference when approaching the task. These traits then recurred in the
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following tasks with concurrent TAP, where she also verbalised about
them. The observed particularities turned out to be characteristic for this
participant and can be found to a higher or lesser degree in all four of her
tasks, in both the products and the verbalisations during the five years the
study covers.

Ellinor’s standards can best be described using the notion of fidelity
to the ST and the ST author and as characterised by SL-oriented translating
patterns. They materialize in features that show signs of a close modelling
of her TT on the corresponding ST, in terms of the lexicon, the
grammatical and syntactical constructions, but also stylistic norms and
conventions. These features are substantiated by verbalisations of
principles that acknowledge the underlying beliefs used to justify her
preferences and choices while translating.

Ellinor’s Entrance test TT is the shortest of all three individual TT
versions, as judged by the word count. Her TT is longer than the ST, a fact
that is mainly due to linguistic differences between Russian and Swedish
on a system level.1 It contains 179 words compared with the 145 of the ST.
This relative brevity is one of the distinguishing traits which place Ellinor’s
TT nearer to the adequate end of a continuum where adequate indicates
orientation towards the ST and the SL. Her approach is further reflected in
the fact that her TT has the highest percentage of nouns of the three TT
versions of the Entrance test (30%), which reflects a reproduction of the
Russian tendency towards nominal constructions. One additional
characteristic exhibiting Ellinor’s preferences while translating is the fact
that she has the highest number of participles in her TT compared with the
two other participants’ TTs2. This detail reflects her tacit aspiration to be as
faithful to the ST as possible, and in order to achieve that, she utilized in
her TT the grammatical and syntactical features of Swedish that are similar
to Russian ones. These traits are also the main source for the prevailing
impression of quasi-correctness in her TT, which are comparable to the
features described by Papp (1972).

                                           
1 Cf. chapter 5, tables 5.1 and 5.2.
2 Cf. numbers and percentage for all texts: ST 7 = 5%, Ellinor 4 = 2.5%, Fredrik 1 =
<1% and Lennart 3 = 1.5%.
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Written Russian is perceived by L2 speakers and translators3 as a language
prone to a nominal style, whereas written Swedish prefers a verbal style to
nominal constructions (Lyngfelt 2002:9)4. Thus, a relatively large number
of nouns in a text combined with a lower number of verbs represents a
departure from the Swedish usage norm.

The Entrance test is a text, which has to comply with divergent
expectations compared with the other three tasks, because of its function as
an examination task.5 It is not a simulated professional translation and has
as such a quite different brief from the other three. Therefore, it is
important to keep in mind that the participants did make an effort to
conform to these expectations when translating the ST. This effort is most
clearly observable in Ellinor’s TT. In her later translations, which are
accompanied by concurrent verbalisations, she made the desire to produce
faithful TTs explicit in the translation principles attributed to TT
production. These are also expressed in, for example, the interview with
Ellinor that was conducted as a follow–up to the first session of the third
task. The following table shows an excerpt from that interview, which was
conducted by Englund Dimitrova as part of her research for her study on
expertise and explicitation6.

Table 7.1 Interview in TAP 9411107

E personligen så / har jag lite emot / när /
översättare såhär tolkar (ohörbart) platser
där man faktiskt inte vet / jag jag

well personally / I am a little against /
when / translators interpret like this
(inaudible) places where you actually
don’t know / I I

B mmh mmh
E tycker att det är / för att läser man den

svenska texten så / det har jag kollat med
folk som jag känner som bara kan
svenska texten att / de tror / de är säkra
på / de litar på översättaren

think that it is / because if you read the
swedish text / I did check with people I
know who know only swedish the text
to / they believe / they are sure / they
trust the translator                                           

3 As far as I know no study exists that can confirm this observation. It is based on my
personal experience as a translator and teacher. The participants in this study made
similar observations, which surfaced in the interviews and warm-up recordings.
4 Magnusson 1998:239 discussed similar differences regarding the language pair
Swedish-German from the perspective of the translator.
5 Cf. section 4.5.1.
6 Cf. Englund Dimitrova 2005.
7 All translations of TAP into English are mine. The translations do not pretend to be
grammatically and stylistically correct renderings of the ST. They are intended to reflect
the sense of what is being said.
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på / de litar på översättaren trust the translator
B jah yeah
E de tror att det står / så som det står i

originalet
they believe that it says / it says the
same as in the original

B ja / ja yes / yes
E och då tycker jag att man ibland kan /

föra läsaren på fel håll liksom / jag tycker
att det är bättre att behålla /

and therefore I think that you
sometimes can / lead the reader astray
so to say / I think it is better to keep /

B mh / mh mh / mh
E ordet så får man väl bestämma the word so that you can decide
B jah yeah
E själv så att säga yourself so to speak
B ja / ja // jo / jag har förstått det på ditt sätt

att arbeta att du är
yes / yes // well / I have understood
from your way of working that you are

E jaaa yes-yes
B väldigt noga med / med att verkligen gå

in vad som står i texten
extremely careful with / to really
represent what is written in the text

E ja därför att jag vet nämligen att // man /
man / när man läser en svensk text så tror
man att det är / så här stod det

yes because I happen to know that //
you / you / when you read a swedish
text you believe that it is / it says
exactly like that

B jah yeah
E och // and //
B mmh mmhh
E och så drar man slutsatser om författaren

och / dens åsikter / om personerna i
boken och så vidare

and then you draw conclusions about
the writer and / his opinions / about the
characters in the book and so on

B mmh mmh
E man tänker inte på att det är en

översättning / faktiskt
you don’t think about it being a
translation / really

B neej no
E även / inte ens när m- / när jag till

exempel läser en översättning från / tyska
säger vi / och jag vet att det är en
översättning och jag borde ju / om nån /
vara medveten om det så tänker man inte
på det ändå

although / not even when y-/ when I for
example read a translation from /
german let’s say / and I know it is a
translation and I should / if anyone / be
conscious about that but you don’t
think about it anyway

B nej no
E så att // jaa therefore // yeah
B mmh mmh
E man tycker att det är viktigt att / you think it is important to /
B jah yeah
E att inte liksom / fö- / föra på fel spår not to so to say / le- / lead onto the

wrong track
E = Ellinor
B = Birgitta Englund Dimitrova
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In the interview quoted above, Ellinor explicitly questioned the right of a
translator to interpret the ST because it could (in her opinion) lead to a
violation of the ST author’s intentions. She also assumed that the reader of
a translation does not usually consider the fact that a text is a translation
and justified this assumption by giving her own attitude to translated texts
as an example. The main strategy that Ellinor used to accomplish her
designated goal, i.e. to be as faithful to the ST as possible, was to repeat as
much of the Russian syntactic structures in her TT as possible and
transform them into Swedish ones. This strategy is supported by her
tendency to cling to “first meanings”, i.e. the literal translations of lexical
units that can be found as first entries in dictionaries, without perceptibly
considering the context in which the word or unit is embedded.8 Her
tendency towards modelling the TT very closely on the ST became less
apparent in the course of this study, with the result that she relied more on
her own judgement of how to render a certain lexical unit in the last task,
hereby considering and integrating the context of the ST and the situational
context of the discourse theme into her decision on how to proceed. Within
her profile I consider this change a major development and a sign of
growing competence that could be situated at the level of stage 3 or even 4,
according to Chesterman’s expertise model. The following TAP excerpt
from task 4 (Grossman) gives an example of her way of thinking that is
connected to this strategy.

TAP 980516
E: så är det frågan om vad står det där i första meningen står det där
författaren och sen står det Vasilij Grossman / jag skulle tycka att det
känns mer naturligt att vända på det egentligen / emmh men också det
faktum att / här står det ordagrant då att (ohörbart) vännen på vilken man
kan lita men det / det låter inte så bra på svenska / ehh / nu ska vi se
(skriver) även också det faktum att / jag skulle hellre vilja skriva han
istället för Vasilij Grossman här / men jag skriver i parentes får vi se /
(skriver)
(the question is now what the first sentence really means does it say the
writer and then it says Vasilij Grossman / I would rather think that it feels
more natural to turn that around / emmh but also the fact that / here it says
literally that (inaudible) the friend on whom you can rely but that doesn’t
sound so good in swedish / ehh / let’s see now (writes) but also the fact
that / I would rather like to write he instead of Vasilij Grossman here / but
I put it in brackets and then we’ll see / (writes))

                                           
8 Cf. the analysis of Ellinor’s Sputnik TT, especially the examples 5:19 and 5:10, on pp.
72 - 74, section 5.2.2.
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Ellinor’s TT of the second text shows a partly different picture compared
with the TT of the first task. To begin with, there are the same tendencies
as in the TTs of task 1, such as for example a considerable increase in the
total number of words, reproduced in the table concerning the second task
TTs.9 This increase is not unique for Ellinor but applies in fact to all three
participants. However, the fact that the three STs for the second task were
representatives of very different text types significantly influenced the
participants’ approaches to translating these texts. Ellinor’s second task ST
is a narrative and informative news magazine text and by far the longest of
all the three second-task texts, and it is located nearer the TL-oriented end
of the scale.

The number of words in Ellinor’s TT increased with 29.5%
compared with the number of words in this task’s ST. The difference in the
percentage10 of nouns compared with verbs is much smaller in Ellinor’s
Sputnik TT (21.5% nouns and 16.5% verbs) than in the other TTs of the
second task (Fredrik’s Contract TT has 38.5% nouns and 7% verbs and
Lennart’s Certificate TT has 34% nouns and 4.5% verbs). The share of
prepositions (20.5%) in Ellinor’s TT is also more in line with that in the
TTs of text 1 than in the other second-task TTs (16% and 8% respectively).
I see this as a mere coincidence because the text types (list and highly
formalised performative text) of the other two second-task texts, i.e. the
Contract text and the Certificate texts, tend to have a more nominal style in
Swedish too, whereas for a text like the narrative Sputnik ST, verbal
constructions are preferred to nominal even in Russian. Presumably, the
impulse to model one’s TT on the ST is weaker when one has to produce a
narrative text but more compelling when the ST is a formalised text like
Fredrik’s and Lennart’s second-task STs. Thus, the Sputnik text, being a
narrative text, allows the translator to be more flexible.

In Ellinor’s TTs of the third and fourth task, the pattern is repeated
that already showed up in task 1, i.e. that her TT has the smallest number of
words compared with the other two TTs of the same task. The three texts of
each task are not always comparable as translation tasks, as we have seen
in the second task, but in the third task we can directly compare Ellinor’s
translation to Fredrik’s TT of the same text. We find few quantitative
differences between them besides the fact that Ellinor used fewer words for
                                           
9 See table 5.1, p. 105, and table 5.3, p. 107 in section 5.3.
10 The calculations are given in note 21, p. 106 in section 5.3.
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her TT than Fredrik did. But similarities in quantity do not tell the whole
tale about the two translations or their creators. Ellinor stayed faithful to
her declared translation principles even in the third task, and as a result she
reproduced the syntactic constructions of the ST as far as possible in her
TT. By now, she had developed her ability to look for novel solutions by
going deeper into the ST with her analysis and interpretation than at the
time of the first two tasks. The context and situational context had become
more important for her decisions in the course of her translation process.
This is confirmed by her verbalisations in the TAP to this task. At this
point in time, she had even modified her approach to such problematical
items as converbs or participles by expanding her range of solutions and
developing varieties to the standard solutions she had used earlier.11 The
excerpt below illustrates Ellinor’s reasoning when confronted with a
problematic construction in the Ševčenko text (third task) that involved
restructuring of the TT sentence.

TAP 941101
E: demokratiskt sinnade / kanske /ehm // -iskt sinnade och / och
inflytelserika // hmm / (bläddrar) // hm / inf- / demokratiskt sinnande och
inflytelserika // bör byta plats på dem egentligen / inflytelserika och
demokratiskt sinnade // nej jag tror jag byter plats faktiskt jag tar och byter
plats på inflytelserika / för att det är / annars blir det / i och med att det är
ett adjektiv före demokratiskt sinnade och inflytelserika / jag tycker att det
låter fel för annars blir det / demokratiskt skulle i princip kunna hänföra
sig till inflytelserika också / därför säjer jag så
(democratically minded / maybe / ehm / -ally minded and / and influential
// hmm / (leafing) // hm / inf- / democratically minded and influential //
should change their places really / influential and democratically minded //
no I think I’ll actually change places I take and change place for
influential / because it is / otherwise it will become / because there is an
adjective before democratically minded and influential / I believe it
sounds wrong because it could become / democratically minded could in
principle also belong to influential / that’s why I do that

After the third-task translation, Ellinor’s development of skills did not
advance to further proficiency and competence. Her translation of the
Grossman text (fourth task) has the same basic characteristics as the earlier
Ševčenko text (third task), with the exception of some more elaborate
solutions for participle and converb constructions. Concerning especially
the rendering of predicative participles, which would normally be conveyed

                                           
11 Cf. table 5.10 p. 119 f, section 5.4.
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by passive constructions in Swedish, the active verbal constructions with
perfect or pluperfect that Ellinor used here are an improvement. The same
holds for the rendering of the one converb in this text, which operates in
the ST to indicate simultaneity between the matrix clause and the converb
construction. Ellinor’s solution with a concessive clause is again a
development of a standard solution that, although it does not actually
convey simultaneity, clarifies the temporal relationship and the type of
connection between the main clause and dependent clause in Swedish. The
solutions show that by now she considered the semantics of participles and
converbs more important for her rendering than before, and because of that
she also incorporated the context into her decisions for the translation of
these construction units. Except for this development of her skills and thus
also of her competence as a translator, the translation of the fourth task
takes us back to her first-task translation, which is in both cases due to
Ellinor’s ambition to produce a faithful and adequate rendering of the text.

Ellinor’s profile shows a development of her translation skills and
translator competence which characterise all her translations in this study,
starting out with a set of beliefs about how one should translate. The
actions and decisions that she takes all fall back on the aspiration to create
renderings that are as close to the ST as possible. There is an evident
development from a superficial lexical and grammatical to a more profound
contextual analysis of the ST, which in turn also enhanced the quality of
the translations. The observed halt in Ellinor’s development between the
third task and the fourth task could be explained by the fact that she did not
work with translations during the three years between the end of the
translator-training course and the time of the last session and thus did not
train or improve her skills as a translator at all.12

The question of whether emotional and affective states and
predispositions can influence the performance and thus also the
development of a translator was only touched upon and could not be
sufficiently answered within this study due to restrictions of time and
space. When analysing the TAPs, I did observe however that insecurity
and/or self-confidence or lack thereof (states and inclinations that are
verbalised about in the TAP) go hand in hand with a certain approach to the
translation task. In the case of Ellinor, this is reflected in her tendency to
                                           
12 I asked Ellinor questions about her current working situation prior to her task 4
translating session 16-05-1998.
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produce faithful or adequate translations and to double-check in
dictionaries and other reference material, thus considering the reference
material as a more reliable source of information than her own knowledge
and abilities. It also mirrors her expressed ambition to be as close to the ST
as possible because the translation otherwise might lead the reader to an
interpretation that was not intended by the author of the ST. Furthermore, I
interpret the lack of confidence that showed in Ellinor’s behaviour during
the recorded sessions as directly connected to her expressed principles and
beliefs. All Ellinor’s TTs are closely modelled on the ST as a result of her
preferred translation approach, which in turn is influenced by her beliefs
and by her psychological disposition. It should however be pointed out that
there is no general relation between the adequacy of a text and it being
quasi-correct, although I would say that choosing a more adequate
approach often results in quasi-correctness in the translated text.

7.2 Fredrik
Fredrik defined his beliefs and standards for how he felt that a translator
should work to a great extent in his verbalisations. His three TTs that were
produced with concurrent verbalisations display similar features. The
recordings (TAP and ScriptLog) from his three working processes also
present similar reflections, comments and patterns. The first task TT, on the
other hand, which he produced without verbalising, conveyed many traits
that can be associated exclusively with the nature of that particular task.

Fredrik apparently aimed to match the expectations that he assumed
were coupled to this examination task. In his rendering of the Entrance text,
he quite obviously wanted to prove to the examiner(s) that his command of
Russian was sufficient to gain him entrance to the translator-training
course. He therefore gave alternative renderings in brackets in several
places in his TT, despite the fact that the instructions to the examination
prohibited this. This is the main reason why the number of words in his
first task TT increased by 43.5% compared with the ST (208 words), which
is considerably more than in the TTs of Ellinor and Lennart.13 A closer
examination of these alternative translations of words and phrases shows
that he offered here a first choice rendering of what could be said to be a
                                           
13 Cf. table 5.2, p. 107.
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more suitable version of the item in question than the second choice in
brackets. The second choice renderings are positioned more towards the
adequate end of the adequate/acceptable continuum described by Toury.

By doing so, he was already defining his general approach to
translation, although only indirectly. In the TAPs to later tasks, for example
when verbalising about his second task ST (a formalised text that also has
informative and performative functions), he then confirmed and specified
this approach explicitly. The following example is an excerpt from the
warm-up talk prior to his first session with his second task. Fredrik’s
reflections illustrate how he looks on his own working process at the same
time as he expresses principles that serve him as general guidelines.
Interestingly he also commented on the fact that he had changed his
principles without telling when this occurred, however.14

Table 7.2 Warming-up in TAP 940216

F […] nuförtiden så tar jag tar jag texten och
översätter den väldigt rakt alltså gör en
grov översättning / eeh och när det är
kortare texter utan att eeh utan att
egentligen att ha tittat igenom den

[…] nowadays I take the I take the text
and translate it very straight on I mean I
do a raw translation / eeh and when it is
a short text without ehh without really
looking through it in advance

B mmmh mmmh
F ehh jag läser alltså inte igenom hela texten

först / ehh
ehh I mean I don’t read through the
whole text / ehh

B nuförtiden säger du har det ändrat sig
alltså

nowadays you say did you change this
by any chance

F

F

ja ja det det var för tidskrävande innan att
först läsa igenom hela texten för att det det
motsvarar liksom inte det blev inte bra när
jag sen gjorde första översättningen så det
spelar ingen större roll / ehh ff / man får ju
vara (skratt) ändras med tiden liksom / och
sen så efter det så stuvar jag om det och
gör ehh gör korrekt svensson så korrekt
som möjlig svenska av det hela och
försöker bygga ihop då / texten göra den
sammanhängande helt enkelt

yes yes it it was too time consuming
before to read through the whole text
first because it did not correspond so to
speak it did not result in a better first
translation so didn’t really / ehh ff / you
should be able to (laugh) change so to
speak / and then after that I rearrange
things and make a correct swedish as
correct as possible swedish of the whole
thing and try to build together / the text
make it as coherent as possible really

B brukar du göra det / ehh enbart utifrån den
svenska texten då alltså den din ditt första
förslag eller gör du det genom att också
titta

do you usually do this / ehh only on the
basis of the swedish text I mean the
you’re your first proposal or do you also
look at

F huvudsakligen brukar jag göra det utifrån
jag lägger ju undan den ryska texten och
sen går jag in och kontrollerar vissa ord
som jag ehh som jag är osäker på / ehh
men sen brukar jag dessutom ha ett tredje
ehh stadium om jag hinner att att / titta på
det igen efter nån dag med friska ögon så
att säja

as a rule I tend to do it on the basis of I
always put away the russian text and
then I go and check certain words I am
uncertain about / ehh but after that I
usually have a an additional third ehh
stage if I have the time where I where I
/ look at it again a day or so later with
clean eyes so to speak

                                           
14 Cf. also example 6:2, p. 139.
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jag lägger ju undan den ryska texten och
sen går jag in och kontrollerar vissa ord
som jag ehh som jag är osäker på / ehh
men sen brukar jag dessutom ha ett tredje
ehh stadium om jag hinner att att / titta på
det igen efter nån dag med friska ögon så
att säja

always put away the russian text and
then I go and check certain words I am
uncertain about / ehh but after that I
usually have a an additional third ehh
stage if I have the time where I where I
/ look at it again a day or so later with
clean eyes so to speak

B men dom här två första stadierna dom
brukar du göra på en och samma dag då
kanske

but these first two stages these stages
you usually do in one and the same day
maybe

F det brukar jag göra även om det ibland kan
gå nåra timmar emellan jag låter det vila
litegrand […]

I usually do them on the same day but it
happens that some hours pass inbetween
I let it rest a little […]

F: Fredrik
B: Birgitta Englund Dimitrova

Fredrik developed the approach that he described in the above TAP excerpt
even further in all the subsequent translation tasks. He developed right
from the beginning a translating and revising procedure that had several
sub-phases built into the writing and the post-writing phases, and he
worked through his text in spiral movements integrating almost all his
revising activities into the actual production of his TT. In a final post-
writing phase, he made the last adjustments in an already existing revised
and complete text. He also explicitly stated that his aim is to produce an
acceptable Swedish text, and a great part of his revising activities were
spent achieving that aspiration. This approach is reflected in his second-
task TT and in the concurrent TAP as well, illustrated among other things
by the quote below.

TAP 940216
F: få se är det ispol’nitelnyj / mhh / i.o. sen så förkortningen här / ehh / jag
funderar på vad vi säger på svenska / ehh / (ohörbart) verkställande
(let’s see is this ispol’nitelnyj / mhh / i.o. and then the abbreviation here /
ehh / I am unsure what we say in swedish / ehh / (inaudible) executive)

Fredrik’s second-task TT has certain deficiencies, but it does not give any
impression of closeness to the ST or quasi-correctness, which is probably
due to his ambition to create an acceptable Swedish text for a Swedish
readership. Fredrik’s capacity to analyse his ST beyond the superficial
lexical and syntactical levels (thus integrating normative considerations),
his knowledge of Swedish style, and his creative use of general world-
knowledge were already visible in this task. These are features suggesting a
stage 4 level of competence (cf. Chesterman 1997) for Fredrik. A factor
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contributing to this might be the text type of his second task, a highly
formalised but also quite informative text, for which there is a standard
model available in Swedish. Fredrik apparently knew how to create a text
of this type, and he used this knowledge and experience when translating
the text. His principles and beliefs were thus from the beginning guided by
his knowledge and skill in producing Swedish texts, which he also
verbalised about quite extensively. Fredrik was the participant, who
verbalised the most in this study, and in addition, he provided a larger
number of qualitatively significant comments than the other two. His
verbalisations also contained a number of reflections about grammatical
and syntactical constructions and how he would treat them in the context of
his renderings.

Concerning converbs and participles, which I had intended to
analyse as special indicators in the texts, is he the one participant who did
explicitly verbalise about these elements15. I consider that to be a sign of
more profound analysis and an attempt towards text comprehension that
includes the significance of textual context. All the above-mentioned
features started to appear in Fredrik’s TT and the TAP of his second task,
and they reveal that he had a considerable level of proficiency at this point
in time, which probably had its roots in his previous experience as a
writer/journalist. On the basis of the results from the analysis of TT and
TAP from the first two tasks, I expected Fredrik to develop his skills and
competence even more at the time of the third and fourth tasks. There was
indeed a development to be seen at the time of his task 3. If we compare
Fredrik’s task 3 TT with Ellinor’s, who translated the same ST for her third
task at almost the same point in time, we will find differences in the TTs
that reflect these two participants’ general approaches to translation and
their different levels of competence. These differences are not reflected in
the quantitative analysis I conducted, which is illustrated by the table for
the third-task TT from section 5.3 and shown below without the count for
Lennart’s TT. Judging only by the figures in this table, one could conclude
that in fact the two TTs of the third task produced by Ellinor and Fredrik
are rather similar texts.

                                           
15 His reflections about a converb are found in example 6:29, p. 162 (TAP 941111).
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Table 7.3 Ševčenko text in numbers

TT 3 sentences words nouns verbs prepositions
conjunctions

participles

Ellinor 31 543 (100%) 136 (25%) 68
(12.5%)

109 (20%) 14 (2.5%)

Fredrik 30 552 (100%) 144 (26%) 69
(12.5%)

98 (18%) 12 (2%)

Instead, the differences between these two participants become clear in the
text analysis of the TTs and in the analysis of the verbalisations in the
concurrent TAP. Fredrik reflected about grammatical and stylistic issues in
terms of adjustment to the norms of comparable Swedish texts and how to
handle these demands in his working process, whereas Ellinor was mainly
occupied with lexical issues and the correct rendering of the ST in terms of
adequacy relations towards the ST/SL. Fredrik also verbalised about the
possible reception of his TT and the intended target reader of his text as
part of the translation brief, which is considered to be a sign of growing
translator competence by both Risku (1998) and Chesterman (1997). He
furthermore decided to alter the style of his TT and adjust it to the purpose
he was given in the translation brief, which differed from the original
purpose of the ST. The TAP quotation below is from the very beginning of
Fredrik’s first TAP to the third task, illustrating his reflections concerning
the above-mentioned alterations.

Table 7.4 TAP 941111

[…] alltså izvetjnoe stremlenie /trudovogo
naroda Ukrainy / det där får vi skippa om
det bara ska till en svensk utställning idag /
så finns det ingen mening med det här med
arbetande folket / låter bara löjligt /
(bläddrar) // […] eftersom / det inte ska
vara någon / ehm / stilistisk studie av
sovjetspråket / så tycker jag att man / ehm /
utan att blinka kan / ehm / kan ta bort alla
de här typiska / ehm / sovjetepiteteten / när
de dyker upp i texter / det / råder ju delade
meningar om / om man kan göra det eller
inte men jag tycker att / när det är
budskapet som är det viktiga som i det här
fallet så / och inte stilen så tycker jag gott
att man kan göra det

[…] well izvechnoe stremlenie / trudovogo
naroda Ukrainy / this we will have to skip
that if it is meant for a swedish exhibition
today / it makes no sense to take in this
working people / it is only ridiculous /
(leafing) // […] because / it is not supposed
to be a / ehm / style study of soviet
language / therefore I believe that you can
/ ehm / without hesitation can / ehm / can
take away all these typical soviet phrases /
when they appear in texts / there / there are
different opinions about / about this if you
are allowed to do it or not but I believe that
/ if it is the message that is important like
in this case / and not the style I really think
you should do it

Verbalisation concerning the task 3 text (Ševčenko)
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The above verbalisation is a rather typical example of Fredrik’s way of
reasoning when coming across units or items that had a specific cultural
dimension in the ST. They illustrate that he took the situational context into
account when making decisions about how he would translate such
elements. Fredrik developed his ability and skills as a translator
considerably during the time of the translator-training course, which is
reflected in his TTs and the verbalisations in the TAPs. In addition, his
previous experience as a journalist and his personal confidence in what he
was doing clearly influenced his working process and the actual rendering
in a certain direction. I therefore expected him to have developed even
more towards being a competent translator when we met for the sessions
with the fourth-task ST three years after finishing the course in 1998. It
turned out, however, that Fredrik was not working with translation at all
and in fact never had done since he finished the course in 1995. He had
returned to his previous occupation as a journalist.16 I assumed that this
might be the reason why the analysis of his fourth-task TT and the
concurrent TAP basically displayed a level of performance similar to the
third task. He did not acquire more routine in translating since the end of
the course, while on the other hand his confidence and skills as a writer had
grown due to his extended experience, but skills as a translator had not
developed to the same extent. This is illustrated by a quote from the TAP
of the first session with the task 4 ST.

Table 7.5 TAP 980812

jag tror att jag kommer att göra en / rak
grovöversättning till att börja med ehh / ja /
för att sedan skriva om den eftersom jag ser
ehh /eftersom jag ser att det här är äh (fniss)
en text i den klassiska tråkiga (fniss) ryska
traditionen som ehh / gör att jag måste vända
ut och in bak och fram på hela texten sedan
efteråt / för att få ordning på den så jag
kommer inte att klara eeh klara att göra en
elegant ehh på första försöket // frågan är
också / eller frågan kanske är främst vilken
svenska stilnivå den bör hålla / nu var det så
länge sen som jag / översatte rysk text och just
det här ganska snirkliga ryska sättet att
uttrycka sig eeh / passar givetvis ganska illa
till mig från en svensk kultursida / kultursida
är det ordet jag kommer att tänka på / när det
gäller stilnivån […] jag börjar så ser vi hur
långt vi kommer // en sak kan jag säga redan
innan att och det det är ju väldigt lätt vad jag
minns att halka ur det halka in i källtextens
ehh / källtextens sätt att ehh / tänka mitt
uppdrag är ju då mer att presentera honom för
den svenska publiken och det är det jag får
försöka hålla i tankarna hela tiden

I think I am going to do a / straight
rough translation to start with ehh / yes
/ so that I later I can rewrite it because I
notice ehh / because I notice that this is
eeh (giggle) a text within the classical
boring (giggle) russian tradition which
eeh / causes me to turn the whole text in
and out and around afterwards / in order
to make it work so I won’t be able to
eehh able to do an elegant eeh in the
first attempt // the question is also / or
the question is maybe mostly what
swedish style level it should assume / it
was quite a while ago since I /
translated russian text and this rather
winding russian way to express oneself
eeh / fits me of course rather badly from
the point of view of swedish culture /
culture pages is the word I come to
think of / concerning the level of style
[…] I ‘ll start and we will see how far
we can come // one thing I can already
tell you beforehand that it is really very
easy as I recall to glide towards and slip
into the source text’s eeh / the source

                                           
16 I asked questions concerning Fredrik’s current work situation prior to the fourth task
session 12-08-1998. When asked about his professional background, he told me that he
had worked as a journalist before the translator-training course and that he had returned
to that kind of work after finishing the course.
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länge sen som jag / översatte rysk text och just
det här ganska snirkliga ryska sättet att
uttrycka sig eeh / passar givetvis ganska illa
till mig från en svensk kultursida / kultursida
är det ordet jag kommer att tänka på / när det
gäller stilnivån […] jag börjar så ser vi hur
långt vi kommer // en sak kan jag säga redan
innan att och det det är ju väldigt lätt vad jag
minns att halka ur det halka in i källtextens
ehh / källtextens sätt att ehh / tänka mitt
uppdrag är ju då mer att presentera honom för
den svenska publiken och det är det jag får
försöka hålla i tankarna hela tiden

swedish style level it should assume / it
was quite a while ago since I /
translated russian text and this rather
winding russian way to express oneself
eeh / fits me of course rather badly from
the point of view of swedish culture /
culture pages is the word I come to
think of / concerning the level of style
[…] I ‘ll start and we will see how far
we can come // one thing I can already
tell you beforehand that it is really very
easy as I recall to glide towards and slip
into the source text’s eeh / the source
text’s way of eeh / thinking but my task
really is to present him to the swedish
public and that is what I have to keep in
mind all the time

Verbalisation concerning the task 4 text (Grossman)

Fredrik’s fourth-task TT did not in any essential way differ from his third-
task TT in terms of the superficial features of the resulting text. He did use
a large portion of his repertoire as a Swedish writer to create an acceptable
Swedish TT. The overall result of his efforts was hampered, however, by a
lack of ST comprehension and relevant cultural knowledge. His general
approach and attitude towards the task, on the other hand, had a positive
influence on the resulting TT, as did his knowledge and basic skills in
transferring his ST. As a result, his development towards being a more
competent translator was not reflected in the product that emerged.

As already mentioned, Fredrik was the only participant who reflected
about possible complications that were connected to the participles and
converbs in the ST and who also made distinct verbalisations concerning
these constructions during the translating and recording sessions.
Nevertheless, his renderings of the participles and the occasional converb
were governed by standards that he had probably acquired when he studied
Russian as a foreign language. These standards were not questioned or
revised during the translator-training course and therefore remained
unchallenged unless the participant recognised them as problems. Contrary
to what I had assumed, the participants, including Fredrik, rarely seemed to
notice them at all or verbalise about the constructions they are part of. In
the task 4 TT, the strategy of relying on the standard solutions that were
learned when studying Russian became obvious when analysing Fredrik’s
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renderings of the eight participles and the one converb in the ST. I take the
fact that Fredrik reflected about these constructions in the TAP as a sign of
his capacity to comprehend and analyse the ST. He also creatively
employed his reasonably good knowledge of the SL in his translation.
These are two qualities in a translator which are considered to be signs of
growing competence (Chesterman 1997:151 f.).

In my opinion, Fredrik had left the beginner’s level behind at this
stage, but his performance was disturbed by his lack of professional
experience in translation. His case demonstrates that the level of skill in
different areas pertinent to translation influences the overall performance
and thus the general competence level of a translator.

In the table below, some of Fredrik’s strategies for translating
participles and the one converb in the task 4 ST are depicted. It illustrates
how he used and expanded the standard models for dealing with Russian
participles and converbs that he acquired during his language studies. His
creative expansions of the standard solution once learned are, for example,
the rendering of the predicatives обязаны ≈ ‘owing’ and была передана ≈
‘was delivered’ with a main clause containing a complex verbal
construction or a finite verb.

Table 7.6 Grossman text

стоившего
sentence 1
past active imperfective  reduced clause

kostade
sentence 2
preterite main clause

обязаны
sentence 4
perfective passive predicative

har […] vi att tacka för
sentence 7
verb phrase present + infinite main clause

сделанные
sentence 8
perfective passive long qualifier

utförda
sentence 11
perfect participle qualifier

скончавшейся
sentence 9
past active perfective reflexive qualifier

avlidna
sentence 12
perfect participle qualifier

была  передана
sentence 10
perfective passive past predicative

fick
sentence 13
preterite main clause

рискуя
sentence 12
converb imperfective
reduced clause simultaneity

som tog stora risker
sentence 15
preterite + noun phrase
relative clause

Fredrik’s translations of converbs and participles
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Fredrik’s development of his skills and competence as a translator
depended on his skills as a writer. He produced TTs that are primarily
Swedish texts. His lack of thorough understanding of the structure of the
SL and the systematic differences between the SL and TL that play an
important role while translating, and which in fact are the reason for a
number of translation problems, diminishes the range of his development.
Another factor contributing to the picture of Fredrik’s development was his
confidence in what he was doing. He displayed such a trust in his own
abilities in the recordings of concurrent verbalisations that his deficiencies
or lack of knowledge and/or comprehension scarcely influence his
translating process.

7.3 Lennart
The third participant, Lennart, shared the formal educational background
and other prerequisites for applying to the translator-training course with
the other two participants. In addition, he had spent 6 months studying as a
guest student at a Russian university that specialises in educating
translators and interpreters.17 Unlike Fredrik, he had no experience as a
Swedish writer, a condition, which he shared with Ellinor. His approach to
the first task, i.e. the Entrance test, differed somewhat from his two
colleagues in that the ambition to present a text that proved his command in
terms of the lexicon and grammar of Russian was not as pronounced in his
TT as it was in the task 1 TTs of Ellinor and Fredrik. His translation of the
Entrance test appeared to be more like a professional translation than an
examination test. A short way into the text, his task 1 TT demonstrated
features that are significant for Swedish texts, which I take as a sign that
Lennart did not care to produce a TT that displayed his command of
Russian only. Whether that was intentionally done or not cannot be proven,
but I interpret his TT as an attempt to show a more professional approach
in translating. Hence, I would also claim that Lennart already at this stage
had the ability to produce a TT that took into account the differences in text
organization between Russian and Swedish because he used specifically
Swedish syntactical constructions and other means as for example
discourse markers to produce a Swedish TT.
                                           
17 Reported in the interview 01-03-1994, conducted after the task 2 sessions.
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The analysis of his first product established that he had acquired an
approach to translation and a way of handling a ST, either by training or
intuitively, that would place him, at this point in time anyway, on a higher
competence level as a translator (stage 2 or 3) than the other two
participants. For reasons that are unclear to me and which I figure probably
have to do with his emotional state and/or inclination, he made some
lexical and text comprehension errors that affected his TT severely. Lexical
errors, mistakes, and miscomprehensions are phenomena, which occurred
repeatedly in Lennart’s TTs, thus influencing his performance and the
development of his translator skills. This observation and the result of the
analysis of Lennart’s TTs that showed his relatively high proficiency as a
producer of translations can be compared with the results in studies (Krings
1986 and Gerloff 1988) with foreign language students as participants,
whose deficient language skills also influenced their performance as
translators. I would therefore claim that lack of language skill does not
necessarily equal insufficient performance in translating.

While examining Lennart’s later TTs and the concurrent TAP, I
discovered another factor influencing his performance and thus setting his
results apart from his two colleagues. This factor was the specific SL text
type that he had to deal with in his second and third translation tasks. These
two STs were extremely formalised texts with a highly specialised
terminology (especially in the case of the third task) that required a broad
knowledge of the subject in question (the educational systems and legal
terms and the legal system in general in Russia and in Sweden). Lennart
did not possess this knowledge, nor was he able to acquire ad hoc a
sufficient amount of it to solve his rendering problems during the task 3
session. The second task, the Certificate texts, presented problems for him
in the form of cultural differences and conventions between SL and TL.
The second-task ST also did not offer opportunities for Lennart to create
Swedish texts in the sense of coherent pieces with clear textual features,
because they almost completely lack complete sentences, explicit
information structure indicators, cohesive devices, and other coherence
markers. For the second- and third-task STs, analogous Swedish SL text
models exist that he could have used to facilitate the translations, but in
order to do so one would have to have an extensive knowledge of the text
type and also experience in translating this particular kind of text. Lennart
apparently did not have any experience with this kind of translation task.
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These two tasks therefore posed a challenge to Lennart that he could not
match. Still, he did produce TTs and concurrent verbalisations to these
tasks that allowed me to draw general conclusions about his skills as a
translator, albeit his development with respect to competence is more
difficult to assess. In the interview that is part of the TAP to the second
task, Lennart is asked about his usual approach to a translation. In the
excerpts from this TAP given below, he then verbalised about how he
would approach his task and even about some of his problem-solving
activities for the mainly lexical problems he encountered. The excerpt is
from the beginning of the TAP to the first session with the second task
where he tells about his habits and principles when working with a
translation.

Table 7.7 Interview from TAP 940225

B jo då skulle jag först vilja fråga dig om
du har tittat på texten

well I would like to first ask you if you
have had a look at the text

L […] normalt sett när jag sätter mig ner
och översättar / är det sällan att jag tittar
på texten utan jag sätter på datorn och
sen eventuellt att jag läser igenom den
men oftast är det att när man läser
igenom det första gången kanske man
kommer på en bra fras på en gång och
jag är så himla rädd att jag skall glömma
bort den på en gång så jag sätter mig ofta
ner och gör en råöversättning ord för ord

[…] normally when I sit down and start
to translate / I seldom look at the text
but I just turn on the computer and
maybe I then read through it but most
often it is like this if you read through it
the first time you maybe come up with a
god phrase immediately and I’m so
terribly afraid that I will forget it at once
therefore I most often sit down and do a
rough translation word by word

L: Lennart
B: Birgitta Englund Dimitrova

The third task posed even greater difficulties for Lennart to translate. His
problems were mostly of a lexical and terminological nature and associated
with ST comprehension or rather with his lack of knowledge in a specific
field within the SL and culture. The result of his attempt to tackle task 3
was an incomplete rendering of the ST in the TL. As a consequence of
these circumstances influencing the resulting TT, it is almost impossible to
say anything about Lennart’s development at this point in time or compare
him to the other participants. The TAP did not provide much further
information that could be used to describe his competence level either, due
to the same circumstances. Regarding transfer and production problems, he
was much too occupied with text comprehension and reference material
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evaluation to make reflections about other things. Lennart was thus too
occupied with trying to understand his ST and searching for the appropriate
Swedish terms before even beginning to think about creating a Swedish
text.

The analysis of this third-task TT and the concurrent TAP confirmed
that specialised texts located outside a translator’s field of experience, and
even more so for a translator student, can constitute such a burden on the
capacity to translate that any kind of reflection about the task as verbalised
in a TAP is reduced to commenting on lexical and terminological problems
that do not find their proper solutions. The TAP excerpt below shows how
Lennart got caught in lexical and terminological problems when working
with his third-task ST.

Table 7.8 Warming-up from TAP 941018

L nu skall jag jämföra med den svenska
fullmakten / det står prestajog undertecknar
och då undrar jag om det finns något
liknande / formulering i den svenska / men
det finns det säkert inte namn / nej det är en
helt annan typ av blankett i den ryska / det är
som en löpande text / och en svenska är mera
formulärartad // (skriver) jag / hmm // eller
undertecknad kanske bara räcker ja det är en
senare fråga // prozjivajusjij (skriver) //
(bläddrar) // hmm skall jag säga någonting /
nu tittar jag i ordboken svensk-ryska ehh
rysk-svenska ordboken

now I am going to compare it to the
swedish letter of attorney / it says prestajog
signed and I wonder if there is anything like
that / a similar phrase in the swedish / but
there sure isn’t names / no that is a different
kind of form in russian / it is more like a
running text / and the swedish is more like a
fill-in form // (writes) I / hmm // or signed
only maybe is enough yes that will be a
later question // prozhivajushij (writes) //
(leafing) // hmm should I say something /
now I have a look in the dictionary
swedish-russian ehh russian-swedish
dictionary

B gärna vad du tittar på också please tell what you are looking at as well
L upoupol’namatjivaju (bläddrar) //

befullmäktigar men det låter inte bra på
svenska så då ska jag se om det finns någon
bättre variant / det fullmäktiga / ger fullmakt
/ det står i ryska originalet / föreliggande
fullmakt befullmäktigar / det låter helt tokigt
/ skall se om det fanns någonting annat […] /
nu tittar jag på den svenska fullmakten och se
ifall jag kan få något / för fullmaktstagare /
ifall jag kan hitta något tips / […] // fullmakt
/ fullmakt // att / (skriver) heh / upravljat’
igen / förestå och förfoga / upravljat’ kan det
betyda / inneha styra / är inte det samma sak
som förfoga / jag tittar i den ryska
synonymordboken / upravljat’ (bläddrar) //
(fnissar) / ehh här står det titta rasparjazjatsja
/ så det betyder tydligen samma sak / att ha
och förfoga / […]

upol’namachivaju (leafing) // empower but
that doesn’t sound so good in swedish
therefore so I’ll see if there is a better
solution / the empowered / give power of
attorney / so it says in the Russian original /
the presented letter of attorney gives power
of attorney / that sounds completely nuts /
shall see if there is anything else […] / now
I look at the Swedish Letter of attorney and
wonder if I can find something for receiver
of power of attorney / if I can find a hint
somewhere / […] // letter of attorney / letter
of attorney // to / (writes) heh / upravljat’
again / manage and dispose / upravljat’ can
it mean / to own govern / is this the same
thing as dispose / I’ll look in the Russian
thesaurus / upravljat’ (leafing) // (giggles) /
ehh here it says look rasparjazhatsja / that
means obviously the same thing / to have
and to dispose / […]
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(fnissar) / ehh här står det titta rasparjazjatsja
/ så det betyder tydligen samma sak / att ha
och förfoga / […]

thing as dispose / I’ll look in the Russian
thesaurus / upravljat’ (leafing) // (giggles) /
ehh here it says look rasparjazhatsja / that
means obviously the same thing / to have
and to dispose / […]

B det var en ganska knepig text det här
uppenbarligen

that was a rather difficult text seemingly
this one

L jag tycker att det är formella problem men
(ohörbart) noga med det får man alltid räkna
med det kan man alltid ta reda på det är en
juridisk text så det är jag menar det finns ju
klarhet bakom det / […] men det tar lång tid
det brukar det göra för mig  // tillåter /
tjastnosti det slår jag upp igen (bläddrar)

I think that the problems are more formal
but (inaudible) careful you always have to
take care of you can always look things up
it is a legal text that’s what I mean there is a
certain clarity behind it / […] but it takes a
long times it always takes along time for me
// allow / chastnosti I have to look that up
again (leafing)

L = Lennart
B = Birgitta Englund Dimitrova

Lennart translated the same ST for his final task as the other participants.
His TT and the TAP associated with the translating sessions for the fourth
task reveal yet another influencing factor that may play an important role in
a translator’s performance. This factor is temporary stress and exhaustion.
In the interview prior to the first translating session, he told me that his
working situation at the time for these sessions concerning the fourth task
was so stressful and tiring that he had seriously considered resigning from
the last part of this study (TAP 980513).

Lennart’s emotional state was not reflected in his TT in terms of
insufficient renderings or inappropriate solutions but showed rather in
verbalisations of indifference and carelessness in the TAP. Lennart’s
fourth-task TT in its final version is quite far removed from the ST he had
to translate. His general translation strategy seemed to be to take the text to
the reader, i.e. he strove for an acceptable text. That was achieved by a
number of operations so that he finally produced a TT which is structurally
more like an original Swedish text. Also, Lennart’s choice of lexicon
moved the TT closer to the customary style of non-fiction in Swedish.

All these traits then seemed to prove that Lennart’s development as a
translator had arrived at a considerable level of competence, if we look at
the degree of liberation from the ST and independence in creating a TL text
as indicators for translator competence. The concurrent TAP, however,
does not confirm the impression gained from the TT, because Lennart did
not verbalise about any operations or reflections that pertain to this
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transformation. Instead, the TAP revealed a pattern of verbalisations which
illustrate the accidental nature of the outcome of his working process. The
processing and the reflections that seem to result in renderings which in
turn can be taken as evidence for his growing competence are in no way
systematically connected to each other. I interpret the resultant TT rather as
a result of the state of exhaustion that Lennart clearly was in. Thus,
paradoxically, he produced an acceptable and quite sufficient TT that is not
an explicit reflection of his level of competence. This mismatch can in turn
be ascribed to factors that do not influence perpetual competence
development but accidental performance in a translator. From the analysis
of my data, I simply could not draw any valid conclusions about whether
Lennart really had developed his skills and reached a more professional
level of competence.

7.4 Discussion
Looking at the findings from the process study that have a bearing on the
participants’ profiles some conspicuous facts surface. First of all, my initial
assumption that the participants would verbalise extensively about specific
problems and especially about formal syntactical problems that arise when
rendering Russian participles and converb constructions in Swedish did not
hold true. These constructions obviously did impede the smooth flow of
translation, but they leave few discernible traces in the TAP. The
verbalisations that indicate problems are generally concerned with lexical
problems, which is in accordance with findings in almost all the cross-
sectional studies referred to in chapter 3. Formal or syntactical aspects are
infrequently mentioned in the verbalisations and problems concerning text
organisation are hardly ever exposed at all. When these difficulties are
heeded, the verbalisations do not extend their scope beyond the sentence
level. These findings correspond to the results that Jonasson discussed
concerning the non-professional participants in her study (Jonasson 1998).

Is there simply a lack of awareness in the participants regarding the
potential difficulty these features posed? Or did they without hesitation
simply rely on the standards they had been taught by their language
teachers, because their training as translators did not focus enough on
contrastive linguistics and the structural differences between Russian and
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Swedish? The participants seemed to treat all these problems on a
subconscious level, i.e. the processing does not surface in verbalisations,
and the renderings that involve syntactical problems, or difficulties of text
organisation do not differ considerably from the rest of the translated text.
Comparing the findings in this study with those in some of the more
process-oriented studies, as for example Gerloff (1988) and Jääskeläinen
(1999), I assume that problematic units are always processed as whole
entities. The participants in this study and in the above-mentioned studies
did not treat or verbalize about the different aspects of a problem, i.e.
lexicon, syntax, text organisation, style, etc., separately, which means that
any unit which called for the attention of the translator, whether it was a
problem of meaning or a problem of text organisation, is treated
simultaneously with all aspects incorporated. Lexical problems are seldom
separated from syntactical problems, and what is even more important:
they always stay in the foreground of attention because of their importance
for the overall meaning of a text.

The development of skills and competence is visible most of all in
the actual approach to the processing and the problematic units. This
applies to all participants in the studies but to differing degrees. One
important finding here is the observation that through all changes in
approach to translating and processing, the participants keep their own
frame of reference, their beliefs and principles, which they had already
established before starting their education as translators. The changes that
occur in this respect are connected to the depth and complexity of the
reasoning that leads to successful problem-solving. The decisions taken
were still dependent on the initial beliefs and principles that each
participant held from the very beginning. These varied considerably, as
demonstrated in chapter 6, and they governed the development of skill and
competence in each participant to a considerable extent. A finding like the
above is difficult to assess properly without any comparable findings in
other studies, especially as there are no longitudinal studies that addressed
the problem. A study like Englund Dimitrova (2005), which studied
participants from different competence groups, i.e. professionals, translator
students and language students, does however point in a similar direction.
Translators in general seem to acquire a set of beliefs and principles that
governs their actions with respect to translation, which is hardly affected by
the acquisition of routine, developed skills and greater competence.
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8 Summary

The results emerging from this investigation have a bearing on different
aspects of the study. Firstly, the combination of different types of analysis
supplied a foundation for more general conclusions concerning the
developing process of the three participants. Apart from these conclusions,
valuable information about the conditions for a longitudinal study in terms
of design, setting, fundamental assumptions, and choice of tasks for the
empirical part surfaced during the study. The results furthermore provided
a basis for more general assumptions regarding how the methods and the
content of a successful translator-training program might be structured, in
order to promote good quality translation in the participating students.

The study offered mainly tentative answers to the questions posed,
but it generates some new questions that could become promising fields of
research as well as implications for teaching translation. In this section, I
am going to outline the consequences that can be applied to translator
training and a possible methodology for future studies of this kind. I also
intend to provide the interested potential researcher with new questions to
investigate in the context of researching the translation process. The impact
of emotional states and personal disposition for example, which could only
be touched upon in this study, is important to take into consideration while
training translators and deserves to be investigated further in order to make
the findings available for both teachers and students.

The investigation started with the initial goal to explore and map the
developmental process of translator students on their way to becoming
competent professional translators. However, the path that the investigation
initially was supposed to take had to be changed during the research
process, it turned out that the chosen problem area was too limited for a
comparative analysis of both texts and process material. Therefore, it
became necessary to abandon the initial concept to concentrate on the
system gaps and their treatment. This also had an impact on the method and
the design of the study, and as a consequence the main focus of the analysis
had to be shifted from the psycholinguistic aspects to aspects of text
linguistics and product analysis.
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8.1 General conclusions
Looking at the three individual profiles we find that the participants have
significant traits in their development in common, despite obvious
differences in approach, principles and beliefs. The beliefs and principles
regarding the adequacy and fidelity or freedom of texts as well as their
well-formedness and assumptions concerning obligations towards authors
and receivers governed the working process of all three translator students
from the very beginning. There was a perceptible difference between them,
but that was a difference in degree and not in principle. The training they
received during 1993-1995 did not essentially change the situation, so that
in 1998 all three still used the same principles and beliefs as guidelines
when working with the last task, although or perhaps because none of them
had been working with professional translation since finishing the course.

There are a couple of factors outside and beyond translating that
influence the performance and development of skills in a translator, which I
shall evaluate regarding their importance for the developmental process.
One important factor is writing skills in the TL, a skill that is not
necessarily trained or even noted as important in translator training. But
this skill or lack of it always interacted with other individual traits and
skills.

Of the three participants in this study, one (Fredrik) was clearly a
trained writer with experience as a journalist, a circumstance which is
reflected in his working process and also has a bearing on his development.
In his case, the fact that he was used to producing texts in Swedish
influenced his translation principles in the direction of a TL-oriented
approach, one that prevailed over time. Furthermore, Fredrik’s earlier
acquired writing skills contributed significantly to his development as a
translator. The other two participants were rather negatively influenced by
their lack of writing skills, and I would go so far as to say that this
deficiency hindered the development of their individual competence.

The second important factor showed most clearly in Ellinor’s
tendency to produce TTs that were very strongly modelled on the ST and
the SL. Her translation products expose clear signs of quasi-correctness, if
we understand the notion as being valid on the level of the text as a whole.
Ellinor also maintained her original approach over time with some
adjustments that led her towards a more conscious treatment of problematic
units connected to system gaps. The tendency to produce what I have
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called quasi-correct texts is seen as a significant sign of novices in
translation. In terms of her developing competence, Ellinor did not really
leave the novice stage even after acquiring some routine. Her principles
and beliefs prevented this to a certain degree and the influence of the
translator training only partly contributed to changes in these principle sand
beliefs.

Lennart produced more or less acceptable texts throughout the entire
study, i.e. his texts were more TL-oriented. The analysis of his
verbalisations however showed that he did so without being aware of what
he was doing or rather without telling us whether he was aware of what he
was doing. Therefore, the course of Lennart’s development is difficult to
assess, and the analysis of his texts and verbalisations produced few
significant results.

The third influencing factor that I came across without being able to
systematically investigate its impact is the emotional disposition and/or
inclination in a translator. Self-esteem and confidence (or the lack thereof)
in what one is doing obviously have a decisive impact on a translator’s
performance and so does exhaustion, as can be demonstrated for example
in Ellinor’s and Lennart’s texts and verbalisations. Within the framework
of my study, I had unfortunately no possibility to examine psychological
factors more methodically. I believe nonetheless that it would be promising
to study these phenomena and their influence on the performance of
translators more systematically. From this study I can only presume that
they have an important influence, which is based on spontaneous and non-
systematic observations.

The translator-training course did not include advanced language
learning, and there were no overt signs that the participants systematically
improved and expanded that knowledge during the course or afterwards. I
consider this factor to be a major disadvantage for all three participants
because they were not able to make a comparative linguistic analysis,
which would have enabled them to find better solutions for problems they
encountered while transferring both content and structures of the SL,
especially in areas that are divergent compared with the TL. This lack is
mainly reflected in the verbalisations and the problem-solving activities
concerning converbs and participles. All three participants tackled these
potentially problematic constructions with the help of standard solutions
they had learned during their formal education in Russian. Here the three
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participants presumably had initially the same formal level of knowledge
prior to the translator-training course, which would make them equally
capable of handling the linguistic problems the texts contained.

There is a creative development in the treatment of these problems
towards the end of the study, i.e. especially in task 3, for all three
participants, but still they hardly ever reflected or verbalised about these
constructions as problems. I interpret this as depending firstly on an
unconscious tendency to deal with these constructions from the point of
view of the TL structure and secondly on a lack of profound knowledge of
the SL structure in contrast to the TL structure. These two aspects are a
disturbing factor in the development of skills and competence.

Finally, the text type and the participants’ acquaintance with it play a
crucial role in the outcome of the working process and thus also for the
assessment of the translator’s competence. It is known from other studies
(Jääskeläinen 1999:137-151) that professional translators generally perform
better in what is a routine translation task for them than when doing
translations in a field they are not or not so well acquainted with. The
above observations by Jääskeläinen mainly concerned the field of
specialisation of a translator and did not consider the text type as such.
However, a certain text type is often intimately connected to a certain field
of specialisation, as the examples with certificates or legal texts in this
study show. In the present study, text type and the degree of acquaintance
with it and the connected field of specialisation strongly influenced the
results for all three participants regarding their individual development
towards becoming competent translators. In the case of Lennart, the text
types he had to deal with and their impact on his performance made it
almost impossible to find any correspondence between his performance
and his development. The correlation between performance and text type
was not as obvious in the other two participants, it made their results more
difficult for me to interpret, however.

Summarizing the results and findings from this study, I would argue
that all the participants de facto developed their skills towards becoming
more competent translators. However, I am not able to answer the question
of what stage (in the sense of Chesterman’s model, see section 3.3) they
reached into their development of competence. I identified an array of
factors that can either promote or disturb this development, and I was able
to demonstrate that these factors augmented each other’s impact on the
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performance of the translator students and their development. It was not
possible, howeve, to draw more general conclusions as to how vital the
impact of the separate factors was in the present cases, since every
participant showed an individual composition of variables that was decisive
for their personal conditions and circumstances. For the same reason it was
not possible to compare the three individuals conclusively in their
development and in their level of competence.

The combination of analysing methods in this study and their
diverging results also reval that the problems and the problem-solving that
translators encounter in their work are not necessarily reflected in the
processing as it surfaces during concurrent introspection. They are visible
in the rendering patterns in the texts but scarcely commented on, if at all.
What is perceived as a problem by the translator while translating is not
necessarily the same as the obvious flaws that emerge when analysing the
translated texts. The missing link here is the translator’s awareness of what
constitutes a problem and subsequently could become a flaw in his product.
This is a finding that is in line with the results from a process study with
introspection by Hansen (in Hansen ed. 1999:43-61). The participants in
the study at hand attended primarily to solving the lexical problems they
encountered and did not pay that much attention to problems arising from
the systematic differences between Russian and Swedish.

8.2 Consequences for teaching translation
The findings and results of this study permit me to indicate some domains
and subjects in teaching translation that could benefit from an
improvement. They also point to interesting new research objects within
the field of process-related translation studies. My first suggestion is that
training in creative writing should be a part of any translator training. This
proficiency together with more extensive skills in contrastive text analysis
could enable the translators to recognise differences and difficulties in the
structural make-up of their STs and make them more likely to apply the
knowledge when rendering their TTs.

The findings also show that the participants hold a priori principles
and beliefs about translation and their task as translators that should at least
be questioned by the training they receive. For this purpose, an analysis of
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the relevance of norms and conventions that exist in a TL culture for
different text types and target groups and how these norms and conventions
might influence translators and their working process should be included in
the training. The importance of a thorough knowledge of the SL and of the
SL structure in contrast to the TL structure and the possible implications
that can arise from the structural differences should become an integral part
of translator training. I believe that comparative/contrastive language
knowledge is as important as, for example, lexical knowledge and a large
active and passive vocabulary for a translator. This knowledge of language
structure and how languages can contrast in a translation pair is tied in with
the skills in text analysis, which are equally important for a translator. The
necessity of language-pair oriented translation linguistics was recently
discussed by German translation teachers (Colliander & Hansen in ZfAL
2004:25), and my conclusions point in the same direction. Ultimately,
analytic linguistic knowledge and TL writing skills including knowledge of
norms and conventions and their relevance for a certain target group go
together to assure good quality in translation.

Concerning personal psychological disposition and emotional factors
influencing an individual, this study can only point out their importance for
the translator’s performance. This also applies to learning styles and
working strategies. Still, it is difficult to make personality training a subject
in translator training. However, we should consider including the conscious
implementation of different learning and working strategies as they can be
found in for example the handbook for translator students by Robinson
(2003) into the training of translators. For further research and from a
practical point of view this is probably the most interesting field to turn to,
because its results could tell professional translators how to improve their
performance once they have left the training institutions.

Finally, some remarks concerning the design of this study and the
method should be made. Longitudinal studies are supposed to generate
results that can be compared over time. That presupposes comparable
material and stable variables, which in the case of this study only could be
catered for to a certain extent. The findings are therefore related to the
individual cases, and generally valid conclusions cannot be drawn from
them. Nevertheless, the individual results show clear trends concerning the
possible development of translator competence and skills. From these
results some conclusions can be drawn concerning the didactics involved
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when teaching translation, which is a very good reason to conduct a study
like this. If anyone would want to set up a study of this kind, I would
suggest starting with a more homogenous text material. Hopefully,
resulting assumptions would then be based on more precise findings about
how translators develop their competence and skills that subsequently
could be generalised.
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Preface

The appendix consists of two parts. Part one contains the verbatim copies
of all the source texts that were translated by the participants. In these
copies the paragraphs and all graphical features that are important for the
text are reproduced in the same way as in the original text source. The texts
appear in the same chronological order as they were presented to the
participants. Numbers between sentences indicate paragraphs that existed
in the original text sources and numbers before a full sentence are set for
the sake of easier identification and reference. The target texts are
represented in exactly the same way as the participants turned them in to
the researchers with all existing typos and spelling mistakes. The sentences
in the TTs are numbered according to the same principle as used in the
STs. This implies that a sentence, numbered for instance 15 in the ST does
not necessarily have a counterpart numbered 15 in the TT with the exact
same content.

The second part of the appendix is a sample of ScriptLog logging
files for the final versions of the Grossman text for all the three
participants. They are here given to represent one source of raw data. The
ScriptLog text files that served as TT manuscripts are already represented
in the first part. I choose not to include the second source of raw data, i.e.
the TAP, in this appendix for several reasons: firstly because I included all
the excerpts I deemed to be relevant in chapters 5 + 6. To include all TAPs
or even one whole TAP from a session with one participant was not
possible, due to space limitations.

TAPs are long and dreary documents, they are hard to interpret and
only a minor part of the total mass of verbalisations is relevant for a further
analysis of the kind I conducted. TAPs contain virtually everything that is
said during the translating session by the translator, including a lot of
nonverbal utterances and noises. The total amount of the TAP that forms
one source of raw material for this study exceeds 17 hours of recorded
concurrent verbalisations. Therefore, I found it difficult to choose which
TAP I should select in order to be representative for all of them. To include
them in this appendix does not contribute in a significant way to illuminate
the background for this study.
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First task ST
Entrance test

Ellinor, Fredrik and Lennart

ç‡Ú‡Î¸fl à‚‡ÌÓ‚‡, ãËÚÂ‡ÚÛÌ˚È ÍËÚËÍ
éÚˆ˚ Ë ‰ÂÚË ˝ÔÓıË

1. íÓÊÂÒÚ‚Ó ”Á‡ÔÂÚËÚÂÎ¸ÌÓÈ” Ë‰ÂÓÎÓ„ËË ÍÓÌˆ‡ 60-ı - Ì‡˜‡Î‡
80-ı „Ó‰Ó‚ Ì‡ÌÂÒÎÓ ÒÂ¸ÂÁÌ˚È Û˘Â· ‡Á‚ËÚË˛ ÎËÚÂ‡ÚÛ˚.
2. ìÍ‡¯ÂÌÌ˚Â Î‡ÛÂ‡ÚÒÍËÏË ÁÌ‡˜Í‡ÏË Ë ÏÂ‰‡ÎflÏË, ÓÚÎË˜ËflÏË
Ë ÔÂÏËflÏË, ÏÌÓ„ËÂ ÔÓËÁ‚Â‰ÂÌËfl Ó·Ì‡ÛÊËÎË ÒÂ„Ó‰Ìfl Ò‚ÓÈ
ÔÓ‰ÎËÌÌ˚È Í‡ÎËÍÓ‚˚È ÓÒÚ.
3. ÉÓÎÓÒ Ó·ÂÎ‡ Ì‡ÒÚÓfl˘‡fl ÎËÚÂ‡ÚÛ‡.

4. èÓ ÒÓÁ‚ÂÁ‰Ë˛ ‚ÓÁ‚‡˘ÂÌÌ˚ı ËÏÂÌ, Ì‡Á‚‡ÌËflÏ ÔÓËÁ‚Â‰ÂÌËÈ
‚Ë‰ÌÓ, Í‡Í ÊÛÌ‡Î˚ „ÂÓË˜ÂÒÍË Ô˚Ú‡˛ÚÒfl Á‡ÔÓÎÌËÚ¸ ·Â¯¸,
ÔÓ·ËÚÛ˛ ‰ÂÒflÚËÎÂÚËflÏË.
5. ãËÚÂ‡ÚÛ‡ ‚ Á‡ÒÚÓÈÌ˚Â ‚ÂÏÂÌ‡ Í‡Ú‡ÒÚÓÙË˜ÂÒÍË
ÌÂ‰ÓÔÓÎÛ˜‡Î‡ ”ÔËÚ‡ÌËfl”, ÒË‰ÂÎ‡ Ì‡ „ÓÎÓ‰ÌÓÏ Ô‡ÈÍÂ.

6. ÉÓfl˜Ó ‚ÓÒÔËÌflÚÓÂ ˜ËÚ‡ÚÂÎflÏË, ‚ÓÁÓÊ‰ÂÌËÂ ˝ÚÓ ·˚ÎÓ
ÔÓ‰‰ÂÊ‡ÌÓ ÓÚÌ˛‰¸ ÌÂ ‚ÒÂÏË ÎËÚÂ‡ÚÓ‡ÏË.
7. ì ËÌ˚ı ÓÌÓ ‚˚Á˚‚‡ÎÓ Ë „ÎÛıÓÂ ÌÂÓ‰Ó·ÂÌËÂ, Ë ÔflÏÓÂ (ËÎË
Á‡‚Û‡ÎËÓ‚‡ÌÌÓÂ) ÒÓÔÓÚË‚ÎÂÌËÂ.
8. ùÚÓ ÔÓÌflÚÌÓ.
9. éÚ‰‡‚ ·ÓÎ¸¯ÓÂ ÍÓÎË˜ÂÒÚ‚Ó ÔÂ˜‡ÚÌÓÈ ÔÎÓ˘‡‰Ë ÔÛ·ÎËÍ‡ˆËflÏ,
ÊÛÌ‡Î˚ →1 ÔÓÚÂÒÌËÎË ÒÓ Ò‚ÓËı ÒÚ‡ÌËˆ
‡‚ÚÓÓ‚ - Ì‡¯Ëı ÒÓ‚ÂÏÂÌÌËÍÓ‚, ˜ÚÓ ÔË‚˚ÍÎË ‚‡Î¸flÊÌÓ, ·ÂÁ
ıÎÓÔÓÚ, ÔÓ-ıÓÁflÈÒÍË ‡ÒÔÓÎ‡„‡Ú¸Òfl Ú‡Ï.

10. ÑÂÈÒÚ‚ËÚÂÎ¸ÌÓ, ÔÛ·ÎËÍ‡ˆËË ÌÂ ËÁ‚ÂÒÚÌ˚ı ¯ËÓÍÓÏÛ
˜ËÚ‡ÚÂÎ˛ ÛÍÓÔËÒÂÈ Ú‡ÍËı ÔÓÁ‡ËÍÓ‚, Í‡Í ÅÛÎ„‡ÍÓ‚ ËÎË
èÎ‡ÚÓÌÓ‚, Ó·Ì‡Ê‡˛Ú, ÍÓÏÂ ‚ÒÂ„Ó, ËÒÚËÌÌ˚È ÛÓ‚ÂÌ¸ ˆÂÎÓ„Ó
fl‰‡ ÔÓËÁ‚Â‰ÂÌËÈ, ”Á‡ÒÂÎË‚¯Ëı” ÊÛÌ‡Î˚ ‚ 70-Â - Ì‡˜‡ÎÂ 80-ı
„Ó‰Ó‚.

                                           
1 The line with the arrow occurred in the text copy given to the students for the
examination. It indicates that an unknown number of words are cut from the original
ST.
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First task TTs

Ellinor

Epokens fäder och söner

1.Den prohibitiva ideologins glansperiod från slutet av 60-talet och fram
till början av 80-talet skadade allvarligt litteraturens utveckling.
2. Många verk, prydda med hederspris och medaljer, utmärkelser och
premier, har nu visat fram sin sanna obetydlighet.
3. Den riktiga litteraturen har hittat sin röst.
4. På samlingen av återfunna namn och boktitlar kan man se, hur
tidskrifterna heroiskt försöker fylla det tomrum som skapats genom
årtionden.
5. Litteraturen fick under stagnationen på tok för lita “föda”, den satt på
svältbänken.
6. Själv om denna återfödelse togs varmt emot av läsarna, stöddes den långt
ifrån av alla litterära.
7. Hos somliga framkallade den såväl tyst ogillande som direkt (eller dolt)
motstånd.
8. Det är förståeligt.
9. Eftersom de har tilldelat annonser en stor del av spaltutrymmet, har
tidskrifterna hängt undan författarna - våra samtida, som vant sig vid att
utan bekymmer bre ut sig, som om de vore herrar där.
10. Publicerandet av för den breda publiken okända texter av författare som
Bulgakov eller Platonov visar dessutom den verkliga nivån på en rad verk
som “bosatt sig” i tidskrifterna på 70-talet och i början av 80-talet.
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Fredrik

Natalja Ivanova, litteraturkritiker
“Epokens fäder och söner”

1. Förbudsideologins högtidsperiod från slutet av 60-talet till början av 80-
talet tillfogade litteraturens utveckling en allvarlig skada.
2. Många av de verk som belönades med dekoreringar och medaljer,
utmärkelser och priser, har nu (eg: idag) visat sin egentliga obetydlighet
(eg: sanna dvärgväxt).
3. Den riktiga litteraturen har tagit ordet (eg: fått/skaffat rösten).
4. Genom konstellationen av namn, som nu dykt upp på nytt (eg:återvänt)
och verkens titlar står det klart / märks det hur heroiskt tidskrifterna
försöker fylla igen det hål som decennier brutit upp.
5. Stagnationsårens litteratur fick katastrofalt dåligt med “näring” - den satt
på svältkur.
6. Denna pånyttfödelse, som läsarna så varmt välkomnar, har fått stöd av
långifrån alla författare.
7. Hos vissa har den framkallat såväl tyst missnöje som direkt (eller
förtäckt) motstånd.
8. Det är förståeligt.
9. När tidskrifterna ägnat en stor del av sidutrymmet (eg: tryckutrymmet) åt
offentliggöranden, så har de trängt bort våra samtida författare från sina
sidor, de som vant sig vid att elegant, problemfritt och hemtamt ta plats där.
10. Sannerligen; förutom allt annat så blotlägger offentliggörandena av
manuskript (som är okända för den genomsnittlige läsaren) från
prosaförfattare som Bulgakov eller Platonov den egentliga/sanna nivån på
en hel rad av de verk som “befolkade”tidskrifterna under 70-talet och fram
till början av 80-talet.
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Lennart

Epokens fäder och söner

1. Förbudsideologins triumf från slutet av 60-talet till början av 80-talet
ledde till stor skada för skönlitteraturens utveckling.
2. Många verk, som då dekorerades med priser och medaljer, utmärkelser
och premier, står idag blottade i all sin ynklighet.
3. Det är den äkta litteraturen som funnit sin röst.
4. Av de återkomna namnen och titlarna att döma är det uppenbart att
tidskrifterna söker fylla den bräsch, som slagits upp under decennier.
5. Under stagnationsåren tillfördes litteraturen katastrofalt lite “näring” och
den stod på svältranson.
6. Den pånyttfödelse som läsarna tagit emot varmt stöds ej av långt när alla
litteratörer.
7. Hos en del har den framkallat både ett dolt ogillande och ett direkt (eller
beslöjat) motstånd.
8. Detta är begripligt.
9. Efter att ha lämnat stora kvantiter papper för publicering, så har nu
tidskrifterna nu från sina sidor trängt ut de författare, våra samtida, som
vant sig vid att högvärdigt och utan besvär breda ut sig där såsom herrar.
10. Och publiceringen av för läsaren okända handskrifter, skrivna av
sådana prosaförfattare som Bulgakov eller Platonov, har framförallt visat
den rätta nivån på en lång rad av verk som “ockuperade” tidningarna på 70-
och början av 80-talet.
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Second task
ST Article from the journal ”Sputnik”

Ellinor

1.ÇÔÂ‚˚Â ‚ Ì‡¯ÂÈ ÒÚ‡ÌÂ ‚ÌËÏ‡ÌËÂ ÔË‚ÎÂ˜ÂÌÓ Í ÚÓÈ ÒÙÂÂ, ˜ÚÓ
·˚Î‡ ÔÂ‰ÏÂÚÓÏ ÛÁÍÓ„Ó ÍÛ„‡ ÒÔÂˆË‡ÎËÒÚÓ‚-ÏÂ‰ËÍÓ‚, - Í
Ú‚Ó˜ÂÒÚ‚Û Ô‡ˆËÂÌÚÓ‚ ÔÒËıË‡ÚË˜ÂÒÍËı ÍÎËÌËÍ.
ÅÓÎÂÁÌ¸ ... í‡Î‡ÌÚ

2. ÇÎ‡‰ËÏË ÇÓÓ·¸Â‚, ‰ÓÍÚÓ ÏÂ‰ËˆËÌÒÍËı Ì‡ÛÍ
(ÇÒÂÒÓ˛ÁÌ˚È Ì‡Û˜Ì˚È ˆÂÌÚ ÔÒËıË˜ÂÒÍÓ„Ó Á‰ÓÓ‚¸fl Äåç
ëëëê)

1
3. àÌÚÂÂÒ ÔÒËıË‡ÚÓ‚ Í ÊË‚ÓÔËÒÌÓÏÛ Ú‚Ó˜ÂÒÚ‚Û
‰Û¯Â‚ÌÓ·ÓÎ¸Ì˚ı ÌÂ ÒÎÛ˜‡ÂÌ.
4. ÖÒÚ¸ ‚ ÔÒËıË‡ÚËË Ú‡ÍÓÈ ‡Á‰ÂÎ: ‡ÚÚÂ‡ÔËfl - ÎÂ˜ÂÌËÂ
ËÒÍÛÒÚ‚ÓÏ.
5. à ÍÓ„‰‡ ‚ Ì‡˜‡ÎÂ ‚ÂÍ‡ ‚ Ò‚flÁË Ò ÛÎÛ˜¯ÂÌËÂÏ ÛÒÎÓ‚ËÈ ‚
ÎÂ˜Â·ÌËˆ‡ı ‚ÓÁÌËÍÎ‡ ÔÓ·ÎÂÏ‡ Á‡ÌflÚÓÒÚË Ô‡ˆËÂÌÚÓ‚, ‚˚·Ó
‚‡˜ÂÈ Ô‡Î Ì‡ ÊË‚ÓÔËÒ¸.
6. èÓ˜ÂÏÛ ËÏÂÌÌÓ Ì‡ ÌÂÂ?
7. é·˙flÒÌÂÌËÈ ÏÌÓ„Ó, ÌÓ ÏÌÂ ÓÌË ÌÂ Í‡ÊÛÚÒfl Û·Â‰ËÚÂÎ¸Ì˚ÏË.
8. Ä ‚ÓÚ ÚÓ, ˜ÚÓ ·ÓÎ¸ÌÓÈ, ÌÂ Â‡„ËÛ˛˘ËÈ Ì‡ ÓÍÛÊ‡˛˘ÂÂ,
˜‡Ò‡ÏË ÌÂ ÏÂÌfl˛˘ËÈ Ó‰ÌÓÈ Ë ÚÓÈ ÊÂ ÔÓÁ˚, ÌÂ ÓÚ‚Â˜‡˛˘ËÈ Ì‡
‚ÓÔÓÒ˚, ÓıÓÚÌÓ ·ÂÂÚ ÍËÒÚ¸ ËÎË Í‡‡Ì‰‡¯ Ë Ì‡˜ËÌ‡ÂÚ ËÒÓ‚‡Ú¸,
- ˝ÚÓ Ù‡ÍÚ.
9. èË˜ÂÏ ·ÓÎ¸¯ËÌÒÚ‚Ó ‚ÁÓÒÎ˚ı Ô‡ˆËÂÌÚÓ‚ ‰ÂÎ‡˛Ú ˝ÚÓ Â‰‚‡ ÎË
ÌÂ ÔÂ‚˚È ‡Á ‚ ÊËÁÌË.

2
10. èË ‚Â‰Û˘Ëı Â‚ÓÔÂÈÒÍËı ÍÎËÌËÍ‡ı ÓÚÍ˚ÎËÒ¸
ıÛ‰ÓÊÂÒÚ‚ÂÌÌ˚Â Ï‡ÒÚÂÒÍËÂ, ‡ ÔÓÚÓÏ Ë „‡ÎÂÂË.
11. ìÊÂ ‚ ‰‚‡‰ˆ‡Ú˚Â „Ó‰˚ ‚˚¯ÎË ÒÓÎË‰Ì˚Â ÏÓÌÓ„‡ÙËË (‚ ÚÓÏ
˜ËÒÎÂ Ë ÛÒÒÍËı ‡‚ÚÓÓ‚), ÔÓÒ‚fl˘ÂÌÌ˚Â Ú‚Ó˜ÂÒÚ‚Û
‰Û¯Â‚ÌÓ·ÓÎ¸Ì˚ı.
12. Ç ÄÌ„ÎËË, î‡ÌˆËË, ÉÂÏ‡ÌËË ÒÓÁ‰‡Ì˚ ÒÔÂˆË‡Î¸Ì˚Â ÏÛÁÂË,
ÍÓÚÓ˚Â ÔÓÎ¸ÁÛ˛ÚÒfl ÒÂÈ˜‡Ò ‚ÒÂÏËÌÓÈ ËÁ‚ÂÒÚÌÓÒÚ¸˛.

3
13. Ç åÓÒÍ‚Â ‡·ÓÚ˚ ‰Û¯Â‚ÌÓ·ÓÎ¸Ì˚ı ‚ÔÂ‚˚Â ·˚ÎË ÔÓÍ‡Á‡Ì˚ ‚
1964 „Ó‰Û Ì‡ ‚˚ÒÚ‡‚ÍÂ, Ó„‡ÌËÁÓ‚‡ÌÌÓÈ åËÌËÒÚÂÒÚ‚ÓÏ
Á‰‡‚ÓÓı‡ÌÂÌËfl ëëëê.
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14. ùÍÒÔÓÁËˆË˛ ÒÓÒÚ‡‚ËÎË ÍÓÎÎÂÍˆËË ÌÂÒÍÓÎ¸ÍËı ÌÂÏÂˆÍËı
ÍÎËÌËÍ.
15. è‡‚‰‡, ‚˚ÒÚ‡‚Í‡ ÔÓ¯Î‡ ‰Îfl „ÓÓ‰‡ Ô‡ÍÚË˜ÂÒÍË
ÌÂÁ‡ÏÂ˜ÂÌÌÓÈ Ë „ÓÒÚË ÚÓÓÔËÎËÒ¸ - ËÏ Ì‡‰Ó ·˚ÎÓ ÔÓÂı‡Ú¸ ÔÓ
‚ÒÂÈ Ö‚ÓÔÂ, Ë ÛÒÚ‡Ë‚‡Î‡Ò¸ ÓÌ‡ ÌÂ ‰Îfl ¯ËÓÍÓÈ ÔÛ·ÎËÍË, ‡
ÒÔÂˆË‡Î¸ÌÓ ‰Îfl ÔÒËıË‡ÚÓ‚.
16. ãË¯¸ ÌÂÏÌÓ„ËÏ ıÛ‰ÓÊÌËÍ‡Ï Ë ËÒÍÛÒÚ‚Ó‚Â‰‡Ï Û‰‡ÎÓÒ¸
прорваться Ì‡ ‚˚ÒÚ‡‚ÍÛ ‚ÏÂÒÚÂ Ò ‚‡˜‡ÏË.
17. èÓÚflÒÂÌËÂ ËÒÔ˚Ú‡ÎË, ÔÓ-ÏÓÂÏÛ, ‚ÒÂ.
18. éÒÓ·ÂÌÓ ‚ÔÂ˜‡ÚÎflÎË ‡·ÓÚ˚ ÛÒÒÍÓ„Ó ˝ÏË„‡ÌÚ‡
ÔÓÙÂÒÒÓ‡-·ËÓÎÓ„‡, Á‡·ÓÎÂ‚¯Â„Ó ‚ ÉÂÏ‡ÌËË Ë ÔÓÎÂÊ‡‚¯Â„Ó ‚
ÍÎËÌËÍÂ ÚË‰ˆ‡Ú¸ ÎÂÚ, ‰Ó Ò‡ÏÓÈ ÒÏÂÚË.

4
19. ë‡ÁÛ ÔÓÒÎÂ ‚˚ÒÚ‡‚ÍË fl, ÚÓ„‰‡ Â˘Â ÏÓÎÓ‰ÓÈ ‚‡˜,
ÓÚÔ‡‚ËÎÒfl ‚ ÚÛ‰Ó‚˚Â Ï‡ÒÚÂÒÍËÂ Ó‰ÌÓÈ ÍÛÔÌÓÈ ÏÓÒÍÓ‚ÒÍÓÈ
ÔÒËı‡ÚË˜ÂÒÍÓÈ ·ÓÎ¸ÌËˆ˚.
20. à ÚÓ, ˜ÚÓ Ú‡Ï Û‚Ë‰ÂÎ, Ó¯ÂÎÓÏËÎÓ Â‰‚‡ ÌÂ ·ÓÎ¸¯Â ˜ÂÏ
ÌÂÏÂˆÍËÂ ÍÓÎÎÂÍˆËË: ‰‚‡ ·ÓÎ¸¯Ëı Á‡Î‡ ·˚ÎË Á‡·ËÚ˚
ÊË‚ÓÔËÒÌ˚ÏË ‡·ÓÚ‡ÏË.
21. èË˜ÂÏ Ó¯ÂÎÓÏËÎÓ ÌÂ ÒÚÓÎ¸ÍÓ Ëı ÍÓÎË˜ÂÒÚ‚Ó, ÔÓ˜ÚË ‡‚ÌÓÂ
ÌÂÏÂˆÍÓÈ ˝ÍÒÔÓÁËˆËË (‡ ÂÂ ÒÓ·‡ÎË ‚ ÚÂ˜ÂÌËÂ ÔflÚË‰ÂÒflÚË ÎÂÚ),
ÒÍÓÎ¸ÍÓ ‚˚ÒÓÍËÈ ıÛ‰ÓÊÂÒÚ‚ÂÌÌ˚È ÛÓ‚ÂÌ¸.
22. à ‡·ÓÚ˚ ·˚ÎË Ò‚ÂÊËÂ, ÌÂÍÓÚÓ˚Â Â˘Â ÌÂ ÔÓÒÓıÎË ‰‡ÊÂ...

5
23. ëÂÈ˜‡Ò ÚÂı ‡·ÓÚ ÌÂÚ.
24. éÌË ËÒ˜ÂÁÎË, ÔÓÒÚÓ ËÒ˜ÂÁÎË.
25. Å˚Ú¸ ÏÓÊÂÚ, Ë ‚ ÒÚ‡ÌÂ Ëı ‰‡‚ÌÓ ÌÂÚ.
26. ÅÂÒıÓÁÌ˚Â ‡·ÓÚ˚ ·ÂÁ˚ÏflÌÌ˚ı Ï‡ÒÚÂÓ‚.
27. çË˜¸Ë.
28. Ä ÌË˜¸Â ·ÂÂÚÒfl ÎÂ„ÍÓ.
29. íÛÚ ‰‡ÊÂ ÌÂ ÒÍ‡ÊÂ¯¸ ”‡Á‚ÓÓ‚‡ÎË”.
30. çËÍÓÏÛ ‚Â‰¸ ÌÂ ÔËÌ‡‰ÎÂÊ‡ÎÓ!
31. çÂÚ ‡·ÓÚ, ÌÓ, Ó˜Â‚Ë‰ÌÓ ÂÒÚ¸ Â˘Â ÚÂ Ï‡ÒÚÂÒÍËÂ, Ë Ú‡Ï Ú‡ÍÊÂ
ÚÛ‰flÚÒfl Ë ‚‡˜Ë, Ë ËÌÒÚÛÍÚÓ˚?
32. éÍ‡Á˚‚‡ÂÚÒfl, Ë Ëı ÌÂÚ.
33. èÓ˜ÂÏÛ?
33. èÓÔÓ·Û˛ Ó·˙flÒÌËÚ¸.

6
35. ç‡¯‡ Ó·˘ÂÒÚ‚ÂÌÌ‡fl ÚÛ‰Ó‚‡fl ÚÂ‡ÔËfl, Í‡Í Ë ‚Òfl
ıÓÁflÈÒÚ‚ÂÌÌ‡fl ‰ÂflÚÂÎ¸ÌÓÒÚ¸ ‚ ÒÚ‡ÌÂ, ”ÔÓ¯Î‡ Ò‚ÓËÏ ÔÛÚÂÏ”.
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36. à ÓÒÌÓ‚˚‚‡Î‡Ò¸ ÓÌ‡ ÌÂ Ì‡ ÒÔÓÌÚ‡ÌÌ˚ı ÊÂÎ‡ÌËflı ·ÓÎ¸Ì˚ı, ‡
Á‡˜‡ÒÚÛ˛ Ì‡ Ëı Ô‡ÚÓÎÓ„Ë˜ÂÒÍËı Ò‚ÓÈÒÚ‚‡ı: Ì‡ ÒÔÓÒÓ·ÌÓÒÚË
‰ÓÎ„ÓÂ ‚ÂÏfl ÌÂ ÏÂÌflÚ¸ ÔÓÁ˚, ‚˚ÔÓÎÌflÚ¸ ÒÚÂÂÓÚËÔÌÛ˛ ‡·ÓÚÛ
‚ÒÎÂ‰ÒÚ‚ËÂ ÌÂÓ·˚˜‡ÈÌÓ ‡Á‚ËÚÓ„Ó ÔÂ‰‡ÌÚËÁÏ‡ Ë Ú.Ô.
37. èÓÌ‡˜‡ÎÛ Ú‡ÍËÂ Ï‡ÒÚÂÒÍËÂ ‰‡ÊÂ ÔËÌÓÒËÎË ÍÓÂ-Í‡ÍÛ˛
ÔË·˚Î¸.
38. à ‚ÒÂ Ûı‚‡ÚËÎËÒ¸ Á‡ „Ó¯Ó‚Û˛ псевдоÍÓÏÏÂˆË˛,
ÓÒÌÓ‚‡ÌÌÛ˛ Ì‡ ÔÓ‰ÌÂ‚ÓÎ¸ÌÓÏ, Ï‡ÎÓÔÓËÁ‚Ó‰ËÚÂÎ¸ÌÓÏ ÚÛ‰Â.
39. çÂ Á‡ıÓÚÂÎË ÔËÒÎÛ¯‡Ú¸Òfl Í ‡ÁÛÏÌ˚Ï ÒÎÓ‚‡Ï Ó‰ÂÒÒÍÓ„Ó
‚‡˜‡ Ö‚„ÂÌËfl òÂ‚‡ÎÂ‚‡: ÌÂ ‡‰ÛÈÚÂÒ¸, ËÒıÓ‰ËÚÂ ÔÂÊ‰Â ‚ÒÂ„Ó
ËÁ ÚÓ„Ó, ˜ÚÓ ÔÓÎÂÁÌÓ ·ÓÎ¸ÌÓÏÛ, ÌÂ Á‡ÍÂÔÎflÈÚÂ Â„Ó
Ô‡ÚÓÎÓ„Ë˜ÂÒÍËı ˜ÂÚ.
40. ë‚ÂÎÓÒ¸ ÊÂ ‚ÒÂ, ‚ ÍÓÌˆÂ ÍÓÌˆÓ‚, Í ÍÎÂÂÌË˛ ÍÓÌ‚ÂÚËÍÓ‚
‰‡ÊÂ ‚ ÓÚ‰ÂÎÂÌËflı Ò‡Ì‡ÚÓÌÓ„Ó ÚËÔ‡ ‰Îfl ÎÂ„ÍËı ·ÓÎ¸Ì˚ı.
41. Ä ÊË‚ÓÔËÒ¸ - ÔÓ·ÓÍÛ.
42. íÂÔÂ¸ ÂÂ Û‰ÂÎ ˜‡ÒÚË˜ÌÓ ÔËÚ‡Ú¸ ÚÂÌÂ‚ÓÈ ÔÓÚÓÍ ‡Ú·ËÁÌÂÒ‡
(˚ÌÓÍ ˝ÚÓÚ Ó˜ÂÌ¸ ‡ÁÓÒÒfl), ‡ ‚ “ÎÛ˜¯ÂÏ ÒÎÛ˜‡Â” -пылиться ‚
·ÓÎ¸ÌË˜Ì˚ı ÔÓ‰‚‡Î‡ı Ë ÍÎ‡‰Ó‚Í‡ı.
43. ëÓ·ÒÚ‚ÂÌÌÓ, ÍÓÎÎÂÍˆËË Ú‡ÍËı ‡·ÓÚ Û Ì‡Ò ‚ ÒÚ‡ÌÂ ÌËÍÓ„‰‡
ÌÂ ·˚ÎÓ.
44. à ÌÂ ·Û‰ÂÚ ‰Ó ÚÂı ÔÓ, ÔÓÍ‡ ÌÂ ËÁÏÂÌËÚÒfl ‚ ˆÂÎÓÏ ÓÚÌÓ¯ÂÌËÂ
Í ·ÓÎ¸Ì˚Ï, ÔÓÍ‡ ÌÂ Ì‡Î‡‰ËÚÒfl ÔÓÒÚÂÈ¯‡fl ÒıÂÏ‡: å‡ÒÚÂÒÍ‡fl -
„‡ÎÂÂfl - ÏÛÁÂÈ.

7
45. íÓ, ˜ÚÓ Ô˚Ú‡ÂÚÒfl ‰ÂÎ‡Ú¸ ÒÂÈ˜‡Ò ÄÎÂÍÒ‡Ì‰ à‚‡ÌÓ‚ Ë Â„Ó
Â‰ËÌÓÏ˚¯ÎÂÌÌËÍË - ÏÓÎÓ‰˚Â Î˛‰Ë Ò‡Ï˚ı ‡ÁÌ˚ı ÔÓÙÂÒÒËÈ,
Ó·˙Â‰ËÌË‚¯ËÂÒfl ‚ ñÂÌÚ Ú‚Ó˜ÂÒÍÓÈ Â‡·ËÎËÚ‡ˆËË
‰Û¯Â‚ÌÓ·ÓÎ¸Ì˚ı, ‰ÓÒÚÓÈÌÓ ÔËÒÚ‡Î¸ÌÓ„Ó ‚ÌËÏ‡ÌËfl Ë
ÔÓ‰‰ÂÊÍË.

8
Текст к илл˛страциflм
Голова римского легионера
СССР (до перестройки)
Масленица
Крококот (гибрид крокодила и кота – детский рисунок)
Пейзаж
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TT Article from the journal ”Sputnik”
Ellinor

1. För första gången i vårt land har uppmärksamheten riktats mot ett
område som förut en snäv krets av specialistläkare ägnat sig åt, nämligen
den konst som görs av patienter på psykiatriska kliniker.
SJUKDOM..........TALANG...........

2. Vladimir Vorobjov, medicine doktor (Allunionella vetenskapliga
centret för psykisk hälsa vid Sovjetunionens Akademi för medicinsk
vetenskap).

1
3. Det är ingen tillfällighet att psykiatrer intresserar sig för mentalpatienters
konstnärliga skapande.
4. Det finns en sådan gren inom psykiatrin: konstterapi - behandling genom
konst.
5. Och i början av seklet, när det i samband med att förhållandena på
klinikerna förbättrades uppstod problem med att sysselsätta patienterna,
föll läkarnas val på konsten.
6. Varför just på den?
7. Det finns många förklaringar, men på mig verkar de inte övertygande.
8. Men det att en som är sjuk och inte reagerar på omgivningen, som kan
sitta timtals i samma ställning och som inte svarar på frågor, gärna tar en
pensel eller penna och börjar rita - det är ett faktum.
9. För de flesta av de vuxna patienterna är det förresten knappast första
gången i livet som de gör det.
10. Vid de ledande europeiska psykiatriska klinikerna har man öppnat
konstnärsateljéer, och senare också gallerier.
11. Redan på tjugotalet kom det ut solida monografier (även av ryska
författare) över mentalpatienters konst.
12. I England, Frankrike och Tyskland har man skapat särskilda muséer
som nu är kända över hela världen.

2
13. I Moskva visades för första gången arbeten som gjorts av mentalsjuka
på en utställning 1964 som ordnades av Sovjetunionens
Hälsovårdsministerium.
14. Utställningen utgjordes av samlingar från några tyska kliniker.
15. Fast utställningen gick staden praktiskt taget obemärkt förbi.
16. Och gästerna hade bråttom - de var tvungna att resa runt hela Europa,
och utställningen var inte tänkt för någon bred publik, utan särskilt för
psykiatrer.
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17. Endast några få konstnärer och konstvetare lyckades ta sig in på
utställningen tillsammans med läkarna.
18. De blev alldeles tagna, allihop, såvitt jag kan förstå.
19. Störst intryck gjorde en rysk emigrerad biologiprofessors arbeten; han
blev sjuk i Tyskland och låg på klinik trettio år, ända till sin död.

3
20. Genast efter utställningen begav jag mig som ännu ung läkare till
verkstadsateljén på ett av Moskvas större psykiatriska sjukhus.
21. Och det som jag fick se där förbluffade mig nästan ännu mer än de
tyska samlingarna: två stora salar var fulla med konstnärliga arbeten.
22. Det som förbluffade var inte så mycket kvantiteten, som var ungefär
samma som på den tyska utställningen (och den hade samlats ihop under ett
femtiotal år), som den höga konstnärliga nivån.
23. Och det var gjort helt nyligen; några tavlor hade inte ens torkat...

4
24. Nu finns inte verken kvar.
25. De har försvunnit, helt enkelt försvunnit.
26. Det kan hända att de sedan länge är borta ur landet.
27. Verk utan ägare av mästare utan namn.
28. De är ingens.
29. Och det som inte är någons är lätt att ta.
30. Här kan man inte ens tala om att någon har varit och ”roffat åt sig”.
31. Det tillhörde ju ingen!
32. Verken finns inte, men ateljéerna finns väl kvar, och där arbetar väl
fortfarande läkarna och instruktörerna som förut?
33. Det verkar som att inte de heller finns kvar:
34. Varför?
35. Jag ska försöka förklara.

5
36. Arbetsterapin, liksom all liknande verksamhet i vårt land, har gått sin
egen väg.
37. Och den grundade sig inte på de sjukas spontana önskemål, utan delvis
på deras patologiska egenskaper: på deras förmåga att sitta långa stunder
utan att ändra ställning, att utföra stereotypt arbete till följd av sitt ovanligt
utvecklade pedanteri och så vidare.
38. I början gav sådana ateljéer till och med en viss inkomst
39. Och alla började hålla på med tarvlig pseudokommers, som grundade
sig på ofritt, improduktivt arbete.
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40. De ville inte lyssna till Odessaläkaren Jevgenij Sjevaljovs kloka ord:
gläd er inte, utgå i första hand ifrån vad som är bra för den sjuke, förstärk
inte hans patologiska drag.
41. Det slutade emellertid med att alla satt och klistrade kuvert, till och
med på avdelningar i vilohem för lindrigt sjuka.
42. Och konsten fick stryka på foten.
43. Nu har det blivit dess öde att delvis livnära den halvillegala
konsthandeln (den marknaden har blivit stor), eller ”i bästa fall” stå och
damma i källaren eller förrådet på något sjukhus.
44. Egentligen har vi aldrig haft några sådana samlingar i vårt land.
45. Och kommer inte att få, förrän ett enkelt mönster har bildats:
sjukhusateljé - galleri – muséum.

6
46. Det som Alexander Ivanov och hans likasinnade - unga människor i
olika yrken - försöker göra är i högsta grad värt uppmärksamhet och stöd.
47. De har gått samman om ett Centrum för skapande rehabilitering av
mentalsjuka.

Ellinor did not include the captions to the pictures that illustrate the article
in her translations but she discussed two of them with their possible
translations in her TAP concerning the Sputnik text:

Maslenitsa
(The “Fat week” that introduces the fasting period before Easter)
Krokokat
(Blend of crocodile and cat- child’s drawing)
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ST Contract
Fredrik

ÑÓ„Ó‚Ó

ë‡ÌÍÚ-èÂÚÂ·Û„ 18 Ï‡fl 1993 „Ó‰‡
èËÒÛÚÒÚ‚Ó‚‡ÎË:
ÄÎÂÍÒ‡Ì‰Ó‚‡ Ç.à. - Ë.Ó. ‰ËÂÍÚÓ‡ ñÂÌÚ‡ ÏÂÊ‰ÛÌ‡Ó‰Ì˚ı
Ó·ÏÂÌÓ‚ ë‡ÌÍÚ-èÂÚÂ·Û„ÒÍÓ„Ó „ÓÒÛ‰‡ÒÚ‚ÂÌÌÓ„Ó ÛÌË‚ÂÒËÚÂÚ‡
Ë
Kerstin Olofsson - ÔÂÔÓ‰‡‚‡ÚÂÎ¸ àÌÒÚËÚÛÚ‡ ÒÎ‡‚flÌÒÍËı Ë
·‡ÎÚËÈÒÍËı flÁ˚ÍÓ‚ ëÚÓÍ„ÓÎ¸ÏÒÍÓ„Ó ÛÌË‚ÂÒËÚÂÚ‡

1
1. ëÚÓÓÌ˚, ñÂÌÚ ÏÂÊ‰ÛÌ‡Ó‰Ì˚ı Ó·ÏÂÌÓ‚ ë‡ÌÍÚ-
èÂÚÂ·Û„ÒÍÓ„Ó „ÓÒÛ‰‡ÒÚ‚ÂÌÌÓ„Ó ÛÌË‚ÂÒËÚÂÚ‡, ‚ ‰‡Î¸ÌÂÈ¯ÂÏ
ËÏÂÌÛÂÏÓ„Ó ñÂÌÚ, Ë ËÌÒÚËÚÛÚ ÒÎ‡‚flÌÒÍËı Ë ·‡ÎÚËÈÒÍËı flÁ˚ÍÓ‚
ëÚÓÍ„ÓÎ¸ÏÒÍÓ„Ó ÛÌË‚ÂÒËÚÂÚ‡, ‚ ‰‡Î¸ÌÂÈ¯ÂÏ ËÏÂÌÛÂÏÓ„Ó
àÌÒÚËÚÛÚ, ‰Ó„Ó‚ÓËÎËÒ¸, ˜ÚÓ ‚ ÚÂ˜ÂÌËÂ 1993/ 1994 Û˜. „. ÓÌË
·Û‰ÛÚ ÒÓÚÛ‰ÌË˜‡Ú¸ ‚ Ó·Î‡ÒÚË Ó·Û˜ÂÌËfl ÒÚÛ‰ÂÌÚÓ‚ Ì‡
ÙËÎÓÎÓ„Ë˜ÂÒÍÓÏ Ù‡ÍÛÎ¸ÚÂÚÂ ë‡ÌÍÚ-èÂÚÂ·Û„ÒÍÓ„Ó
ÛÌË‚ÂÒËÚÂÚ‡.

2
2. ëÚÓÓÌ˚ ‰Ó„Ó‚ÓËÎËÒ¸, ˜ÚÓ ‚ ÔÂËÓ‰ Ò 15.04.94 ÔÓ 01.05.94
àÌÒÚËÚÛÚ Ì‡Ô‡‚ËÚ, ‡ ñÂÌÚ ÔËÏÂÚ „ÛÔÔÛ ÒÚÛ‰ÂÌÚÓ‚ Ó·˘ËÏ
ÍÓÎË˜ÂÒÚ‚ÓÏ ‰Ó 30 ˜ÂÎ. ‰Îfl Ó·Û˜ÂÌËfl ÔÓ ÒÓ„Î‡ÒÓ‚‡ÌÌÓÈ
ÔÓ„‡ÏÏÂ.
3. ëÚÓËÏÓÒÚ¸ Ó·Û˜ÂÌËfl ÛÒÚ‡Ì‡‚ÎË‚‡ÂÚÒfl ‚ ‡ÁÏÂÂ 200 ‡Ï.
‰ÓÎÎ‡Ó‚ Á‡ ‰‚Â ÌÂ‰ÂÎË Ó·Û˜ÂÌËfl Á‡ Í‡Ê‰Ó„Ó ÒÚÛ‰ÂÌÚ‡ ‚ÍÎ˛˜‡fl
‡ÒıÓ‰˚ Ì‡ ÔÓÊË‚‡ÌËÂ ‚ ÒÚÛ‰ÂÌ˜ÂÒÍÓÏ Ó·˘ÂÊËÚËË Ë ‚ÒÚÂ˜Û Ë
ÔÓ‚Ó‰˚.
4. á‡˜ËÒÎÂÌËÂ ÒÚÛ‰ÂÌÚÓ‚ ·Û‰ÂÚ ÔÓËÁ‚Ó‰ËÚ¸Òfl ÔÓÒÎÂ
ÔÂ‰ÒÚ‡‚ÎÂÌËfl àÌÒÚËÚÛÚÓÏ ‡ÌÍÂÚ Û˜‡ÒÚÌËÍÓ‚ ÔÓ„‡ÏÏ˚ ÌÂ
ÏÂÌÂÂ, ˜ÂÏ Á‡ 3 ÏÂÒflˆ‡ ‰Ó ÔËÂÏ‡.

3
5. àÌÒÚËÚÛÚ ÔÂÂ˜ËÒÎËÚ ÒÛÏÏ˚ Á‡ Ó·Û˜ÂÌËÂ ÒÚÛ‰ÂÌÚÓ‚ Ì‡ Ò˜ÂÚ
ë‡ÌÍÚ-èÂÚÂ·Û„ÒÍÓ„Ó ÛÌË‚ÂÒËÚÂÚ‡ ‹ 32181070813 ‚ Äé
”Å‡ÌÍ ë‡ÌÍÚ-èÂÚÂ·Û„” Á‡ 10 ‰ÌÂÈ ‰Ó Ì‡˜‡Î‡ Á‡ÌflÚËÈ.
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4
á‡ ñÂÌÚ ÏÂÊ‰ÛÌ‡Ó‰Ì˚ı
Ó·ÏÂÌÓ‚
ë‡ÌÍÚ-èÂÚÂ·Û„ÒÍÓ„Ó
ÛÌË‚ÂÒËÚ‡
Ç.à. ÄÎÂÍÒ‡Ì‰Ó‚‡

á‡ àÌÒÚËÚÛÚ ÒÎ‡‚flÌÒÍËı Ë
·‡ÎÚËÈÒÍËı flÁ˚ÍÓ‚
ëÚÓÍ„ÓÎ¸ÏÒÍÓ„Ó ÛÌË‚ÂÒËÚÂÚ‡
Kerstin Olofsson

(Official stamp)

5
èêéÉêÄååÄ éÅìóÖçàü Éêìèèõ ëíìÑÖçíéÇ
ëãÄÇüçëäàï à ÅÄãíàâëäàï üáõäéÇ
ëíéäÉéãúåëäéÉé ìçàÇÖêëàíÖíÄ
(15.04.94 - 01.05.94)

ãÂÍˆËË ÔÓ ÚÂÓËË ÔÂÂ‚Ó‰‡ - 4 ˜. ‚ ÌÂ‰ÂÎ˛.
ãÂÍˆËË ÔÓ ÒÓ‚ÂÏÂÌÌÓÏÛ ÛÒÒÍÓÏÛ flÁ˚ÍÛ - 6 ˜. ‚ ÌÂ‰ÂÎ˛.
ãÂÍˆËË ÔÓ ÍÛÎ¸ÚÛÓÎÓ„ËË - 4 ˜. ‚ ÌÂ‰ÂÎ˛.
ÄÌ‡ÎËÚË˜ÂÒÍÓÂ ˜ÚÂÌËÂ - 6 ˜. ‚ ÌÂ‰ÂÎ˛.

6. èÓ„‡ÏÏ‡ ÔÂ·˚‚‡ÌËfl ÒÚ‡ÊÂÓ‚ ‚ èÂÚÂ·Û„Â ‚ÍÎ˛˜‡ÂÚ
ÔÓÒÂ˘ÂÌËÂ fl‰‡ ÍÛÎ¸ÚÛÌ˚ı Ë ‰ÂÎÓ‚˚ı Ó·˙ÂÍÚÓ‚ „ÓÓ‰‡: åÂËfl,
áÄÉë, Â‰‡ÍˆËfl ÊÛÌ‡Î‡, ÏÛÁÂË.
7. é·Û˜ÂÌËÂ ÒÚ‡ÊÂÓ‚ ÔÓ‚Ó‰ËÚÒfl Ì‡ ÍÓÌÚ‡ÍÚÌÓÈ ÓÒÌÓ‚Â ‚
‡ÏÍ‡ı ‰Ó„Ó‚Ó‡ Ó ÒÓÚÛ‰ÌË˜ÂÒÚ‚Â ‰‚Ûı ÛÌË‚ÂÒËÚÂÚÓ‚.

7
à.é. ‰ËÂÍÚÓ ˆÂÌÚ‡
ÏÂÊ‰ÛÌ‡Ó‰Ì˚ı Ó·ÏÂÌÓ‚
Ç.à. ÄÎÂÍÒ‡Ì‰Ó‚‡

èÂÔÓ‰‡‚‡ÚÂÎ¸ ËÌÒÚËÚÛÚ‡
ÒÎ‡‚flÌÒÍËı Ë ·‡ÎÚËÈÒÍËı
flÁ˚ÍÓ‚ ëÚÓÍ„ÓÎ¸ÏÒÍÓ„Ó
ÛÌË‚ÂÒËÚÂÚ‡
Kerstin Olofsson

(Official stamp)
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TT Contract
Fredrik

AVTAL

Sankt Petersburg, 18 maj 1993

1
1. Närvarande: V. I. Aleksandrovna, t.f. direktör, Centret för internationellt
utbyte vid Sankt Petersburgs statliga universitet
Kerstin Olofsson, lärare, Institutionen för slaviska och baltiska språk vid
Stockholms universitet

2
2. De bägge parterna, Centret för internationellt utbyte vid Sankt
Petersburgs statliga universitet, i fortsättningen här benämnt Centret, och
Institutet för slaviska och baltiska språk vid Stockholms universitet, i
fortsättnngen här benämnt Institutionen, ingår härmed samarbetsavtal om
studerandeutbildning på Sankt Petersburgs statliga universitets filologiska
fakultet läsåret 1993/94.
3. Parterna har kommit överens om att Institutionen under perioden 15.4-
94 - 1.5-94 får sända en grupp på upp till 30 personer för studier enligt
överenskommet program till Centret, som i sin tur förbinder sig att ta emot
dessa.
4. Kostnaden för varje enskild student har fastställts till 200 US$ för två
veckors studier inklusive uppehälle i studenthem samt uppsamling vid
ankomsten.
5. Studenterna kommer att skrivas in vid Centret enligt deltagarlista, som
upprättas av Institutionen senast tre månader före ankomsten.
6. Institutionen ska översända betalning för studenternas undervisning till
Sankt Petersburgs universitets konto No 32181070813 i Sankt Petersburgs
bank AB senast 10 dagar före studiernas början.

3
STUDIEPROGRAM
7. för studerandegrupp från Institutionen för Slaviska och Baltiska språk
vid Stockholms universitet (15.4-94 - 1.5-94)

1.Översättningsteori  - 4 veckotimmar
2. Modern ryska - 6 veckotimmar
3. Kulturkunskap - 4 veckotimmar
4. Textanalys - 6 veckotimmar
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8. I programmet för studenternas vistelse i Petersburg ingår en rad
studiebesök inom kultur- och samhällssektorn, bl a besöks borgmästeriet,
personregistret, en tidningsredaktion samt muséer.

9. Undervisning av studenterna bedrivs enligt kontrakt som
ingår i samarbetsavtalet mellan de två universiteten.
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Certificate texts2

ST School certificate
Lennart

ÄÚÚÂÒÚ‡Ú Ó ÒÂ‰ÌÂÏ Ó·‡ÁÓ‚‡ÌËË

1.ç‡ÒÚÓfl˘ËÈ ‡ÚÚÂÒÚ‡Ú ‚˚‰‡Ì: à‚‡ÌÛ à‚‡ÌÓ‚Ë˜Û à‚‡ÌÓ‚Û
Ó‰Ë‚¯ÂÏÛÒfl ‚ „. åÓÒÍ‚Â 1 flÌ‚‡fl 1945 года ‚ ÚÓÏ, ˜ÚÓ ÓÌ ‚
1963 „Ó‰Û ÓÍÓÌ˜ËÎ ÔÓÎÌ˚È ÍÛÒ ‚Â˜ÂÌÂÈ ÒÏÂÌÌÓÈ
Ó·˘ÂÓ·‡ÁÓ‚‡ÚÂÎ¸ÌÓÈ ¯ÍÓÎ˚ N 25 ãÂÌËÌ„‡‰ÒÍÓ„Ó -Ì‡ „.
åÓÒÍ‚˚ Ë Ó·Ì‡ÛÊËÎ ÔË ÓÚÎË˜ÌÓÏ ÔÓ‚Â‰ÂÌËË ÒÎÂ‰Û˛˘ËÂ
ÁÌ‡ÌËfl:
2. ÔÓ Ó‰ÌÓÏÛ flÁ˚ÍÛ....................----
3. ÔÓ Ó‰ÌÓÈ ÎËÚÂ‡ÚÛÂ..............----
4. ÔÓ ÛÒÒÍÓÏÛ flÁ˚ÍÛ.....5 / ÓÚÎË˜Ì˚Â
5. ÔÓ ÎËÚÂ‡ÚÛÂ.....5 /  ÓÚÎË˜Ì˚Â
6. ÔÓ ‡Î„Â·Â......4 / ıÓÓ¯ËÂ
7. ÔÓ „ÂÓÏÂÚËË....5 / ÓÚÎË˜Ì˚Â
8. ÔÓ ÚË„ÓÌÓÏÂÚËË..... 5 / ÓÚÎË˜Ì˚Â
9. ÔÓ ËÒÚÓËË ëëëê.....5 / ÓÚÎË˜Ì˚Â
10. ÔÓ ‚ÒÂÓ·˘ÂÈ ËÒÚÓËË....5 / ÓÚÎË˜Ì˚Â
11. ÔÓ Ó·˘ÂÒÚ‚Ó‚Â‰ÂÌË˛....5 / ÓÚÎË˜Ì˚Â
12. ÔÓ ÙËÁËÍÂ....5 / ÓÚÎË˜Ì˚Â
13. ÔÓ ‡ÒÚÓÌÓÏËË....5 / ÓÚÎË˜Ì˚Â
14. ÔÓ ıËÏËË.....5 / ÓÚÎË˜Ì˚Â
15. ÔÓ ·ËÓÎÓ„ËË....5 / ÓÚÎË˜Ì˚Â
16. ÔÓ „ÂÓ„‡ÙËË....5 / ÓÚÎË˜Ì˚Â
17. ÔÓ ËÌÓÒÚ‡ÌÌÓÏÛ flÁ˚ÍÛ..(‡Ì„Î.) 5 / ÓÚÎË˜Ì˚Â
8. ÔÓ ˜Â˜ÂÌË˛.... 4 / ıÓÓ¯ËÂ
19. ÔÓ ÙËÁË˜ÂÒÍÓÈ ÍÛÎ¸ÚÛÂ......................----
20. ÔÓ ÓÒÌÓ‚aÏ ÔÓËÁ‚Ó‰ÒÚ‚‡.....................----
21. äÓÏÂ ÚÓ„Ó: .........(Ù‡ÏËÎËfl) ÔÓ¯.... ÔÓËÁ‚Ó‰ÒÚ‚ÂÌÌÓÂ
Ó·Û˜ÂÌËÂ ÔÓ ÒÔÂˆË‡Î¸ÌÓÒÚË................................................
22. á‡ ÓÚÎË˜Ì˚Â ÛÒÔÂıË ‚ Û˜ÂÌËË, ÚÛ‰Â Ë Á‡ ÔËÏÂÌÓÂ
ÔÓ‚Â‰ÂÌËÂ Ì‡„‡Ê‰ÂÌ......................... ëÂÂ·flÌÓÈ ÏÂ‰‡Î¸˛.

(Offical stamp) ÑËÂÍÚÓ ¯ÍÓÎ˚
á‡‚Â‰Û˛˘ËÈ Û˜Â·ÌÓÈ ˜‡ÒÚ¸˛

¯ÍÓÎ˚
ì˜ËÚÂÎ¸

23. Ç˚‰‡Ì: 29. Ë˛Ìfl 1963 „. åÓÒÍ‚‡                      A   ‹  002662

                                           
2 In order to grant anonymity to the holder of these certificates the name and birth dates
are changed in the transcription of both certificate texts and their translations.
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TT School certificate
Lennart

BETYGATTEST
för grundskolan
1. Föreliggande betyg är utfärdat för Ivan Ivanovitj Ivanov, född den 1
januari 1945 i Moskva.
2. Han har 1963 avslutat fullständig kurs på den allmänna blandade
aftonskolan Nr. 25 i Leningradräjongen i Moskva.
3. Han har med gott uppförande uppvisat kunskaper i följande ämnen:
4. Modersmål________________________________
5. Modersmålets litteratur_______________________
6. Ryska språket_________________________5 / utmärkt
7. Litteraturkunskap______________________5 / utmärkt
8. Algebra______________________________4 / bra
9. Geometri_____________________________5 / utmärkt
10. Trigonometri__________________________5 / utmärkt
11. Sovjetunionens historia__________________5 / utmärkt
12. Allmän historia________________________5 / utmärkt
13. Samhällskunskap_______________________5 / utmärkt
14. Fysik________________________________5 / utmärkt
15. Astronomi____________________________5 / utmärkt
16. Kemi________________________________5 / utmärkt
17. Biologi_______________________________5 / utmärkt
18. Geografi______________________________5 / utmärkt
19. Främmande språk (engelska)_____________5 / utmärkt
20. Teckning______________________________4 / utmärkt
21. Idrott_________________________________-
22. Produktionens grunder___________________
23. Dessutomhar (Efternamn)_(För-och fadersnamn) erhållit
yrkesundervisning i_________________________________
24. För stora framgånger i studierna, arbetet och för exemplariskt
uppträdande tilldelas Ivanov silvermedalj.

/Stämpel/________________Skoldirektör_____/oläslig underskrift
________________________Studierektor_____/oläslig underskrift
________________________Lärare_________/oläslig underskrift
______________________________________/oläslig underskrift
______________________________________/oläslig underskrift
25. Utfärdat den 29 juni 1963 i Moskva ____________attest nr. 002662
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ST University certificate
Lennart

åËÌËÒÚÂÒÚ‚Ó ‚˚Ò¯Â„Ó Ë ÒÂ‰ÌÂ„Ó ÒÔÂˆË‡Î¸ÌÓ„Ó
Ó·‡ÁÓ‚‡ÌËfl ëëëê

åÓÒÍÓ‚ÒÍËÈ „ÓÒÛ‰‡ÒÚ‚ÂÌÌ˚È ÔÂ‰‡„Ó„Ë˜ÂÒÍËÈ ËÌÒÚËÚÛÚ
ËÌÓÒÚ‡ÌÌ˚ı flÁ˚ÍÓ‚ ËÏ. åÓËÒ‡ íÓÂÁ‡

åÓÒÍ‚‡, „-34, åÂÚÓÒÚÓÂ‚ÒÍ‡fl ÛÎ., 38.
íÂÎ.:ÂÍÚÓ‡Ú 245-0200, Í‡Ìˆ. 245-06-12, Û˜.˜‡ÒÚ¸ 245-25-51
=================================================
‹   éä / 208 ◊ 3 “ å‡fl         1972 „

(Official stamp)

ëèêÄÇäÄ

24.Ñ‡Ì‡ ÚÓ‚. à‚‡ÌÓ‚Û à‚‡ÌÛ à‚‡ÌÓ‚Ë˜Û ‚ ÚÓÏ, ˜ÚÓ ÓÌ
‰ÂÈÒÚ‚ËÚÂÎ¸ÌÓ Ó·Û˜‡ÎÒfl Ì‡ ‰ÌÂ‚ÌÓÏ ÓÚ‰ÂÎÂÌËË ÔÂÂ‚Ó‰˜ÂÒÍÓ„Ó
Ù‡ÍÛÎ¸ÚÂÚ‡ åÓÒÍÓ‚ÒÍÓ„Ó „ÓÒÛ‰‡ÒÚ‚ÂÌÌÓ„Ó ÔÂ‰‡„Ó„Ë˜ÂÒÍÓ„Ó
ËÌÒÚËÚÛÚ‡ ËÌÓÒÚ‡ÌÌ˚ı flÁ˚ÍÓ‚ ËÏÂÌË åÓËÒ‡ íÓÂÁ‡ Ò ÒÂÌÚfl·fl
1963 „Ó‰‡ ÔÓ Ï‡Ú 1969 „Ó‰‡.

25. èËÍ‡Á Ó Á‡˜ËÒÎÂÌËË ‹ 840 ÓÚ 26 ‡‚„ÛÒÚ‡ 1963
„Ó‰‡.

26. èËÍ‡Á Ó· ÓÍÓÌ˜‡ÌËË ‹ 72 ÓÚ 18 ÙÂ‚‡Îfl 1969
„Ó‰‡.
27. ëÔ‡‚Í‡ ‰‡Ì‡ ÔÓ ÏÂÒÚÛ ÚÂ·Ó‚‡ÌËfl.

çÄóÄãúçàä éíÑÖãÄ äÄÑêéÇ
åÉèààü àå. åéêàëÄ íéêÖáÄ

à.ç: ãàíÇàçñÖÇ
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TT University certificate
Lennart

MINISTERIET FÖR SPECIALUTBILDNING I
GRUND- OCH HÖGSKOLAN I SOVJETUNIONEN

MOSKVAS STATLIGA PEDAGOGISKA INSTITUT FÖR
UTLÄNDSKA SPRÅK

UPPKALLAT EFTER MAURICE THOREZ

Moskva, G-34, Metrostrojevskaja ulitsa 38
Tel: Rektor 245-02-00 Expeditionen 245-06-12 Studierektor 245-55-51

Nr. DK/208 3 maj 1972

INTYG
26. Härmed intygas att kamrat Ivan Ivanovitj Ivanov från September 1963
till mars 1969 dagtid genomgått utbildning på översättarfakulten vid
Moskvas statliga pedagogiska institut, uppkallat efter Maurice Thorez.

Inskrivningsdokument nr. 840, den 26 augusti 1965.
Avslutningsdokument nr. 72, den 18 februari 1971.

27. Intyget överlämnas  till inkrävande myndighet.

28. Chefen för personalavdelningen vid Moskvas statliga pedagogiska
institut, uppkallat efter Maurice Thorez

/underskrift/                I. N. Litvintsev
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Third task
ST Shevchenko
Ellinor + Fredrik

í‡‡Ò òÂ‚˜ÂÌÍÓ

1
1. ëÂ‰Ë ‚˚‰‡˛˘ËıÒfl ‰ÂflÚÂÎÂÈ ÛÍ‡ËÌÒÍÓÈ ÍÛÎ¸ÚÛ˚ ÓÒÓ·ÓÂ
ÏÂÒÚÓ ÔËÌ‡‰ÎÂÊËÚ í‡‡ÒÛ ÉË„Ó¸Â‚Ë˜Û òÂ‚˜ÂÌÍÓ (1814-1861).
2. ë‚ÓËÏ ÔÎ‡ÏÂÌÌ˚Ï ÔÓ˝ÚË˜ÂÒÍËÏ Ë ıÛ‰ÓÊÂÒÚ‚ÂÌÌ˚Ï
Ú‚Ó˜ÂÒÚ‚ÓÏ ÓÌ ÓÚ‡ÁËÎ ËÁ‚Â˜ÌÓÂ ÒÚÂÏÎÂÌËÂ ÚÛ‰Ó‚Ó„Ó Ì‡Ó‰‡
ìÍ‡ËÌ˚ Í Ò‚Ó·Ó‰Â.
3. òÂ‚˜ÂÌÍÓ ÔÓÊËÎ ËÒÔÓÎÌÂÌÌÛ˛ ‰‡Ï‡ÚËÁÏ‡ ÊËÁÌ¸.
4. èÓ˝Ú, ıÛ‰ÓÊÌËÍ, Ï˚ÒÎËÚÂÎ¸ Â‚ÓÎ˛ˆËÓÌÌÓ-
‰ÂÏÓÍ‡ÚË˜ÂÒÍÓ„Ó Ì‡Ô‡‚ÎÂÌËfl, ÓÌ ÒÚ‡ÒÚÌÓ ·ÓÓÎÒfl ÔÓÚË‚
ÒÓˆË‡Î¸ÌÓ„Ó Ë Ì‡ˆËÓÌ‡Î¸ÌÓ„Ó Û„ÌÂÚÂÌËfl Ò‚ÓÂ„Ó Ì‡Ó‰‡.
5. ÇÒÂ ‚ÓÁ‡ÒÚ‡˛˘ËÈ ËÌÚÂÂÒ ÌÓ‚˚ı ÔÓÍÓÎÂÌËÈ Î˛‰ÂÈ Í
ıÛ‰ÓÊÂÒÚ‚ÂÌÌÓÏÛ Ì‡ÒÎÂ‰Ë˛ òÂ‚˜ÂÌÍÓ ÍÓÂÚÒfl ‚ „ÎÛ·ÓÍÓÏ
‰ÂÏÓÍ‡ÚËÁÏÂ Â„Ó ÔÓËÁ‚Â‰ÂÌËÈ.
2
6. ë˚Ì ÍÂÔÓÒÚÌÓ„Ó ÍÂÒÚ¸flÌËÌ‡ ËÁ ÒÂÎ‡ åÓËÌˆ˚ (Ì˚ÌÂ
óÂÍ‡ÒÒÍ‡fl Ó·Î‡ÒÚ¸), òÂ‚˜ÂÌÍÓ Ò ‰ÂÚÒÚ‚‡ Û‚ÎÂÍ‡ÎÒfl ËÒÓ‚‡ÌËÂÏ
Ë ÒÓ˜ËÌÂÌËÂÏ ÒÚËıÓ‚.
7. ÅÓÎ¸¯ËÏ ÔÂÔflÚÒÚ‚ËÂÏ Ì‡ ÔÛÚË ÂÒÚÂÒÚ‚ÂÌÌÓ„Ó ‡Á‚ËÚËfl Â„Ó
‰‡Ó‚‡ÌËfl ·˚ÎÓ ÚÓ, ˜ÚÓ, Í‡Í ÍÂÔÓÒÚÌÓÈ, ÓÌ ‚ÒÂˆÂÎÓ Á‡‚ËÒÂÎ ÓÚ
ÔËıÓÚÂÈ ÔÓÏÂ˘ËÍ‡ ùÌ„ÂÎ¸„‡‰Ú‡.
8. é‰Ì‡ ËÁ ˝ÚËı ÔËıÓÚÂÈ ÒÚ‡Î‡ Ò˜‡ÒÚÎË‚ÓÈ ÒÎÛ˜‡ÈÌÓÒÚ¸˛ ‰Îfl
òÂ‚˜ÂÌÍÓ, ÍÓ„‰‡ ÁËÏÓÈ 1831 „Ó‰‡ ùÌ„ÂÎ¸„‡‰Ú ‚ÁflÎ Â„Ó Ò ÒÓ·ÓÈ
‚ ÒÚÓÎËˆÛ Í‡Í ÒÎÛ„Û-”Í‡Á‡˜Í‡”.
9. á‰ÂÒ¸ ÏÓÎÓ‰ÓÈ í‡‡Ò ‚ÒÚÂÚËÎ ÁÂÏÎflÍ‡ - ıÛ‰ÓÊÌËÍ‡ à‚‡Ì‡
ëÓ¯ÂÌÍÓ, ÍÓÚÓ˚È ‚ÒÍÓÂ ÔÓÁÌ‡ÍÓÏËÎ Â„Ó Ò ‰ÂÏÓÍ‡ÚË˜ÂÒÍË
Ì‡ÒÚÓÂÌÌ˚ÏË Ë ‚ÎËflÚÂÎ¸Ì˚ÏË ‰ÂflÚÂÎflÏË ÛÒÒÍÓÈ ÍÛÎ¸ÚÛ˚.
10. éÌË, Û‚Ë‰Â‚ ‚ òÂ‚˜ÂÌÍÓ Â‰ÍËÈ Ú‡Î‡ÌÚ Í ÎËÚÂ‡ÚÛÌÓÏÛ Ë
ıÛ‰ÓÊÂÒÚ‚ÂÌÌÓÏÛ Ú‚Ó˜ÂÒÚ‚Û, ‚˚ÍÛÔËÎË Â„Ó ‚ 1838 „Ó‰Û ËÁ
ÍÂÔÓÒÚÌÓÈ ÌÂ‚ÓÎË.
3
11. ë 1838 ÔÓ 1845 „Ó‰ òÂ‚˜ÂÌÍÓ Û˜ËÎÒfl ‚ èÂÚÂ·Û„ÒÍÓÈ
ÄÍ‡‰ÂÏËË ıÛ‰ÓÊÂÒÚ‚, ÔÓfl‚Ë‚ ÌÂÁ‡Ûfl‰Ì˚Â ÒÔÓÒÓ·ÌÓÒÚË ‚
ÊË‚ÓÔËÒË Ï‡ÒÎÓÏ, ‚ ‡Í‚‡ÂÎË, ËÒÛÌÍÂ Í‡‡Ì‰‡¯ÓÏ.
12. Ö„Ó Û˜ËÚÂÎÂÏ ·˚Î ÍÛÔÌÂÈ¯ËÈ ÛÒÒÍËÈ ÊË‚ÓÔËÒÂˆ ä‡Î
Å˛ÎÎÓ‚.
13. Ç ˝ÚË ÊÂ „Ó‰˚ òÂ‚˜ÂÌÍÓ ÒÙÓÏËÓ‚‡ÎÒfl Í‡Í ‚˚‰‡˛˘ËÈÒfl
Ì‡Ó‰Ì˚È ÔÓ˝Ú, ÔÓ‰Ìfl‚¯ËÈ Í‡ÒÓÚÛ, Á‚Û˜ÌÓÒÚ¸ ÛÍ‡ËÌÒÍÓ„Ó
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Ì‡Ó‰ÌÓ„Ó flÁ˚Í‡ Ì‡ ÌÂ‚Ë‰‡ÌÌ˚Â ‰ÓÒÂÎÂ ÔÓ˝ÚË˜ÂÒÍËÂ ‚˚ÒÓÚ˚.
14. ëËÎ‡ Ë Ô‡‚‰‡ Â„Ó ÒÎÓ‚‡ ÔÓ‡ÁËÚÂÎ¸Ì‡, ÓÌ‡ ËÒıÓ‰ËÚ ËÁ „ÎÛ·ËÌ
ÊËÁÌË.
15. Ç˚ÒÓÍ‡fl „‡Ê‰‡ÌÒÚ‚ÂÌÌÓÒÚ¸ Â„Ó ÔÓ˝Ï Ë ÒÚËıÓ‚, Ëı
ÍËÚË˜ÂÒÍ‡fl Ì‡Ô‡‚ÎÂÌÌÓÒÚ¸ ÔÓÚË‚ ÍÂÔÓÒÚÌË˜ÂÒÚ‚‡ Ë
Ò‡ÏÓ‰ÂÊ‡‚Ëfl Ó·‡ÚËÎ Ì‡ ÒÂ·fl ‚ÌËÏ‡ÌËÂ передовой ˜‡ÒÚË
Ó·˘ÂÒÚ‚‡.
4
16. ÇÓÁ‚‡ÚË‚¯ËÒ¸ ‚ 1845 „Ó‰Û ÔÓÒÎÂ ÓÍÓÌ˜‡ÌËfl ÄÍ‡‰ÂÏËË Ì‡
ìÍ‡ËÌÛ, òÂ‚˜ÂÌÍÓ ‡·ÓÚ‡ÂÚ ıÛ‰ÓÊÌËÍÓÏ ÄıÂÓ„‡ÙË˜ÂÒÍÓÈ
ÍÓÏËÒÒËË ÔË äËÂ‚ÒÍÓÏ ÛÌË‚ÂÒËÚÂÚÂ.
17. çÓ ˜ÂÂÁ ‰‚‡ „Ó‰‡ Â„Ó ‡ÂÒÚÓ‚˚‚‡˛Ú Á‡ Û˜‡ÒÚËÂ ‚ Ú‡ÈÌÓÈ
ÔÓÎËÚË˜ÂÒÍÓÈ Ó„‡ÌËÁ‡ˆËË - äËËÎÎÓ-åÂÙÓ‰ËÂ‚ÒÍÓÏ Ó·˘ÂÒÚ‚Â.
18. Ç ÛÍË ÔÓÎËˆËË ÔÓÔ‡ÎË ÒÓ˜ËÌÂÌËfl ÔÓ˝Ú‡, ‚ ÍÓÚÓ˚ı ÓÒÚÓ
Ó·ÎË˜‡ÎÒfl ‡ÌÚËÌ‡Ó‰Ì˚È „ÓÒÛ‰‡ÒÚ‚ÂÌÌ˚È ÒÚÓÈ êÓÒÒËÈÒÍÓÈ
ËÏÔÂËË.
19. òÂ‚˜ÂÌÍÓ ÔË„Ó‚ÓËÎË Í ‰ÓÎ„ÓÎÂÚÌÂÈ ÒÒ˚ÎÍÂ fl‰Ó‚˚Ï
ÒÓÎ‰‡ÚÓÏ ‚ éÂÌ·Û„ÒÍËÈ ÍÓÔÛÒ.
20. ìÚ‚ÂÊ‰‡fl ÔË„Ó‚Ó, ˆ‡¸ ÒÓ·ÒÚ‚ÂÌÌÓÛ˜ÌÓ Ì‡ÔËÒ‡Î Ì‡ Â„Ó
‰ÂÎÂ, ˜ÚÓ·˚ ÒÒ˚Î¸ÌÓ„Ó ÔÓ˝Ú‡ Ë ıÛ‰ÓÊÌËÍ‡ ‰ÂÊ‡ÎË ÔÓ‰
ÒÚÓÊ‡È¯ËÏ Ì‡‰ÁÓÓÏ Ë Á‡ÔÂ˘‡ÎË ÂÏÛ ÔËÒ‡Ú¸ Ë ËÒÓ‚‡Ú¸.
21. ÅÎ‡„Ó‰‡fl ÔÓÏÓ˘Ë Ë ÒÓ‰ÂÈÒÚ‚Ë˛ ÔÓ„ÂÒÒË‚ÌÓ Ì‡ÒÚÓÂÌÌÓÈ
ÏÂÒÚÌÓÈ ËÌÚÂÎÎË„ÂÌˆËË, ÓÌ ÒÏÓ„ Ì‡ ÔÓÚflÊÂÌËË ‚ÒÂı 10 ÎÂÚ
ÒÒ˚ÎÍË ‚ Í‡Á‡ıÒÍËı ÒÚÂÔflı ÔÓÎÛÎÂ„‡Î¸ÌÓ Á‡ÌËÏ‡Ú¸Òfl
Ú‚Ó˜ÂÒÚ‚ÓÏ.
5
22. òÂ‚˜ÂÌÍÓ ·˚Î ÓÒ‚Ó·ÓÊ‰ÂÌ ‚ 1857 „Ó‰Û.
23. ïÓ‰‡Ú‡ÈÒÚ‚Ó‚‡ÎË Á‡ ÌÂ„Ó ÔÂÂ‰Ó‚˚Â Î˛‰Ë êÓÒÒËË Ë ìÍ‡ËÌ˚.
24. èÓÒÎÂ‰ÌËÂ „Ó‰˚ Â„Ó ÊËÁÌË ÓÚÏÂ˜ÂÌ˚ ÍÛÔÌÂÈ¯ËÏË
‰ÓÒÚËÊÂÌËflÏË ‚ ÔÓ˝ÁËË, ÊË‚ÓÔËÒË Ë „‡ÙËÍÂ.
25. éÒÓ·ÂÌÌÓ ·ÓÎ¸¯ËÏË Ë Ó·˘ÂÔËÁÌ‡ÌÌ˚ÏË ·˚ÎË Â„Ó ÛÒÔÂıË ‚
Ó·Î‡ÒÚË „‡‚˛˚.
26. Ç ÒÂÌÚfl·Â 1860 „. ÒÓ‚ÂÚ ÄÍ‡‰ÂÏËË ıÛ‰ÓÊÂÒÚ‚ Û‰ÓÒÚÓËÎ
òÂ‚˜ÂÌÍÓ Á‚‡ÌËfl ‡Í‡‰ÂÏËÍ‡ „‡‚˛˚.
6
27. áËÏÓÈ 1860-1861 „Ó‰Ó‚ ÒÓÒÚÓflÌËÂ Á‰ÓÓ‚¸fl í‡‡Ò‡
ÉË„Ó¸Â‚Ë˜‡, ÔÓ‰Ó‚‡ÌÌÓÂ ÒÒ˚ÎÍÓÈ, ÂÁÍÓ ÛıÛ‰¯ËÎÓÒ¸.
28. 10 Ï‡Ú‡ 1861 „Ó‰‡ ÓÌ ÛÏÂ.
29. èÓ„Â·ÂÌ ·˚Î ÒÌ‡˜‡Î‡ Ì‡ ëÏÓÎÂÌÒÍÓÏ ÍÎ‡‰·Ë˘Â ‚
èÂÚÂ·Û„Â.
30. èÓ Â„Ó Á‡‚Â˘‡ÌË˛, Ô‡ı ‚ÂÒÌÓÈ ÚÓ„Ó ÊÂ „Ó‰‡ ÔÂÂ‚ÂÁÂÌ Ì‡
ìÍ‡ËÌÛ Ë Á‡ıÓÓÌÂÌ Ì‡ ‚˚ÒÓÍÓÏ ·ÂÂ„Û ÑÌÂÔ‡ ‚ „ÓÓ‰Â
ä‡ÌÂ‚Â, ÌÂÔÓ‰‡ÎÂÍÛ ÓÚ ÚÂı ÏÂÒÚ, „‰Â ÓÌ Ó‰ËÎÒfl Ë ‚˚ÓÒ.
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TT
Ellinor

1
1. Bland Ukrainas framstående kulturpersonligheter intar Taras Grigorjevitj
Sjevtjenko (1814-1861) en särskild plats.
2. Med sin brinnande poetiska och konstnärliga skaparkraft uttryckte han
det arbetande ukrainska folkets eviga strävan mot frihet.
3. Sjevtjenkos liv blev fyllt av dramatik.
4. Som poet, konstnär och tänkare med revolutionärt demokratiska idéer
kämpade han lidelsefullt mot det sociala och nationella förtryck hans folk
led under.
5. Det alltmer växande intresset hos nya generationer människor för
Sjevtjenkos konstnärliga arv beror på den djupa demokratismen i hans
verk.
2
6. Sjevtjenko, som var son till en livegen bonde från byn Morintsy (numera
Tjerkassy-oblasten/länet), tyckte från det han var liten om att rita och
skriva dikter.
7. Ett stort hinder för att hans talanger skulle kunna utvecklas fullt ut
utgjorde det faktum att han som livegen helt och hållet var utlämnad åt
godsägaren Engelgardts nycker.
8. En av dessa nycker ledde av en tillfällighet till något bra för Sjevtjenkos
del, då Engelgardt vintern 1831 tog med sig honom till huvudstaden som
"kazatjok" (ung betjänt i kosackkostym).
9. Här mötte den unge Taras landsmannen och konstnären Ivan Sosjenko,
som snart lät honom träffa inflytelserika och demokratiskt sinnade ryska
kulturpersonligheter.
10. Dessa såg Sjevtjenkos sällsynta begåvning för litterärt och konstnärligt
skapande, och friköpte honom från livegenskapen 1838.
3
11. Från 1838 till 1845 studerade Sjevtjenko vid Konstakademin i S:t
Petersburg.
12. Han visade en ovanlig begåvning för att måla olja och akvarell och
teckna i blyerts.
13. Hans lärare var den store ryske målaren Karl Brjullov.
14. Under dessa år utvecklades Sjevtjenko som en framstående folkpoet,
som lyfte skönheten och klangen i det ukrainska folkets språk till dittills
oanade poetiska höjder.
15. Styrkan och sanningen i hans ord är slående - de har sitt ursprung i
livets innersta djup.
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16. Den starka nationalkänslan i hans poem och dikter, kritiken i dem mot
livegenskapen och självhärskardömet uppmärksammades av de progressiva
grupperna i samhället.
4
17. Efter att 1845 ha avslutat sina studier vid Konstakademin, återvände
Sjevtjenko till Ukraina och började arbeta som konstnär i Arkeografiska
kommissionen vid Kievs universitet.
18. Men två år senare arresterades han för att ha deltagit i en hemlig
politisk organisation - Kyrillos och Methodiossällskapet.
19. Polisen fick tag i verk där poeten i skarpa ord avslöjade det ryska
imperiets folkfientliga statliga uppbyggnad.
20. Sjevtjenko dömdes till mångårig förvisning och soldattjänst i
Orenburgkåren.
21. Tsaren bekräftade domen genom att i hans akt egenhändigt skriva att
den förvisade poeten och konstnären skulle hållas under sträng uppsikt och
förbjudas att skriva och måla.
22. Tack vare hjälp och stöd från den progressiva intelligentian på platsen,
kunde han under de tio år han var förvisad till den kazachiska stäppen mer
eller mindre illegalt ägna sig åt konstnärlig verksamhet.
5
23. Sjevtjenko blev fri 1857.
24. Framåtsträvande människor i Ryssland och Ukraina hade lagt sig ut för
honom.
25. De sista åren av hans liv utmärktes av stora framgångar inom poesi,
målning och grafik.
26. Särskilt stora och allmänt erkända blev de framsteg han gjorde när det
gällde gravyr.
27. I september 1860 förärade Konstakademins råd honom titeln
akademiledamot för gravyrkonst.
6
28. Vintern 1860-61 försämrades Taras Grigorjevitj Sjevtjenkos hälsa
kraftigt - den hade undergrävts under förvisningen.
29. Den 10 mars 1861 dog han.
30. Han blev först begraven på Smolenskkyrkogården i S:t Petersburg.
31. I enlighet med hans testamente fördes hans stoft på våren samma år till
Ukraina, och begravdes vid Dnjeprs höga stränder i staden Kanev, inte
långt från den plats där han var född och uppvuxen.
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TT
Fredrik

1. Taras Grigorievitj Sjevtjenko (1814-1861) intar en särställning bland de
större ukrainska kulturpersonligheterna.
2. Med sin glödande poesi och konst speglar han det ukrainska folkets
urgamla frihetssträvan.
3. Sjevtjenko levde ett dramatiskt liv.
4. I sin egenskap av poet, konstnär och teoretiker inom den revolutionär-
demokratiska rörelsen förde han en lidelsefull kamp mot det sociala och
nationalistiska förtryck som hans folk utsattes för.
5. Det ständigt växande intresset från senare generationer för Sjevtjenko
kan förklaras med den breda folklighet som präglar hans verk.
6. Sjevtjenkos far var livegen bonde i byn Morintsy (idag tillhörande
distriktet Tjerkassk).
7. Redan i barndomen var Sjevtjenko road av att rita och skriva dikter.
8. Ett stort hinder i vägen för hans naturliga konstnärliga utveckling var
dock det faktum att han var livegen och därmed utlämnad åt sin godsherre
Engelhardt och dennes godtycke.
9. En av Engelhardts nycker visade sig dock bli ett lyckokast för Sjevjenko.
10. Detta var vintern 1831 då godsherren tog Sjevtjenko med sig till
huvudstaden Petersburg (idag S:t Petersburg) för att ha som betjänt.
11. Här kom den unge Taras att träffa konstnären Ivan Sosjenko, en
landsman som snart kom att bekanta honom med den demokratiska
rörelsen och dess inflytelserika företrädare för rysk kultur.
12. De upptäckte snart Sjevtjenkos osedvanliga litterära och konstnärliga
begåvning och löste honom från livegenskapen genom friköp år 1838.
13. 1838-1845 studerade Sjevtjenko vid Petersburgs konstakademi och
visade där i olja, akvarell och blyerts prov på en skicklighet utöver det
vanliga.
14. Som lärare hade han den store ryske konstnären Karl Brjullov.
15. Det är också under dessa år som Sjevtjenko formas till den framstående
poet, som kommer att lyfta skönheten och det klangrikedomen i den
folkliga ukrainskan till dittills aldrig tidigare skådade lyriska höjder.
16. Hans språk präglas av en djup livserfarenhet och frapperar med sin
kraft och sin sannfärdighet.
17. Det sociala patoset i hans poem och dikter och dess kritik mot
livegenskap och envälde väcker uppmärksamhet inom radikala kretsar.
18. När Sjevtjenko år 1845 återvänder till Ukraina efter avslutade studier
börjar han arbeta som målare för historiografiska kommissionen vid
Kievuniversitetet.
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19. Men efter två år blir han arresterad för att ha varit medlem av en
underjordisk politisk organisation, Kyrillos-Methodios-sällskapet.
20. Poem, där Sjevtjenko på ett träffsäkert vis skildrar ryska imperiets
terror mot folket, faller i polisens händer.
21. Sjevtjenko döms till långtidsförvisning som menig soldat i Orenburgs
armékår.
22. När tsaren undertecknar domen gör  han också ett tillägg om att den
förvisade poeten och konstnären ska hållas under strängaste uppsikt och
inte tillåtas vare sig skriva eller måla.
23. Där på plats får han dock hjälp av liberala krafter, så att han undersinae
tio förvisningsån på den kasachska stäppen ändå får möjlighet att ägna sig
åt skapande verksamhet, även om det inte kan ske helt öppet.
24. Sjevtjenko friges år 1857 efter att radikala kretsar i Ryssland och
Ukraina verkat för hans sak.
25. De sista åren av hans liv kännetecknas av att han göroerhördaa framsteg
inom poesni, målarkonsent och grafienk.
26. Särskilt storaoch erkända blirr hans framgångar på gravyrområdee
27. I september 1860 tilldelas Sjevtjenko titeln "akademiledamot inom
gravyrkonsten" av Konstakademirådet.
28. Under vintern 1860-61 försämras Sjevtjenkos hälsa tvärt; en hälsa som
redan tidigare rutits nedd av åren i förvisning.
29. Han avlider den 10 mars 1861.
30. Jordningen sker först på Smolenskkyrkogården i Petersburg, men i
enlighet medhans testamentesviljae förflyttas stoftet samma vår till Ukraina
och han begravs i staden Kanea vid floden Dneprs höga kust, inte långt från
den trakt där han föddes och växte upp.
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ST Letter of Attorney
Lennart

ÑÓ‚ÂÂÌÌÓÒÚ¸

1. ÉÓÓ‰ åÓÒÍ‚‡........................Ú˚Òfl˜‡ ‰Â‚flÚ¸ÒÓÚ..............„Ó‰‡.
2. ü, ÌËÊÂÔÓ‰ÔËÒ‡‚ ..............................................…...
ÔÓÊË‚‡˛ш ............................................................................
Ì‡ÒÚÓfl˘ÂÈ ‰Ó‚ÂÂÌÌÓÒÚ¸˛ ÛÔÓÎÌÓÏ‡˜Ë‚‡˛ „.  .........................
ÔÓÊË‚‡˛ш ............................................................................
3. ÛÔ‡‚ÎflÚ¸ Ë ‡ÒÔÓflÊ‡Ú¸Òfl ‚ÒÂÏ ÏÓËÏ ËÏÛ˘ÂÒÚ‚ÓÏ, ‚ ˜ÂÏ ·˚
ÓÌÓ ÌË Á‡ÍÎ˛˜‡ÎÓÒ¸ Ë „‰Â ·˚ ÌË Ì‡ıÓ‰ËÎÓÒ¸, ‚ ÒÓÓÚ‚ÂÚÒÚ‚ËË Ò
˝ÚËÏ Á‡ÍÎ˛˜‡Ú¸ ‚ÒÂ ‡ÁÂ¯ÂÌÌ˚Â Á‡ÍÓÌÓÏ Ò‰ÂÎÍË, ‚ ˜‡ÒÚÌÓÒÚË:
4. ÔÓÍÛÔ‡Ú¸, ÔÓ‰‡‚‡Ú¸, ‰‡ËÚ¸, ÔËÌËÏ‡Ú¸ ‚ ‰‡, Ó·ÏÂÌË‚‡Ú¸,
Á‡ÍÎ‡‰˚‚‡Ú¸, Ë ÔËÌËÏ‡Ú¸ ‚ Á‡ÎÓ„ ÒÚÓÂÌËfl Ë  ‰Û„ÓÂ
ËÏÛ˘ÂÒÚ‚Ó, ÓÔÂ‰ÂÎflfl ‚Ó ‚ÒÂı ÒÎÛ˜‡flı ÒÛÏÏ˚, ÒÓÍË Ë ‰Û„ËÂ
ÛÒÎÓ‚Ëfl ÔÓ Ò‚ÓÂÏÛ ÛÒÏÓÚÂÌË˛:
5. ÔÓËÁ‚Ó‰ËÚ¸ ‡Ò˜ÂÚ˚ ÔÓ Á‡ÍÎ˛˜ÂÌÌ˚Ï Ò‰ÂÎÍ‡Ï;
6. ÔËÌËÏ‡Ú¸ Ì‡ÒÎÂ‰ÒÚ‚‡ ËÎË ÓÚÍ‡Á˚‚‡Ú¸Òfl ÓÚ ÌËı:
7. ÔÓÎÛ˜‡Ú¸ ÔË˜ËÚ‡˛˘ÂÂÒfl ÏÌÂ ËÏÛ˘ÂÒÚ‚Ó, ‰ÂÌ¸„Ë, ˆÂÌÌ˚Â
·ÛÏ‡„Ë, ‡ Ú‡ÍÊÂ ‰ÓÍÛÏÂÌÚ˚ ÓÚ ‚ÒÂı ÎËˆ, Û˜ÂÊ‰ÂÌËÈ,
ÔÂ‰ÔËflÚËÈ, Ó„‡ÌËÁ‡ˆËÈ, ‚ ÚÓÏ ˜ËÒÎÂ ËÁ ÉÓÒÛ‰‡ÒÚ‚ÂÌÌÓ„Ó Ë
‰Û„Ëı ·‡ÌÍÓ‚ Ë Ò·ÂÂ„‡ÚÂÎ¸Ì˚ı Í‡ÒÒ, ÔÓ˜Ú˚, ÚÂÎÂ„‡Ù‡ ÔÓ ‚ÒÂÏ
ÓÒÌÓ‚‡ÌËflÏ:
8. ‡ÒÔÓflÊ‡Ú¸Òfl Ò˜ÂÚ‡ÏË ‚ ÉÓÒ·‡ÌÍÂ Ë ÇÌÂ¯ÚÓ„·‡ÌÍÂ;
9. ÔÓÎÛ˜‡Ú¸ ÔÓ˜ÚÓ‚Û˛, ÚÂÎÂ„‡ÙÌÛ˛, ˆÂÌÌÛ˛ Ë ‚ÒflÍÓ„Ó Ó‰‡
ÍÓÂÒÔÓÌ‰ÂÌˆË˛ Ë ÔÓÒ˚ÎÍË;
10. ‚ÂÒÚË ÓÚ ÏÓÂ„Ó ËÏÂÌË ‰ÂÎ‡ ‚Ó ‚ÒÂı „ÓÒÛ‰‡ÒÚ‚ÂÌÌ˚ı
Û˜ÂÊ‰ÂÌËflı, ÍÓÓÔÂ‡ÚË‚‡ı Ë Ó·˘ÂÒÚ‚ÂÌÌ˚ı Ó„‡ÌËÁ‡ˆËflı,
„‡Ê‰‡ÌÒÍËÂ Ë Û„ÓÎÓ‚Ì˚Â ‰ÂÎ‡ ‚Ó ‚ÒÂı ÒÛ‰Â·Ì˚ı Û˜ÂÊ‰ÂÌËflı
ÒÓ ‚ÒÂÏË Ô‡‚‡ÏË, Í‡ÍËÂ ÔÂ‰ÓÒÚ‡‚ÎÂÌ˚ Á‡ÍÓÌÓÏ ËÒÚˆÛ,
ÓÚ‚ÂÚ˜ËÍÛ, ÚÂÚ¸ÂÏÛ ÎËˆÛ Ë ÔÓÚÂÔÂ‚¯ÂÏÛ, ‚ ÚÓÏ ˜ËÒÎÂ Ò
Ô‡‚ÓÏ ÓÍÓÌ˜‡ÌËfl ‰ÂÎ‡ ÏËÓÏ, ÔËÁÌ‡ÌËfl ËÎË ÓÚÍ‡Á‡ ÔÓÎÌÓÒÚ¸˛
ËÎË ˜‡ÒÚË˜ÌÓ ÓÚ ËÒÍÓ‚˚ı ÚÂ·Ó‚‡ÌËÈ, ËÁÏÂÌÂÌËfl ÔÂ‰ÏÂÚ‡ ËÒÍ‡,
Ó·Ê‡ÎÓ‚‡ÌËfl Â¯ÂÌËfl ÒÛ‰‡, ÔÓÎÛ˜ÂÌËfl ËÒÔÓÎÌËÚÂÎ¸ÌÓ„Ó ÎËÒÚ‡,
..........Ô‡‚ .............. ÔÓÎÛ˜ÂÌËfl ËÏÛ˘ÂÒÚ‚‡ ËÎË ‰ÂÌÂ„.
11. èÓÎÌÓÏÓ˜Ëfl ÔÓ Ì‡ÒÚÓfl˘ÂÈ ‰Ó‚ÂÂÌÌÓÒÚË ..............................
ÏÓ„ÛÚ ·˚Ú¸ ÔÂÂ‰‡Ì˚ ‰Û„ËÏ ÎËˆ‡Ï.
12. ÑÓ‚ÂÂÌÓÒÚ¸ ‚˚‰‡Ì‡ ÒÓÍÓÏ Ì‡ ............................................
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TT
Lennart

Fullmakt

1. Staden Moskva_____________________________________19_____
2. Jag, undertecknad,__________________________________________
boende_____________________________________________________
ger härmed medborgare________________________________________
boende_____________________________________________________
fullmakt
3. att förfoga över all min egendom, oavsett dess innehåll eller plats, helhet
och i överensstämmelse med detta ingå alla typer av avtal som lagen tillåter
däribland
4. att köpa, sälja, skänka, ta emot som gåva, byta, ge och ta emot
inteckning/pantsättning av byggnader och annan egendom, varvid han i
samtliga fall faststeller summor, tidsperioder och andra villkor efter eget
gottfinnande
5. att beräkna/kalkylera enligt ingångna avtal
6. ta emot eller avstå från arv
7. ta emot mig tillgodoräknad egendom, pengar, värdepapper, därtill
dokument från alla personer, institutioner/myndigheter, organisationer,
inklusive statliga och andra banker och sparkassor (?), post, telegraf oavsett
anledning.
8. förfoga över konton i Gosbank och Vnestorgbank
9. ta emot post-, telegraf- och värdeförsändelser av alla slag.
10. i mitt namn föra min talan i alla statliga myndigheter/organ, kooperativ
och samhällsorganisationer, i civil- och brottmål i alla
domstolsinstanser/rättsinstanser med alla de rättigheter som enligt lagen
tilldelas käranden, den anklagade och tredje part och förfördelad, inklusive
rätten att avsluta ett ärende genom förlikning, erkännande eller nekande till
fullo eller delvis till och av "åtalskrav"/anklagelse, ändring av åtalets
tema/ämne, överklagande av domstolens beslut, mottaga exekutionsorder
(???)
??????????rättigheter?????mottagande av egendom eller pengar.
11. Fullmaktsrätten enligt föreliggande dokument kan __________
överlämnas till andra personer.
12. Fullmakten lämnas för en tidsperiod av________________
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Fourth task
ST Grossman
Ellinor, Fredrik and Lennart

Ç‡ÒËÎËÈ ÉÓÒÒÏ‡Ì: ÜËÁÌ¸ Ë ÒÛ‰¸·‡

1
1. ëÂ„Ó‰Ìfl¯ÌÂÏÛ ˜ËÚ‡ÚÂÎ˛ ÛÊÂ ÌÂÏ‡ÎÓ ËÁ‚ÂÒÚÌÓ Ó Ú‡„Ë˜ÂÒÍÓÈ
ÒÛ‰¸·Â ÓÏ‡Ì‡ Ç‡ÒËÎËfl ÉÓÒÒÏ‡Ì‡ ”ÜËÁÌ¸ Ë ÒÛ‰¸·‡”, ÒÚÓË‚¯Â„Ó
‡‚ÚÓÛ ÌÂ ÚÓÎ¸ÍÓ Ó„ÓÏÌÓ„Ó Ì‡ÔflÊÂÌËfl Ú‚Ó˜ÂÒÍËı, ‰ÛıÓ‚Ì˚ı
Ë Ì‡‚ÒÚ‚ÂÌÌ˚ı ÒËÎ, ÌÓ Ë Ô‡ÍÚË˜ÂÒÍË Ò‡ÏÓÈ ÊËÁÌË.
2. é‰Ì‡ÍÓ, ÂÒÎË ÒÛ‰¸·‡ ÔÂ‚ÓÈ ˜‡ÒÚË ‰ËÎÓ„ËË, ÓÏ‡Ì‡ ”á‡ Ô‡‚ÓÂ
‰ÂÎÓ”, ·˚Î‡ ‰‡Ï‡ÚË˜Ì‡, ÚÓ, ˜ÚÓ ÓÊË‰‡ÎÓ ‚ÚÓÛ˛ ˜‡ÒÚ¸ -
”ÜËÁÌ¸ Ë ÒÛ‰¸·‡”, ËÌ‡˜Â Í‡Í Ú‡„Â‰ËÂÈ ÌÂ Ì‡ÁÓ‚Â¯¸.
3. ÄÂÒÚ ÛÍÓÔËÒË ÔÓ ‰ÓÌÓÒÛ ÒÓ·‡Ú¸Â‚ ÔÓ ÔÂÛ, ËÁ˙flÚËÂ ÍÓÔËÈ,
˜ÂÌÓ‚ËÍÓ‚, Á‡ÔËÒÂÈ, ‰‡ÊÂ ÍÓÔËÍË Ë ÎÂÌÚ ÔË¯Û˘Ëı Ï‡¯ËÌÓÍ Û
Ï‡¯ËÌËÒÚÓÍ - ‚ÒÂ ·˚ÎÓ Ò‰ÂÎ‡ÌÓ ‰Îfl ÚÓ„Ó, ˜ÚÓ·˚ ”ÜËÁÌ¸ Ë
ÒÛ‰¸·‡” - ÊË‚‡fl Ô‡‚‰‡ Ì‡¯ÂÈ ÊËÁÌË, ‚ÓÒÒÓÁ‰‡ÌÌ‡fl Ú‡Î‡ÌÚÓÏ
Ç‡Ò. ÉÓÒÒÏ‡Ì‡, - ÔÓÒÚÓ ÌÂ ÒÛ˘ÂÒÚ‚Ó‚‡Î‡.

2
4. íÓÏÛ, ˜ÚÓ ÌÂÒÏÓÚfl Ì‡ ‚ÒÂ ÒÓı‡ÌËÎËÒ¸ ‰‚Â ÛÍÓÔËÒË ÓÏ‡Ì‡
(˜ÂÌÓ‚‡fl Ë ·ÂÎÓ‚‡fl), Ï˚ Ó·flÁ‡Ì˚ ÔÂÊ‰Â ‚ÒÂ„Ó
‰‡Î¸ÌÓ‚Ë‰ÌÓÒÚË, ‚ÓÎÂ Ë ÌÂÁ‡Ûfl‰ÌÓÏÛ ÏÛÊÂÒÚ‚Û Ò‡ÏÓ„Ó ‡‚ÚÓ‡,
‡ Ú‡ÍÊÂ ÚÓÏÛ, ˜ÚÓ Û Ç‡Ò. ÉÓÒÒÏ‡Ì‡ ·˚ÎË Ú‡ÍËÂ ‰ÛÁ¸fl, Ì‡
ÍÓÚÓ˚ı ÓÌ ÏÓ„ ÔÓÎÓÊËÚ¸Òfl ‰‡ÊÂ ‚ ÚÂı ÌÂ˜ÂÎÓ‚Â˜ÂÒÍËı
ÛÒÎÓ‚Ëflı, ÍÓ„‰‡ ”‰Û„‡ Ë ‰ÛÊ·Û ÔËÌÓÒflÚ ‚ ÊÂÚ‚Û ‚Ó ËÏfl
‚˚Ò¯Ëı ËÌÚÂÂÒÓ‚...”

3
5. äÓ„‰‡ Ì‡ Í‚‡ÚËÛ ÉÓÒÒÏ‡Ì‡ fl‚ËÎ‡Ò¸ ÓÔÂ‡ÚË‚Ì‡fl „ÛÔÔ‡ ‰Îfl
Á‡ı‚‡Ú‡ ÓÏ‡Ì‡, Ó‰Ì‡ Â„Ó ÍÓÔËfl (ÔÓÎÌ˚È ‚‡Ë‡ÌÚ, ·ÂÁ ËÁ¸flÚËfl
”Í‡ÏÓÎ¸Ì˚ı” ÒÚ‡ÌËˆ) ÛÊÂ ·˚Î‡ Ì‡‰ÂÊÌÓ ÛÍ˚Ú‡.

4
6. èÓ Ò˜‡ÒÚÎË‚ÓÈ ÒÎÛ˜‡ÈÌÓÒÚË ÛˆÂÎÂÎ Ë ˜ÂÌÓ‚ËÍ.
7. Ç 1974 „Ó‰Û ÙÓÚÓÍÓÔËfl ·ÂÎÓ‚ÓÈ ÛÍÓÔËÒË ·˚Î‡ Ú‡ÈÌÓ
ÔÂÂ‰‡Ì‡ Â‚ÓÔÂÈÒÍËÏ ËÁ‰‡ÚÂÎflÏ Ë ‚ 1980-Ï ÓÔÛ·ÎËÍÓ‚‡Ì‡ ‚
ò‚ÂÈˆ‡ËË.
8. ÉÓÚÓ‚Ë‚¯ËÏ ˝ÚÓ ËÁ‰‡ÌËÂ Ö. ÖÚÍËÌ‰Û Ë ë. å‡ÍË¯Û ÔË¯ÎÓÒ¸
ÌÂÏ‡ÎÓ ÔÓÚÛ‰ËÚ¸Òfl, Ú‡Í Í‡Í Ò‰ÂÎ‡ÌÌ˚Â ÌÂÔÓÙÂÒÒËÓÌ‡Î¸Ì˚Â
ÍÓÔËË ÓÍ‡Á‡ÎËÒ¸ Í‡ÈÌÂ ÌÂÒÓ‚Â¯ÂÌÌ˚.
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5
9. óÂÌÓ‚ËÍ, ı‡ÌË‚¯ËÈÒfl Û ÒÚ‡ËÌÌÓ„Ó ‰Û„‡ Ç‡Ò. ÉÓÒÒÏ‡Ì‡
Çfl˜ÂÒÎ‡‚‡ à‚‡ÌÓ‚Ë˜‡ ãÓ·Ó‰˚, ÔËÌÂÒ ‚ ËÁ‰‡ÚÂÎ¸ÒÚ‚Ó Ò˚Ì
ÌÂ‰‡‚ÌÓ cÍÓÌ˜‡‚¯ÂÈÒfl ‚‰Ó‚˚ ÔËÒ‡ÚÂÎfl éÎ¸„и åËı‡ÈÎÓ‚Ì˚
ÉÛ·Â - î.Å. ÉÛ·Â.
10. êÛÍÓÔËÒ¸ ·˚Î‡ ÔÂÂ‰‡Ì‡ ÂÏÛ ‚‰Ó‚ÓÈ Ç.à. ãÓ·Ó‰˚ - ÇÂÓÈ
à‚‡ÌÓ‚ÌÓÈ ãÓ·Ó‰‡.
11. ÅÂÎÓ‚ËÍ ‚Û˜ËÎ ÒÓÚÛ‰ÌËÍ‡Ï ËÁ‰‡ÚÂÎ¸ÒÚ‚‡ ËÁ‚ÂÒÚÌ˚È ÔÓ˝Ú Ë
ÔÂÂ‚Ó‰˜ËÍ ëÂÏÂÌ ãËÔÍËÌ, ·ÎËÁÍËÈ ‰Û„ Ç‡Ò. ÉÓÒÒÏ‡Ì‡.

6
12. éÚ‰‡‰ËÏ ‰ÓÎÊÌÓÂ ÏÛÊÂÒÚ‚Û ˝ÚËı, ‡ Ú‡ÍÊÂ ÌÂ ËÁ‚ÂÒÚÌ˚ı Ì‡Ï
‰Ó ÒËı ÔÓ Î˛‰ÂÈ, ÍÓÚÓ˚Â, ËÒÍÛfl ÏÌÓ„ËÏ, ÒÔ‡ÒÎË ‰Îfl Ì‡Ò
‚ÂÎËÍÛ˛ ÍÌË„Û.
13. ä ÒÓÊ‡ÎÂÌË˛, ÛÒÚ‡ÌÓ‚ËÚ¸ ËÏÂÌ‡ ‚ÒÂı, ‚ÓÁÏÓÊÌÓ, ÌÂ Û‰‡ÒÚÒfl
ÌËÍÓ„‰‡, ÌÓ ÌÂÎ¸Áfl ÌÂ ÒÍ‡Á‡Ú¸ Â˘Â Ó ‚‰Ó‚Â ÔËÒ‡ÚÂÎfl - éÎ¸„Â
åËı‡ÈÎÓ‚ÌÂ ÉÛ·Â, Ë Ó Â„Ó ‰Û„Â, ÖÍ‡ÚÂËÌÂ Ç‡ÒËÎ¸Â‚ÌÂ
á‡·ÓÎÓˆÍÓÈ.

7
14. Ç Ò‚flÁË Ò ˝ÚËÏ Ì‡‰Ó Ò ·Î‡„Ó‰‡ÌÓÒÚ¸˛ Ì‡Á‚‡Ú¸ Ë ËÏÂÌ‡ ÚÂı,
ÍÚÓ ÒÔÓÒÓ·ÒÚ‚Ó‚‡Î (Ë ÚÓÊÂ Ò ÌÂÏ‡Î˚Ï ËÒÍÓÏ ‰Îfl ÒÂ·fl)
ÓÔÛ·ÎËÍÓ‚‡ÌË˛ ÓÏ‡Ì‡.
15. ùÚÓ, ÔÂÊ‰Â ‚ÒÂ„Ó, ÒÌÓ‚‡ ëÂÏÂÌ ãËÔÍËÌ, ÔËÒ‡ÚÂÎ¸ ÇÎ‡‰ËÏË
ÇÓÈÌÓ‚Ë˜, ‡Í‡‰ÂÏËÍ Ä.Ñ. ë‡ı‡Ó‚, Ö.É. ÅÓÌÌ˝.

8
16. à Â˘Â Ó‰ÌÓ ËÏfl ÌÂÎ¸Áfl ÌÂ ÒÍ‡Á‡Ú¸, ËÏfl ˜ÂÎÓ‚ÂÍ‡,
ÓÚÍ˚‚¯Â„Ó ‰ÓÓ„Û ÊËÁÌË ÓÏ‡Ì‡ Ì‡ Ó‰ËÌÂ.
17. ùÚÓ ÔËÒ‡ÚÂÎ¸, „Î‡‚Ì˚È Â‰‡ÍÚÓ ÊÛÌ‡Î‡ ”éÍÚfl·¸”
ÄÌ‡ÚÓÎËÈ ÄÌ‡Ì¸Â‚, ÔÂ‚˚Ï Â¯Ë‚¯ËÈÒfl Ì‡ ÔÛ·ÎËÍ‡ˆË˛
ÓÔ‡ÒÌÓ„Ó ÓÏ‡Ì‡.

àÁ‰‡ÚÂÎ¸ÒÚ‚Ó ”äÌËÊÌ‡fl è‡Î‡Ú‡”
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TTs
Ellinor

“Liv och öde” av Vasilij Grossman

1
1. Dagens läsare är redan ganska bekant med det tragiska öde som
drabbade Vasilij Grossmans roman “Liv och öde”.
2. Boken kostade inte bara författaren enorma ansträngningar när det gällde
hans skapande, andliga och moraliska krafter, utan även hans liv.

2
3. Om den första delens öde (“För den rätta saken”) blev dramatiskt, så kan
det som drabbade den andra delen, “Liv och öde”, inte kallas annat än en
tragedi.
4. Efter angivelser från skrivarkolleger konfiskerade man Grossmans
manuskript, kopior, utkast, anteckningar samt t.o.m karbonpapperet och
färgbanden till skrivmaskinerna - allt gjordes för att “Liv och öde”, den
sanna berättelsen om vårt liv skapad genom Vasilij Grossmans talang, helt
enkelt skulle raderas ut.

3
5. Att det trots allt finns kvar två handskrivna exemplar av romanen (dels
ett utkast, dels en färdig version) har vi framför allt författarens
framsynthet, vilja och ovanliga mod att tacka för, men också det faktum att
han hade vänner som han kunde förlita sig på även under sådana
omänskliga förhållanden då “vänner och vänskap offras i högre intressens
namn...”

4
6. När man kom till Grossmans lägenhet för att lägga beslag på romanen
fanns en kopia av den (en fullständig version, där dess “upproriska sidor”
inte tagits bort) redan i tryggt förvar.
7. Genom lyckliga omständigheter fanns även utkastet kvar oförstört.

5
8. 1974 fick europeiska förlag i hemlighet en fotostatkopia av den färdiga
versionen och 1980 publicerades den i Schweiz.
9. E. Etkind och S. Markisj, som förberedde utgåvan, fick lägga ner mycket
arbete, eftersom de oprofessionellt gjorda kopiorna var ytterst bristfälliga.
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6
10. Utkastet, som hade funnits hos Vasilij Grossmans gamle vän Vjatjeslav
Loboda, fick förlaget av F. Guber, son till författarens änka Olga Guber.
11. Han hade fått manuskriptet av Vjatjeslav Lobodas änka, Vera Loboda.
12. Det fullständiga originalet fick förlagets medarbetare av den kände
poeten och översättaren Semjon Lipkin, en nära vän till Vasilij Grossman.

7
13. Man måste berömma modet hos dessa personer, och även andra för oss
okända, som trots stora risker räddade denna storartade bok till
eftervärlden.
14. Alla namn kommer vi kanske tyvärr aldrig att få reda på, men vi kan i
alla fall inte låta bli att nämna författarens änka, Olga Guber, och hans vän
Jekaterina Zabolotskaja.

8
15. I samband med detta måste vi också med tacksamhet nämna dem som
(inte heller utan risk) bidrog till att romanen publicerades.
16. Det var först och främst återigen Semjon Lipkin, författaren Vladimir
Vojnovitj, akademiledamoten Andrej Sacharov och hans fru Jelena Bonner.

9
17. Det finns ytterligare en person man inte får glömma, nämligen mannen
som öppnade vägen för romanen i författarens hemland.
18. Det är författaren och chefredaktören på tidskriften Oktjabr
(“Oktober”), Anatolij Ananjev, som var den som först beslöt att publicera
den farliga romanen.

Förlaget “Knizjnaja palata”
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Fredrik

1
1. Dagens ryska läsare vet redan en hel del om Vasilij Grossman och det
tragiska öde som hans roman Liv och öde gick till mötes.
2. Romanen kostade författaren inte bara stor möda, utan kostade honom i
praktiken också hans liv.

2
3. Om det blev stor dramatik kring romanen För en rättvis sak – första
delen av det tudelade verket – så kan man knappast kalla utvecklingen
kring Liv och öde – den andra delen – för något annat än en tragedi.
4. Originalmanuskriptet beslagtogs efter att s.k. “författarkollegor” angivit
Grossman.
5. Kopior av manuskriptet, utkast och anteckningar konfiskerades.
6. Folk som skrivit av manuskriptet på maskin fick t.o.m. se sina
karbonpapper och färgband beslagtagna.
7. Allt gjordes för att romanen Liv och öde, denna Grossmans levande
vittnesbörd om det sovjetiska livet, helt enkelt skulle upphöra att existera.

3
8. Att vi trots alls har kunnat bevara två versioner av romanen (en
preliminär version och en slutgiltig) har vi författarens eget förutseende,
hans vilja och makalösa mod att tacka för, samt det faktum att Grossman
hade vänner som han kunde lita på till och med under en tid då vänner och
vänskap kunde offras för ett “högre” syfte...

4
9. När polisen dök upp i Grossmans lägenhet för att beslagta romanen, så
hade en kopia (komplett, med de “förbjudna” sidorna) redan gömts undan
på ett säkert ställe.
10. Av en lycklig slump undkom även en tidig version.

5
11. 1974 spreds i hemlighet en fotokopia av den slutgiltiga versionen bland
europeiska förläggare och 1980 trycktes romanen på ryska i Schweiz.
12. Det krävdes en hel del ansträngningar från förläggarnas sida – Efim
Etkind och Simon Markish – för att färdigställa denna utgåva då de
amatörmässigt utförda kopiorna av den slutgiltiga versionen visade sig vara
ytterst bristfälliga.
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6
13. När det gäller denna utgåva fick vårt förlag den preliminära versionen
av F. B. Guber, son till Grossmans nyligen avlidna änka, Olga Michailovna
Guber.
14. Manuskriptet hade förvarats hos Grossmans gamle vän Vjatjeslav
Ivanovitj Loboda och Guber fick det från dennes änka, Vera Ivanovna
Loboda.
15. Den slutgiltiga versionen nådde oss via den kände poeten och
översättaren Semjon Lipkin, nära vän till Grossman.

7
16. Ägna gärna dessa personer och deras mod en tanke, liksom alla de
personer, vars namn vi inte vet, men som tog stora risker för att rädda detta
mästerverk åt eftervärlden.
17. Tyvärr kommer vi väl aldrig att få reda på vilka alla dessa var, men kan
i alla fall än en gång nämna författarens änka, Olga Michailovna Guber och
även hans vän Jekaterina Vasiljevna Zabolotskaja.

8
18. Vi vill också rikta ett tack till de som bidrog till att romanen först kunde
publiceras (och därvid tog stora risker).
19. Det var framförallt ovannämnde Semjon Lipkin, författaren Vladimir
Vojnovitj, akademiledamoten Andrej Sacharov och Jelena Bonnier.
20. Vi får heller inte glömma att nämna namnet på den person som senare
banade väg för romanen i dess hemland: författaren och chefredaktören för
tidskriften Oktjabr, Anatolij Ananjev, den förste som vågade sig på en
publicering av denna så farliga roman.

Förlagets (Knizjnaja palata) förord från den ryska utgåvan.
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Lennart

1
1. Den nutida läsaren av Vasilij Grossmans roman “Liv och öde” har idag
större tillgång till uppgifter om dess sorgliga historia.
2. Romanen kostade författaren inte bara stora konstnärliga mödor och
andliga krafter, utan i praktiken själva livet.

2
3. Men om det var så att den första delen av de båda romanerna i sviten,
“För en rättvis sak”, hade en dramatisk historia så väntade den andra delen
“Liv och öde” ett öde som närmast måste kallas en tragedi.
4. Manuskriptet blev konfiskerat på kollegornas angivelse.
5. Man beslagtog kopior, korrektur, anteckningar och till och med
maskinskriverskornas karbonpapper och färgband.
6. Ja, allt gjordes för att stoppa “Liv och öde”, ett sanningsenligt vittnesmål
om vårt liv.

3
7. Vi kan idag känna oss tacksamma för att två handskrifter av romanen (ett
korrektur och ett slutkorrektur) har sparats åt eftervärlden, men kanske
ännu mer åt författerens framsynthet, viljestyrka och osedvanliga mod.
8. Glada kan vi också vara över att Grossman hade sådana vänner, som han
kände förtroende för även under sådana omänskliga livsbetingelser då
“vänner och vänskap offras i namn högre intressen”.
9. Vid det tillfället, då en avdelning av den hemliga polisen uppenbarade
sig i Grossmans lägenhet med syfte att beslagta romanen (den kompletta
versionen, med de mest kontroversiella sidorna i behåll) fanns redan en
kopia i säkert förvar.
10. Av en lycklig tillfällighet kom också ett korrektur undan.

4
11. 1974 överlämnades i hemlighet en fotokopia av det handskrivna
slutkorrekturet till förläggare i väst, vilket ledde till att romanen kunde
komma ut i Schweiz år 1980.
12. Efraim Etkind och S Markisj, som förberedde denna utgåva, fick lägga
ned stora ansträngningar i sitt arbete efterom de amatörmässigt utförda
kopiorna var behäftade med stora brister.
13. Det orättade korrekturet, som förvarades hos en av Grossmans äldsta
vänner, Vjatjeslav Loboda, förmedlades till förlaget av F? Guber, son till
författarens för inte så länge avlidna änka.
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14. Slutkorrekturet å sin sida inlämnades av den kände poeten, översättaren
och Grossmans gode vän Semjon Lipkin.
15. Dessa människors mod förtjänar vår erkänsla.
16. Men vi bör inte heller glömma alla de för oss ännu okända personer
som genom att sätta mycket på spel räddade denna stora roman åt
eftervärlden, människor, vars namn vi nog dessvärre aldrig till fullo
kommer att kunna identifiera.
17. Och åter igen kan man inte förbigå författarens änka Olga Guber och
vännen Jekaterina Zabolotskaja.

5
18. I tacksamhetsskuld står vi också till dem som (med stor personlig risk)
befrämjade romanens publicerande; Semjon Lipkin, författaren Vladimir
Vojnovitj och akademiledamöterna Andrej Sacharov och Jelena Bonner.
19. Och slutligen finns det ett namn som man inte kan undgå att nämna,
den man som banade vägen för den första utgåvan i Ryssland.
20. Det är författaren och chefredaktören för det litterära magasinet
“Oktober”, mannen som var den förste att besluta sig för att ge ut den
FARLIGA romanen i hemlandet.
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ScriptLog logging file for text 4, final version TT

Coding key
<numbers>= indicates pause in seconds
<move>= indicates that the mouse and the cursor are moved
<edit>=indicates marking, copy or cut and paste commands
<cr>=indicates a carriage return, i.e. a jump to the next line
<@>=indicates erasing with backspace key and subsequent replacement of
the move
<sel number-number>=indicates moves with the arrow buttons from a
certain position to another in the text or marking the text between these
positions
all other letters and symbols are equivalents to the actual writing that
appears in the text file

Ellinor

<168.9>Dagens läsare <2.6>är redan ganska bekant med<2.2> <1.6>det
tragiska öde som <2.4>drabbade<1.1> <1.6>Vas<1.7>ilij Grossmans
roman, "---<1.1>"<11.4>.<1.6>B<2.5><19.7>@Bokem<1.5><1.4>
<move>(<1.1><edit>n<2.4>) <7.0>kostade författaren <101.5>----
<1.8>.<1.8><cr>  <97.4>Om <18.2>den första delens öde blev
dramatiskt<27.1><1.3><2.5><4.9><12.2><85.9><2.2><move>
(<1.6>"För en rättvis sak"<1.6>)<20.3> <2.6><11.6><12.0><move>, så
kan det som drabbade den andra delen<5.4>, <1.7>"---"<1.4>, inte kallas
annat än en tragedi.<50.4> <130.8>Beslagtagadnet<2.1><1.6><1.3>
<4.0><edit>d<1.3><move> av <6.7>hans<11.8>(hand<1.6>skrifter<1.3>),
<38.7><1.6><move>/konfiskerandet<3.0><move> <5.9>kopior<47.7>,
<8.9>utkast<3.8>, <32.0>anteckningar<5.0>, <1.0>til@.o.m.
<133.6>-----<1.3>s <2.6>karbonpapper och <19.4>skrivmaskins<2.9>---
<7.9><edit> och<3.8><2.0><edit> och<2.2><26.6><move>; <11.8>allt
gjordes <3.0>för <3.4><1.2><move>/man gjorde allt<2.3><move> att
<5.4>"<1.0>---"<238.2>, <1.8>(den sanna berättelsen om vårt
liv<1.3>)<4.0><1.3> <move>/sanningen <2.6><13.1><move> som
<3.6>skapats av <3.7>@genom Vassisilj<1.1><1.6><1.4>@lijs<1.0>@
Grossmans talang<2.0><1.3><move>(<1.3><move>) <19.1><1.1>
<move>, <30.5>helt enkels<1.1>@t <4.8>skulle raderas
ut<1.1><1.3><move>/ <1.1><move>/<1.3>.<2.6><cr><154.6> Att det
trots allt fi<1.3><50.8>@finns kvar<1.0> <1.9>två<94.5>
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<72.2>(<3.8>manuskript<12.9>)<3.5> <12.8>(av romanen)<4.9>
(<3.7>dels e<1.1>n k<1.0>ladd, dels <3.9>e<2.2>n färdig
version<1.1>)<4.7> har vi <2.1>framför allt författt@aren att tacka<2.4>
för<39.2><1.1><move>s framsynthet,<2.2> <1.4>vilja och
<1.2>6<30.3>@ovanliga<1.1> n@mod<14.8><1.3>
<edit>handskrivna exemplar<1.7><2.3><1.1><2.5><1.7><3.0>
<1.5><edit>. <53.8>@, men ocksp@å <97.4> det faktum att <6.9>(Vasilij
Grossman/han(@) hade sådana vänner som <1.0>han kunde<1.0>lita<4.8>
@förlita sig på <9.9>även under <1.4>sådana omänskliga
förf@hp@på<1.2>@ållanden<3.9> då¨<1.2>@ <111.4>(<1.2>"<8.8>
vänner och vänskapen <10.3>os@ffras <7.1>i högre intresseb@ns
namn<1.1>"<1.1>).  <23.7><1.3><move>... <2.0><1.1><move><cr>
<123.0>När <4.3>--- kom till <1.8>Grossmans lägenhet<1.0> <1.4>för
att<1.0> läga beslag på romanen <4.1>var <4.2>en kopia av den (<2.4>en
fullständig version<2.2>, <54.4>(inklusive) <1.0>den "<1.4>upproro
<1.2>@iska<1.8>"<1.2><edit><1.5>sidorna)<5.0><1.0><edit>ss<2.1><3.
4><move> <4.7>rdan <30.2>i tryggt förvar.<move>e<3.9><1.2><1.1>
<edit>fanns<1.7><2.7><move> <25.6>(<3.2>P<2.9>ga lyckliga
omständigheter<2.9> <25.6>fanna@s<1.6> även <4.8>en kladd<1.2>
<move>/<1.3><move>/<1.3> kvar oförstör<1.8>d.<2.5><cr>
<20.2>1<1.1>974 <37.9>fick <18.9>europeiska förlag <5.5>i hemlighet
en kopia av <183.1><move>fotostat<1.8><move> <7.5>den färdiga
versionen<10.3> och <2.3>1980 <4.1>publicerades den i Schweiz.<3.1>
<162.7>E<1.1>. <4.1>Etkind<3.1> och S. Markisj<7.7> som
<4.4>förberedde <2.8>d<1.2>@utgåvan <7.7>fick <25.1>lägga ner
mycket <1.2>arbete<6.0>, eftersom <53.4>de oproffessionellt<34.1>
<edit> gjo<1.0>rded<1.2>@a<1.0><edit> kopiorna
<3.1>v<4.9><5.3>@var mycket ofullstädiga<33.7><2.7>@bristfälliga.
<16.6> <edit>ytterst<1.4> <move><cr><224.3>/<1.1>Kladd(@/
<1.8>@en/ som <9.5>d<1.8><1.0> @hadefyunni<1.7><1.4>
<edit>ts<3.6> <17.0>hos  Vassili<1.0>j<7.4> <3.5><1.2><edit>
Grossmans<1.0> <1.2>gamle vän, <2.0>Vjatjesla<1.1>@v<3.6>
<move>a<18.2><move>Lobod<16.3>a<10.0>, <15.5>fick <2.3>förlaget
av <65.5>sonen <1.0>till Grossmans<1.9> @författarens änka,
<3.7>Olga<1.3> <3.4>Guber<3.7><2.0><8.7><move> <4.6>F.
<1.3>Guber<11.4>, som va<3.2><2.0><2.7><2.3><4.5> <edit>.<38.8>
Han<1.1><move> <move> hade fått <2.8>manuskriptet<1.4> av
<10.9>V<1.3>jatjeslav Lobodas änka, <3.1>Vera<118.9><2.2><1.3>
<move>. <59.1>D<1.6>et färfi<1.7>@diga orgi<1.3><1.3>@iginalet
<1.2> <6.0>fick<2.0><3.5><edit>ullständiga<2.2><move> <4.0>förlagets
medarbetare av <22.4>den kände poeten och översättaren <2.4>S<1.1>
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em<6.6>jon <31.0> Lipkin<1.6><1.5><edit> <3.3>@, en nära vän<1.2>
till Vasilij<1.1> Grossman.<1.0><cr><130.7>/<1.7>Mn  <1.3>@an måste
berömma modet<1.3>/ hos <2.2>dessa<2.3> perspner<1.3><edit>o<4.2>
<move>, och även <6.6>andr<1.2>a<1.6>, fär<1.1>@ för oss
okända<3.1>, <1.8>som <79.8>trots stora risker<5.0> räddat<1.2>
<2.3>denna <1864.3>/stor<1.4>artade<1.5>/ bok<8.5> <10.2>för<24.0>
@till eftervärlden<3.7>. <160.5>A<1.1>lla namnen<1.7> <1.8>kommer vi
kanske aldrig <1.7>att <5.7><move>tyvärrr <1.6><move> få
rdd<1.4>@eda på, <31.8>men vi måste <1.7>i<2.7>allafall<1.9><move>
<2.0><2.1><move> <9.4><12.0><edit>vi kan ial@ a<4.1>all@lla
fall<1.1> inte låta bli att nämna <6.8>författarens änka<1.2>,
o@Olja@h@ga <3.1> Guber<2.2> och hans<1.7> <2.0>väninna
<71.9><2.2>@ <2.6>Je<1.0>katerina<1.4><2.9>
Z<1.1>abolotskaga@ja <13.2>.<22.4><cr><25.0>I samband med
detta<4.4> måste vi också<9.1>med tacksamhet nämna <1.7>namnen på
dem som <63.8>b<1.3>idragit ti<3.0>ll<23.5> att romanen
publicerades.<86.0><41.2><move> <12.1>- inte heller utan risk -
<3.3><move> <3.7>Det öär<1.5>@är <21.1><2.7><1.1><1.9>
<move>någr<1.6>a andra <2.7><1.8><3.8><edit>först och främt@st
<7.5>återigen<1.1> Semjon Lipkin,<2.4> författaren <2.0>Vladimir
<1.5>Vojnovitj<4.9>, <3.4>a<1.1>kademiledamoten <15.2>ASnd<1.1>
@ndreg@j Sacharov<6.0> och <2.0>Jelena <8.9><1.4><move>hans fru
<1.1><move> Bonner<2.2>.<5.7><2.8> <move><cr><21.0>Det finns
ytterligare ett namn man inte får glömma<2.9>, nämligen
<33.0><edit>n<1.2><edit>person<5.8> <3.9><move>mannen som
<19.6>öppnade vägen för romanen i <15.0>författarens hemland<2.4>.
<9.9>Det är författaren<2.0> oc<1.4>h <2.8>chefredakr@tören på
tidskriften <1.5>O<5.0>k<1.4>t<2.3>jabr<1.2>(<1.5>Oktober<1.2>)
<1.1><8.6><move>"<1.3><1.1><move>"<13.1><1.0><move>,
Anatolij<2.0> Anan<1.6>jev<5.1>, <25.0>som var den som först
<1.6>beslöt att <1.5>publicera den farliga romanen<1.7>.<1.5><cr><cr>
<10.3>Förlaget "<5.4>Kni<1.1>zjnaja Palata<1.5>"
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Fredrik

Dagens läser <1.9>vet redan <1.7>en hel del <1.8>om <1.9>det tragiska
öde <1.8>som Vasilij Grossmans roman<2.1> Liv och öde<1.7>
<3.7><1.5><sel 11-86><1.1><sel 10-11>are<2.4><1.3><edit>
rönte<5.3>.<144.4> <9.5>Den ko<1.1>stade <2.5>författaren <1.6>inte
bara <1.0>oerhörda<4.5> <6.6>- - -<1.1> <1.4>anst<1.0>rängning, men
<4.0>@utan i praktiken <1.8>också hans <1.8>@själva hans
liv.<30.8><cr><1.1>Emellertid<43.6><move><sel 205-215><1.8>
<8.0>@O <1.1>m <4.2>ödet för första <8.5>delen av <147.0>det tudelade
verket<9.4>,<1.2> <7.1>romanen <1.3>"<2.4><22.9>@za<1.9>
@ZA<1.2>PRAVOJE<2.5> DELO<8.3> <1.4>var dramatik
@sk<21.2>, <3.7>så var det som <4.2>väntade den andra delen<6.7> -
<2.1>Liv och öde<8.8><move>kan man inte kalla det som drabbade<8.2>
den andra delen<2.1><1.5><sel 347-382><2.7><edit> <1.0>– för <1.3>
något annat än en tragedi<2.2><sel 362-363>–<3.2>–<2.6>@-
<2.9><4.8><move>.<204.4>Manuskripete@ beslagtaget efter
<77.9><move>t<1.1><1.9><move>efter <5.5>angivelse <6.0>av
<30.0>författar<1.9>kolle<2.3>g<1.0>or<2.2>, <27.5>konfi<1.4>skerade
kopior<2.1><1.4><1.4><move><sel 395-396><2.2>Org@iginalm<1.9>
<1.6><move><sel 472-491><1.1>kopiarna@orna konfiskerade<9.4>
<move> <1.2><12.2>@, <9.4>utkast<1.0>, anteckningar<1.9><sel 486-
487>o@ och<1.2><5.8><move>, <74.5>t.o.m. karbonpapper och
skrivmasking@sband<39.1><move><sel 542-558>färgband <7.2> till
<6.5>skrivmaskinen<490.9><9.8><1.4><move>blev <6.2><2.2><sel 262-
277><3.5><83.5><1.6><move> KAS<3.7>@MAS<1.0>KINSKRIVER
<1.3>SKORNAS <1.7><edit>r<3.0> <1.6>–<11.1><1.6><sel 416-
432>be<1.2>slagtogs<2.0><move><sel 427-432><1.7><2.0><1.2><edit>
<1.8>-<6.4> allt gjorde <1.1>för att <3.9>Liv och öde, detta @nna
<9.9>vittnesbörd <1.7>om <6.9>vårt<5.2> <8.7><move><sel 640-
644><3.2>r<1.4>y<2.0>@det ryska livet<6.5>, <137.5><move><sel 656-
658><1.0><move><sel 591-597><4.6>hargjort<2.5><1.7>
<1.3><edit>skulle ko@unna <126.9><1.6><sel 660-
672><2.5><move>s<1.8><2.6><sel 661-674>BO<1.6>
SSOZDANNAJA<1.0>TALANTOM<1.1>VAS<37.6>.Grossman skulle
aldrig ha existerat<1.1>.<1.1><cr><18.8>Att vi <1.2>trots <4.0>alls <7.9>
<1.2>@lt kunde bevara <9.6>två <3.4>utskrifter av rome@anen
(<58.3><74.1><1.9><move>ett utkast och en<23.9><1.2>@ett färdigt
manuskript)<12.1><move><sel 761-771>versioner<1.5><9.8><move>,
<6.0><1.7>@ <1.4>kan vi framför<1.1>l@allt <5.0>tacka<6.6>
<2.1>långsiktighete<8.2>@en<2.6>, viljan och <7.8>det
utomordentliga<1.5> modet hos författaren själv<19.0><move>såväl
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<1.2><move> som hos er läsare<1.1>. <18.7>Grossman hade sådana
vänner <4.0>som<2.2><sel 963-964><sel 887-964><sel 964-
965><move><sel 961-967><sel 961-967><1.3><edit>han kunde lite på till
och med <12.6>under<1.2> <1.8>de omäml@nskliga<3.3> <3.0><sel
985-986>a<1.2><1.4><move><sel 1009-1011>sådana<1.0><move>
villkr@förhållandet<2.1>,<1.3>@ d@n då <25.2>"man<3.0>
förråder<3.9> <move><sel 1048-1056>offrar<2.2> <3.9><move><sel
1009-1015>de<1.0><2.5><move>vänn<7.3>@ner<6.4> och vänskap
<3.3>för <7.0>de höst@gra@e h@målen..."<cr><15.2>När <25.7>en
<71.3><2.6>@ett kommande@o dök upp i gross<4.4>@Grossmans<1.1>
lägenhet<2.1> <1.4>för att be<1.3>slä@agta<6.0> romanen<2.9>, så hade
<6.6>en kopia<1.3> <1.7>(<13.4>komplett, utan <56.7><move><sel
1193-1197>med<8.0> de "förbjudna" sidorna)<2.6> <2.4>redan
<5.3>göms@ts undan på ett särk@kert ställe. <8.6>Av en lycklig slump
<7.4>un<1.0>dkom <3.4>även <8.6>ett <1.1>utkast.
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Lennart

<166.2> den som idag läser<3.1>V<2.8> asilij Grossmans
<2.4>roman<1.5>”liv @l<3.4>iv och öder@”<11.6>
känner<3.9>också  num<3.2><12.0> @har numer <2.7>tillgång
till<1.9><8.0>dess tragiska<4.9>@sorgligaöde<1.1>.<1.1>
@historia.<3.9><1.7><65.0><move>bättre upplyst<2.5><1.2>
<6.1><22.8><edit>nutida  läss@aren av<5.5><4.8><1.1><edit>är<40.8>
<1.2>@har<1.7><1.6><2.8><move>större yti@tilllgång<2.0>till<2.6>
<28.6><edit>idag<4.0><39.5><1.2>edit>bakgr<1.4>@historia
<40.2><move><5.7>Denna<1.5>roman<9.0>kostade<1.8>inte
<5.9>@författaren<5.9>storakonst<7.4><move>På denna<2.0>
<move><1.6><1.2><1.0><edit>r<1.3><move><1.1>fick<2.7>
<edit><2.3><move>lägga ned<10.6><1.3><6.5><1.5><edit>a>8.2>
<2.5><1.4><edit>R<1.8><move>en kostade<3.1><21.6><move>
konstnärliga<2.1><1.1><edit>och andliga krf@ after<2.2>utan
<21.7>i praktiken själva livet.<cr><12.4><3.8>Men om det var så att
<3.7>den första delen av<1.1>de båda romanerna i sviten<2.9> -
<1.3>”För en rättvis sak” -<4.2><2.1><1.1><1.2><edit>,<3.9>
<1.2><1.1><edit>, <25.2>hade en drami@atisk <1.4>histora@ia så
förse@ estod<1.3>den andra delen,”Liv och öde<1.1>”<2.8><edit>
väntade<1.2><2.4><5.2><1.2><edit><1.7><1.3><move><1.7>
något som man inte kan kalla annat än tragisk<1.9>.<6.7><1.7><edit>ett
öde<3.8><13.5><move>för något<2.0><move>t<1.2><move><4.3>
<4.2>@n@närmast måste kalle@as en kollegonr@rnas ang<1.0>iv<2.2>
else,<4.7>kopior beslagtogs,<4.7>korrket<2.3>@ektur,<4.8>
anteckningar<1.3>och til@l och med maskinskir@rivo<4.2>@erskornas
<2.2>karbonpapper och fa@ärgband<9.2><8.2><28.0><move>blev<1.5>
<2.8><1.3><edit>t<4.0><1.2><1.2><edit>.<5.3>Man beslagtot@g<6.3>
<1.3><1.1><edit>r<8.8><1.8><move>.<7.7><3.6>@, jä@a, m<3.0>
a@ allt gjordes för att <19.6>stoppa<1.1>romanen<2.4>@“l@ Liv och öde
<1.1>”<1.2>,<1.2>ett<1.6>s<1.4>anningsenligt vittnesmål om vårt
liv.<136.2><cr><11.1><191.2>Bortsett från att det trots allt<50.8>
<1.3>@Vi bör idag<1.6>@ska<1.2>idag känna oss tacksamma för att det
<1.1>trots allt har b<1.8><2.8>@bevad@r<1.5><2.8>@varades två
versioner<14.9><1.5>@hands<1.7>krivan<1.7><1.5>@fter av romar@
nen<1.1> (ett korrket<1.5><1.3>@ektur och en <1.2>r<1.1>enskri@
ett slutkorrektur)<2.5><3.9><1.2><edit><ka<1.4>n<1.3><1.5>
<2.9><5.6><18.0><1.7><2.3><3.3><4.3><1.7><1.0><1.2><1><1.0>
<6.3><1.8><1.7><edit>har be<1.3><9.7>@bevar<1.0>ats<8.3>@s<1.0>
parats <1.1> åt eftervärlden, men<1.0>kä@an<1.2><3.2>@ä <1.4>n mer
<6.4>åt<1.1>författ<1.5>r@erens<5.7>@framsynte@het, <1.5>viljestyrka
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<3.3> och osedvanliga mod<17.8>. O@En tanke<1.8>bör också
<26.2>@tt erkännande ska också ges åt<61.1><5.2><1.1><edit>Glada kan
va@i också vara över att det i Go@rossmans<1.2>bänkret@vänkres@ts
<13.4> fanns <6.7>sådana personer som han <58.0>kunde lita
på<48.8><1.0><3.0><edit>kände förtro<1.8>ende för<7.5>
även under sådana<3.6>o<9.2>änskliga livsbetingelser<4.4> då
“<6.3>bv@ b@ vänner<31.1><6.0><move>m<12.8<1.3><52.6>
<1.2><1.8><edit>att <1.2><edit>hade sådana vänner, som han kände
förtroende för <14.5><1.2><2.2><4.2><1.2><edit><1.1><2.0><9.2>
<1.4><1.4><1.1><2.2><edit><6.3><9.4><move><1.6>och vänskap offras
<29.8>i h<1.9>@namnhögreintressen<1.0>”.<3.1><edit><cr>
<116.0>Då<1.3>NKVD<1.4>’s<54.0><11.1>@en avdelning<1.1><
1.8>@grupp ur he<1.0>mliga polisen<25.5><move>den<move>
uppne@enbaradew@s<4.5>i Grossmans lägenhet<4.5><1.0>medsyfte att
beslg agtaga romanen<6.9>fanns redan en kopia i säkert förf@var.
<43.1><8.2><move>(den<2.1>kom<1.0><49.5><1.1><1.6><edit>
avdelningen<2.6><1.0><edit>+<1.0>’@a@v<6.4><3.0>@ur<4.0><1.1>
<edit>nin<1.7><5.6><edit>av<8.5><34.3><move>ompletta<1.1>versione
n<1.5>,<1.0>med de <153.0>m@mest kontroversialle<1.1>@a <3.3>
@t <3.2>@ ms@ est kon<11.3>tro<1.8>versiellea@a <1.5>
sidorna <7.5>kvar<1.0>) <1.2><3.3>@i <3.6>behåll)<72.6>
<25.0><move> Av en lycklig tillfällighet<26.4>klar<26.3>@kom
också<14.1>ett korrkt@rektur undan.<5.3><cr><16.2><2.3>
<19<1.2><74<11.6>över@överlämnades <1.7> i hemlighet <1.5>
en fotokopia<8.3><2.3>av det handskrivna slutkorretk@ kturet<1.6> till
förläggare <5.3>i väst<6.9>, <1.8> vilket ledde till att romanen
så<2.4><15.3>@kunde komma ut i Schweiz>24.3>år<1.0>1980
<1.2>.<4.5><2.0><edit><1.5><1.1><move><7.1><1.1><move>1980
<1.2><6.7><edit> <2.0><25.8><move>Efraim Etkind och
<1.9>S<2.3>Markisj<2.2> som <9.4>so<1.5><1.4><1.3><edit><28.5>
<1.1><edit>, som förberedde denna utgåva<3.6> fick lägga ned stora
<7.4> mödor<2.7><57.6>@ ansträngningar<3.0>i sitt arbete<7.8>
då de <103.2> am<1.4>ato@örmässigt utförda kopiorna var@ r behäftade
med stora brister.<7.0><cr><Ett<1.0> utav koo@ rrekturer@ n@, som
bevarats h<5.5>@ hade förvar<4.2>@ varit i förvar hos en av grossmans
<53.7><1.5><move>äldsta vänner<14.6>, Vjatsjeslav <2.2>Loboda,
<13.6>, @ <2.2>överläman@ nades <2.0>till förlaget@ förmedlades till
förlaget av<2.6>F<3.3><jod<11.3>@ ? <3.9><1.4>Guber<3.3>,
son till den <22.8><1.3><1.5><1.4><1.3><edit>Det ofärdig<1.5>
<edit>t<3.0><21.6><1.3><move><1.5>o<1.4>fär<1.2><1.2><8.7><1.5><
22.9><4.0><1.0<1.5><edit>rättade<3.5><1.0><4.6><move>för inte så
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länge avlidna änkan till G<1.1>rossman, Ol<3.8><ga<2.2>Guber.<15.6@
Grossmans änka, Olga Guber, vilken i<1.2>@ alv@ v<1.0>led för inte så
länge sedan.<8.8> <1.2>Det <1.9> @ Slut<1.4>korrekturet <54.6>över
<1.1>läts <2.5>@ inlämnades<3.5> a<1.8>@ v <2.3>den kände poeten
och översättaren SemjonLipken<4.7><2.3><1.1><1.2><edit>, <1.1>
<move> <1.2>och Gor@ rossmans gode vän<5.0><edit><14.5>
<30.3><2.0><1.2><move>. <6.9><1.0>@ in. <1.0><cr><2.4><35.8>
<move>RE<1.5><33.7>@ ättvis<3.3><98.2>@Dessa människors mod
förj@ tjänar vår erkänsla.<2.1> <12.2><2.2>@. @, men vi<1.4> <1.8> bör
inte<4.7>glömma<2.3>de för so@ oss ännu <1.2>okända <3.8>som
g<3.3>enom tt sätta mycket på spel <2.7>räddade denna<1.8>
stora<3.0>roman åt efter<1.0>världen. <10.3><move>personer<4.3><1.7>
<1.3><move><5.8>Tyv<37.5>@ Dessvärre<2.5>komme vi nog
<4.1> aldrig att<7.8>ku<3.4><2.9>@ att komma att identifiera<10.4>
<3.2><13.6><move>kunna<2.5><7.1><1.4><4.4><12.9><edit><1.8>
alla dessa<6.3>.<19.9><1.3>men<7.7>det<1.2>går <1.1>åter igen inte
<3.0>förbigå<3.8>författen<2.4>@arens änk Olga gu@ Guber och
vännen<1,4>JekAte@ atering@a<2.5>Za<2.5>bolotskaja.<cr><41.6>
<edit<.<1.4><1.5><edit>m<1.5><1.3><1.4><move><2.2>alla<5.7>
<1.3><1.4><2.1><edit>, men somvi<1.8><edit>d<1.8><1.3>
<move>nog aldrig till fullo <1.6>k<6.5><1.6><1.4><1.2><2.8><1.1>
<1.1><1.5><10.9><8.5><1.1><edit><5.6><2.3><4.3><18.8><1.0><1.6><
105.1><edit>Och<1.8><2.1><edit>bör<1.0><1.7>@ kan man <1.3><1.2>
<4.5><2.7><6.3><edit><cr><2.4>I tak@cksamhetsskuld står vi<1.1>
också till<7.6>nä<4.0>@dem som befrämjade romanens public<5.7>
erande<8.7><1.7><1.3><move>(med stor risk för<1.3>@personlig risk)
<2.0><9.4><move>; Sej@mjon Lipkin,<14.4><2.7>författaren Vladimir
Vojnovitj<4.9> och akader@miledamöterna<8.5>An<1.3>drej Sacharov
och Jelena Bonner.<1.4><cr><12.4>Och slutligen finns<2.7>den@t ett
namn<7.6>som <1.1>det inte går att undgå <3.9>@ d<2.0>@man inte kan
undgå att nämna<5.2>, <4.0>den man<2.4>som öppnade<1.2>vägen för
<5.1>den första utgåvan i hemlandet,<5.3><edit>banade<1.3>
<1.1><move><3.0><författaren och<1.5>chef<4.9>redaktören för det
litterära magasinta<1.1>@et”<4.9>Oktober”<1.1>,<24.7><1.7><edit>.
<4.9>Dät2 et är <2.3><7.0><1.7><1.8><move>manneb<1.8>som<1.4>
var den förste att <3.0>bs@esluta sig för att ge utden<2.8><edit>
Ryssland<1.3><1.3><16.2><move>FARLIGA<1.4>romanenihemlandet.,
<92.2><40.0><edit>upply@ pgifterom<11.8><1.1><move>,<23.9>
<1.1><2.1><edit>.<1.5><1.9><1.2><edit>J<40.6><1.8><move>´<1.7><
@ kanske ä<2.4>@ännu<55.2><1.8><1.1><edit>Vid <1.1> dettillfället,
då<6.7><1.0><edit><1.4>sig<8.3><37.1><1.1><edit>,<7.4><1.4><edit>e
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ftersom<26.6><1.1><37.3><edit>förvarts<33.2><1.4><move<
frf@öf@rfattarens<2.9> för inte länge sedan ö@avlidna
änka<5.6><1.2><2.3><4.9><1.2><edit>son till förv@fattarens för inte så
länge v<2.7><1.2><move>,<2.6><1.5><3.0><1.8><1.9><1.2><edit>.
<2.3><move><1.4>å sin sida<13.2><1.2><3.7><2.7><move>ades<1.5>
<1.9><2.3><edit>´<1.2><1.4><2.2><edit>´<6.8><1.7><3.4><16.1><edit
>he<1.1>eller<7.4><9.6><10.5><3.6><move>människor,
vars<2.3>namn<1.1><2.3><move>+++<1.7><1.9><4.0><1.5><edit>nog>
1.3><2.8><edit>
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